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Addendum 10.1   I-GIS-T TPACK fingerprinting 



 



TK:  Technological Knowledge  
 Knowledge about general technology use 
 
PK:  Pedagogical Knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding general teaching 
 
Geo-CK:  Geographic Content Knowledge 



Knowledge about the characteristics, functioning 
and problems of the world and skills in studying 
characteristics and functioning and problems of 
the world (geographic literacy) 
 



TPK:  Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding general teaching with 
technology 
 



Geo-TCK:  Technological and Geographical Content 
Knowledge 



Knowledge regarding use of technology to 
display Geographical ideas.  
 



Geo-PCK:  Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding how to teach 
characteristics and functioning of the world 
around us to address world problems in viable 
and effective way (knowledge about how to 
stimulate progression in students’ geographical 
literacy) 



TPK: Technological Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding the use of 
technology to teach in a viable and 
effective way 
 



TK-GIS-Geo-CK: Technological GIS and 
Geographical content knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding the use of 
technology, GIS and Geographical content 
knowledge 
 
GIS-PK: GIS pedagogical knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding GIS pedagogy 
(knowledge about how to use GIS to stimulate 
progression in students’ geographic literacy) 
 
GIS-T-PK: GIS-Technological and Pedagogical 
knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding GIS, Technology 
and Pedagogy (knowledge about how to use GIS 
technology to stimulate progression in students’ 
geographic literacy) 
 
GIS-T-Geo-CK: GIS-Technological-Geographical 
content knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding GIS technology and 
geographical content knowledge 
 
GIS-Geo-CK: GIS-Geographical Content 
knowledge 
 Knowledge regarding GIS and Geography 
content 
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3268 
 
 



Dear Ms Elfrieda Fleischmann  
 



RESEARCH PROPOSAL: A FRAMEWORK FOR I-GIS-T INTEGRATION WITHIN THE FET PHASE 



GEOGRAPHY 



 
Your application to conduct the above-mentioned research in schools in the Western Cape has been approved 
subject to the following conditions: 
1. Principals, educators and learners are under no obligation to assist you in your investigation. 
2. Principals, educators, learners and schools should not be identifiable in any way from the results of the 



investigation. 
3. You make all the arrangements concerning your investigation. 
4. Educators’ programmes are not to be interrupted. 



5. The Study is to be conducted from 26 January 2015 till 30 September 2015 
6. No research can be conducted during the fourth term as schools are preparing and finalizing syllabi for 



examinations (October to December). 
7. Should you wish to extend the period of your survey, please contact Dr A.T Wyngaard at the contact 



numbers above quoting the reference number?  
8. A photocopy of this letter is submitted to the principal where the intended research is to be conducted. 
9. Your research will be limited to the list of schools as forwarded to the Western Cape Education 



Department. 
10. A brief summary of the content, findings and recommendations is provided to the Director:  Research 



Services. 
11. The Department receives a copy of the completed report/dissertation/thesis addressed to: 



          The Director: Research Services 



Western Cape Education Department 



Private Bag X9114 



CAPE TOWN 



8000 
 
We wish you success in your research. 
 
Kind regards. 
Signed: Dr Audrey T Wyngaard 



Directorate: Research 



DATE: 02 October 2014 
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Table Salient strengths and weaknesses of data collection strategies within this study (adapted from Creswell, 2009:179-180;  



Creswell, 2014:330-331; McMillan & Schumacher, 2010:236,268; Merriam, 1998:87; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239; Yin, 2014:106) 



 



Strategy   Strengths  Weaknesses  



Quantitative Data      



Web-based Surveys:  



Software programmes 



available for designing, 



gathering, and analysing 



survey data 



http://www.surveymonkey.co 



m/ 



(Ary et al., 2014:412;  
Creswell, 2014:410)   



 
 



 



 



 



 
 



Versatile, efficient and permit generalisation 
Gain accurate and credible information from 
large sample at relatively low cost  
Easy to access geographically diverse samples  
(McMillan, 2012:202)  
Respondents enter data directly for each question  
(McMillan, 2012:202)  
Efficiency: data on many variables gained without 
substantial increases in time and cost (McMillan,  
2012:201)  
Gain quick responses (McMillan, 2012:201)   
May make use of social networking/e-mail (Creswell,  
2014:409)  
 



 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



Restricted to participants that have access to the internet  
(Ary et al., 2014:412)  
Low response rate (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Non-random sampling; drawing inferences to general population 
difficult (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Technological problems (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Security issues (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Associated with internet junk mail (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Biased towards certain demographic groups (Creswell, 2014:410)  
Respondents do not believe answers will be confidential (McMillan, 
2012:201)  



Directly administrated  
questionnaires:               
which also included open-
ended questions regarding 
the workability of the I-GIS-T 
together with Likert scale 
questions. (This study also 
included teacher surveys.)  



 
 



 



High response rates (Ary et al., 2014:413) 
Good for measuring attitudes and eliciting other 
content from participants (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 
2009:239).  
Inexpensive and quick turnaround (Ary et al., 
2014:413)  



 
 



 



Can be expensive (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239)  
Possibly reactive effects may occur (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 
2009:239)  
Sometimes biased against certain groups of people (Teddlie & 
Tashakkori, 2009:239)  



Single Group Pre-test Post-
test Design (Pre- and Post-
attitudinal tests ) in order to 
support qualitative data in 
answering secondary 
research question three.  



 



 



 



Can provide good measure of many characteristics of 
people (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239)  
Instrument usually already developed (Teddlie & 
Tashakkori, 2009:239)  



 
 
 



 
 



Can be expensive (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239)  
Takes time and effort to administer   
Poses threats to internal validity: history, maturation, regression, 
selection, mortality, interactions with selection (Creswell, 2014:330-
331)  
Taking of pre-tests can alter attitudes  
Possibly reactive effects may occur  



 



 



   Sometimes biased against certain people (multilingual classes) 
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239)  



 





http://www.surveymonkey.com/


http://www.surveymonkey.com/


http://www.surveymonkey.com/


http://www.surveymonkey.com/








QUALITATIVE Data       



Observations: Unstructured 
text data including field notes, 
both descriptive and 
reflective, and photos taken 
during site visits as well as 
the I-GIS-T activities.   



 



 



 
 



 



 



See directly first-hand, with/without words (McMillan, 
2012:296) 
Can be used with participants with weak verbal skills 
(other languages)  
Creative and good for description  
Contextual – can cover the case’s context within the 
natural setting (Creswell, 2014:235)  
Useful for gauging engagement, interest and attitudes  
(McMillan, 2012:296)  
Unintended behaviour can be observed (McMillan, 
2012:296)  



 
 



 
 
 
 



 



 



Limited only to sites of gained access (Creswell, 2014:236)  
Observer can change behaviour of participants (McMillan,  
2012:296)  
Reasons for behaviour may be unclear  
Difficult to record and interpret (McMillan, 2012)  
More expensive to conduct (McMillan, 2012:296)  
Data analysis time-consuming (labour intensive) (McMillan,  
2012:296)  
Observation might be highly subjective, selective, due to observer 
bias (McMillan, 2012:296)  
Researcher could be seen as intrusive  



One-one-One Interviews: 
Semi-structured, one-on-



one, audio recorded and 



transcribed.  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Greater response rates than through surveys 
because of personal interaction (Ary et al., 2014) 
Good for measuring attitudes and most content of 
interest  
Allows control and probing by researcher/interviewer  
(McMillan, 2012:296)  
Can provide in-depth and large amounts of 
information on focused questions (Ary et al., 
2014:467).  
Provides insight (explanations, perceptions, attitudes,  
personal views and meanings)   
Direct interaction allows recording of nonverbal 
behaviour that accompanies answers to questions  
(McMillan, 2012:296)  
Able to provide historical perspective (McMillan,  
2012:296)  
Good back-up if observations are impractical  
(McMillan, 2012:296)   



 
 



 



 



 



Expensive and time-consuming (Creswell, 2014:240)  
Reactive and investigator effects may occur, social desirability bias 
whereas the participant tries to please the interviewer (Ary et al., 
2014:407)  
Both parties bring biases, predispositions, attitudes and physical 
characteristics  
Data analysis sometimes time-consuming for open-ended items  
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:239)  
Information is indirect, not in natural setting (McMillan, 2012:296)  
 



Focus group: Audio 



recorded and transcribed.  



 



 



 



 



 
 



 



 



Useful for exploring ideas, insight, opinions and 
values (McMillan, 2012:294)  
Allows study of how participants react to each other.  
Allows probing and studying a topic where little 
information is available (Ary et al., 2014:468) 
Economic: useful to collect concentrated data when 
time span and money is limited (Ary et al., 2014:468;  
Creswell, 2014:240)  
Brings different perspectives to the fore (Ary et al., 
2014:468)  



 
 



 
 
 



May be dominated by one or two participants  
Individual opinions may be contaminated by group dynamics (Ary et 
al., 2014:469)  
Focus group moderator possibly biased  
Audio taped interviews, difficult to transcribe (Creswell, 2014:241) 
Difficulty in observation and also note-taking, many things happen 
simultaneously (Creswell, 2014:241)  



 













 
 



Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within 



FET phase Geography  
 



Letter to the Parents/Guardian  



 



Dear Parent / Guardian  



Your child has been selected and invited to take part in a research study by North-West 



University (NWU). Before you decide to let your child participate in this study, it is important that 



you understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. Please take the time to 



read the following information carefully.   



NWU is currently developing and testing I-GIS-T software in order to support GIS teaching in the 



classroom.  The purpose of this study is to design a framework for the integration of the I-GIS-T 



software application. GIS can be described shortly as doing “map work” on a computer.    



 



Study Procedure:  



The expected time commitment for this study with your child is approximately 4-5 hours. He/she 



will complete I-GIS-T activities with pre- and post-questionnaires and may take part in an 



interview. He/she will test and evaluate the I-GIS-T application, as well as make suggestions. 



This study will not assess your child, but he/she has been chosen to assess this software.    



There is nothing included in this study that may upset your child and he/she may withdraw from 



this study at any time without any penalty. There will be no direct benefit to you or your child for 



participating in this study. However, we hope that the information obtained from this study may 



break ground for future GIS teaching learning methods. 



If your child does not want to be in this study, he/she may choose to withdraw and receive normal 
GIS teaching. He/she may choose not to participate and may leave answers blank, or may read 
quietly at her/his desk.    



Pseudonyms will be used with the pre- and post-tests.  Your child’s responses will be anonymous. 



The interviews will be recorded and transcribed.  Pseudonyms will be used at all times to insure 



anonymity of learners. Confidentiality will also be maintained in photos. Should these be used in 



future presentations or articles, the identity of your child will be masked. Notes, interview 



transcriptions, transcribed notes and any other identifying participant information will be kept in 



the personal possession of the researcher. The questionnaires, transcripts and audio and photos 



will be stored at North-West University after the study.  When no longer necessary for research, 



all materials will be destroyed.      











 
 



The participation in this study is voluntary. It is up to you and your child to decide whether or 



not to take part in this study. If you do decide to take part in this study, you will be asked to 



sign below. However, you will still be free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. 



Your child is free to not answer any question or questions if he/she so chooses. This will not 



affect the relationship you have with the researcher.     



No foreseen risks are anticipated. There are no costs to you for your child’s participation in 



this study, neither is there any monetary compensation to you or your child for participation in 



this study.     



Should you have any questions about the research or any related matters, please contact me 



at 079 356 1323 or e-mail me at elfriedaf@cedar.org.za. Your child will also have the 



opportunity to ask any questions before participating in this study.    



I am looking forward to your child’s participation in this research.    



Kind regards    



Elfrieda Fleischmann  



Researcher    



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  



Consent form:   



By signing this consent form, I confirm that I have read and understood the 



information and have had the opportunity to ask questions. I understand that my 



participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without giving a 



reason and without any cost involved.  



I consent voluntarily for my child to participate in this study.   



Learner’s Signature _____________________________     



Print Name of Parent or Guardian __________________      
  



Signature of Parent of Guardian___________________  



 



Date ___________________________     Day/month/year  



 



Principal Investigator: Dr CP van der Westhuizen 



Department: Geography Department North-West University    



Phone: 018 299 4734    



E-mail: christo.vanderwesthuizen@nwu.ac.za 
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A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within   
    FET phase Geography  
  



Learner pre GIS knowledge test  



  



For each of the following questions, colour inside the circle on your answer sheet.  



Colour only one circle per question.  



  



1. What does GIS stand for?  



1.1. Geo Index System  



1.2. Geographic Information System  



1.3. Geospatial Index System  



1.4. Global Integration System  



1.5. Geospatial Information System  



  



2. What is a pixel?  



2.1. The smallest scale of a topographical map  



2.2. The amount of dots in a photo  



2.3. Greatest unit or controllable element of a satellite photo  



2.4. Smallest unit or controllable element in an image  



2.5. Ten units of controllable elements on a map  



  



3. What is resolution?  



3.1. The sharpness and clarity of a map/image  



3.2. The determination to solve spatial problems  



3.3. The colour of a map  



3.4. The units of infrared on a satellite image  



3.5. The use of satellites in taking an image  



  



4. What is spatial resolution?  



4.1. Refers to the space in the atmosphere  



4.2. Refers to the number of pixels in a digital image  



4.3. Refers to land claims  



4.4. Is the number of satellites in the atmosphere  



4.5. The understanding of spatial problems  
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5. What is spectral resolution?  



5.1. Excludes infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths  



5.2. Cannot be used to determine the amount of hail in a cloud  



5.3. The focus lens of a remote sensor  



5.4. Is the number of pixels in a digital image  



5.5. Indicates the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can detect  



    
6. Raster data…  



6.1. Has discrete boundaries  



6.2. Contain more information than vector data  



6.3. Can be used to store roads on a map  



6.4. Represents the world as a surface divided into a regular grid of cells  



6.5. Can be used to depict precise points on a map  



7. Vector data…  



7.1. Can be used to represent the world in points, lines and polygons  



7.2. Makes use of pixels  



7.3. Is useful to store data that varies continuously  



7.4. Is usually used in satellite photos  



7.5. Becomes unclear, when we zoom into a topographical map  



  



8. Spatial data…  



8.1. Contains only coordinates  



8.2. Contains coordinates and identifying information  



8.3. Is the same as attribute data  



8.4. Contains only identifying information  



8.5. Does not contain coordinates or identifying information  



  



9. Attribute data…  



9.1. can be tabular or textual data describing geographic characteristics of 



features  



9.2. excludes addresses   



9.3. have to do with resolution  



9.4. contain information that cannot be linked to spatial data  



9.5. can be used to locate a specific point on a map   
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10. A disadvantage of raster data is…  



10.1. Pixels become unclear when enlarged  



10.2. It takes a long time to gather  



10.3. It cannot be used with remote sensing  



10.4. It deals poorly with infrared and ultraviolet images  



10.5. It cannot be used to interpret average rainfall  



    
11. What is remote sensing?  



11.1. Satellites and aeroplanes can make use of remote sensing in order to get 



information  



11.2. Taking coordinates by means of a GPS  



11.3. Taking a photo with a remote control  



11.4. Investigating corruption of data from a higher office  



11.5. Taking photos of remote places  



 



12. One advantage of vector data is that…  



12.1. It can be used to depict average rainfall  



12.2. It can be used to portray average temperature  



12.3. It is quick to gather and create  



12.4. It shows direction  



12.5. It can be scaled up to very large without losing quality  



13. A polygon can resemble…  



13.1. Contours  



13.2. A point in a town or city  



13.3. A river within a country  



13.4. An unenclosed area  



13.5. A town  



  



14. A point within a vector layer can be a …  



14.1.  A school building  



14.2.  A hospital building  



14.3.  A lake  



14.4.  Contour  



14.5.  A hut  



 



  



15. A line can represent…  



15.1.  A farm  



15.2.  A contour  



15.3.  A Block of flats  



15.4.  A lake  



15.5.  A soccer field  
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16. For which of the following can GIS not be used?  For…  



16.1. Taking an aerial photo through remote sensing  



16.2. Solve spatial problems  



16.3. Analyse maps  



16.4. To consider the effect of climate change on the environment  



16.5. Analysing the possible damage caused by a storm  



  



17. If heavy rains have been forecasted, and you utilize GIS in order to make decisions, 
which map layer are the most unlikely to be used?   



17.1. Map layer indicating the roads of the area  



17.2. Map layer indicating the water pipe system  



17.3. Satellite photo/radar using a high spectral resolution  



17.4. Topographical map indicating contours and the location of houses and huts  



17.5. Map layer indicating the location of rivers  



  



18. Indicates which of the following will be used as point data  



18.1.  Tennis courts  



18.2.  Weather stations  



18.3.  Topography  



18.4.  Town growth  



18.5.  Contours  



  



19. Wild fires are spreading through an area, which map layer(s) would you not choose in 



order to make decisions?  



19.1. Fire Stations  



19.2. Roads  



19.3. Water points and rivers  



19.4. Vegetable gardens  



19.5. Houses  



 



 



20. Which of the following cannot be classified as attribute data?  



20.1.  Addresses  



20.2.  Rainfall  



20.3.  Location of huts  



20.4.  Name of roads  



20.5.  



  



Name of sport fields  



TOTAL: 20  










Grade 11

















Today, we are going to have a look at GIS, and the value of remote sensing…
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… sensing of data











Carefully study this photo…. What do you see?


Satellite


An aeroplane


Clouds


The earth.


Remote sensing is the process of gathering data, at a distance
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What is GIS








What is GIS?  …who would like to try?


Why do we use GIS?.....
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Components of GIS





What is GIS















































Here are some pictures to tell us the story…. 


What do we see?


How can we use GIS, any idea?
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OUTCOMES CAPS: 
      Some basic grade 11 GIS concepts


spatially referenced data


spatial and spectral resolution


Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, area and attribute


Raster and vector data;


Know the applications of GIS to climatology and meteorology, as well as oceanography, using satellite images


Know how to capture different types of data from existing maps, photographs, fieldwork or other records on tracing paper.











At the end of this lesson, you should be able to explain


What spatially referenced data is


Spatial & spectral resolution


Different types of data


Raster & vector data


Applications of GIS


Capturing different types of data 
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This is a page in your workbook. This acts as a summary to the important concepts of GIS that you need to know. It also gives you a clear picture of how all these concepts interact with one another.


Beginning left, through remote sensing, by means of satelites /aeroplanes/drones/and a GPS, data can be captured.


Captured data can be divided into vector data and raster data. 


Resolution describes the ‘clarity’ of the data. We get two types of resolution. We get spatial resolution (areal photographs) and spectral resolution, which also capture other types of light, such as UV and infrared light that the human eye can’t see. 


Both vector and raster data types can be used in GIS.


In the I-GIS-T application in the following lessons, you will use both data types.


Lastly, it is important that GIS not only implies the software program, but also data, people, presentation of data and hardware. GIS is therefore a system of Geospatial information.
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Spatially referenced data


known as geospatial data or geographic information 


identifies the geographic location of features and boundaries on Earth (natural or constructed features) 


data that can be mapped


stored as coordinates and topology


Are often accessed, manipulated or analysed through Geographic Information Systems (GIS).














Other names for spatially referenced data are geospatial data / geographic information.


Geospatial data / geographic information identifies location of features/boundaries on Earth, such as oceans, or roads


Geospatial data / spatially referenced data can be mapped, because it is stored together with coordinates and topology


Spatially referenced data / geospatial data can be accessed, manipulated, analysed by GIS
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What is spatial resolution? 


Resolution often refers to the sharpness and clarity of an image (the number of pixels describes the sharpness of a figure.)


Spatial resolution is a term that refers to the number of pixels utilized in construction of a digital image. 


Images having higher spatial resolution are composed with a greater number of pixels than those of lower spatial resolution. 


High spatial images consists of more detail, than images of a low spatial resolution.





A pixel, in a digital image, it is the smallest unit or controllable element of a picture represented on the screen.




















Spatial resolution refers to the sharpness / clarity of an image. 


The higher the number of pixels, the higher the sharpness/ clarity of a picture, and the more detail there is in a photo.  For example, look at the images on the right. The areal photo is of the Union Buildings in Pretoria.  The top picture has more pixels and therefore show a higher clarity/sharpness than the bottom picture
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Spectral resolution


the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can detect.  


the human eye can only detect a small fraction of light (visible light)


satellites and radars can also detect infrared and ultra violet light, 


images can provide more information 


Examples: of hail in a cloud, depth of the ocean basin, oil spills in the ocean, type of vegetation and underlying soil, rock type etc.























Spectral resolution describes the wavelength that a camera/radar can detect.  


The human eye can only see a small fraction of light, and we call that visible light


Satellites, however, can also detect infrared light and ultraviolet light. These images can be used to provide information regarding hail in a cloud. 
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Raster and Vector data


Raster data: 


using a regular grid of cells. 


data that varies continuously, 


Examples: aerial photograph, a satellite image, a surface of chemical concentrations, or an elevation surface.





 Vector data: 


using points, lines, and (area) polygons. 


has discrete boundaries


Examples: country borders, and streets.























Raster data uses a regular grid of cells. 


Raster data is used in data that varies continuously, such as aerial photographs etc.


Vector data makes use of points, lines and areas called polygons.


Vector data has discrete boundaries, such as country borders and streets.
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Points, lines and polygons











Point data can include, huts, telephone poles or water points.


Line data can represent streets, borders etc.


Polygons can represent farms, schools, a city etc.
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Types of data


Spatial data:


contains the coordinates and identifying information describing the map itself which includes line, point, area (polygon) data





Attribute (non-spatial) data:


is tabular or textual data 


describing the geographic characteristics of features


contains information that can be linked to the spatial data- 


Example: matching addresses, rainfall, and number of learners in a school to spatial coordinates. 














Spatial data is data that has coordinates, thereby identifying location


Attribute / non-spatial data can be in a table or text. 


Attribute / non-spatial data describes only the characteristics of a feature, BUT can be linked to spatial data.


For example, matching telephone numbers and numbers of learners to the location of a certain school.
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Ok, lets see what we have learned so far…
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What is spatial resolution?


Quiz 








What is spectral resolution?


Quiz 








What is a pixel?


Quiz 








Give an example of vector data.


Quiz 








Give an example of raster data.


Quiz 








What is remote sensing?


Quiz 








How can GIS be used in climate?


Quiz 








What is attribute data?


Quiz 








Give examples of points, lines and polygons in GIS


Quiz 








What is spatial or geospatial data?


Quiz 








What layers will you use in GIS, in order to make swift decisions regarding floods in your area?


Quiz 








What layers will you use in GIS, in order to make swift decisions regarding run-away fires in your area?


Quiz 








What data layers will you use in GIS in order to make swift decisions  regarding heavy snowfall at Van Reenen’s pass?


Quiz 




















This is an outlay of your I-GIS-T dashboard, of the program you will work in tomorrow. The software program being used is QGIS. 


We find the table of contents / layer of the maps, these we can check /uncheck to combine maps.


The Zoom and other tool buttons. 


The Standard system menu.


Map area, where we will work on a map.


The data source browser, where we can choose our data file.





Within the next lesson you will get the opportunity to work on an interactive GIS tutor, so remember to bring your earphones and your I-GIS-T workbook along.
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Evaluation of I-GIS-T form B 



Name: 



Age: 



Instructions: 



Answer each question by circling the appropriate number in the shaded box or by 



writing your opinion in the shaded space provided. 



For example 



Item Yes No 



1 Did you complete all the activities of the I-GIS-T application? 1 2 



2 Do you have a computer at home? 1 2 



3 Do you have access to a computer at school? 1 2 



4 Does your school have a computer lab? 1 2 



5 Do you enjoy working with a computer? 1 2 



6 Do you enjoy map work? 1 2 



7 Have you used Google Earth before? 1 2 



8 Have you used any GIS software before? 1 2 



8.1   If you answered yes in question 8, what software did you use? 



ArcView 1 



ArcGIS 2 



Google Earth 3 



QGIS 4 



Other specify 5 



Yes No 



○1 2 
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Section A:   I-GIS-T application technical evaluation 



Instruction:  



 Answer each question by circling the appropriate number to the degree of



agreement/disagreement in the shaded box.



 Please answer all the questions



1 = Strongly disagree 



2 = Disagree 



3 = Neither agree nor disagree 



4 = Agree 



5 = Strongly agree 



Item Statement on attitude to GIS 



S
tr



o
n



g
ly



 



d
is



a
g



re
e
 



D
is



a
g



re
e
 



N
e



it
h



e
r 



a
g



re
e



 



n
o



r 
d



is
a



g
re



e
 



A
g



re
e
 



S
tr



o
n



g
ly



 a
g



re
e
 



9 The instructions were clear 1 2 3 4 5 



10 The I-GIS-T was easy to navigate 1 2 3 4 5 



11 General layout/design of the I-GIS-T was 
well organised 



1 2 3 4 5 



12 The textual information effectively 
conveyed the concepts and applications of 
GIS 



1 2 3 4 5 



13 Graphics and animations were effective in 
illustrating the concepts and applications 



1 2 3 4 5 



14 Interactivity (user control) was useful for 
learning GIS concepts 



1 2 3 4 5 



15 The multiple choice questions with 
feedback was adequate for testing 
concepts 



1 2 3 4 5 



16 The interactive lessons were easy to 
navigate 



1 2 3 4 5 



17 Time needed to open the lessons was 
acceptable 



1 2 3 4 5 



18 The level of detail in the lesson was 
adequate 



1 2 3 4 5 



19 The narration was clear 1 2 3 4 5 
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Section B:  I-GIS-T application & learning evaluation 



Instruction:  
Please encircle the number corresponding to the degree of agreement/disagreement. 



Statement on attitude towards GIS 



S
tr



o
n



g
ly



 



d
is



a
g



re
e
 



D
is



a
g



re
e
 



N
e



it
h



e
r 



a
g



re
e



 
n



o
r 



d
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a
g
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e
 



A
g



re
e
 



S
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o
n



g
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a
g



re
e
 



20 The I-GIS-T application increased my 
interest in geography lessons 



1 2 3 4 5 



21 The I-GIS-T helped me to understand GIS 
better 



1 2 3 4 5 



22 The I-GIS-T application increased my 
curiosity to learn more in the classroom 



1 2 3 4 5 



23 The I-GIS-T application increased my 
curiosity to learn more about GIS 



1 2 3 4 5 



24 The I-GIS-T application helped me to 
understand how geography is used in daily 
life 



1 2 3 4 5 



25 The I-GIS-T application improved my 
computer skills 



1 2 3 4 5 



26 The I-GIS-T application helped me to improve 
my inquiry skills 



1 2 3 4 5 



27 The I-GIS-T application motivated me to learn 
more about GIS technologies 



1 2 3 4 5 



28 I would like to use the I-GIS-T application at 
home 



1 2 3 4 5 



29 I like to learn GIS with the I-GIS-T at my own 
pace 



1 2 3 4 5 



30 I feel in control of my learning with I-GIS-T 1 2 3 4 5 



31 I would like to learn more about QGIS 
software, on which the I-GIS-T is based 



1 2 3 4 5 



32 I could direct my own learning by using the I-
GIS-T 



1 2 3 4 5 



33 The I-GIS-T made me aware of job 
opportunities in GIS 



1 2 3 4 5 



34 The I-GIS-T increased my awareness of the 
use of GIS in solving geospatial problems 



1 2 3 4 5 



35 The I-GIS-T workbook is a sufficient 
companion together with the I-GIS-T 



1 2 3 4 5 



36 The PowerPoint promoted my understanding 
of GIS concepts 



1 2 3 4 5 



37 I think the I-GIS-T application should be made 
available for all grade 11 Geography learners 



1 2 3 4 5 



Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire 
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I-GIS-T:  Grade 11  



 
This is the learner workbook companion for the I-GIS-T application 



A word of welcome 



Welcome to the I-GIS-T programme. This workbook will take you through the various 
aspects you need to know about GIS. The workbook also includes worksheets that need to 
be completed when you go through the I-GIS-T activities. At the end of the workbook we 
have included a few games. Enjoy this course! 



 



Outcomes: By the end of this GIS section you should be able to: 
1. Know what spatially referenced data is; 
2. Know what spatial and spectral resolution is; 
3. Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, area and attribute; 
4. Differentiate between raster and vector data; 
5. Know the applications of GIS to climatology and meteorology, as well as oceanography, 



using satellite images; and 
6. Capture different types of data from existing maps, photographs, fieldwork or other records 



within a GIS programme. 
 



1. What does GIS stand for? 
G- Geographic, so we know that GIS has something to do with geography. 



I- Information, so we know that GIS has something to do with information, 
namely geographic information. 



S - System, so we know that GIS is an integrated system of geography and 
information tied together. 



(Most people agree that over 80% of the information related to government 
operations have a geographic component. Therefore, a system that integrates 
this information is quite valuable. We shall see how a geographic information 
system combined geography and information…) 



 



2. What is GIS? 



A computer system for collecting, storing, manipulating, analysing, displaying, and 
querying geographically related information. 
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 Computer Hardware – computers 



used for storing data, displaying 
graphics and processing data. 



 
 Computer Software – computer 



programmes that run on the computer 
hardware and allow you to work with 
digital data. A software programme 
that forms part of the GIS is called a 
GIS Application. 



 
 Digital Data – the geographical 



information that you will view and 
analyse using computer hardware and 
software. 
 



Some GIS key elements… 



3. What is spatially 
referenced data?  



 Also known as geospatial data or 
geographic information. 



 Data or information that identifies the 
geographic location of features and 
boundaries on Earth, such as natural or 
constructed features, oceans, and more. 



 Usually stored as coordinates and 
topology, and is data that can be 
mapped.  



 Often accessed, manipulated or analysed 
through Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS). 



My notes on more GIS key elements… 
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 4. What is the difference between 
spatial and spectral resolution? 



 Resolution often refers to the sharpness 
and clarity of an image (the number of 
pixels describes the sharpness of a figure.) 
 



 Spatial resolution is a term that refers to 
the number of pixels utilized in construction 
of a digital image. Images having higher 
spatial resolution are composed with a 
greater number of pixels than those of lower 
spatial resolution. High spatial images 
consist of more detail than images of a low 
spatial resolution. 
 
 A pixel, in a digital image, it is the 



smallest unit or controllable element 
of a picture represented on the 
screen. 



 



 Spectral resolution is the range of 
wavelengths that an imaging system can 
detect.  As the human eye can only detect a 
small fraction of light (visible light), satellites 
and radars can also detect infrared and 
ultraviolet light, and therefore such images 
can provide more information regarding the 
amount of hail in a cloud, depth of the ocean 
basin, oil spills in the ocean, type of 
vegetation, underlying soil, rock type etc. 
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5. What are the differences between vector and raster data? 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  



 Vector data model [data models]: 
A representation of the world 
using points, lines, and (area) 
polygons. Vector models are 
useful for storing data that has 
discrete boundaries, such as 
country borders, land parcels, and 
streets. 



 



 Raster data model [data models]:     
A representation of the world as a 
surface divided into a regular grid 
of cells. Raster models are useful 
for storing data that varies 
continuously, as in an aerial 
photograph, a satellite image, a 
surface of chemical concentrations, 
or an elevation surface. 
 



Notes 
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6. What different types of data are being used in GIS?



Answering where? Spatial data  



 Spatial data, which contains the coordinates and identifying information describing the
map itself which includes line, point, area (polygon) data.



Points, such as huts, trees, schools etc. 



Lines, such as rivers, roads etc. 



Area (polygon) data, such as a farm, dam, province, 
rainfall area etc. 



Answering what? Attribute data 



 Attribute data, also known as non-spatial data, is tabular or textual data describing the
geographic characteristics of features and therefore contains information that can be linked
to the spatial data - for example, matching addresses, rainfall, and the number of learners
in a school to spatial coordinates.
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Grade 11



… sensing of data
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Components of GIS



OUTCOMES CAPS: 
Some basic grade 11 GIS concepts



 spatially referenced data



 spatial and spectral resolution



 Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, 
area and attribute



 Raster and vector data;



 Know the applications of GIS to climatology and 
meteorology, as well as oceanography, using satellite 
images



 Know how to capture different types of data from existing 
maps, photographs, fieldwork or other records on tracing 
paper.
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Spatially referenced data



 known as geospatial data or geographic 
information



 identifies the geographic location of features and 
boundaries on Earth (natural or constructed 
features) 



 data that can be mapped



 stored as coordinates and topology



 Are often accessed, manipulated or analysed 
through Geographic Information Systems (GIS).



What is spatial resolution? 
 Resolution often refers to the sharpness and clarity of an 



image (the number of pixels describes the sharpness of a 
figure.)



 Spatial resolution is a term that refers to the number of 
pixels utilized in construction of a digital image. 



 Images having higher spatial resolution are composed with a 
greater number of pixels than those of lower spatial 
resolution. 



 High spatial images consists of more detail, than images of a 
low spatial resolution.



 A pixel, in a digital image, it is the smallest unit or controllable 
element of a picture represented on the screen.
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Spectral resolution
 the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can 



detect.  



 the human eye can only detect a small fraction of light 
(visible light)



 satellites and radars can also detect infrared and ultra 
violet light, 



 images can provide more information 



 Examples: of hail in a cloud, depth of the ocean basin, oil 
spills in the ocean, type of vegetation and underlying soil, 
rock type etc.



Raster and Vector data
Raster data: 



 using a regular grid of cells. 



 data that varies continuously, 



 Examples: aerial photograph, a satellite image, a 
surface of chemical concentrations, or an 
elevation surface.



Vector data: 



 using points, lines, and (area) polygons. 



 has discrete boundaries



 Examples: country borders, and streets.



Points, lines and polygons
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Types of data
Spatial data:



 contains the coordinates and identifying 
information describing the map itself which 
includes line, point, area (polygon) data



Attribute (non-spatial) data:



 is tabular or textual data 



 describing the geographic characteristics of 
features



 contains information that can be linked to the 
spatial data-



 Example: matching addresses, rainfall, and number 
of learners in a school to spatial coordinates. 



What is spatial resolution?



Quiz 
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What is spectral resolution?



Quiz 



What is a pixel?



Quiz 



Give an example of vector data.



Quiz 
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Give an example of raster data.



Quiz 



What is remote sensing?



Quiz 



How can GIS be used in climate?



Quiz 
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What is attribute data?



Quiz 



Give examples of points, lines and 
polygons in GIS



Quiz 



What is spatial or geospatial data?



Quiz 
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What layers will you use in GIS, in 
order to make swift decisions 
regarding floods in your area?



Quiz 



What layers will you use in GIS, in 
order to make swift decisions regarding 
run-away fires in your area?



Quiz 



What data layers will you use in GIS in 
order to make swift decisions  regarding 
heavy snowfall at Van Reenen’s pass?



Quiz 
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I-GIS-T Worksheet 1: Crucial GIS concepts 



 
1. What does GIS stand for? 



_________________________________________________________ 



 



2. What is raster data? 
________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________ 



 



3. What is attribute data? 



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________ 



 



4. What is vector data? 



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________ 
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5. What is spatial resolution? 



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



______________________________ 



 



6. What is spectral resolution? 



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________ 



7. Give real-life examples of a point, line and polygon that can be used in GIS. 



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________ 



8. Draw a mind map of GIS concepts. Illustrations can also be used. 
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Label as many of the buttons and spaces as you possibly can, as found within the QGIS software, 
shown in the display window below (freely downloadable from www.QGIS.com). As you continue 
with the I-GIS-T in the following lessons, you can update your labels on this display window at any 
time. 
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I-GIS-T Worksheet 2:  



Introduction & Tutorial 1 



 



 



 



 



 



Introduction 



1. What software is used in this application? 



__________________________________________ 



2. What does GIS stand for? 



__________________________________________ 



 



3. What are the uses of QGIS? 



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________ 



 



Tutorial 1 



1. Name the six different key components of GIS. 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 
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2. List 4 types of jobs where GIS can be used. 



________________________________________ 



________________________________________ 



________________________________________ 



________________________________________ 



 



3. Explained what is meant by geographical/spatial problems. 



____________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________ 



 



4. What is the use of a GPS? 



____________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________ 



 



5. GIS combines __________________ and ___________________ data sets. 



 



6. What is interpolation being used for in this tutorial? 



__________________________________________________________ 



 



7. Give a synonym for non-spatial data.   _________________________________ 



 



8. What was the average rainfall on the farm in this exercise?     ______________ 



 



9. Why is the map saved as a picture file? 



__________________________________________________________  
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I-GIS-T Worksheet 3:  



Exercise 1, tutorial 2, exercise 2 



 



Exercise 1 



1. Why would you want to use an attribute table within this exercise? 



___________________________________________________________ 



 



Tutorial 2 



2. List the spatial problems that GIS can be used for. 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



____________________________ 



 



3. Why is it important for scientists to study hailstorms? 



____________________________ 



 



4. Storms can be studied by using remote sensing technology such as __________________ and 
_________________. 



 



5. Why would scientists want to capture a storm by means of a radar system?  



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________



______________________ 
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6. Identify the different types of data available in GIS and give a short description of each. 



 



a. ___________________  _____________________________________________ 



 



b. ___________________  _____________________________________________ 



 



c. ___________________  _____________________________________________ 



 



7. Why has vector data been used in this exercise?  



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________ 



 



8. Which three places were most affected by the storm? 



___________________________ 



___________________________ 



___________________________ 



 



9. Describe the types of data used during this tutorial  
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I-GIS-T Worksheet 4:  



Tutorial 3, exercise 3 & 4 



 



Tutorial 1 



Where is no.9? 



10. What is remote sensing? 



__________________________________________________________ 



 



11. How can remote sensing data be captured? 
• ____________________________ 



• ____________________________ 



 



12. Spatial resolution is  



____________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________ 



 
13. A high spatial resolution image has more/fewer pixels. 
 
14. Images with high spatial resolution have   more/less    detail. 
 
15. Spectral resolution is 



____________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________ 



 
16. What other types of light can satellites detect? 



__________________________and __________________________ 
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17. What is the use of using visible light as well as other types of light in remote sensing? 



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________ 



18. How was remote sensing used in this tutorial? 



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________ 



19. What is another name for a polygon?  _______________________________ 



 



20. The blue area in this exercise depicts _______________________ in the map. 
 
21. Why is remote sensing valuable? 



____________________________________________________________________________



____________________________________________________ 



 



Exercise 3 



1. Why are tennis courts a vector data set? 



__________________________________________________________________ 
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Exercise 4 



Make the right choice in the following statements 



 



2. Is vector / raster data?  ___________________________ 



 



3. Population density is vector / raster data___________________ 



 



4. How does the presence of roads impact on population density in this exercise?  
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MEMO TO GAMES 
GAME 1: GIS CROSSWORD PUZZLE 



 13      14          



1   15              



       4          



 3    16     17    19  20 



       5     18     



6 7                



                 



                 



      7           



8   21              



     22         24   



       23          



     10            



                 



    11     12        



 



  
Down 



1. Remote sensing can be used to 
measure _______ in a cloud. 



2. GIS is the acronym for ….. information 
systems. 



3. Type of data that can be analysed 
through a computer. 



4. How many types of spatial data are 
there? 



5. An area 
6. Type of light also used in remote 



sensing 
7. Smallest unit in an image 
8. Type of light also used in remote 



sensing 
9. What does Geo stands for? 
10. An instrument used to determine a 



location 
11. Spatial and attribute data combined 
12. A … can be resembled by a line. 



 



Across     



1. Component of GIS 
2. Geographic information: … data 
3. The human eye can only detect a 



small fraction of visible …. 
4. Remote sensing can be used to 



detect … spills. 
5. Clarity 
6. Type of data 
7. Geographic information systems 
8. Type of vector data 
9. The longest wave length of visible 



light is …. Light 
10. … resolution resembles the range 



of wavelengths an imaging 
system can detect. 



11.  A combination of spectral and 
attribute data. 



12. Type of data 
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GAME 2: MATCH THE COLUMNS 



 



Column A Column B 
1 Attributed data 1 Polygon 
2 Point 2 Range of wavelengths 
3 Remote sensing 3 Fewer pixels 
4 Area 4 Regular grid 
5 Spectral resolution 5 Clarity 
6 Vector data 6 Attribute and spatial data 
7 GIS 7 Non-spatial data 
8 Raster data 8 Controllable element 
9 Low spatial resolution 9 Discrete boundaries 
10 Pixel 10 More detail 
11 Line 11 Capture data through remote sensing 
12 Resolution 12 Road 
13 Meta data 13 Infrared and ultraviolet light 
14 High spatial resolution 14 Geographic Information System 
15 Satellite 15 Hut 



 



 



WRITE A PARAGRAPH 



You are the emergency service coordinator and have been warned by the weather 
forecasters of a large scale tropical cyclone approaching your area. Describe how you 



would use GIS. 
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A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within  



FET phase Geography 



 



Information letter to teacher  



 



Dear (insert teachers name)            August 2014   



I am presently conducting Doctoral studies through North-West University. The title of this 



research is: A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within FET phase Geography. 



The purpose of this investigation is to develop a framework for I-GIS-T integration for FET 



phase Geography learners. This GIS software application has been developed in order to 



ease GIS learning and to enhance learner-centred learning.     



Your principal, (name of principal), has given approval for your school to participate and has 



indicated that I should liaise directly with you to coordinate the project. I am writing, therefore, 



to advise you of the study’s requirements.    



This study will involve learners enrolled in the FET phase Geography at your school. The 



study will involve the following aspects, which will ideally occur during two visits:    



• Site visit, which would entail me familiarising myself with the educational context in 



which GIS is used at your school.    



• I-GIS-T application activity as well as pre- and post-tests on GIS attitudes and 



knowledge as well as evaluation questionnaires. 



• Interviews, which will also involve focus groups of approximately 6-8 learners.  Each 



interview will be audio taped and preceded by an introductory monologue to ensure 



common understanding between myself and interviewees. Each focus group interview 



is expected to take between 30-45 minutes. The number of interviews undertaken in 



any one school will depend on the number of learners wishing to participate.  It is 



anticipated that this study will be undertaken during 2014. The precise time will be 



negotiated with yourself.    



There are a number of tasks that I need to complete.  These are:    



1. Provide information and consent forms to FET phase Geography students.    



2. Collect consent forms from students and advise me of the number of students.    



3. Organise participants into interview groups.    



4. Identify an appropriate venue in which the interviews may be conducted.    



5. Identify interview times that are suitable for your school and its participants.    



6. Meet with you for approximately 30 minutes to discuss the nature and extent of GIS’ 



use as part of your school’s Geography curriculum.    











 
 



 



I would be happy to discuss with you the most efficient way of undertaking these tasks.      



There are no perceived benefits or disadvantages to the learners involved in this study.  



Participation of learners in this study is voluntary. A learner may also discontinue participation 



at any time without comment or penalty.    



Confidentiality of participants and your school is assured. Pseudonyms will be used during 



collection of data. No student will be identifiable from the written records of the research.  The 



collected data (audio recordings, transcripts, field notes, questioners, tests and video 



recordings) from this study will be available only for access by my principal supervisor, two 



co-supervisors and myself. This data may be accessed for the purpose of undertaking work in 



related areas, namely workshops, presentations and publications in educational and research 



journals. If video material should be used in future presentations, the identity of the school 



and learner will be masked. Following completion of the research project, the data will be 



used solely for presenting work in educational and research forums. Initial findings from this 



research are expected to be available by the end of the year. Results will be supplied to you.    



I have appended copies of the Introductory Monologue, Interview Guidelines and 



Parent/Student Information/Consent Form. I will contact you by telephone prior to the date of 



the study to discuss this proposal and to arrange your school’s further involvement.    



In the meantime, should you wish to discuss this proposal or raise concerns about its conduct, 



I may be contacted directly at 082 3125 794, or via elfriedaf@cedar.org.za.  Alternatively, you 



may contact my supervisor, Dr. CP van der Westhuizen, at 018 299 4734 or via 



christo.vanderwesthuizen@nwu.ac.za 



I look forward to working with you further with regard to this project.     



Kind regards    



 



________________   



Elfrieda Fleischmann     



 



  













 













































 
 



A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within FET phase  
Geography  



 
Letter to the Principal  



E Fleischmann    
Cedar College of Education    



August 2014     
 



Dear Principal    



I am presently conducting master studies through North-West University in conjunction with 
Cedar College of Education. The title of this research is: The viability of an Interactive 
Geographic Information System Tutor (I-GIS-T) application within the FET phase. 



The purpose of this investigation is to test the workability of an Interactive-GIS-Tutor software 
programme (newly developed by North-West University) for FET phase Geography learners. 
This GIS-software application has been developed in order to ease GIS learning and to 
enhance learner-centred learning.     



Your school has been identified as providing an appropriate context in which data may be 
collected. I am writing, therefore, to request permission to conduct this study involving students 
enrolled in FET phase Geography at your school. The study will involve the following aspects:    



1. Site visit, which would entail me familiarising myself with the educational context in 
which GIS is used at your school.    



2. Conducting an I-GIS-T activity in the school’s computer lab with the learners while 
monitoring the viability of this software in a school lab context, together with pre- and 
post-tests on the learners’ attitude regarding GIS.    



3. Teacher and learner surveys and interviews to determine the success of the IGIST 
application within the educational context.    



I anticipate that this study will be undertaken for about four periods during 2014.      



There are no perceived benefits or disadvantages to the learners involved in this study.  
Participation of learners is voluntary. A learner may also discontinue participation at any time 
without comment or penalty.    



Confidentiality of participants and your school is assured.  Pseudonyms will be used during 
collection of data. No learner will be identifiable from the written records of the research. The 
collected data (audio recordings, transcripts, field notes, questioners, pre- and post-tests and 
photos) from this study will be available only for access by my supervisor, research assistant 
and myself. This data may be accessed for the purpose of undertaking work in related areas, 
namely workshops, presentations and publications in educational and research journals. If 
photos should be use in future presentations, the identity of the school and learner will be 











masked. Following completion of the research project, the data will be used solely for 
presenting work in educational and research forums.     



Initial findings from this research are expected to be available during 2015. Results will be 
supplied to you.    



Application to Conduct Research in Education KwaZulu-Natal has been lodged with the 
Department of Education. A copy of the approval notice is appended. Also appended are the 
information/consent forms that will be provided to learners.    



Should you wish to be included in this research, I will in the first instance require your written 
consent. Once this has been received, I will provide the form for learners and their 
parents/guardians that outlines the proposed research and seeks their written consent. I will 
also provide a brief outline of the proposed research for inclusion in your communications with 
parents. It is anticipated that interviews will be undertaken during 2015.      



Should you wish to discuss this proposal, or raise concerns about its conduct, I may be 
contacted directly at 079 356 1323, or via elfriedaf@cedar.org.za. Alternatively you may contact 
my supervisor, Dr. CP van der Westhuizen, at 018 299 4734 or via 
christo.vanderwesthuizen@nwu.ac.za . 



 



I would be grateful if you would give this application your favourable 



consideration. 



Yours sincerely   



 



______________    



Elfrieda Fleischmann     



 



Enl.  



Note of approval from DoE (KZN) to conduct research.    



Parent/learner information/consent form.    
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Observational Checklist 



School & Teacher 



Date & Lesson number 



 



Memoing 



W
h



e
re



?
 



Physical setting and 
environment: 



 Computers 



 Outlay.  



 



 



W
h



o
?



 



Participants:  



 Learner number 



  Culture/home language 



 Ages, genders.  



 Learner’s attitude  



 Discipline within class. 



 



W
h



a
t 



is
 h



a
p



p
e
n



in
g



?
 



Focused observation: 



Narrowing focus to the learning 
process & problems 



I-GIS-T activity:  



 Do they struggle? 



 Need of support? 



 Some activities not clear or 
too difficult? 



 Which activities 



 



W
h



o
?



 



Selective observation:  



Towards the end of the I-GIS-T 
activity.  



 Conversations:  who speaks 
with whom,  



 Helping one another,  



 Asking the teacher?   



 Non-verbal behaviour? 



 



W
h



a
t?



 



My role during this activity?   



 Am I affecting the scene of 
observation? 
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A word of welcome 



Welcome to your I-GIS-T journey. This teacher guide has been compiled in order to 



clearly lay out the activities during each of the four lessons. Lesson 1 will consist of 



an I-GIS-T PowerPoint presentation, Lesson 2 and 3 of the I-GIS-T activities in either 



the computer lab or through a digital projector in class. Lesson 4 will include revision 



and an assessment. This guide also includes a memo for the summative 



assessment as well as rubrics for continuous assessment of the learner workbook. 



You will also find a resource checklist to guide your choice of following your I-GIS-T 



option of teaching. 



Ten Step Outlay of this guide 



1. Checking your resources



2. Outcomes  and Lesson 1 (PowerPoint slides with presenter’s notes)



3. Lesson 2 & 3



4. Lesson 4



5. Memo to learner workbook



6. Memo to games



7. Assessment rubric



8. I-GIS-T knowledge test and memo



9. Reflection



10. A final word











Outlay of I-GIS-T lessons 



Lesson 1: Introductory PowerPoint 



Lesson 2 & 3: I-GIS-T application options (A-E) 



Lesson 4: Conclusion & Assessment 
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Outcomes and Lesson 1 



Outcomes: By the end of this GIS section you should be able to: 



1. Know what spatially referenced data is;
2. Know what spatial and spectral resolution is;
3. Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, area and attribute;
4. Differentiate between raster and vector data.



Lesson 1 –PowerPoint notes 



I-GIS-T PowerPoint introduction



The introductory lesson, approximately 30 minutes long, consists of a PowerPoint 
presentation with screenshots from the I-GIS-T, explains the I-GIS-T dashboard, 
main GIS concepts and includes a quiz. Each slide includes lecturing notes, and is 
supported with descriptive notes in the teacher’s guide. These notes will guide you 
through each slide of the PowerPoint presentation. (You can also switch your 
PowerPoint settings to presenter mode and follow these guidelines for your talk while 
presenting your lesson.) 



Lesson checklist: 



Resources: 



 Digital projector available for lesson.
 Laptop with Microsoft Office is available.
 No power cuts expected during this time.
 Test/confirm beforehand that projector and laptop are



working and PowerPoint is opening.



Preparation: 



 Preview the slides and teacher notes in teacher guide, till you are familiar
with the contents.
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Grade 11



Components of GIS



OUTCOMES CAPS: 
Some basic grade 11 GIS concepts



spatially referenced data
spatial and spectral resolution
Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, area and attribute
Raster and vector data;
Know the applications of GIS to climatology and meteorology, as well as oceanography, using



satellite images
Know how to capture different types of data from existing maps, photographs, fieldwork or



other records on tracing paper.




Spatially referenced data
known as geospatial data or geographic information
identifies the geographic location of features and boundaries on Earth (natural or constructed



features)
data that can be mapped
stored as coordinates and topology
Are often accessed, manipulated or analysed through Geographic Information Systems (GIS).



What is spatial resolution? 
Resolution often refers to the sharpness and clarity of an image (the number of pixels describes



the sharpness of a figure.)
Spatial resolution is a term that refers to the number of pixels utilized in construction of a



digital image.
Images having higher spatial resolution are composed with a greater number of pixels than



those of lower spatial resolution.
High spatial images consists of more detail, than images of a low spatial resolution.



A pixel, in a digital image, it is the smallest unit or controllable element of a picture
represented on the screen.



Spectral resolution
the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can detect.
the human eye can only detect a small fraction of light (visible light)
satellites and radars can also detect infrared and ultra violet light,
images can provide more information
Examples: of hail in a cloud, depth of the ocean basin, oil spills in the ocean, type of vegetation



and underlying soil, rock type etc.
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Raster and Vector data
Raster data: 
using a regular grid of cells.
data that varies continuously,
Examples: aerial photograph, a satellite image, a surface of chemical concentrations, or an



elevation surface.



Vector data: 
using points, lines, and (area) polygons.
has discrete boundaries
Examples: country borders, and streets.



Points, lines and polygons



Types of data
Spatial data:
contains the coordinates and identifying information describing the map itself which includes



line, point, area (polygon) data




Attribute (non-spatial) data:
is tabular or textual data
describing the geographic characteristics of features
contains information that can be linked to the spatial data-
Example: matching addresses, rainfall, and number of learners in a school to spatial coordinates.



Quiz 
What is spatial resolution?



Quiz
What is spectral resolution?



Quiz
What is a pixel?



Quiz
Give an example of vector data.



Quiz
Give an example of raster data.



Quiz
What is remote sensing?



Quiz
How can GIS be used in climate?



Quiz
What is attribute data?



Quiz
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Give examples of points, lines and polygons in GIS



Quiz
What is spatial or geospatial data?



Quiz
What layers will you use in GIS, in order to make swift decisions regarding floods in your area?



Quiz
What layers will you use in GIS, in order to make swift decisions regarding run-away fires in



your area?



Quiz 
What data layers will you use in GIS in order to make swift decisions  regarding heavy snowfall



at Van Reenen’s pass?
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Grade 11



… sensing of data
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Components of GIS



OUTCOMES CAPS: 
Some basic grade 11 GIS concepts



 spatially referenced data



 spatial and spectral resolution



 Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, 
area and attribute



 Raster and vector data;



 Know the applications of GIS to climatology and 
meteorology, as well as oceanography, using satellite 
images



 Know how to capture different types of data from existing 
maps, photographs, fieldwork or other records on tracing 
paper.
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Spatially referenced data



 known as geospatial data or geographic 
information



 identifies the geographic location of features and 
boundaries on Earth (natural or constructed 
features) 



 data that can be mapped



 stored as coordinates and topology



 Are often accessed, manipulated or analysed 
through Geographic Information Systems (GIS).



What is spatial resolution? 
 Resolution often refers to the sharpness and clarity of an 



image (the number of pixels describes the sharpness of a 
figure.)



 Spatial resolution is a term that refers to the number of 
pixels utilized in construction of a digital image. 



 Images having higher spatial resolution are composed with a 
greater number of pixels than those of lower spatial 
resolution. 



 High spatial images consists of more detail, than images of a 
low spatial resolution.



 A pixel, in a digital image, it is the smallest unit or controllable 
element of a picture represented on the screen.
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Spectral resolution
 the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can 



detect.



 the human eye can only detect a small fraction of light
(visible light)



 satellites and radars can also detect infrared and ultra
violet light, 



 images can provide more information 



 Examples: of hail in a cloud, depth of the ocean basin, oil 
spills in the ocean, type of vegetation and underlying soil, 
rock type etc.



Raster and Vector data
Raster data: 



 using a regular grid of cells. 



 data that varies continuously, 



 Examples: aerial photograph, a satellite image, a 
surface of chemical concentrations, or an 
elevation surface.



Vector data: 



 using points, lines, and (area) polygons. 



 has discrete boundaries



 Examples: country borders, and streets.



Points, lines and polygons
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Types of data
Spatial data:



 contains the coordinates and identifying 
information describing the map itself which 
includes line, point, area (polygon) data



Attribute (non-spatial) data:



 is tabular or textual data 



 describing the geographic characteristics of 
features



 contains information that can be linked to the 
spatial data-



 Example: matching addresses, rainfall, and number 
of learners in a school to spatial coordinates. 



What is spatial resolution?



Quiz 
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What is spectral resolution?



Quiz 



What is a pixel?



Quiz 



Give an example of vector data.



Quiz 
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Give an example of raster data.



Quiz 



What is remote sensing?



Quiz 



How can GIS be used in climate?



Quiz 
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What is attribute data?



Quiz 



Give examples of points, lines and
polygons in GIS



Quiz 



What is spatial or geospatial data?



Quiz 
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What layers will you use in GIS, in
order to make swift decisions
regarding floods in your area?



Quiz 



What layers will you use in GIS, in
order to make swift decisions regarding
run-away fires in your area?



Quiz 



What data layers will you use in GIS in
order to make swift decisions  regarding
heavy snowfall at Van Reenen’s pass?



Quiz 
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Lesson 2 and 3: I-GIS-T LAB sessions 



Outcomes  



By the end of this GIS section you should be able to:  
1. Know what spatially referenced data is;
2. Know what spatial and spectral resolution is;
3. Point out and identify different types of data: line, point, area and attribute;
4. Use both raster and vector data in a GIS programme;
5. Know the applications of GIS in climatology and meteorology as well as



oceanography, using satellite images; and
6. Capture different types of data from existing maps, photographs,



fieldwork or other records within a GIS programme.



What you need: 



 Your workbook.



 Earphones.



 I-GIS-T programme.



The flexibility of I-GIS-T allows five options which are determined by the quality and quantity 



of resources available. The five options are: 



 Option A: Digital projector and laptop.



 Option B: Learner computer ratio 2:1 (sharing of earphones).



 Option C: learner computer ratio 2:2.



 Option D: home computer.



 Option E: home computer and internet.



Lesson 2 and 3:   I-GIS-T options 



The flexible five optional uses of the I-GIS-T application allow I-GIS-T use within a variety of 
schools with different contexts. School resources may vary from the availability of a data 
projector, white board, number of workable and virus free computers, and internet 
connections. The teacher can match the I-GIS-T teaching option according to resources 
available, as well as the computer literacy of the learners. For example, the buddying 
method of seating two learners per computer can lessen computer anxiety and also split-
attention, where learners rotate in executing the I-GIS-T activity and completing the 
workbook questions. It is important to note that these options can also be mixed and tailored 
according to the class context. The following options are therefore possible: 



 Option A



The use of the I-GIS-T application via digital projector and laptop is suitable for large classes 
and schools lacking a computer lab with working computers. Within this option the teacher 
can make use of learners to demonstrate the application in front of other learners, who can 
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advise the learner where to click. Loudspeakers are a necessity to ensure that multimedia 
will work to the fullest measure. 



 Option B



Using option B enables buddying, where a high achiever can work together with a low 
achiever, or one lacking computer skills. One learner executes the activity, while the other 
completes the section in the learner workbook. After each activity the learners change roles. 
Earphones need to be shared. Learners will be able to repeat the activities and also pause if 
they want to discuss some of the activities. They complete the multiple choice questions that 
form part of the application together. 



 Option C



Option C can be chosen for schools which possess a workable computer lab with one 
learner at a computer. This option allows the learners to work on their own through all the I-
GIS-T activities while completing questions in the learner workbook. This option also allows 
learners to redo I-GIS-T activities at their own pace and will. During these activities the 
teacher acts as facilitator.  



 Option D



Option D makes it possible for absent learners to complete the activities and workbook at 
home, as the I-GIS-T application together with the learner workbook and introduction 
PowerPoint with presenter’s notes are mounted on a USB flash stick.  



 Option E



For learners with internet connection at home, option E can be used during teacher strikes or 
teacher or learner absence. The learner can download the I-GIS-T application together with 
the workbook and introduction PowerPoint, making anytime anywhere learning possible. 



I-GIS-T installation checklist



The I-GIS-T multimedia application is easy to install or to play directly from the 



memory stick.   



Lesson 2 – 4:  Computer lab session checklist 



 Required: head phones for each learner.



 I-GIS-T app, pre-loaded or on memory stick.



 To thoroughly test IGIST on each computer.



 If I-GIS-T will not play, install flash player from memory stick onto the



computer and try again. 



Tasks to perform the previous day or at least 40 minutes before the class starts: 



 Load I-GIS-T onto desktop.



 Set sound volume of computer to maximum.



 Check on each computer that the application is opening and playing.



 Check that the sound is audible from the earphones.



 Close I-GIS-T by pausing the application and pressing alt F4.
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Lessons 2 and 3 



Before the session starts: 



1. Refer to worksheets in workbook to be completed.



2. By means of the projector show the learners the following on the screen:



a. Menu.



b. Rewind and pause button.



c. How to get to the next application.



d. Where to click – the point of the label.



3. Each learner to work individually.



Lessons 2 and 3 to follow the above procedure 



Teachers can use the workbook as an assessment 



Notes 
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 Lesson 4 



Conclusion 



The conclusion lesson takes approximately 45 minutes, which can 



be used for revision and assessment. 



The learner workbook can be counted as an assessment and/or the test 



on all the GIS concepts in this book. 



Options: 



 Revisions can be done on difficult parts of the I-GIS-T application by



means of a digital projector. The learners can take turns to demonstrate the



procedures.



 You can also use the PowerPoint presentation from lesson 1 to re-



enforce concepts. A discussion can follow on the everyday use of GIS to



solve local and global problems.



 Learners can also be divided into groups and they then draw pictures of the



most important GIS concepts they have learned.



 Revision of I-GIS-T learner workbook answers with the learner.



Learner assessments include workbook assessment (continuous assessment) as 



well as a 20 minute multiple test at the end of the GIS lessons (summative 



assessment). 



Reflection and reporting 



Evaluate lessons 1-4 and provide ideas and notes to be shared 



during the circuit workshop. 
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MEMO TO I-GIS-T WORKBOOK QUESTIONS 



Answers to I-GIS-T worksheet 2 



1. Quantum GIS



2. Geographical Information Systems



3. Analyse spatial data, create maps



Tutorial 1: page 9 and 10 



1. Hardware, software, data, people, procedures, networks



2. Firemen, plumbers, tour guides, mining engineers



3. Problems faced by society GIS analysis and provides solutions and locations



4. A GPS helps people to determine the best route to travel from one place to



another



5. Traditional table format data AND location data



6. To determine the average rainfall on his farm



7. Attribute data



8. 400 – 512 mm



9. So that it can be accessed from any computer



Worksheet 3 



1. In order to view extra information about places



2. For police to analyse crime patterns - Town planners - Local government to



plan for natural disaster



3. Scientists study hailstorms in order to predict when they will hit a certain place



4. Satellites AND radar systems



5. A radar system can be used by GIS to determine the intensity of the storm



and the hail associated with the storm



6. a) Vector



b) Raster



c) Attribute



7. Vector data has been used to see which places were affected by the hail



storm



8. Germiston, Kempton Park, Bapsfontein
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Worksheet 3 - Tutorial 



9. .???



10. Remote sensing is the process of gathering information from a distance



without physically going to the place



11. Aeroplanes taking pictures, satellites



12. Spatial resolution is a term that refers to the number of pixels utilized in



construction of a digital image



13. MORE



14. MORE



15. Spectral resolution is the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can



detect, since the human eye can only detect a small fraction of light



16. –Ultraviolet and infrared



17. This allows satellites to show us things that we would not have been able to



see with the naked eye



18. To show how Potchefstroom has developed over the years



19. Area



20. Development after 1970



21. People do not need to physically go to areas being studied, this saves time



and also lets us see things impossible to see with the naked eye



Exercise 4 



2. Vector data



3. Raster data



Teacher notes: 
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MEMO TO GAMES 



GAME 1: GIS CROSSWORD PUZZLE 



13H 14G E O S P A T I A L 



1H A R 15D W A R E 



I I 4O I L 



3L I G H 16T G 17P 19P 20I



I H 5R E S O L 18U T I O N 



6R 7A S T E R A L L X F 



T A E P Y T E R 



T L E H G R L A 



R 7G I S O A S R 



8L I N 21E S C N V E 



B A 22G S I 24R E D 



U R P 23M O I 



T T 10S P E C T R A L V 



E H T E E 



11M E T A 12V E C T O R 



Down 



1. Remote sensing can be used to



measure _______ in a cloud



2. GIS is the acronym for ….. information 



systems 



3. Type of data that can be analysed



through a computer.



4. How many types of spatial data are



there?



5. An area



6. Type of light also used in remote



sensing



7. Smallest unit in an image



8. Type of light also used in remote



sensing



9. What does Geo stand for?



10. An instrument used to determine a



location



11. Spatial and attribute data combined



12. A … can be resembled by a line.



Across 



1. Component of GIS



2. Geographic information: … data



3. The human eye can only detect a



small fraction of visible …. 



4. Remote sensing can be used to



detect … spills.



5. Clarity



6. Type of data



7. Geographic information systems



8. Type of vector data



9. The longest wave length of visible



light is …. Light 



10. … resolution resembles the range



of wavelengths an imaging



system can detect.



11. A combination of spectral and



attribute data.



12. Type of data
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ANSWERS GAME 2: MATCH THE COLUMNS 



Column A Column B 



1 Attributed data 7 Non-spatial data 



2 Point 15 Hut 



3 Remote sensing 13 Infrared & ultraviolet light 



4 Area 1 Polygon 



5 Spectral resolution 2 Range of wavelengths 



6 Vector data 9 Discrete boundaries 



7 GIS 14 Geographic Information System 



8 Raster data 4 Regular grid 



9 Low spatial resolution 3 Fewer pixels 



10 Pixel 8 Controllable element 



11 Line 12 Road 



12 Resolution 5 Clarity 



13 Meta data 6 Attribute and spatial data 



14 High spatial resolution 10 More detail 



15 Satellite 11 Captures data through remote sensing 



ASSESSMENT RUBRIC 



Poor Moderate Good Excellent 



Attentive during lesson 1 



I-GIS-T activities (lesson 1)



I-GIS-T activities (lesson 2)



Completion of workbook 



Workbook questions answered 
correctly 



Corrections made 



Essay and Games 



Test 
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GIS KNOWLEDGE TEST  



Time: 20 min 



NAME: __________________________ 



For each of the following questions, colour inside the circle on your answer sheet. 



Colour only one circle per question.  



1. What does GIS stand for?



1.1. Geo Index System 



1.2. Geographic Information System 



1.3. Geospatial Index System   



1.4. Global Integration System   



1.5. Geospatial Information System   



2. What is a pixel?



2.1. The smallest scale of a topographical map 



2.2. The amount of dots in a photo   



2.3. Greatest unit or controllable element of a satellite photo 



2.4. Smallest unit or controllable element in an image   



2.5. Ten units of controllable elements on a map   



3. What is resolution?



3.1. The sharpness and clarity of a map/image 



3.2. The determination to solve spatial problems 



3.3. The colour of a map   



3.4. The units of infrared on a satellite image   



3.5. The use of satellites in taking an image   



4. What is spatial resolution?



4.1. Refers to the space in the atmosphere 



4.2. Refers to the number of pixels in a digital image 



4.3. Refers to land claims   



4.4. Is the number of satellites in the atmosphere   



4.5. The understanding of spatial problems   



5. What is spectral resolution?



5.1. Excludes infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths  



5.2. Cannot be used to determine the amount of hail in a cloud   



5.3. The focus lens of a remote sensor   



5.4. Is the number of pixels in a digital image   



5.5. Indicates the range of wavelengths that an imaging system can detect 
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6. Raster data…



6.1. Has discrete boundaries   



6.2. Contains more information than vector data   



6.3. Can be used to store roads on a map   



6.4. Represents the world as a surface divided into a regular grid of cells 



6.5. Can be used to depict precise points on a map   



7. Vector data…



7.1. Can be used to represent the world in points, lines and polygons 



7.2. Makes use of pixels   



7.3. Is useful to store data that varies continuously   



7.4. Is usually used in satellite photos   



7.5. Becomes unclear when we zoom into a topographical map 



8. Spatial data…



8.1. Contains only coordinates 



8.2. Contains coordinates and identifying information   



8.3. Is the same as attribute data   



8.4. Contains only identifying information   



8.5. Does not contain coordinates or identifying information  



9. Attribute data…



9.1. can be tabular or textual data describing geographic characteristics of 



features   



9.2. excludes addresses    



9.3. has to do with resolution   



9.4. contains information that cannot be linked to spatial data 



9.5. can be used to locate a specific point on a map    



10. A disadvantage of raster data is…



10.1. Pixels become unclear when enlarged 



10.2. It takes a long time to gather   



10.3. It cannot be used with remote sensing   



10.4. It deals poorly with infrared and ultraviolet images 



10.5. It cannot be used to interpret average rainfall   



11. What is remote sensing?



11.1. Satellites and aeroplanes can make use of remote sensing in order to get 



information   



11.2. Taking coordinates by means of a GPS   



11.3. Taking a photo with a remote control   



11.4. Investigating corruption of data from a higher office  



11.5. Taking photos of remote places   
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12. One advantage of vector data is that…



12.1. It can be used to depict average rainfall 



12.2. It can be used to portray average temperature   



12.3. It is quick to gather and create   



12.4. It shows direction   



12.5. It can be scaled up to very large without losing quality 



13. A polygon can resemble…



13.1. Contours 



13.2. A point in a town or city 



13.3. A river within a country  



13.4. An unenclosed area   



13.5. A town   



14. A point within a vector layer can be a …



14.1. A school building 



14.2. A hospital building 



14.3. A lake   



14.4. A contour   



14.5. A hut   



15. A line can represent…



15.1. A farm 



15.2. A contour   



15.3. A block of flats 



15.4. A lake   



15.5. A soccer field   



16. For which of the following can GIS not be used?  For…



16.1. Taking an aerial photo through remote sensing 



16.2. Solving spatial problems 



16.3. Analysing maps   



16.4. Considering the effect of climate change on the environment 



16.5. Analysing the possible damage caused by a storm   



17. If heavy rains have been forecast, and you utilize GIS in order to make



decisions, which map layer is the most unlikely to be used?



17.1. Map layer indicating the roads of the area   



17.2. Map layer indicating location of tennis courts 



17.3. Satellite photo/radar using a high spectral resolution   



17.4. Topographical map indicating contours and the location of houses and huts 



17.5. Map layer indicating the location of rivers   
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18. Indicate which of the following will be used as point data



18.1. Tennis courts 



18.2. Weather stations 



18.3. Topography   



18.4. Town growth   



18.5. Contours   



19. Wild fires are spreading through an area. Which map layer(s) would you not



choose in order to make decisions?



19.1. Fire stations   



19.2. Roads   



19.3. Water points and rivers 



19.4. Vegetable gardens   



19.5. Houses   



20. Which of the following cannot be classified as attribute data?



20.1. Addresses 



20.2. Rainfall   



20.3. Location of huts   



20.4. Names of roads   



20.5. Names of sport fields 



[TOTAL: 20] 
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MEMO OF KNOWLEDGE TEST 



1.2 



2.4 



3.1 



4.2 



5.5 



6.4 



7.1 



8.2 



9.1 



10.1 



11.1 



12.5 



13.5 



14.5 



15.2 



16.1 



17.2 



18.2 



19.4 



20.3 
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A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within 



FET phase Geography 



I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire A



Dear learner,  Pseudo Name: 



This is not a test. This is an evaluation of the I-GIS-T and framework.  There are therefore no 



right or wrong answers. By completing this questionnaire, you give your voluntary consent to 



participate in this evaluation and are informed that you can withdraw at any time from 



this study without any penalty. (Please use a pseudonym and indicate it above.)     



Please complete the corresponding evaluation after each corresponding I-GIS-T activity by 



encircling the corresponding number in the shaded area. 
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A - Introduction:  (1:36 min) 



The introduction was clear. 1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 



B - Tutorial 1: (11:49 min) 



This tutorial explained GIS in a clear 
way. 



1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 
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C- Exercise 1: (1:00 min)
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I gained GIS skills from this exercise. 1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



What was your test score? 



How many attempts did you 
use? 



Any comment/thought? 



D- Tutorial 2:  (6:38 min)



This tutorial explained GIS in a clear 
way. 



1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



I gained new insight in GIS 1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 



E – Exercise 2:  (1:26 min) 



I gained GIS skills from this exercise. 1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 
4 



5 



I gained new insight in GIS. 
1 2 3 4 5 



What was your test score? 



How many attempts did you 
use? 



Any comment/thought? 



F- Tutorial 3: (6:12 min)



This tutorial explained GIS in a clear 
way. 



1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 
understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



I have gained new GIS insight during 
this tutorial. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 
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Any overall comment on the I-GIS-T? 



G- Exercise 3:  (1:29 min)
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I gained GIS skills from this exercise. 1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 



understanding of GIS. 
1 2 3 4 5 



What was your test score? 



How many attempts did you 



use? 



Any comment/thought? 



H- Exercise 4 (1:11)  



I gained GIS skills from this exercise. 1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics supported my gaining of 



understanding of GIS. 
1 2 3 4 5 



I gained new GIS insight during this 



tutorial. 
1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 
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Introduction lesson 



The introduction was clear. 1 2 3 4 5 



The questions in the quiz were 
relevant 



1 2 3 4 5 



The graphics in the PowerPoint 



supported my gaining of 



understanding of GIS. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thoughts 



Conclusion lesson 



Revision of the worksheet answers 



were valuable. 
1 2 3 4 5 



My overall feeling is that I learned 



much from GIS during these 



lessons 



1 2 3 4 5 



Any comment/thought? 



















  
  



A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within  
FET phase Geography 



 
Teacher Semi Structured Interview (Pre- I-GIS-T)  



 



Pre-interview Information  



  Interviewee:  



Date and time of interview:  



Place of interview and comments:  



Gender of Interviewee:  



Monologue:  



Thank you very much for your time in taking part in this study. We are currently investigating 
different methods in which teachers can teach GIS in future. There will therefore be no right or 
wrong answer. This study is not to evaluate you or your school, your learners or any department.  
This interview is to gain insight on how teachers in practice currently experience GIS teaching.  
All answers will be treated and stored as confidential. This interview is also voluntary and you 
may withdraw anytime from any question, without providing a reason or being penalised. This 
interview will be recorded in order that I may transcribe the interview later. The duration of this 
interview is about 20-30 minutes. Any questions that you first would first like to ask before we 
start?  



  



Are you ready to start?  



1. How long have you been teaching Geography to FET phase learners?  



2. What is your opinion of GIS in the curriculum?  



3. Do you make use of software as method to teach GIS? (If not why not?)  



a. What software do you use?   



b. To what extent are you satisfied with the application you are currently using?  



c. Is this application workable in class?  



4. What pedagogical strategy are you currently using when teaching GIS?  



5. What barriers do you experience regarding GIS teaching?  



6. What benefit do you think does GIS learning have for the learners?  



7. What advice would you give to further GIS learning?  



8. What type of features do you think is important when looking for GIS teaching learning 



support material?  



Your contribution is very much appreciated  
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Participant  



(Pseudonym 
used) 



Use of Geographic Information 
System (GIS) in geography 



instruction &  main barriers to 
GIS practice 



To what extent do teachers and 
learners perceive the I-GIS-T as 
a viable multimedia tool for GIS 



practice? 



To what extent does the I-GIS-
T enhance GIS attitudinal and 



knowledge development? 



What suggestions made by 
teachers and learners can 



contribute to the development of a 
framework 



D
un



ca
n 



H
ig



h 



Teacher1: 
Ms Duma 
(P1) 



Grade 11 



“just basically used the textbook… 
once I actually used tracing paper” 
(P1,50:50) 
“Wish the curriculum can give 
more time to it… I don’t really feel 
motivated to do a whole big GIS 
practical with it, because there’s 
so little time to cover it, and even 
in the exam you maybe ask five 
marks about it, or then marks, and 
that’s all” (P1,23:23) 



I-GIS-T viability study: “I think it
is very nice, and the children
usually enjoy it a lot, Yes it is user
friendly” (P1, 36:36)
To what extent do you think the
IGIST could be a viable
multimedia tool for GIS?
“I think ten…very easy to use,
don’t need too much time…fits
nicely with the curriculum”
(P11,23-29)



GIS attitude: 
“sometimes they have a 
negative attitude, it’s so easy 
and boring…but with this [I-GIS-
T] , you show them actually 
there is a use for it and they get 
quite excited sometimes” 
(P1,78:78) 
GIS knowledge: 
“Because it is practical, they 
understand more of what the 
GIS is all about” (P1,46:46) “with 
this, they can understand what 
it’s about and they enjoy working 
with it, so it creates that 
atmosphere of learning” 
(P11,61:61) 



“Where learners can do a short course 
with two practical exercises…If we 
can have something like that one 
could use if for marks” (P1, 58:58) 
“maybe videos, just a short clip and 
maybe a PowerPoint with the main 
points” (P1,134:134) 
“teacher guide with just a few basic 
ideas” (P1,138:138) 
“For faster learners, include an 
exercise where they are not prompted 
to do something, where they can 
explore, even a little booklet, not a 
thick workbook, just with a few 
exercises on the real QGIS, with the 
answers, just that they can carry on 
while the slower ones work with the 
tutorial” P11,71:71). “include just a 
memo with all the answers for the 
teachers” P11,79:79) 



Teacher 2: 
Ms Daniels 



Grade 10 



“there is [GIS software] at the 
school, but I don’t use it. I like my 
old methods” (P10,23:23) 
“everything that’s got to do with 
computers is above me… 
there is really no time” 
(P10,34:34) “I know it’s more a 
practical thing,…I’m stuck in 
theory” (P10,48:48) “I have been 
on one [GIS course] and I’m glad I 
was there…but once again, I 
didn’t really have the time to follow 
up (P10,67) 



Grade 10 & 12 classes did not participate during the intervention. 



Framework suggestions: 
“if we could have something that is so 
user-friendly that at least the children 
can learn it by themselves without my 
help” “very easy, simple, user-friendly 
[GIS software], “they can just go 
ahead on their own” (P10,64:64) 



1 2 3 4 
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Teacher 3: 
Ms 
Diedericks 
(P9) 
 
Grade 12 



“none of our teachers use it [GIS 
software] as yet” (P9,37:37) “We 
use textbook and notes” 
(P9,55:55) 
“teachers find it easier just to give 
them a few notes, explain the 
basics and get tested” (P9:43:43) 
“I feel ill-equipped” (P9,59:59) 
“seems to be an on-going thing, 
we go to courses….but don’t 
introduced it in our school in that 
way” (P9,65:65) “ lack of software, 
suitable software…software that 
take you right from the basics” 
(P9,69:69) “need to present 
something on computer, 
meanwhile they are far more 
knowledgeable than we are… 
young people actually intimidate 
people like us” (P9,89:89) “theory 
at the moment…children get 
bored…I hate having to teach that 
section because it’s just so up in 
the air, and I teach it in that way” 
(P9:95:95) 
“price of software…but private 
schools have no problem” 
(P9:113:113) 



Framework suggestions: 
“time factor…having something very 
short… (P9:95:95) 
“just because of time…incorporated it 
in a very clever way …as a learning 
tool, part of the syllabus (P9,127:127) 
“FET phase is too late to start it [GIS] 
It must start earlier on (P9,137:137). 
“things that build up gradually over 
time…an interactive 
something…where you can’t carry on 
before you’ve got all that right” 
(P9,161:161), “young people need to 
feel connected to” (P9,161:161) 



Focus group   
 
 
 



Question1 only to teachers 



I-GIS-T viability  
On a scale of one to ten, how 
workable was it? “Nine, ten, ten, 
ten, ten” 
“nobody is watching you; they’re 
all concentrating on their own 
work, and if you need to ask 
something you can just put your 
hand up and ask it to the 
teacher…you can work at your 
own pace” (P25,302:302) 
Would you recommend that 
another school would get this? 



GIS attitude  
“It’s nice, because you can redo 
it till you get it right” (P25:81:81) 
“I found it nice, it was something 
nice to do for a change” 
(P25,101:101) 
“when you get the use of 
something it creates an interest 
that lasts much longer than just 
having a goal for passing a 
test…it [ “I-GIS-T] gave me the 
use of it” 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
“clearer instructions” (P25,500:500) 
“exploring afterwards” (P25,506:506) 
“[more] languages” (P25, 430:430) 
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“[general agreement] 
(P25:422:422) 



“It’s informative and interesting, 
because I didn’t know most of 
the things we did there, that they 
even exist. (P25,101:101) 



Learner 
Questionnair
e (open 
question) 



I-GIS-T viability:
 “Informative”
 “The exercises were fun, but



sometimes complicated.”
 “Very helpful”
 “Nice”
 “Very good”
 “I-GIS-T is a good program



because narration explains
easily.”



 “An awesome programme to
use when considering all
aspects that affect our lives”.
(P26,2:10)



It was a bit too fast.
The sound system is too soft.
Towards the end, the



instructions that pop up do
not pop up unless one has 
hovered the mouse around 
and then they come. It’s 
difficult like that. 



GIS attitude: 
 “I think I-GIS-T is fantastic,



although I didn’t like GIS, but
I think listening to this and
seeing how it works kind of
changed my mind about
GIS.”



GIS knowledge:  
 “Overall impression is



excellent tutorial, easy and
understandable”



The tutorial was too fast and
did not explain
procedures. 



Framework suggestions: 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 



Usage: 
 Mainly textbook, notes and



sometimes tracing paper.
Barriers:  
 Curriculum time, marks, thick



software manuals, low computer
literacy, complex GIS software



 Teacher feels ill-equipped
 Workshops too technology



advanced
 Lack of suitable software,



starting at the basics



2a. Viability according to 
teacher:  



completely viable, 10 on a 
scale from 1 to 10 (P11,21:23) 



2b. Viability according to 
learner: 
9, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 10 on a scale 
from 1 to 10 



3a. Attitude: teacher: a positive 
attitude towards GIS 
3a. Attitude: learner: Very 
positive 
3b. Knowledge: teacher: 
created atmosphere of learning 
3b. Knowledge learner: did not 
know a lot of the things even 
existed 



Framework suggestions: 
 Short practical exercises on GIS



software
 Assessment opportunities
 Short video clips
 PowerPoint with main points
 Teacher’s guide with basic points
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 Feel intimidated – learners 
know computers better (lack of 
computer literacy) 



 Learners bored 
 Lack of time 
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Teacher 4: 
Mr Green 



Use: Textbook, I tried to take the 
white piece of paper – the first 
group will put their layer, and the 
other one, until they have 
[unclear] the map.  So that’s the 
way you can help them think, you 
know.  But I haven’t tried it, I think 
I have been lazy! (P2,379:379) 
Barriers: 
we don’t have software… there 
was one guy who came to the 
workshop – I think he was coming 
from the Department he came 
with the software, but it didn’t work 
[unclear] and then we ended up, 
you know, in the same problem - 
we don’t have the software.  
(P2,32:32) 
the biggest problem is to get those 
software, is the price, it’s really the 
price. (P2,38:38) 
they fail to make the connection of 
what we explained now to what is 
really happening on the outside, 
forgetting the fact that whatever 
he’s studying here, we have to do 
it outside.  So that is my biggest 
problem: to bridge that gap 
between what we do in class and 
what is happening in the real 
world, and then make sure that 
they understand the link between 
the two. (P2,69:69) 
the resources is a problem, 
because with limited resources, 
you tend to be able to learn more 
in the books (P2,71:71) 



I-GIS-T viability: 
I’ll say 10, completely viable. 
(P12,15:15)  
It’s clear, decisive, and the 
content is simple to 
understand.(P2,19:19) 
Whereas the IGIST it’s far better 
[than the textbook], self-
explanatory and everything, and I 
mean any kid can understand it if 
they download it. (P12,37:37) 
Would you promote this 
application to other geography 
teachers? Absolutely. (P12,39:41) 
Maybe more examples, if that’s 
possible, the more the better.  We 
spoke about sound quality and 
everything like that.  That’s the 
only issue. (P12,45:45) 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
Just a better understanding of GIS 
in itself, the fact that we lacked the 
virtual part of explaining to kids.  
And I think with this whole 
implementation of the IGIST, it’s 
the programme itself, and the 
computer programme, the 
PowerPoint presentation, as well 
as everything that was included; 
it’s just broadened the spectrum of 
GIS as a whole. (P12,24:24) 



GIS attitude: 
 
 
GIS knowledge: 
we never had that luxury of 
introduction of  IGIST, and the 
programme that you brought to 
us; it’s far better understanding 
for the kids as well, and I am 
sure that they’ve learnt more 
now than what they have before 
from GIS. (P12,32:32) 
 
I’ll say the textbook itself.  The 
textbook, wording wise, intricate 
words, less… these days kids 
find it easier to understand with 
words associated with pictures.  
Like, if you, the way we explain 
it, and the way IGIST explains it 
as well, the kids have a better 
understanding and concept of 
what is asked in the question 
itself.  Textbooks, not naturally 
have that readily available in the 
textbooks, you know, with 
question and pictures 
associated with it for the kid to 
understand it clearly, whereas 
IGIST, in my opinion, did. 
(P12,62:62) 



Framework suggestions: if you 
could break it up in bits, as to get the 
concepts that they need to understand 
about GIS, and why they need to learn 
it, because it is... sometimes, for them, 
it is, you get the idea that they 
understand, but they don't …but I start 
with the foundation, that they will get 
the principal behind the whole 
story…(P2,47:47)   
I think they must expose teachers to 
more GIS (P2,150:150) 
if they can just have a standardised 
software that’s saying all the school 
will use this, and they also now equip 
the teachers in, especially training 
colleges, varsities, and so on, so that 
they can be able to use it, right, as 
they can be able to use it.  We have 
release of the software, and now they 
can be able to...to be able to help the 
kids because now the software will be 
there, the teachers will be equipped; 
so now only thing that is needed to be 
done is to [unclear] the software, and 
then you can use it. (P2,158:158) 
It’s just to familiarise themselves with 
the content that needs to be covered 
with GIS, and the difficulties we as 
educators face on our side, because 
it’s easy to map up something and 
say, this is what you need to teach, 
but if you do not the added advantage 
of having a programme that you can 
run, or the content, or the material to 
further that studies of GIS, then what’s 
the point of reinforcing it in an… on an 



Teacher 5 
Mr Ginqi 



Only few working computers, 
class were combined with Mr Green’s class (Whiteboard) 
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not all kids can comprehend what 
stands in a textbook; they need a 
visual description of what you’re 
trying to explain.  It’s much better 
showing it via a data projector or 
your computer or a laptop, or like 
we’ve got interactive boards, so it 
makes it easier for me, but far 
more difficult for them trying to 
explain.  And our classes are quite 
huge, and it’s not limited numbers 
[overtalking]. (P2,77:77) 
In one class that I’m teaching, so 
you’ve got to take into 
consideration the intellectual level 
of the kids in general.  You have 
your upper, your middle and your 
lower class of kids, so you have to 
explain everything in such a 
manner that all of them will 
understand.  So it’s not always 
sufficient just to teach out of a 
textbook.  It’ll be nice to show 
actual maps – like maps, we 
hardly ever find maps.  And we do 
not get a lot of support from the 
Education Department as it is - 
and I don’t know if you’re with me 
- but like our maps, we normally 
borrow from other schools.  And I 
mean, we’ve got a good 
understanding between 
Secondary and us, so, you know, 
it’s nice… and updated maps.  I 
mean, I’ve got outdated maps in 
my classroom, and I still teach the 
kids from those maps, but having 
atlases – that’s another thing... 
We don’t even have one; 
(P2,89:91) 
the rural - the majority of them 
come from rural areas, whereas 
not even a quarter – less than a 



educational level, if the kids are not 
all... Future students and that are not 
familiarised or exposed to that GIS 
type of teaching, and that, and as well, 
I would add, then, the Department 
needs to… they definitely need to 
comprehend and get together and 
make a plan to get material out to 
educators as well as schools, and just 
so educators can have that 
confidence level in them bestowed 
back to them that they can teach it 
properly (P2,166:166). 
I think combining the two, with the 
PowerPoint and textbook, and the 
availability of the IGIST, if it’s to our, 
with the content and everything 
strapped together you can, I mean, 
you can deliver one potent lesson on 
GIS, if need be.  My opinion itself; 
textbook not that much because it 
doesn’t explain it into simple terms. 
(P12,58:58) 
 
Well, I’ve definitely noted an increase 
in interest with the kids once we 
started getting the interactive boards 
installed in the class.  They are more 
adamant now to learn something, and 
they are more focused; more 
questions are being asked, whereas 
previously, where it was just a normal 
blackboard, and you, and a piece of 
chalk, kids weren’t that interested 
because the nice thing about the 
interactive board is you can bring 
images straight to the classroom 
without having to print black and white 
pictures of something.  You can give 
them the actual information there and 
then, as is, without having to go and 
print a thousand papers.   
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quarter, I think seven or 8% 
comes from town.  And then 
you’ve got the hostels where 
there’s no access to computers or 
anything, and we’ve got the 
kinderhuis down the… downtown, 
which actually has got access to 
computers, but it’s limited.  So you 
don’t have…  The thing for us is 
having visual descriptions of what 
we’re trying to explain. 
(P2,125:125) 
They listen in class, but now when 
they’re doing activity, [unclear] 
starting to panic, because now 
they have to do things practically. 
(P2,140:140) 
the Department, they must try at 
least, okay, to have a software 
that schools can be able to buy, 
right, in way, tend to liaise with 
other companies that develop 
software and say we…  Because, 
in school, doesn’t mean that it has 
to have every aspect of GIS, it can 
have as… ja, just minimum things 
so that the kids can be able to 
work with it.  It can even have a 
map of a few areas, rather than 
having all the maps in the world.  
It can have as limited things, but 
can be more effective.  If they can 
have a way of making sure that 
each and every school can be 
able to have access to a software, 
and those software 
can…(P2,152:152) 
IE2 That’s the thing I was 
talking about, is to simplify the 
concept of GIS.  Not a lot of our 
kids – well, ja, okay, the majority 
of our kids are well intellectually… 
ja, they are, they’re quite 



00:07:15 
So in my opinion I would say more of 
a, like we’ve got the interactive boards 
now, but more of an interactive 
learning group, if I can put it that way.  
Get the kids involved in actually 
knowing how to use quantum GIS, 
download it, get them to understand it, 
the concept of it.  That will also 
broaden their spectrum of the different 
uses that is applicable to GIS.  That’s 
my opinion. (P12,79-82) 



IV Okay.  And you spoke about 
the interactive whiteboard: how can 
you adjust the IGIST also for 
interactive whiteboard?  What things 
can we work into the application to 
make it more effective?  
“I mean, okay, your clips, the clips that 
I had yesterday was, I think the 
longest one was 11 minutes, you 
know, and then it downsized to six, 
and six, and then the last one was a 
minute and a half.  If, for instance, 
programmes that are written like that, 
if they can be a bit longer, explanatory 
and everything: this is the ocean, 
active volcanoes, population; how has 
population increased, a GIS that 
assists with everything, so I can have 
a clear understanding and a picture, 
and I can tell the kids as well, with 
confidence, listen, we look at a picture 
of 2008; let’s have a look at a picture 
of 2014 now; what do you think the 
population increase has been: HIV 
AIDS stats, or natural disasters, what 
an influence it can have on a 
population.” (P12,86:86) 
the whiteboard you interact with the 
entire class; on the computer it’s a 
one on one basis between a student 
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intellectual, but you do get the odd 
here and there that… or a couple 
of them that don’t comprehend 
what a textbook… 
 
IE1 I think it’s becomes our 
job to simplify this, so that’s what 
we do…  I always try not to teach, 
like, okay, open this page, this is 
what you do, because the biggest 
problem is that, if the kids see 
something, that it… looks like it’s 
difficult, they switch off. 
(P2,174:176) 
The vocabulary of GIS is not that 
easy, if you think about it, and the 
kids… a lot of our kids, you still 
have to explain.  I mean, it’s 
even… and that’s from Grade 
Eight up to Grade 11 for me, that I 
teach.  And, I mean, Mr Nkhunu 
[?] as well, even up to Grade 12, I 
still think he finds some concepts 
of GIS, or explaining it to some 
individuals in the class, they still 
do not comprehend.  That’s why, 
taking that… taking GIS in the 
simplest form, breaking it down, 
and...  I’ll say Grade One, we’ll try 
and explain it to them in a Grade 
One manner so they can 
understand it step for step for step 
for step, so by the time you finish 
with GIS, the concepts, 
everything, okay, and the whole 
bang-shoot, the kid will be 
confident enough to tackle the 
GIS questions in the exam. 
(P2,200:200) 
And also just break it up, like the 
simple… the simple explanation 
that you have, right, have to make 
sure that you [unclear] with the 



and the actual computer.  And not a 
lot of the children here are computer 
based, literate, if I can put it that way.  
They haven’t got the utmost savvy to 
use the computer, and to click this and 
to click that.  I mean, the site itself is 
very easy, with what I’ve seen, and 
how to look for this, and how to add 
this, and kind of map it, and add a 
vector and everything.   
So, on that perspective if you can 
inform the kids, and you can teach 
them how to use it, because by 
teaching the kids in a visual basis they 
understand better.  If I stand and I try 
and explain it out of a textbook, how it 
should be done, it’s kind of difficult.  
Having it on a whiteboard, and having 
it there and then, and up to date, it’s 
easy to explain it to 
them.(P12,119:122) 
“for me, the whiteboard far outdoes a 
one on one with a kid on a computer.  
It’s right there, then, and the kids can 
see what I'm trying to explain, 
whereas out of a textbook, or on a 
computer it’s always difficult to explain 
to a kid, listen this is what’s going to 
happen now, you need to look for this, 
this and this.  On an interactive board 
it’s easier because I can actually allow 
the kids to stand up, come to the front, 
and participate physically in the test 
itself, or in the actual 
lesson.”(P12,126:126) 
on the interactive board you’ve got a 
split screen image that you can use.  
You can have the questions based on 
one side, and you can cover half the 
board with the answers.  Now on a 
basis like that is if we bring the whole 
GIS concept into working, to have it 
on the interactive board in the class, 
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complex one that you have in the 
book.  But as soon as they think, 
okay, this is easy, it’s going to be 
easy for them to jump from that 
easy thing (P2,202:202) 
ecause you’ve got to understand, 
our kids… and I understand what 
it says by us being able to 
concentrate for hours.  These kids 
are up… some of them are up 
three ‘o clock in the morning.  You 
know, it’s… they’re here, they’ve 
put in a full day’s worth of school, 
they knock off for sport in the 
afternoon at three o’clock; then 
they sit at the taxi ranks and wait 
until five, maybe 5:30, then they 
only take a taxi back to where 
they’ve got to go.  And the next 
morning it’s the same thing all 
over again, so… (P2,262,262) 
Visually, the kids are intrigued 
automatically; you capture their 
attention immediately if you say 
I’m going to show you a video, 
and they’re like, oh!  Sort of 
excited in a way.  But sit there in a 
textbook and you try and explain – 
after a while the kids, they tend to 
lose concentration because it’s 
the same thing, it’s repetition.  So 
which, I change it up with my 
lessons.  One time, or maybe 
twice a week, I show them a 
movie, but it’s got to do with the 
school work.  It’s got nothing… it’s 
no fun, or anything like that. 
(P2,284:284) 



you can not only teach the kids about 
it, but you can let them interact with it, 
understand it so, when it actually 
comes to the test they are not 
flabbergasted by certain types of 
questions because not a lot of the kids 
knew what special attributes there are, 
vector or raster; none of them actually 
kind of knew what it was all about.  
But explaining to them in detail, and 
showing pictures associated with it, 
because the kids of today is, are, you 
have to; technologically you have to 
show them something.  You can't 
explain to them something new on the 
basis of hoping they will understand.  
That’s what makes it difficult. 
(P12,131:131) 
So, hand in hand, this can work with 
any single topic that we handle in 
geography itself. (P12,138:138) 



Focus group  
Question 1 only to teachers 



I-GIS-T viability: 
 To what degree do you think 



that the IGIST activity was 
worthwhile? Eight [General 
agreement.] (P18,111:115) 



GIS attitude: 
  A (P18,96:96) 
 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
I-GIS-T Like with the programme that 
she did, you know, those icons on the 
programme, some of us don't know all 
of them.  Like, there was this one, I 
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All schools must have it, 
because then it increases their 
learning ability. 
 You understand it better. 
IV So would you market this 
for other schools? 



 [General agreement]. 
(P18,128:134) 



I-GIS-T framework viability: 



 Better understanding. 
(P18,35:35) 
 The GIS explains it a bit more, 



because you actually see 
everything and where in the 
book it’s just there, so you 
have to, like, almost teach 
yourself, where with GIS 
because you actually see 
everything happening, you 
understand, well, I understood 
it a bit better than in the 
textbook. (P18,60:60) 
 Ten, because the only thing 



that I knew about GIS was 
that it’s a geographical 
information system, and that it 
consists of a vector and a 
raster data.  That’s all that I’ve 
learnt, so all the spectral and 
spatial resolutions, so we 
learned a lot. (P18,258:258) 



don't know what it was called, but 
even Mr.... couldn't find it, so like, to 
have them more visible on the 
programme, to find it easily. 



 Too soft (P18,174:174) 
 Activity not too long, because 



then they get bored 
(P18,226:226) 



Workbook:  
 Maybe more 



detail.(P18,149:149) 
 Pictures (P18,157:157) 



PowerPoint: 
 Pictures of real life things, 



not just animate stuff 
(P18,178:178) 



 The quiz was good (18, 
207:207) 



Learner 
Questionnair
e (open 
question) 



 I-GIS-T viability: 
 “This is a great tutorial and I 



wish it was also available on 
phones, to have it on your 
phone. I learned a lot of new 
things and understood it well 
by using the graphics.”  



 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
 
 
 
 
 



GIS attitude: 
 “GIS is an interesting section 



and it seems to be enjoyable 
because I have improved my 
knowledge and 
understanding using I-GIS-
T” 
 “I enjoyed every practice”. 
 
GIS knowledge:  
 “The I-GIS-T helped me a lot 



in terms of understanding 
better. It is well constructed 
and easily understandable. I 
thank the program.” 
(P26,12:12) 



 “It helps us to understand 
and see what is truly 
happening and what GIS is 
all about and also enables us 
to experience and use GIS 



Framework suggestions: 
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data while explaining the 
work”.  



 “I understand GIS now more 
than I did before”. 



 “ It has been a very great 
exercise in terms of describing 
the GIS concept into detail 
therefore I can proudly say I 
learned a lot. Great exercise!” 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 
 
 



1a. Usage: Textbook only 
1b. Barriers: 
 No GIS software 
 DBE support lacking 
 Learners travel far (tired) 
 Resources lacking 
 Abstract GIS concepts 
 Big classes 
 When work is difficult, learners 



“switch off” 
Connection between theory 
and real world difficulties  



2a. Viability according to 
teacher: Ten, on a scale of 1-10; 
Completely viable 
2b. Viability according to 
learner:  
10, 8, 9, 8, 9, 10 on a scale from 1 
to 10 



3a.  Attitude teacher: Very 
positive 
3a.  Attitude learner: Very 
positive 



4.   Framework suggestions: 
 Adapt for whiteboard 
 Enhance sound quality 
 Enhance screen resolution 
 Workbook: more detail & pictures 
 PowerPoint: more pictures of real 



life things 
I-GIS-T activity not too long (6min) 



H
ou



st
on



 H
ig



h 



Teacher 6: 
Mr Hinabar 



 Usage: chalk, dust and 
textbook only (P3,21:21) 



 Barriers 
With regard to GIS, we don't do 
GIS on the computers, because 
our computers are not equipped 
for that, and we haven’t been 
trained to do that. So if you’re 
looking at data layering, for 
example, it would be the theory 
part of it, and… Yes, the whole 
GIS section is done theoretically, 
so nothing done on computers 
and that sort of thing, so that’s 
where we are. (P3,17:17) 
We have got a computer lab; 
there are 20 working computers. I 
think it is 20, or 22 computers, but 
the teacher that’s in the computer 
room, she does CAT, and so the 
computers are mainly for that. In 



I-GIS-T viability: 
Yes. The program was user 
friendly, especially if there are 
more technology kind of people. I 
mean if you work on computers, 
iPads and cell phones, these kind 
of programs are more useful for 
future. (P13,319:319) 
 
 



GIS attitude: 
 
 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
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my class I don't have a computer 
for geography, so it’s just chalk 
and dust, and textbooks, and once 
in a while a PowerPoint 
presentation, or overhead 
projector and that sort of thing. 
(P3,21:21) 
So, on the one hand while you 
have GIS and the application 
coming through, the department 
hasn’t done their bit of resourcing 
the schools in terms of computers, 
and making sure that these 
programmes are running. 
In terms of support structures as 
well, from the subject advisers, I 
think whenever we talk to them it’s 
always a question of money; 
there’s no money. There’s no 
money, so there’s shortages in 
funds. So shortages in funds 
correlate, to we’re not getting stuff 
in, soon. (P3,67:67) 
our community is such that our 
school fees is R1,800.00 a year, 
and even that is a battle to collect. 
So when we’re talking about poor, 
we’re really talking about the 
poorest of the poor. In fact, we do 
fundraising, the teachers, we sell 
cakes, and that we do. You know, 
we’ll have a fun run, last year we 
did a golf day, which was a big 
thing, we raised R30,000.00, but 
beyond that there’s no money. 
Just to say point, and to make 
sure that everything is functional 
in the school is quite a task for us, 
and so we haven’t been able to 
draw in excess money from the 
community, and all of that. Yes. 
(P3,72:72) 
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I think I have got like, one, two, 
three, three children that are 
physical science learners, and 
pure maths learners. Say three 
physical science, five pure maths 
learners, and they will fly in this. 
But the rest of the learners are 
maths literacy learners, and they 
battle to grasp basic concepts, 
you know. So, there will be that 
problem, yes. (P3,133:133) 
The teacher is the technician in 
the classroom. If the teacher 
doesn’t have the resources to 
teach, then you can give him the 
most fancy of stuff, but if they 
don't have the tools to teach 
you’re not going to make like this. 
So if you’re looking at GIS, the 
software programme has now 
been developed, the computers 
must be there, the support system 
must be there, coming from the 
universities, coming from the 
department to integrate this thing, 
then there must be cross-
referencing amongst the 
geography teachers in the 
different schools. So, Yes, there 
must be that type of support 
structure that’s there for it to 
become totally effective in 
schools. (P3,147:147) 
It must be very user friendly. So, 
simple so that children can 
understand it, even the teachers 
as well, because you’re looking at 
all teachers, and some of them 
are not computer literate. You 
know, I'm fairly young, like, 
average or slightly above average 
with the computer, but many of 
them are not, you know. So, it has 
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to be simple, and… Yes, that’s it. 
It must be simple and easy to use, 
yes. (P3,160:160) 
Where I have got Indians, and 
coloureds, and African children, 
and they all want to show how 
superior they are to the other, you 
know. (P3,229:229) 
 



Teacher 7: 
Ms Hoomla 



 
  



I-GIS-T viability: 
It was a very well prepared 
activity. In fact, I could see the 
amount of effort that was put in. 
The only problem that we 
encountered, which actually kind 
of ruined it for our children is that, 
you see, the computer science 
teacher returned the day in which 
we had decided we were going to 
do this. Now, we have Grade 11 
learners that do subjects like 
physics and maths; they were 
actually a bit reluctant to 
participate and lose out valuable 
lesson time. (P13,13:13) So when 
we got there it was, like, a bit 
rushed. The computer science 
teacher is kind of loading the 
programs and we found that it was 
not compatible; we couldn't get it 
to work. So, in future a suggestion 
is if you could please come, if you 
are unable to do it yourself, you 
know, kind of get it to work, a test 
run to see how it works, and that it 
is working so we would have not, 
you know, lost this valuable 
lesson. What happened is that we 
got to do it as a PowerPoint 
presentation; we had to improvise. 
We did it as…(P13:16:16) 
They enjoyed it. The first part was 
very nice. They enjoyed it. They 



GIS attitude: 
You see those who had the 
chance to interact with it 
personally had a very positive 
experience about it, like, they 
were amazed, this is how it 
really works and this is what 
happens and how you actually 
prepare it. (P13,73:73) 
I found that those who were 
doing the activity actually looked 
like a bit more interested, as 
well, in what they were doing. 
(P13,354:354) 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
And also in the future, what I was 
thinking about, this is such a lovely 
eye-opener to children about new 
career options, so maybe in the 
package, something a bit more like 
everyday usage, as well, could be 
included where they can see for 
themselves, this is how this 
knowledge of GIS could be useful to 
you because that practical kind of 
information will really, like, benefit 
them. And they would probably take it 
a bit more seriously, and they will 
want to do this in the future, even at 
university because they must know 
what is the value of this, for me, in the 
future. But those are my suggestions. 
I have recorded some problems. Most 
of them are technical. That’s technical 
problems and some children wanted 
new information, and they also wanted 
more difficult activities. Those were 
the suggestions, okay? (P13,44:44) 
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actually had that available as well. 
But where they had to interact 
with it, this is where I felt sad 
because had they been interacting 
with it at their own pace, at their 
own computer, they would have 
come out feeling a bit more 
different about the activity. What 
had to be done is that because we 
had only those three lessons, we 
had a bit of hiccup there. What we 
found is that we had to... we got 
them to interact; we chose a few 
learners that worked with it in the 
way it was supposed to work, so it 
was only a handful that interacted 
with the package situation. 
(P13,29:29). Yes, we used the 
projector so everybody saw it, but 
only, like, four learners got to 
actually interact where they were 
saying, okay, click here, do this. 
 
IV And how did the class 
interact when they were doing 
that; did they enjoy it? 
 
00:02:25 
IE They enjoyed it. They 
found some parts very interesting. 
Some of them were quite 
surprised, okay, this is how it 
really works, like it was an eye-
opener for them. But also, like, 
they felt very few knew things that 
were introduced to them. It was 
more like a recapping of what they 
had learnt in Grade 10. So they 
wanted to be exposed to a little bit 
more new content here. 
(P13,37:42) 
 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
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Focus group   
Question 1 only to teachers 



I-GIS-T viability: 
The IGIST was really amazing but 
the problem was once, our 
computer there, it wasn't working 
properly. But then, otherwise, 
besides that, it was pretty 
interesting because if you learn 
from the computer, it's much 
better than reading it from our 
textbook because it shows more 
graphics and explains more in 
detail. (P13,53:53) 
The technical problem: you need 
to have, like, a trained person to 
be there, somebody who knows 
about the computer dimensions. 
 
IE I also found if the child, 
themselves, were not computer 
literate, this could be a problem 
for them because they need to 
have, like, we… some of our 
children may not even know how 
the computer actually functions 
and if they don't have that level of 
computer literacy, using this kind 
of method could be a bit 
intimidating for them as 
well.(P13,98:100) 
Worthwhile, on scale 0-10? 
8,8,7,8,7,7,7 (P13, 152:184) 
Use in future? 
9,8,8,8,8,8,8 (P13,243:272) 
 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
Workbook: 
The workbook was quite 
interesting because the questions 
it asked, it makes you more aware 
of the, what's in there. 
(P13,126:126) 
Honestly, I would say the textbook 
was sufficient, it was average; I 



GIS attitude: 
It did benefit us in a lot of ways 
because we learnt how the GIS 
program actually works. Like in 
the classroom it's just from the 
textbook so you don't really 
know how the application is. 
(P13,83:83) 
Enhance interest in GIS? 
8,7.5,6,9,8,6,8,8 (P13,192:222) 
 
GIS knowledge: 
I thought it was, like, really, 
really nice, it was so user 
friendly. I actually understood it 
because there were, like, so 
many graphics and stuff, it 
helped me to understand even 
better. (P13,69:69) 



Framework suggestions: 
Workbook: 
On complex questions, they have like 
a hit (P13,277:277) 
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wouldn't say it too hard, but I 
wouldn't say it was too easy. It 
was all right to answer the 
questions, the basic 
straightforward. (P13,139:139) 



Learner 
Questionnair
e (open 
question) 



I-GIS-T viability: 
 I really enjoyed this GIS 



program. It really helped me to 
see things in real life. It was 
such a good learning program. 
Thank you.  



 Thank you very much with this 
program. But we did not get 
enough time to finish all our 
exercises. But then thanks a 
lot!! All the best!! 



 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
Lesson was a bit too large. 



 
 



GIS attitude: 
 It has been interesting. It 



has kept me engrossed and 
wanting to know what comes 
next. 



Was too long and boring. 
There were not videos or 
audible clips on the learners’ 
computers. It was the worst 
experience I had on a 
computer. 



[Research note: the learners 
expected to work on the 
computers, and were 
disappointed] 
 
GIS knowledge: 
 



Framework suggestions: 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 



Usage: Textbook, “chalk and 
dust” only 
Barriers: 
 No DBE support, no GIS 



training and no guidelines 
 No resources and no GIS 



software 
 Large class sizes 
 Mostly under achievers 
 Learners not motivated 
 Multiple-languages 
 Low income area - learners do 



not have much experience in 
software 



Learners not computer literate 



2a. Viability according to 
teacher: workable and will 
enhance GIS skills in learner 



2b. Viability according to 
learner: 
9,8,8,8,8,8,8 and 8 out of a scale 
from 1 to 10 



3a. Attitude teacher: Learners 
wanted to work on computers 
3a. Attitude learner: 
disappointed not working on 
computers 
 
3b. Knowledge teacher: 
learners learned something 
3b. Knowledge learner: have 
learned something 
 



Framework suggestions: 
 
4    Framework suggestions: 
 Enhance sound quality 
 Enhance screen resolution 
Workbook: insert hints 



St
an



da
rd



 



Teacher 8: 
Mr Scirbar 



 Usage: Textbook/notes 
 Barriers:  
a section that is creating quite a 
problem since its inception. It is a 



(Two classes acted as control group in quan) 
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new section, I'm fully aware that 
its computer based, ours is an 
under resourced school, we don't 
even have enough textbooks, and 
with limited resources we are 
trying to do our best. But, 
unfortunately, I must admit that 
this is one section that is giving 
problems, not only for the 
learners, but even for a large 
number of teachers across the 
country. I pick it up in Matric 
marks, because I’ve marked 
Matric papers for many years 
(P5,19:19) 
So basically what’s been going 
on, the brighter ones will 
remember the concepts, as I 
mentioned, raster data, vector 
data, point, line, polygon, but the 
average and below, average 
they’ve got no idea, and they quite 
often perform very poorly in this 
section. Also, I feel, I need to tell 
you, that GIS was not a section 
that the teachers studied at 
university. It’s a new section in the 
syllabus, and it comes under what 
is called geography, paper two. 
It’s your map skills, aerial 
photograph, topical auto-
photograph and topographic 
interpretation. The last question is 
on GIS, geographical information 
systems. So the problem is 
inherent because most teachers 
are not fully trained in it; even the 
people that come to us, some of 
them are not fully equipped, so we 
rely on textbooks to impart this 
knowledge. Textbooks is not 
only… because it’s computer 
related, you can’t, you know, 
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reduce it to a theory. It’s like 
teaching IT without a computer; 
you rather not have IT in school. 
So that is the problem at the 
moment.(P5,45:45) 
We were given some software, 
but as I said because our class 
sizes are 40, 45, around there, so 
you can't… we don't have 45 
computers. (P5,49:49) 
we don't have enough computers 
and we don't have a spare 
computer room for this, so it does 
make it difficult. (P5,53:53) 



Teacher 9: 
Mr Singer 



 I-GIS-T viability: (on a scale 1-
10) 
I would say it would be a nine or a 
ten, with the assumption that 
schools have the computer 
resources. With the computer 
resources being present I have 
seen a massive interest in the 
learners, you know, in comparison 
to, you know, doing it with… in 
chalkboard style with chalk and 
just talking to them and telling 
them about GIS. So, definitely, I 
would say like a ten. (P14,22:22) 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 



GIS attitude: 
the IGIST will definitely… 
excluding spurring learner 
interest the learners showed, I 
would say exponentially more 
interest in GIS and geography. I 
think they understood better by 
seeing images and the, you 
know, visual, and audio cues 
telling them what to do, and I've 
never seen learners this 
interested in GIS. So, yes, I 
would definitely say a nine or a 
ten. If… A ten, because I can't 
think of anything negative that I 
could say about it, yes. 
(P14,22:22) 
 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
Well, because we are running a 
client/server setup here, problems that 
we had were… was where the… It 
was more on a technical aspects and I 
guess with time we could streamline 
this. The problems that we 
encountered were largely with sound. 
I didn't have a specific earphone set 
up like we did, you know, when we 
came for the workshop, so learners 
were bringing their own headphones, 
and I feel that one of the reasons 
some of the learners were having 
issues with sound was because their 
headphones were not of very good 
quality, and I've found from 
experience that if you use 
headphones with, you know, poor 
frequency ranges, and so on, you are 
going to get bad sound. (P14,28:28)   
There were problems where, because 
the server was getting overwhelmed 
with so many people using the flash 
player at the same time that there 
were occasional freezes where the 
program was freezing and I had to 
restart it, and then put the learner 
back to the place where they were, 
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but it was all basically technical, minor 
technical issues that we worked 
through and eventually we got 
everybody running. (P14,30:30) 
I copied the program onto each. But, if 
you see the way it's set up, it's 
basically one tower feeding ten 
clients. So, what happens, I found, not 
just with IGIST, but other programs, 
like the ones we use in IT, as well, like 
NetBeans, and so on, when you have 
many people using it at the same time 
then the server does sometimes get 
overwhelmed and it's unable to handle 
that amount of traffic, and, you know, 
the IGIST is using a flash player, and 
video, and sound, and everything, so, 
as a result, you find that that was an 
issue with this multipoint server. But I 
think if you are using a normal 
computer setup, like in a normal 
computer lab you'd have one 
computer, one user, one tower, one 
keyboard; you would never have 
those issues. I'm 100% certain. 
(P14,34:34) 
One of the drawbacks is obviously if 
you are using something that’s 
intensive, that's using video and 
sound, a lot of multimedia, then the 
server starts lagging, as it's trying to 
compensate.(P14,40:40) 



Focus group  
Question 1 only to teachers  



I-GIS-T viability: 
To what degree do you think the 
IGIST activity was worthwhile, 
on a scale from one to ten? 
I think a nine. 
Nine. 
Five. Not easy points. 
I would give eight. 
Eight. 
Nine. 
Nine. 



GIS attitude: 
And it’s fun too. So that, like, 
each time you want to go and do 
it over and over, until you do it 
better. 
are you happy with the 
framework as it is? 
Yes. (P19,193:195) 
 
GIS knowledge: 



 



Framework suggestions: 
The volume. The… we couldn't hear 
the person that was talking 
(P19,78:78) 
Words were cut. Oh, so the screen? 
Yes. (P19,85:89) 
Put games there so we can learn 
more. (P19,103) 
Workbook: You must give us multiple 
choice in that. (P19,276:276) Match 
the columns. (P19,294:294) 
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Because now, the people in 
modern days, like now, they don't 
use textbooks and books; they 
use iPads, phones, tablet, 
computers, laptop, yes, so you all 
did a good thing. Like, it's more 
attractive. (P29,354:356) 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
 
 
Workbook: 
What did you think of the 
workbook? 
[overtalking]. 
we didn't want to work in it... 
I didn’t want to work on it... 
Because I wanted to work on the 
computer. (P19,143:155) And if 
you worked, maybe you worked 
with the workbook together with 
the computer go through it and fill 
in it like that? 
Yes it would be easier. 
(P19,171:171) 
 
 



Use I-GIS-T at home?  
Yes. I would love to…I will use it, I 
love to. 
If I have it. 
Yes. 
100%. 
Okay, you all ten out of ten with that? 
Yes. (P19,306:322) 
 



Learner 
questionnair
e (open 
question) 
 



I-GIS-T viability: 
 It’s very understanding and I 



enjoyed it. 
 The I-GIS-T is very much 



enjoyable, and I gained a lot of 
skills on it.  



I can’t hear well because the 
sound is too soft and there 
are areas where the pictures 
get cut and I don’t read 
everything (I skip to the next 
page).  



But I suggest that it should 
improve more on the sound 
because it is too soft and the 
introduction is not quite clear. 



GIS attitude: 
 It was very nice learning GIS. 



GIS is very interesting and 
cool. 



 
 
GIS knowledge:  
 It really changed my 



understanding of things 
happening around. It is a great 
exercise to do. 



Framework suggestions: 
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The sounds were unclear 
(bad). 



   Images were not clear but 
not all. 
 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 



1a. Usage: only notes (no 
textbooks available) 
1b. Barriers: 
 No training 
 No DBE support 
 GIS software available but 



teacher does not know the 
name 



 Low income area 
 GIS concepts too abstract to 



teach with textbook 
Low English literacy 



2a. Viability according to 
teacher:  
I would say it would be a nine or a 
ten [on a scale of one to ten], with 
the assumption that schools have 
the computer resources (P14, 
20:22) 
2b. Viability/worthwhile 
according to learner:  
9, 9, 5, 8, 9, 9, 5, 7, 8,7 on a scale 
from 1 to 10   
 
 



3a. Attitude teacher: very 
positive  
3a. Attitude learner:  positive 
 
[not full 4 hours – only 2 due to 
teacher strikes] 



4.   Framework suggestions: 
•    Enhance sound quality 
•    Enhance screen resolution 
•    Add games 
   Workbook: 
•    Add more games 
•    Add multiple choice in workbook & 
match the columns 



Va
lk



en
 H



oë
rs



ko
ol



 



Teacher 10: 
Ms Venter 



 Usage: Textbook only But it’s 
all very theoretical.  They 
haven’t actually been able to 
look at what it would…  You 
say what layers would you 
use, and they look at you 
blankly because they don't, 
they can't associate it that 
easily (P16,49:49) 



 Barriers:  
I think a lot of it’s to do with, 
they’re all onto Facebook and all 
these things where you comment 
immediately.  So to them, they’re 
not practiced in wait until the end 
and then evaluate it.  They want 
to make a comment, they make it 
straight away, and then they lose 
the thread of what they’re actually 
looking at, and so now you’ve got 
to go back and explain to them 
what it is that it was saying while 
they were busy doing something 
else, or talking…  And this is 



I-GIS-T viability: 
I would rate it highly.  I would, I’d 
put it up around about eight 
probably.  My reservation for 
going higher than that is, like we 
found down there, the problems 
with the equipment sometimes, 
but I think it’s definitely very 
worthwhile. (P16,21:21) 
my problem was in the past when 
I’ve had things, I didn’t, I wasn’t 
confident with the technology, with 
the software.  I knew it could be 
done.  I sat in workshops where 
I’d actually done it, but when I got 
back to the classroom I didn’t 
have any instructions, and I 
couldn't remember how to do it.  
Whereas this, I found when I 
came back, and before we were 
going to start I thought I'm just 
going to run through it again for 
myself and see, I could actually 
follow it and I felt confident that I 



GIS attitude: 
 
 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 
the volume.  Also, personally, I found 
the music distracting. (P16,30:30) 
You also used it in the class with a 
projector?  
Yes, with an overhead projector. 
I liked that.  I liked that.  I'm getting, 
the overhead projectors and that, 
we’ve only had in, for a couple of 
years.  Not even, this is the second 
year we’ve got them, so I'm still 
getting used to what I can and can't 
do.  And there again, the fact that the 
computer could pick it up easily, and 
do it, that was important for me, ja. 
 
You made use of different learners to 
come and demonstrate.  What was 
your feeling with them; how did you 
experience as a teacher; did it work 
out for you to do it in that way, 
afterwards? 
I found that it works because they’re 
more computer savvy than I am, so 
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when they’re talking about what 
was actually happening there; it’s 
not when they’re talking about 
other things.  So, ja, you’ve got to 
watch and see, is the talking 
about the programme, what 
you’re showing them, or is the 
talking about something else.  But 
ja, their attention span … 
..That’s why I was interested 
down there in the computer lab; 
they actually didn’t comment to 
each other all the time, which is 
very unusual for them.  They did 
look around every now and then, 
but basically they were focusing 
on what they were meant to be 
doing. (P16,136:140) 
 



can do this, whereas before, I 
didn’t. (P16,62:62) 
I think also what was important, 
although we did have some 
technological problems, this 
actually ran on our computers, 
whereas the ones we’ve had 
before made our computers crash. 
It was the QGIS, but what, the 
package we’d been given before, 
a lot of our computers just 
crashed on it, so we couldn't carry 
on with it, whereas this one 
actually ran on the equipment that 
we’ve got available to us. 
(P16,66:71) 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
I found I could actually do it, which 
gave me confidence.  I liked 
having the step by step 
instructions as to what I had to do.  
I'm not a go and play around and 
find it person, so I liked that. 
(P16,42:42) How does the IGIS 
compare with the previous ways 
of teaching? 
Much better, [than the text book] 
much better.  I found it, except 
with a few reservations I had, I 
found it user friendly, and that, to 
me, was important.  So I found it a 
much better way. (P16,51:53) 
Would you promote this 
application to other geography 
teachers…? 
 
Yes. 
On a scale of zero to ten, what 
degree would you? 
Oh, I’d be up there, about nine, 
ten, just depending on what 
technology they’ve got available.  
Obviously if they’ve got the 



they can actually show the others 
better than I can.  And if I get enough 
of them doing it often enough I 
actually learn it myself.  And it gets 
them more involved because they’re 
very inclined to put their heads down 
and go to sleep.  But, if they’re 
actually coming to show the others, it 
gets them more involved, so that’s a 
good thing. (P16,73:83) 
would you be interested in conducting 
workshops in GIS? 
Yes (P16,94:96) 
If you actually had a programme that 
showed, here are the population 
figures, here are the crime spots, here 
are the transport routes, here’s where 
the successful businesses are, and I 
can put this layer, and I can see here 
are the crime spots, but the successful 
businesses are close to it, so how do I 
evaluate the negative aspects of the 
crime spots with the positive of more 
business?  Here’s where the transport 
goes.  Now, generally we’d say that’s 
a good thing.  But, if you could have 
actual case studies of that kind, that 
they could see how this information 
then layers, because in their minds 
they just hear you saying, we’re going 
to put population, we’re going to put in 
roads, we’re going to put in industry, 
but they don't see how it actually links 
together. (P16,107:107) that’s what I 
would think would be great for the 
future, to integrate it into the rest of 
the syllabus. (P16,112:112) 
What suggestions can you, do you 
have maybe how we can enhance the 
framework? 
I don't think I have any.   I think I’d 
leave it as it is.  The only thing, as I 
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technology and the expertise 
themselves to go into QGIS on 
their own, well, be my guest.  But 
for the ones like me who are 
technologically challenged, or 
ones whose equipment is 
technologically challenged, this is 
great. (P16,85:92) 



say, with the PowerPoint, put a bit of 
action into it. (P16,147:149) 
 



Focus group  
Question 1 only to teachers  



I-GIS-T viability: 
On a scale from one to to ten: 
6,8,8,7,7,8,7  (P20,20:69) 
Other than that, ma’am, I would 
say it’s about eight, other than the 
sound.  Everything else was 
straightforward. (P20,29:33) 
Feeling about the I-GIS-T: 
Happy... excited...interested... 
intrigued. (P20,547:556) 
 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 
 
It’s way better, way better, than 
the textbook  [Gemeral 
agreement] (P20,111:115) 
 
It is much more fun, because you 
are more involved (P20,128:128) 
 
I think it was, I’d, say, like, give it a 
nine or ten [on a scale from one to 
ten] because I actually look 
forward to going to the next lesson 
because it was really interesting. 
(P20,475:475) 
 
Powerpoint: 
The PowerPoint was fine. 
It was good. 
It was all right.  (P20,598:604) 
 
Conclusion lesson: 
That was also good. 
(P20,745:745) 



GIS attitude: 
Helpful (P20,73:73) 
Very interesting as well 
(P20,75:75) 
It’s a learning experience. It's 
new. (P20,77:77) 
You start to understand how GIS 
actually comes into your day to 
day life. (P20,79:79) 
Yes. What you can do with it 
career-wise. (P20,88:90) 
 
GIS knowledge: 
I did learn a lot, I would say 
nine, ten…I also, because I 
never knew there’s a lot of, like, 
there’s sub categories 
underneath GIS, like raster data 
and spatial data and all that 
stuff, I've never heard of that. 
(P20,412:415) 



Framework suggestions: 
Learner that gave 6: Mainly what 
brought it down was you couldn't 
really hear what they were saying. 
(P20,20:20)  when we stick in our 
earphones it's like very soft, it comes 
through really soft. (P20,677:577) 
you should be able to adjust the 
sound…[General agreement.] 
(P20,587:589) 
When it’s paused you can't really, like, 
concentrate because of the music 
going... (P20,163:166) 
And then you, like, kind of forget what 
you wanted to write down or 
remember 
I-GIS-T music: was irritating 
(P20,50:50) 
You don't know what you're doing. It's 
just telling you to type in. 
…Yes, that's the problem, yes. 
So that is something that you think we 
need to build in that application? 
[General agreement.] (P20,149:155) 
Also the labelling of the different 
icons. …Yes, it goes too fast…It's not 
that it's just too fast, like, if it had a, 
almost like a bigger icon maybe just 
so you could see. (P20,170:176) 
And also when it explains what 
something is, like spatial data, then 
you just, like, read it. It just says it; it 
doesn't come up in text so you can 
pause, write down your answer. You 
must always pause, write a bit, play 
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again, listen what it says, and pause. 
(P20,193:193) It must come up with 
text, yes, like you can actually read it 
while he's reading it out to you. 
(P20,195:195) 
they were cheating a bit. Now you can 
drag.... He’s got that drag [over 
talking] at the bottom. You take it right 
to the end and pretend, okay, I’ve 
listened to everything, to go to the 
next slide. Now, if you guys want that, 
actually maybe take that out so that 
you actually [over talking]. 
…You should be able to pause it. 
[General agreement.] 
..Still be able to pause and play and 
stuff, but you can't... 
..No fast forward (P20,245:258)  
The quiz: It just says great. When I 
was doing it, it just said great or well 
done…It does show you the right 
answer.ng or sliding  (P20,356:358) 
Give you clues maybe, a bit of clues, 
because I mean...Yes, like you get 
marks deducted if you use a clue kind 
of thing…Yes, like a hint…Oh, that's a 
good idea…You press a button on the 
top corner and then there’s a hint. 
(P20,444:252) 
if you had to give us more exercises to 
do and, like, more tutorials to go 
through, breaking down every topic 
more, then you could do, let's say 
there's three different topics and raster 
data, you can do one exercise in class 
and then you can do the other two for 
homework kind of thing. And then you 
come and you see who’s got… then 
you give them the option of saving 
what they have actually done so you 
can show the class the next day. 
(P20,798:798) 
Workbook: 
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I said we should get that booklet with 
the answers because that we can 
always go back to. (P20,794:794) 
I don't like the booklet. 
Because you have to go fill it in. That 
must be on the computers also so you 
can do everything on the computer. 
..Yes, you can fill it in on the 
computer, yes. (P20,491:495) it like a 
spider diagram thing, it says spatial 
data; then another one comes out of 
that and it tells you...And then out of 
each of those little topics will come out 
with another one, and another 
one…Yes, and it shows you nicely like 
that, now, instead of going to that 
booklet the whole time, going through 
everything. (P20,515:520) 
Powerpoint: some movement…And 
maybe like a block with the definitions 
that we can just study. (P20,614:616) 
on the end, a summary of, like, not, 
like, of everything, like… spatial, after 
that, and then raster data 
[overtalking]. But not too involved, like, 
explaining why; just what it is. 
(P20,631:631) 
I-GIS-T just before your quiz, it should 
have a summary, and you redo that, 
and then your quiz comes from that 
summary. (P20,634) at the end we 
should have like a run-through of  like 
all the different types of data, like 
spatial attributes. (P20,803:803) 
if you had a lower level of teaching 
GIS you could start from, like, Grade 
5, say, Grade 5; start from Grade 5 
and work yourself up until Grade 10. 
And if you don't take geography from 
Grade 10 onwards, then you've still 
got the GIS background that you know 
what's going on. (P20,879:879) 
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[General agreement.] 
 



Learner 
questionnair
e (open 
question) 



I-GIS-T viability: 
Very soft volume 
Need to be more clear 



talking. Get an English 
person to help. 



Need to explain why, when 
going into tables and have to 
type in certain numbers, don’t 
understand what that is used 
for i.e. classification mode. 



That man speaking is boring. 
Volume must at least have a 
volume control and it was too 
soft. 



Sound needs to be improved 
on the software. There is no 
volume control therefore 
making it extremely hard to 
hear. In some cases it is hard 
to understand the male’s voice 
talking in the tutorial. 



No volume control. Don’t 
understand the male’s voice. 
Doesn’t help the exercises, 
only the tutorials help. I didn’t 
learn anything. 



Change the music and get 
someone else to narrate. 



 
 



GIS attitude: 
 
 
 
 
GIS knowledge: 



Framework suggestions: 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 



1a. Usage: Textbook only, QGIS 
crashed the computers 



1b. Barriers:  
• Teacher lacks TPACK 
• Older generation computers 



available – crashed on QGIS 
• GIS software too complex 
• No support for software 



problems   



2a. Viability according to 
teacher: more user friendly 
than previous QGIS  



2b. Viability according to 
learner: 
6, 8, 8, 7, 7, 8 and 7 on a scale 
from 1 to 10 



3a. Attitude teacher: Learners 
showed paying attention 
3a. Attitude learner: Found 
mostly interesting 
3b. Knowledge teacher: 
indicated that the learners did 
not take the tests seriously. 
3b. Knowledge learner:  rate the 
9 and 10 on a scale from 1 to 10 
regarding the gaining of 
knowledge 



4.    Framework suggestions: 
 Enhance sound quality 
 Background music distracting 
 Enhance screen resolution 
 Explain why you have to choose 



certain buttons 
 Say why test answers are wrong 
 Cheat-proof (no fast forwarding) 
 More exercises & tutorials 
PowerPoint: 
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  More motion 
Definition in corner 
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Teacher 12: 
Ms Vuzi 



GIS usage: think it’s a good 
subject, I think it’s a good subject, 
it teaches learners to use the 
computers. Yes, I think so; it’s a 
good subject. (P4,27:27) 
at the moment we are not using 
the computers this side, in fact 
we’re still concentrating on theory. 
(P7,31:31) 
I use this book, there is this book, 
it’s [unclear] in Geography, this is 
platinum and there are notes that 
were given to us by the subject 
advisor when we started with GIS. 
So normally what I do, I try to 
provide my own notes which will 
be simpler to the learners, so that 
they will understand easily, and 
then I give them those notes. 
(P7,113:113) I develop my own 
notes which will be simpler to the 
learners. And then I teach, and 
then they use those notes to refer 
to what I have been teaching 
them. So far, even though they 
don’t get the whole marks, but 
they do pass GIS through the way 
in which I’m teaching. 
(P7,215:215) 
GIS barriers: the other problem 
is, we have got big numbers.  
Grade 11 is 126 learners 
(P7,63:63) 
When GIS was introduced we did 
not have a lot of workshops, 
where we were going to be trained 
on how to use it. (P7,77:77) 
some of the teachers, I think they 
do not teach GIS, because if you 
go for marking at the end of the 
year, you can see when you are 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Teacher was not available for post-intervention interview 



Framework suggestions: 
Using slides, I think it will be easier. 
And, maybe having a textbook that is 
just about GIS and the terms, because 
there are a lot of terms in GIS which 
the learners need to know. 
(P7,147:147) 
English can be used but simpler 
language can be used. (P7,161:161) 
more workshops, as I’ve said before, 
from people who are clear with what 
GIS is, who are going to workshops, 
especially the educator because if the 
educator does not understand GIS, he 
or she cannot teach it. So if we can 
have a lot of those workshops, and 
maybe if such advisors can visit 
schools and make sure that GIS is 
being taught in schools, and make 
sure that the learners are taught, 
because it’s embarrassing when you 
are marking and find that the learners 
get a zero in GIS and you see that 
these learners we 
re not taught. (P7,175:175) 
Discs can be sent to school, that we 
can use on the computers, learners 
can use them on the computers. 
(P7,207:207) 
attend the workshop if there is any, so 
as to understand what GIS is. Study 
GIS, make sure that you understand it 
before you go to the learners because 
there’ll be a lot of questions from the 
learners. So if you don’t understand it 
you won’t be able to answer those 
questions. (P7,221:221) 
Make sure that you have just a few 
notes which will make GIS to be 
simpler to the learners, and use 
previous exam question papers on 
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marking that these learners were 
not taught. (P7,77:77) 
The main challenge that we face 
in our schools is the language. 
Some of our learners do not 
understand English well. So when 
we teach, some of them do not 
understand, how are we going to 
say that when you ask questions, 
some of them cannot answer you 
because they did not understand 
what you were saying. Or, when 
you are giving them a test, so you 
are able to see. But when you 
come to class and revise the test, 
and explain to them what was 
expected from them in 
[overtalking], we know that. But 
you did not know. That is the main 
problem, yes, the language. 
(P7,157:157) 



how questions are being asked in as 
far as GIS is concerned, so that 
learners will know what they we will 
expect at the end of the year. 
(P7,221:221) 
if you can have just that booklet which 
can be used from grade ten to grade 
12, I think it will be easier. And also if 
the department can have workshops, 
teachers can get help.(P7,225:225) 
 



Focus group  
Question 1 only to teachers  



I-GIS-T viability: 
On a scale from 1 to 10. 
9,10,9,9,10,10,10 (P21,29:55) 
Yes, the exercises, because, like, 
I got… I got an opportunity to 
learn and to try and memorise 
what I've learned and to be tested 
of the knowledge I've gained after 
that… after that session of 
learning. (P21,165:165) 
GIS-T framework viability: 
Workbook: 
Some questions were complicated 
and, like, we couldn't get the right 
answers, but all in all it was great 
experience. But yes, the questions 
were too hard.(P21:61:61) 
Powerpoint: 
was good because we get to learn 
the GIS and also to see the 
pictures, the pictures indicating 
the problem that some other 



GIS attitude: 
We get a chance to learn what is 
happening around the world and 
how people are getting help in 
order to know how to deal with 
climate change and natural 
disasters. (P21,91:91)  
textbooks are sometimes boring. 
It's a bunch of, like, pages, and 
you have to go through all those 
pages, and sometimes you're, 
like, no, no. But since we are 
using this method of using 
computers it's a great method, I 
think. (P21,111:111) 
I think the all in all setting of the 
PowerPoint was great because 
there were… there were points 
whereby, where you showed us 
pictures, and in those pictures 
the pictures themselves can 
take you, your mind, like, into 



Framework suggestions: 
Workbook: 
because a workbook, it’s supposed to 
be something that is informative, even 
if you are no longer here at school, but 
if you go through the workbook we 
can learn some other things and we 
can maybe, like, tell others who didn't 
get an opportunity to be here studying 
with us, so for me I think the 
improvement should be in the 
workbook, and also the activities. I 
think, yes, you have to improve in that 
one. (P21,199:199) 
Yes, I do. I do like sharing information 
with other people, and now that I've 
gained info I like it, I like to share it 
with my classmates. 
Now, how many other classmates do 
you have? 
54. (P21,205:209) 
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countries face on a daily basis, so 
for us it was a fun time of learning. 
(P21,71:71) 
it was fine.[General agreement]. 
(P21,79:81) 
I liked the PowerPoint activities 
(P21,157:157) 
It was good because it wasn’t very 
challenging. You explained 
everything to us clearly and we 
got to understand i (P21,237:237) 
The PowerPoint was unique and 
clear and easy to see. Yes, 
pictures that were in, they were 
clear. (P21,239:239) 
 



other places, so for me it took 
my mind and made me think that 
GIS is very important nowadays, 
yes. (P21,249:249) 
GIS knowledge: 
When you are using it practically 
you even remember it. You can 
remember it.  
Right, practically too.  
Yes, you easily remember it 
than memorising the whole 
book. 
Okay, do you all agree with what 
has been said? 
[General agreement]. 
(P21,113:121) 
helped you in knowing more 
about GIS? On a scale from 1 to 
10? 
10,9,10,10,10,10,10. 
 



we should have been given the 
memos after we've written, like, the 
whole workbook, like, the exercises 
that you do, and then afterwards we 
are then given the memo so that you 
can see how far we've gone in 
knowing and in gaining the 
knowledge. So the memo is there for 
us to see… (P21,257:257) 



Learner 
questionnair
e (open 
question) 



I-GIS-T viability: 
 
I-GIS-T framework viability: 



GIS attitude: 
I enjoyed all the exercises and 
they were all explained clearly to 
me in a way that made me want 
to know more about all the 
things happening in the world 
around me. The I-GIS-T also 
made me want to apply for a job 
under GIS. I think that GIS 
should be taught clearly in all 
schools because it’s very 
important to know about the 
world we live in. So that people 
can stop harming the 
environment and learn to keep it 
clean. (P26,25:25) 
It is a great honour to be given 
an opportunity like this to learn 
GIS in a fun and easily 
understandable way. In my 
school we don’t have many 
facilities that can help us to see 



Framework suggestions: 
I feel that GIS should be taught more 
at rural schools so that more rural 
school learners are exposed to GIS 
and become more aware about it. I 
also feel that we would have been 
taught more about using computers to 
analyse I GIS. (P26,29:29) 
It is a very interesting topic, maybe if it 
could be introduced to every school,  
South Africa would be a great country 
where people are educated about the 
geographic problems, not just South 
Africa but they will know what is 
happening around the world and what 
is causing it to happen. It would be 
best if it was added to the curriculum 
so that every school will know about I-
GIS-T. (P26,33:33) 
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what we are learning. But now 
that I have learned more I wish 
to share my overall experiment 
with my classmates because 
they are not understanding GIS. 
(P26,26:26) 
I-GIS-T taught me a lot and it 
also made me realise that it is 
not always the case that one 
should physically be there in 
order to take information since 
there is remote sensing. It 
makes the job easy for those 
involved in weather forecasting 
to predict the weather through 
the layers of information, using 
vector data layers. The fact that 
it makes the world a better place 
by trying by all means to resolve 
the issue of natural disasters 
made me want to learn more. It 
has taught me more than I can 
imagine I would have. I love I-
GIS-T. (P26,27:27) 
I-GIS-T is a very good 
programme and I learned a lot 
from this programme. I enjoyed 
to spend my time studying I-
GIS-T. I learned so many skills 
in I-GIS-T and it increased my 
interest on GIS. I think it’s a 
good idea to teach our school 
GIS and it’s going to help so 
many learners in our school. 
GIS is very important to our lives 
and it will help us. (P26,28:28) 
I-GIS-T is good because it helps 
us to understand GIS clearly. It 
also encourages us to like GIS 
and like to learn more about 
GIS. (P26,31:31) 
GIS knowledge: 
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I think that I-GIS-T is a very 
interesting exercise. I really 
gained a lot of knowledge on 
understanding GIS (P26,25:25) 
GIS is an interesting topic and it 
is helping us to understand more 
about GIS and we also gained 
skill from its exercise. I even 
learned that in order to become 
a meteorologist you need GIS 
as I’m going to study 
meteorology these exercises 
helped me a lot. (P26,30:30) 
This has shown a clear picture 
of what GIS is and why it is 
used. Described job 
opportunities that I didn’t know 
that they use/need GIS. 
Practicals were awesome, so 
was the teacher. It has 
developed a lot of skills and I 
would like this to be done by 
every Geography learner to 
experience GIS. This gained my 
interest. Thank you! (P26,32:32) 
I-GIS-T will be good for us 
learners because it gives us a 
clearer picture about GIS and 
helps us to understand more 
about what is happening around 
the world and it helps us to learn 
much about GIS. I think it will be 
really useful in our school. 
(P26,34:34) 
I’m very excited to know that 
GIS is involved in town planning 
which is a career I’m very 
interested in ad the knowledge 
and information I’ve gained from 
this system. (P26,37:37) 
I really appreciate to be taught 
GIS. It improved our level of 
understanding it. I wish that our 
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school could have more 
opportunities of having access 
to the computer. (P26,38:38) 
 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 
 
 



1a.   Usage: Textbook and 
simplified notes only 
1b.   Barriers:  
 Abstract GIS concepts 
 Low English literacy 
 No GIS training 
 Large class sizes 
 No DBE support 
 Lack in resources 
 No GIS software 
Computers outdated 
/virusesTeacher’s notes only 
 



2a. Viability according to 
teacher: Viable but requested 
another workshop as teacher is not 
computer literate 
2b. Viability according to 
learner: 9, 10, 9, 9,10,10,10 and 
10 on a scale from 1 to 10 



3a. Attitude learner: very 
positive towards GIS 
[teacher not available] 
3b. Knowledge learner: overall 
learning 
[teacher not available] 
 



Framework suggestions: 
 I-GIS-T to be added by DBE in 



curriculum 
 Seed learners 
 Enhance sound quality 
 Enhance screen resolution 
 More information in workbook 
 Add memo in workbook  



W
yc



lif
fe



 H
ig



h 
 



Teacher 13: 
Ms Walker 



 Usage: Textbook and 
overlaying transparencies only  



Well basically I use the text book, 
depending on how much time we 
have where it's at.  Sometimes I 
use a simple procedure of 
overlays, where you take 
transparencies and you set down 
the bottom base, and then you put 
on the transparency layers on top 
of that, each time adding another 
feature, which basically deals with 
how the concept of layering and 
overlaying happens.  And, of 
course, then you supplement that 
with the various types of data 
(P8,35:35) 
 
 Barriers: Only unions offered 



workshops, 
I can see the logical application 
and why some form of theory 
needs to be laid down.  I'm just, 
well, the content at the moment 
leaves a lot to be desired.  GIS at 
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the moment, everything’s become 
technological, so we need to 
move with the times, so it needs 
to be there. (P8,22:22) 
 
you’ve got to move from auditory 
to visual, because we deal with 
visual learners, we don't deal with 
auditory learners. (P8,39:39) 
 
when they put GIS into the 
syllabus, it wasn’t there, and then 
it was, and there was…  The 
unions actually offered some 
workshops, but if you didn’t 
belong to the union you didn’t 
have access to those workshops 
that you necessarily could go, so 
travelling and that kind of concept.  
The division of the data, if you 
look at whatever they stick in the 
text books, at your grade 10, 11 
and 12 level, of what they 
consider, supposedly, it doesn’t 
always follow a logical sequence, 
and it doesn’t make sense.  
(P8,44:44) 
 
So they will refer to things in the 
grade 10 book where you’ve got 
to explain the grade 12 
terminology anyway, because you 
won’t understand the grade 10 
concept that they’re trying to carry 
over.  And that I think is the lack of 
logical development has been 
where my problem lies, which is 
where I like the overlays, where 
you lay the bottom, and then you 
put one thing on top of the other, 
you need to be able to build up 
what you’re doing. (P8,46:46)  
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I can't go out and buy expensive 
GIS equipment, because GIS is 
just a small section of the 
syllabus, and we spend, what, at 
most two weeks, and that's six 
weeks over a three year cycle, 
let’s say, to buy five, R10,000.00 
worth of equipment just doesn’t 
justify that. (P8,48:48) 
The teachers, the people who 
write the text books, the people 
who draw up the syllabus, they 
have an idea that they’ve got an 
ideal learner who wants to learn, 
and who is hungry for knowledge, 
but generally most of the kids that 
come into the class they do 
geography because it’s a choice, 
because they didn’t like the other 
two options.  So out of, let’s say, a 
class of 30 you'll have five that 
want to be there, because they 
want to learn and you’ve got 25 
who are there because they have 
to be there.  And they’re not 
interested in something that’s that 
deep into it.   
 
It's a passing knowledge. And 
they do need to know the basic 
skeleton structure, and you’ve got 
to add some flesh onto it so that 
they know what they’re doing, and 
why they’re doing it.  But the 
attention span of today’s kids is so 
short that they’ll know it when 
they’re in the class, and they 
forget it when they walk out.  And 
then I teach two years in grade 
10, when I go into 11 and I say, 
remember last year when we did, 
they don't.  I spend part of my two 
weeks just recapping those two 
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weeks of work.  So, unless it’s 
actually relevant, and can be 
made totally relevant to what the 
kids are doing today, they don't 
see the benefit of it, so they don't 
bother to absorb the knowledge.  
So, whereas I think it’s fairly 
important, and I think it forms 
basic structures, and it makes 
things logical, the learners don't 
necessarily always think that 
because they can't relate it to their 
reality and where they're in.  And 
their reality is actually a lot 
different than what the text book, 
or the people who draw up the 
syllabus, determines.(P8:53:55) 
 
o there are lots of things that you 
can use it for, but you’ve got to go 
to the world of the child, and I 
think a lot of our text books aren’t 
in the world of the child, they’re in 
the mind of the author, or 
whatever. And the relevance that 
they have… because the kids 
don't relate it to where they’re at, it 
doesn’t apply, and then they walk 
out and they switch off.  I’ll do 
map work now, and then when I 
do a different section and I’ll say, 
remember when we did this, and 
that was last term, they won’t 
remember because it wasn’t… it 
didn’t make sense.  And they’ll 
bother to remember it for the short 
period, where it’s relevant to what 
I'm explaining, but then they’ll 
forget it again.  So that’s really 
where it should be at.  You’ve got 
to put it in their world. (P8,65:65) 
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I think when we get workshops, 
the workshops are geared, at the 
beginning of the year, at trying to 
get you through, not specific 
sections, and even at the 
workshop that was here, GIS 
wasn’t necessarily a factor.  They 
look at our results, they look at 
how the Matric papers were 
answered.  They look at, oh, this 
is in here now, but there’s nothing 
really that says, let’s sit down and 
work with… from that point of 
view.  Nobody’s actually sat down 
and said to me, this is what you’re 
teaching in GIS, and this is where 
you… And that’s technically what I 
referred to when I got to that, that 
there was…  And there’s nothing 
that comes from the department, 
really. Whatever we know about 
GIS, unless it’s in the text books, 
and we’ve actually researched it 
ourselves, because both Mr Black 
[pseudo name] and I had gotten 
our own information, that doesn’t 
come through from what the 
department had.  A nice 
information book pack with GIS 
would have been pretty good to 
get us au fait with it. (P8,144:144) 
I had to do this, I had to go off and 
sort out other things.  So I was 
suddenly left doing other things 
that made demands on my time 
and I couldn't get to what I had 
intended to get to.  So, time 
constraints, etc, do play a role as 
well.  If it was an ideal world, yes. 
(P8,205:205) 
o if you’re German, you get taught 
in English, if you’re Afrikaans you 
get taught in English, if you’re 
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Zulu you get taught in English, 
and it’s up to you to actually make 
sure that you understand. 
(P8,227:227) 



Summative 
case 
conclusion 



Usage: Textbook, sometimes 
transparency overlays 
Barriers: 
 Lack of workshops & teacher 



guidance 
 GIS in curriculum does not 



build up 
 Visual learners 
 Learners unmotivated to learn 
 Map work old /learners work 



on iPad, tablets and cell 
phones 



 Need GIS information 
package, had to do research 
self 



 Time constraints 
 Multi-lingual class 



Cross-case 
conclusion 



1a Usage:  
 Textbook only, QGIS 



crashed the computers 
 Textbook, “chalk and 



dust” only 
 Mainly textbook, notes 



and sometimes tracing 
paper 



 Textbook only (x2) 
 Textbook teaching & 



transparencies only 
 Only notes (no textbooks 



available) 
 Textbook and simplified 



notes only 
 GIS software available 



but teacher does not 
know the name 



 
1b Barriers:  



2a. Viability according to teachers:  
• I-GIS-T viable to a large 
extent 
2b. Viability according to learners:  
• I-GIS-T viable to a large 
extent 



3a. Attitude teachers:  
 Very positive, except 



when struggling with 
computer setup 



3a. Attitude learner:  
Very positive, except when 
encountering technological 
difficulties/computer illiterate 
 
3b. Knowledge teacher:  



 learned more, create 
atmosphere of learning 



3b. Knowledge learner:  
better comprehension regarding 
abstract GIS concepts and use 
in everyday life as well as career 
opportunities 



Framework suggestions: 
4   Suggestions for I-GIS-T 
framework: 
I-GIS-T 
Sound: 



 Enhance sound quality (x5) 
 Background music distracting 



Screen: 
 Enhance screen resolution 



(x5) 
Explanation: 



 Explain why you have to 
choose certain buttons 



 Say why test answers are 
wrong 



Add on: 
 Exploring activities 
 Short practical exercises on 



GIS software 
 Multiple language option 
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SUPPORT 
 No DBE support (x6) 



o No support for 
software problems   



o No GIS training and  
o No guidelines 
o No training 
o Workshops too 



technologically 
advanced 



 
TEACHER & LEARNER 
Teacher: 



 Teachers feel ill-equipped 
 Teacher lacks TPACK 
 Teachers feel intimidated 



– learners more familiar 
with computers (lack of 
computer literacy)  



 Lack of time 
Learners: 



 Large class sizes 
 Mostly underachievers 
 Learners not motivated 
 Multiple-languages 
 Low income area - 



learners do not have 
much experience in 
software 



 Learners not computer 
literate 



 Low English literacy 
 No GIS training 
 Learners bored 
 Learners travel far (tired) 
 Big classes 
 When work is difficult, 



learners “switch off” 
 Connection between 



theory and real world 
difficulties  



 Low English literacy 



 Cheat-proof (no fast 
forwarding) 



 More exercises & tutorials 
 Adapt for whiteboard 
 I-GIS-T activity not too long 



(6min) 
 Add games 
 



POWERPOINT: 
 More motion 
 PowerPoint: more pictures of 



real life things 
 PowerPoint with main points 
 Definition in corner 
 Assessment opportunities 
 Short video clips 



WORKBOOK: 
 More detail & pictures 
 Insert hints 
 Add more games 
 Add multiple choice in 



workbook & match the 
columns 



 More information in workbook 
 Add memo in workbook 



TEACHER GUIDE: 
 Teacher’s guide with basic 



points 
SUPPORT: 



 I-GIS-T to be added by DBE 
in curriculum 



 Seed learners 
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 Large class sizes 
 Learner differences 
 Time constraint  & 



curriculum time        
 Low computer literacy 



 
RESOURCES 



 Resources lacking 
 Resources lacking 
 No resources  
 Lack in resources 
 Low income area 



 
Hardware: 



 Older generation 
computers available – 
crashed on QGIS 



 Computers outdated 
/viruses  
 



Software: 
 GIS software too complex 



(x2) 
 Lack of suitable software, 



starting at the basics 
 No GIS software (x5) 
 Curriculum time, marks  
 Thick software manuals 



 
GIS concepts abstract 



 GIS concepts too abstract 
to teach with textbook 



 Abstract GIS concepts 
(x3) 
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Enquiries: Sibusiso Alwar    Tel: 033 341 8610    Ref.:2/4/8/204 - 1 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Ms. Elfrieda Fleischmann 
Cedar College of Education 
Geography Department 
 
Dear Ms. Fleischmann 
 



PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH IN THE KZN DoE INSTITUTIONS  
 



Your application to conduct a pilot and research entitled: A FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTERGRATION OF         
I-GIS-T WITHIN THE FET PHASE, in the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Education Institutions has been 
approved.  The conditions of the approval are as follows: 
 
1. The researcher will make all the arrangements concerning the research and interviews. 
2. The researcher must ensure that Educator and learning programmes are not interrupted.  
3. Interviews are not conducted during the time of writing examinations in schools. 
4. Learners, Educators, Schools and Institutions are not identifiable in any way from the results of the 
 research. 
5. A copy of this letter is submitted to District Managers, Principals and Heads of Institutions  where the 
  intended research and interviews are to be conducted.  
6. The period of investigation is limited to the period from 01 December 2013 to 28 December 2016. 
7. Your research and interviews will be limited to the schools you have proposed and approved by the 
 Head of Department.  Please note that Principals, Educators, Departmental Officials and Learners are 
 under no obligation to participate or assist you in your investigation.  
8. Should you wish to extend the period of your survey at the school(s), please contact Mr. Alwar at the 
 contact numbers below.  
9. Upon completion of the research, a brief summary of the findings, recommendations or a full 
 report / dissertation / thesis must be submitted to the research office of the Department. Please 
 address it to The Director-Resources Planning, Private Bag X9137, Pietermaritzburg, 3200. 
10. Please note that your research and interviews will be limited to the all schools and institutions in the 



KwaZulu Natal Department of Education. 
  
 



 
             



   
 
___________________________     
Nkosinathi S.P. Sishi, PhD      
Head of Department: Education  
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Dear Geography Colleague,    2015 
 



You have been selected to participate in a national study of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) within the 



FET phase.  Your name has been selected by North-West University from the Department of Education 



database. As GIS is a relatively new topic within the Geography curriculum, it is likely that you have 



experienced some challenges while teaching GIS. Literature suggests that although learners benefit from 



learning GIS, teachers on a global basis experience various setbacks in this regard. Even if you only make 
use of GIS notes or even do not teach GIS because you feel unsure, we will value your input in this 
survey. Your response to this voluntary survey will be of great value to gain a better understanding regarding 



problems that Geography teachers face in South Africa. We need this information to provide viable GIS 



teaching solutions. 



Your confidentiality is assured throughout this study and in any publication that might follow this 



questionnaire. Although the survey is coded to allow for follow-up with non-responses, you will by no means 



be individually identified by anyone who would read these publications. Through submitting this survey, you 



consent for your responses to be assembled with others and to be used for academic purposes. Please 



understand that this data will be used for academic studies and the results may be published in journal articles 



or conference presentations. This study is being conducted by E Fleischmann, a doctoral candidate in 



Geography at North-West University, under the direction of Dr Christo van der Westhuizen.  



Thank you so much for helping us improve the quality of training in the Geography/GIS teaching area and 



welcome to this study! This survey will take approximately 15-20 minutes to complete.  We value your 



opinion. 



Thank you for your interest and participation in this study.  I genuinely appreciate your time. 



Instructions: 



1. Answer each question by circling the appropriate number in the shaded box or by writing your opinion 



in the (shaded) space provided. 



Example: 



 



 



2. Please answer all the questions, except where indicated differently by the question. 
3. Should you have any questions you can contact the investigator, Elfrieda Fleischmann, directly on 



telephone 079 356 1323 or by e-mailing her at elfie.f@gmail.com.  Alternatively you may also contact the 



supervisor, Dr CP van der Westhuizen, on 018 299 4734 or at christo.vanderwesthuizen@nwu.ac.za. 



Thank you for your support!  



1-5 years 6-10 years 11-15 years 16-20 years 21-25 years >25 years 
 



1 2 3 4 5 6 





mailto:elfie.f@gmail.com


mailto:christo.vanderwesthuizen@nwu.ac.za
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SECTION A:  RESPONDENTS’ TEACHING BACKGROUND 



 



What is your cell phone number? 



 



1. In which province do you currently teach Geography? 



Eastern 
Cape 



Free 
State 



Gauteng KZN Limpopo Mpumalanga Northern 
Cape 



North 
West 
Province 



Western 
Cape 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 



 



2. How many years have you been teaching Geography to FET phase learners? 



1 month -
5 years 



6-10 
years 



11-15 
years 



16-20 
years 



21-25 
years 



>25 years 
 



1 2 3 4 5 6 
 



 



 



3. What is your gender? 



Male Female 
1 2 



 



 



 



4. To which of the following grade(s) do you currently teach Geography? 



 
 



 



 



 



5. School environment where you are teaching.  



 



 
 



 



 



10 11 12 



1 2 3 



Rural  Semi-
urban 



Urban  



1 2 3 
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6. Type of school 



 



 



 



 



7. Does your school have electricity?   



Yes No 
1 2 



 



8. What is the average class size (number of learners) of Geography classes that you teach? 



<10 10-20 21-30 31 - 40 41 - 50 >50 
1 2 3 4 5 6 



 



 



9. Are all your learners fluent in the language of instruction? 



 



 
 



 



10. How often do you personally make use of e-mail? 



Every 
day 



Every 
week 



Every 
month 



Every 
three 



months 



Every six 
months 



Once a 
year Never 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 



 



11. How often do you personally make use of the Internet? 



 



 



 



  



Private Public Semi-private Other 
1 2 3 4 



please specify 



Yes No 
1 2 



Every 
day 



Every 
week 



Every 
month 



Every 
three 



months 



Every six 
months 



Once a 
year Never 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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12. Answer the following questions: 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



13. What is the learner-computer ratio (number of learners per computer) available for your Geography class? 



(You can also make use of a computer lab if your school has one.) 



 



No 
computers 



Every 
learner at a 
computer 



1-2 learners 
at a 



computer 



3-4 learners 
at a 



computer 



5-6 learners 
at a 



computer 



7-9 learners 
at a 



computer 



More than 9 
learners per 



computer 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 



 



14. Which teaching-learning support material do you HAVE available at your school? (You may encircle more 



than one.) 



 



Item  Don’t  
know Yes No 



12.1 Does your school have access to the Internet? 0 1 2 



12.2 Do you as a teacher have access to the Internet 
at school? 



Not  
available Yes No 



0 1 2 



12.3 Does your school have a computer lab? 1 2 



12.4 Do you have a computer in your class? 1 2 



12.5 Do you have your own computer? 1 2 



12.6 Does your school have a digital projector available? 1 2 



Text-
book 



Paper-
GIS 



(ESRI) 



Transpa-
rencies/ 
Tracing 
paper 



ArcView 
software 
(ESRI) 



Quantum 
(QGIS) Desk-



top 
GIS 



Internet 
based 
GIS 



Geomatica 
& Digital 
material 



from GISSA 



Google 
Earth 



Other 
(specify) 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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15. Which teaching-learning support material do you USE when teaching GIS?  (You may encircle more than 



one.) 



16. Do you think there is a need for GIS curriculum-orientated teaching materials? 



Not at all Not sure Probably Definitely 
1 2 3 4 



 



17. Do you have a need for computer training? 



Not at all Not sure Probably Definitely 
1 2 3 4 



 



18. Have you ever received GIS training? 



 



 



18.1. If yes, from whom and using which software?  



 



 



 



18.2. Do you feel that the training was sufficient? 



Not at all Unsure To some 
extent Definitely 



1 2 3 4 
 



 



19. Do you have a need for training in GIS software? 



Not at all Not sure To some 
extent Definitely 



1 2 3 4 
  



Text-
book 



Paper-
GIS 



(ESRI) 



Transpa-
rencies/ 
Tracing 
paper 



ArcView 
software 
(ESRI) 



Quantum 
(QGIS) Desk-



top 
GIS 



Internet 
based 
GIS 



Geomatica 
& Digital 
material 



from GISSA 



Google 
Earth 



Other 
(specify) 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 



Yes No 
1 2 
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20. Do you need to be trained on how to teach (pedagogy) GIS?    



Not at all Unsure To some 
extent 



Yes 
definitely 



1 2 3 4 
 



20.1. If you answered definitely or to some extent, in which aspect(s)? 



 



 



 



 



21.  When teaching GIS, I… 



Item  Never Some-
times Often Almost 



always 



21.1 use a textbook or notes on GIS  1 2 3 4 



21.2 use GIS software  1 2 3 4 



21.3 demonstrate GIS on a computer  1 2 3 4 



21.4 prepare lesson materials using GIS software 1 2 3 4 



21.5 desire to implement the use of a GIS application in 
my class 1 2 3 4 



21.6 skip GIS and focus on another Geography topic 1 2 3 4 



 



 



SECTION B: GIS TEACHING CONSTRAINTS 
 



22. Are you constrained in implementing GIS in class? (constrained = hindered/limited) 



 



 



 
 



 



Not at all Unsure To some 
extent 



Yes 
definitely 



1 2 3 4 
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23.  To what extent do the following factors constrain your GIS teaching? (constrain = hinder/limit) 



Item Question Not at 
all 



Some-
times Often Almost 



always 



23.1  I feel my training was not adequate to teach GIS 1 2 3 4 



23.2 Complexity of software (if no software 
available choose option 0) 0 1 2 3 4 



23.3 
Software incompatible with available 
computers  (if no computers choose 
option 0) 



0 1 2 3 4 



23.4 Lack of suitable teacher guidelines 1 2 3 4 



23.5 Lack of a curriculum-aligned GIS software 
package 1 2 3 4 



23.6 Cost of hardware (computers) 1 2 3 4 



23.7 Cost of GIS software (GIS program) 1 2 3 4 



23.8 Computers not accessible to Geography learners 1 2 3 4 



23.9 Lack of time to develop lessons incorporating GIS 1 2 3 4 



23.10 Lack of time to learn how to use GIS software 1 2 3 4 



23.11 Insufficient curriculum time to incorporate GIS in 
the classroom 1 2 3 4 



23.12 Class periods too short to practise GIS on 
computers 1 2 3 4 



23.13 Lack of departmental support and training in GIS 1 2 3 4 



23.14 Lack of technological support and training 1 2 3 4 



23.15 Lack of useful or usable data 1 2 3 4 



23.16 Lack of sufficient support to integrate GIS practice 1 2 3 4 



23.17 Variable computer skill levels among learners 1 2 3 4 



23.18 Low levels of teaching language understanding of 
learners 1 2 3 4 



23.19 Lack of GIS training workshops 1 2 3 4 



23.20 
GIS workshop(s) that I attended did not help 
me. Choose 0 if you did not attend any GIS 
workshop 



0 1 2 3 4 
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23.21 I am afraid of appearing incompetent in front of the 
learners 1 2 3 4 



23.22 I don’t focus on GIS as it does not count much in 
the grade 12 exam 1 2 3 4 



23.23 Personal aversion (dislike) of modern technology  1 2 3 4 



23.24 I am technological handicapped 1 2 3 4 



23.25 I cannot be bothered about teaching GIS 1 2 3 4 



23.26 
GIS workshops too technological advanced 
(Choose 0 if you did not attend any GIS 
workshops) 



 
0 
 



1 2 3 4 



 



 



24.  What is/are your biggest challenge(s) regarding GIS teaching? 



 



 



 



 



25.  Do you have any comments/suggestions/ideas regarding how to further GIS teaching? 
 



 
 
 
 



26. What is your opinion of GIS in the curriculum? 



 



 



 



27.  Suppose you have computers available, do you think a multimedia GIS-tutor software that guides 



learners individually step-by-step through GIS software would be useful in your teaching?   



Strongly 
disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly 



agree 



1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION C:  EVALUATION OF TPACK TO ADDRESS IN WORKSHOPS FOR SUPPORT 



  (TPACK = knowledge with regards to technology, pedagogy and content) 



28.  Answer the following questions with regard to your needs. 



 



Item Question Strongly 
disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly 



agree 
Technology Knowledge (TK) 



 



28.1 I know how to solve my own technical 
problems. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.2 I can learn technology easily. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.3 I frequently play around with technology. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.4 I have the technical skills I need to use 
technology. 1 2 3 4 5 



Content Knowledge (CK) 



28.5 
I have sufficient knowledge about 
Geography. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.6 
I can use an analytical way of thinking, 
similar to what expert geographers do. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.7 
I have various ways and strategies of 
developing my understanding of 
Geography. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) 



28.8 
I can adapt my teaching based upon 
what students currently understand or 
do not understand. 



1 2 3 4 5 



28.9 
I can adapt my teaching style to 
different learners. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.10 
I can use a wide range of teaching 
approaches in a classroom setting. 1 2 3 4 5 



Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) 



28.11 
I can select effective teaching 
approaches to guide student thinking 
and learning in Geography. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) 



28.12 
I know about technologies that I can use 
for understanding and doing 
Geography. 



1 2 3 4 5 
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Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) 



Item  
Question 



Strongly 
disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly 



agree 



28.13 
I can choose technologies that enhance 
students’ learning for a lesson. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.14 
I can adapt the use of technologies to 
different teaching activities. 1 2 3 4 5 



28.15 



I can provide leadership in helping 
others to coordinate the use of content, 
technologies and teaching approaches 
at my school and/or district. 



1 2 3 4 5 



Technology Pedagogy and Content Knowledge (TPACK) 



28.16 
I can teach lessons that appropriately 
combine Geography, technologies and 
teaching approaches. 



1 2 3 4 5 



GIS K 



28.17 
I understand GIS concepts 



1 2 3 4 5 



GIS PK 



28.18 
I know how to teach GIS 



1 2 3 4 5 



GIS TK 



28.19 
I know how to use technology to teach 
GIS 1 2 3 4 5 



28.20 
I can use GIS software 



1 2 3 4 5 



GIS TPK / GIS T Geo CK/ GIS-Geo CK 



28.21 
I know how to use GIS technology to 
teach about GIS  1 2 3 4 5 



28.22 
I know how to use GIS technology to 
solve Geography problems 1 2 3 4 5 



28.23 
I know how GIS can solve Geographical 
problems 1 2 3 4 5 



GIS TPACK 



28.24 
I can teach lessons that appropriately 
combine Geography, GIS technologies 
and teaching approaches. 



1 2 3 4 5 



28.25 I know how to teach Geography through 
the use of GIS. 1 2 3 4 5 
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SECTION D:  OPINION OF GIS 



 



29.  To what extent do you think can/does each of the following factors (regarding GIS learning) benefit 



learners? 



Item  Strongly 
disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly 



agree 



29.1 Enhances learning of geographical 
concepts 1 2 3 4 5 



29.2 Enhances geospatial thinking skills 1 2 3 4 5 



29.3 Promotes higher levels of thinking 1 2 3 4 5 



29.4 Promotes problem solving skills 1 2 3 4 5 



29.5 Promotes critical thinking skills 1 2 3 4 5 



29.6   Provides an exploratory tool for data  
analysis 1 2 3 4 5 



29.7 Provides employment skills 1 2 3 4 5 



29.8 Provides real-world relevance to 
subject 1 2 3 4 5 



29.9 Provides integration of different 
subjects 1 2 3 4 5 



29.10 
Provides opportunities to partner with 
the community and other such 
projects 



1 2 3 4 5 



29.11 Enhances motivation and student 
interest 1 2 3 4 5 



 



30.   Answer the following questions: 



Item  Not at all Some-
times Often Almost 



always 



30.1 I look forward to using/teaching GIS in my class(es). 1 2 3 4 



30.2 I think GIS will be a common part of technology in the 
schools of tomorrow. 1 2 3 4 



30.3 I think GIS practice will work when the constraints are 
met. 1 2 3 4 



 



31.   Motivate your answer in 30.3 
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SECTION E:  CLOSING QUESTIONS 



 



32. Are there any questions in this survey that you did not understand or which were not clear? 



Yes No 
1 2 



 



32.1   If you answered yes in question 32, please specify which questions you were referring to: 



 



 



 



 



33. I am interested in the following: 



 Yes No 
33.1.  Attending a GIS workshop 1 2 



33.2.  Evaluating educational GIS applications 1 2 



33.3.  Taking part in educational GIS research 1 2 
33.4.  Enrolling for a short GIS distance learning course (CPD 
acknowledged) 
                 CDP = Continuing Professional Development 



1 2 



33.5.  To be trained to conduct GIS workshops in my cluster 1 2 
 



Thank you very much for your time and effort in answering this survey! 



Please place the survey in the envelope and seal it. 



Your confidentiality is assured. 



____________________ 



Optional: If you would be interested in furthering GIS teaching/training/research please supply an e-mail 



address or telephone number for future correspondence. 



 



Respondent’s name:    



Cell phone number: 



E-mail address:  
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Learner GIS attitudinal pre and post questionnaire   



  
   



Pseudonym:   



Grade:   



Age:      



Gender:   



Date:   



   



   



This is not a test.  There are no right or wrong answers.  Please carefully read the questions 



below.  Encircle the number at each question that best describes your opinion.  Only ONE 
number per box may be encircled.  Your answers will only been seen by the researchers.     



   



For example:   



Item   Statement on attitude to 



reading   
Strongly 



disagree   
Disagree   Neither 



agree nor 



disagree   



Agree   Strongly 



agree   



0   I love reading   1   2   3   ○4  
5    



   



Now answer the following questions in the same manner.  It is important that you are honest 
in answering all the questions.  There is no right or wrong answers.  What is important is your 
honest opinion.   
   



      



Thank you so much for your time spending answering this survey!   



  



  



     











   
   



Item   
Statement on attitude to GIS   
 



S
tr



o
n



g
ly



 



d
is



a
g



re
e



 



D
is



a
g



re
e



 



N
e
it



h
e
r 



a
g



re
e



 n
o



r 



d
is



a
g



re
e



 



A
g



re
e



 



S
tr



o
n



g
ly



 



a
g



re
e



 



 



 



1   
I feel GIS is an important part of the school 
curriculum   



1 2 3 4 5 



2   GIS thrills me and I like it    1 2 3 4 5 



3   GIS work is fun   1 2 3 4 5 



4   I can apply the GIS we learn at school   1 2 3 4 5 



5   
The wide application of GIS gives me a feeling of 
accomplishment   



1 2 3 4 5 



6   
I like GIS because it helps me understand the 
world around me   



1 2 3 4 5 



7   
Looking at GIS data in different ways helps me to 
learn   



1 2 3 4 5 



8   Using a GIS map to study data helps me to learn   1 2 3 4 5 



9   GIS is an interesting topic   1 2 3 4 5 



10   Explaining patterns in GIS data helps me to learn   1 2 3 4 5 



11   
In GIS, explaining why phenomena occur, helps 
me to learn   



1 2 3 4 5 



12   I like working on all types of GIS problems   1 2 3 4 5 



13   I can analyze GIS data in many different ways   1 2 3 4 5 



14   
I am capable of using GIS to display geographic 
data   



1 2 3 4 5 



15   
I am capable of asking questions to help focus my 
GIS investigation skills   



1 2 3 4 5 



16   I can draw conclusions from GIS data   1 2 3 4 5 



17   I am capable of using a map to analyze GIS data   1 2 3 4 5 



18   
I am capable of asking new geographic questions 
from data that I have drawn from GIS   



1 2 3 4 5 



19   I can study data with the help of GIS maps   1 2 3 4 5 



20   I like GIS because it presents me with a challenge   1 2 3 4 5 



21   
I have a growing appreciation of GIS through 
understanding its values, applications and 
processes.   



1 2 3 4 5 



(Adapted from Huynh, 2009)   
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ABSTRACT 



Because of the emerging importance and demand for Geospatial Information Systems (GIS), 



educational GIS has become significant. Despite the growing interest in GIS, the majority of 



teachers worldwide still struggle to find suitable ways to introduce GIS practice in their 



classrooms. Consequently, perplexing educational problems, along with uncertainty regarding 



GIS practice integration, have arisen worldwide and also within South Africa. 



The South African Department of Basic Education (DBE) has phased GIS into the FET-phase 



school curriculum from 2008 to 2010 and has re-introduced GIS in the South African Curriculum 



and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS). The slow diffusion of GIS practice through the South 



African education system suggests that GIS educational policy developments in South Africa 



have outpaced supportive academic research of GIS practice within the South African context. 



This I-GIS-T project started with a pilot study conducted during 2012 and continued with the rest 



of the project during 2014. This study focuses on filling this research gap in the academia with 



the provision of GIS integration guidelines to the DBE by means of an Interactive-GIS-Tutor 



(I-GIS-T) integration framework.  



The research design of this concurrent mixed research study was tailor-made in order to best 



answer the research questions, with pragmatism as the underpinning philosophy. This study, 



divided into two parts, includes a national online FET phase teacher survey (Part 1) which 



investigated current GIS integration barriers and a multiple-case study (Part 2) which evaluated 



the I-GIS-T and its preliminary framework within seven schools (which include control classes).  



Quantitative data was generated through the teachers’ survey, attitudinal and knowledge pre- and 



post-tests as well as questionnaires. Qualitative data collection included open-ended questions 



in questionnaires, one-on-one teacher interviews, focus group interviews, photographs and 



observational notes which provided a thick description regarding the viability of the I-GIS-T and 



its framework within the natural class setting. SPSS® version 22, SPSS® AMOS and ATLAS.tiTM 



software were utilised with analysis of quantitative and qualitative data.  



Findings indicated that key GIS practice barriers, globally as well as in this study, were lack of 



support, low teacher TPACK abilities, learner differences and lack of resources, especially in 



classes with large learner numbers, as found in this study. All the grade 11 Geography teachers 



and a very large majority of the learners evaluated the I-GIS-T framework to a large extent as 



workable and viable. Findings further suggest that the I-GIS-T and its framework also surmounted 



the main GIS practice barriers. GIS attitudinal tests revealed an overall positive shift on attitudinal 



questions, while knowledge tests also showed a positive shift in most schools. Structural Equation 
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Modeling (SEM) showed that according to the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the I-GIS-



T application is very likely to be accepted. Future I-GIS-T development would recommend 



incorporation of a multi-language choice component, more exploratory activities and enhanced 



sound quality and screen resolution. 



The final proposed I-GIS-T integration framework is supported by the TIP model, which made use 



of Roger’s innovation diffusion and TPACK. A learner workbook, I-GIS-T PowerPoint and teacher 



guide were developed for teachers, supporting flexible GIS integration within their classes.  



Keywords 



Geospatial Information Systems, GIS, Education, Multimedia, Tutor, Barriers, Attitude, 



Knowledge, Framework, TPACK. 
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OPSOMMING 



Weens die ontluikende belangrikheid van en aanvraag vir Georuimtelike Inligtingstelsels (GIS) 



het opvoedkundige GIS betekenisvol geword. Ten spyte van die toenemende belangstelling in 



GIS, vind die meerderheid onderwysers wêreldwyd dit steeds moeilik om geskikte maniere te vind 



om GIS-praktyk in hulle klaskamers bekend te stel. Gevolglik het verwarrende opvoedkundige 



probleme saam met onsekerheid rakende GIS-praktykintegrasie wêreldwyd asook in Suid-Afrika 



ontstaan. 



Die Suid-Afrikaanse Departement van Basiese Onderwys (DBO) het GIS vanaf 2008 tot 2010 in 



die VOO-fase skoolkurrikulum infaseer en dit weer in die Suid-Afrikaanse Kurrikulum- en 



Assesseringsbeleidstelling (KABS) ingesluit. Die stadige diffusie van GIS-praktyk deur die Suid-



Afrikaanse onderwysstelsel suggereer dat GIS opvoedkundige beleidsontwikkelings in Suid-



Afrika ondersteunende akademiese navorsing van GIS-praktyk binne die Suid-Afrikaanse 



konteks vooruitgeloop het. Hierdie I-GIS-T-projek het begin met ŉ loodsstudie in 2012 en die res 



van die projek is in 2014 voortgesit. Hierdie studie fokus daarop om die navorsingsgaping in die 



akademie te vul met die voorsiening aan die DBO van GIS-integrasieriglyne deur middel van ŉ 



Interaktiewe GIS-Tutor (I-GIS-T) integrasieraamwerk. 



Die navorsingsontwerp van hierdie gelyktydig gemengde metodestudie is pasgemaak om die 



navorsingsvrae die beste te beantwoord, met pragmatisme as die onderstuttende filosofie. 



Hierdie studie, wat uit twee dele bestaan, sluit ŉ nasionale aanlyn VOO-fase onderwyser-oorsig 



in (Deel 1) wat huidige GIS-integrasiehindernisse ondersoek het, en ŉ veelvoudige gevallestudie 



(Deel 2) wat die I-GIS-T en sy voorlopige raamwerk in sewe skole (kontroleklasse ingesluit) 



geëvalueer het. 



Kwantitatiewe data is gegenereer deur die onderwyser-oorsig, pre- en post-toetse oor 



gesindhede en kennis sowel as vraelyste.  Kwalitatiewe dataversameling het oop-einde-vrae in 



vraelyste, een-tot-een onderhoude met onderwysers, fokusgroep-onderhoude, foto’s en 



waarnemingsnotas ingesluit, wat ŉ digte beskrywing verskaf het rakende die lewensvatbaarheid 



van die I-GIS-T en sy raamwerk binne die natuurlike klas-opset. SPSS® 22, SPSS® AMOS en 



ATLAS.tiTM sagteware is gebruik met analise van kwantitatiewe en kwalitatiewe data.  



Bevindinge het aangedui dat sleutel GIS-praktykhindernisse, wêreldwyd sowel as in hierdie 



studie, ŉ gebrek aan ondersteuning, lae onderwyser TPACK-vermoëns, leerderverskille en ŉ 



gebrek aan hulpmiddels was, veral in klasse met ŉ groot aantal leerders. Al die graad 11 



Geografie-onderwysers en die oorgrootte meerderheid van die leerders het die I-GIS-T-raamwerk 



tot ŉ groot mate as uitvoerbaar en lewensvatbaar geëvalueer. Bevindinge suggereer voorts dat 
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die I-GIS-T en sy raamwerk ook die hoof GIS-praktykhindernisse oorkom het. Die GIS 



gesindheidstoetse het ŉ algehele positiewe verskuiwing met betrekking tot gesindheidsvrae 



openbaar, terwyl kennistoetse ook ŉ positiewe verskuiwing in die meeste skole aangedui het. 



Strukturele Ekwasie-modellering (SEM) het getoon dat volgens die Tegnologie-



Aanvaardingsmodel (TAM) die I-GIS-T-toepassing hoogs waarskynlik aanvaar sal word. Dit sou 



aanbeveel word dat toekomstige I-GIS-T-ontwikkeling ŉ veeltalige keusekomponent, meer 



ondersoekende aktiwiteite en verbeterde klankgehalte en skermresolusie inkorporeer.  



Die finale I-GIS-T-integrasieraamwerk word ondersteun deur die TIP-model, wat Roger se 



innovasiediffusie en TPACK gebruik het. ŉ Leerderswerkboek en gids vir onderwysers is 



ontwikkel, wat GIS-integrasie in hul klasse ondersteun.  



Sleutelwoorde 



Georuimtelike Inligtingstelsels, GIS, Opvoeding, Multimedia, Tutor, Hindernisse, Gesindheid,  



Kennis, Raamwerk, TPACK. 
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CHAPTER ONE 



1 INTRODUCTION 



1.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 



This chapter introduces the study, which examines an overarching two pronged research 



question: To what extent, if any, is the I-GIS-T a viable solution for GIS practice within FET 



phase Geography and what will the ideal framework of implementation be? Chapter 1 presents 



my motivation and the contextual background of this study. This is followed by a brief review 



of the scholarship, problem statement, and the research questions which informed the chosen 



methodology. Finally, this chapter concludes with a layout of the chapter divisions as 



contained in this thesis.  



1.2 MY MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 



My interest in GIS education within South Africa is based on my background as a Social 



Science educator. The need for my student teachers to be able to teach Geographic 



Information Systems (GIS), announced in the Revised National Curriculum Statements 



(RNCS) and upheld within the Curriculum Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) document, 



prompted me to investigate GIS practice integration.  



In the pursuit of finding possible GIS teaching avenues, I realised that many FET Geography 



teachers struggle to integrate GIS practice. Attempting to find possible practical answers for 



my student teachers, as well as other teachers facing the GIS practice implementation 



dilemma, I started reviewing relevant literature. During this process, I was intrigued by the 



usefulness and the educational potential of GIS, whilst also confounded by the slow global 



diffusion of GIS into education. Simultaneously, the Faculty of GIS (Potchefstroom Campus) 



of the North-West University (NWU) was developing a multimedia GIS application for the FET 



phase and requested further help from the Faculty of Education Sciences in the evaluation 



and possible proposal of an integration framework for the Interactive-GIS-Tutor (I-GIS-T). 



During 2012, I conducted a pilot case study and found the I-GIS-T to be, to a large extent, a 



viable solution to the FET phase GIS practice integration within one school. In this current 



study I intend to broaden the evaluation to seven typical FET phase schools (six intervention 



group classes and three control group classes) and to evaluate and present a suitable  



Arguably, technology is a sleeping giant 
in the social studies curriculum 



Martorella 
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I-GIS-T integration framework for schools of similar contexts. One challenge that I had to deal



with was the swift development rate of GIS applications and their options. Within this study I



found myself in a continuously changing landscape of GIS developments and uses. As Baker



and Kerski (2014:265) pointed out, those who are training teachers are likely to become



innovators.



1.3 EDUCATIONAL GIS BACKGROUND: GLOBAL AND IN SOUTH AFRICA 



Recently, the implementation of quality integration of Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) 



within the secondary school education system has risen to the top of political and educational 



agendas worldwide. GIS is a rapidly advancing technology that has swiftly gained global 



prominence (UN, 2012:13; Çepn, 2013:1685; Demirci et al., 2013:214; Höhnle et al., 



2013:238; Kerski et al., 2013:232; Srivastava, 2013:367). Because of the emerging 



importance and demand for GIS, educational GIS has become significant at an international 



level; first, within the United States of America, Canada and England, followed by Denmark, 



Germany, France, Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands, and other countries (Ateş, 2013:5125; 



Çepn, 2013:1686). Despite the growing interest in GIS, the majority of teachers worldwide still 



struggle to find suitable ways to introduce GIS practice in their classrooms (Baker et al., 



2009:184). In this way, perplexing educational problems, along with uncertainty regarding GIS 



practice integration, have arisen worldwide. 



In attending to the urgent growing local and global demand for GIS, the South African 



Department of Basic Education (DBE) phased GIS into the FET-phase school curriculum over 



the period 2008 to 2010 (Breetzke et al., 2011) and upheld GIS in the South African Curriculum 



and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) (Department of Basic Education, 2011:7). The 



adoption of GIS within these educational policies is in line with the United Nations’ (2012:17) 



call to countries to integrate GIS into the national curriculum, support GIS teacher training and 



enhance GIS diffusion through their education system.   



The CAPS’ requirements for the FET phase (Department of Basic Education, 2011:12) are as 



follows: 



• Grade 10 includes reasons for the development of GIS, how remote sensing works, GIS
concepts such as spatial objects, lines, points, nodes and scales.



• Grade 11 includes spatially referenced data, spatial and spectral resolution, different types of
data-line, point, area, attribute, raster and vector data, application of GIS to all relevant topics
in the grade, capturing different types of data from existing maps, photographs, fieldwork or
other records on tracing paper.
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• Grade 12 includes GIS concepts – remote sensing, resolution, spatial attribute data, vector and 
raster data; data standardisation, data sharing and data security; data manipulation – data 
integration, buffering, querying and statistical analysis; application of GIS by government and 
the private sector; relate GIS to all topics in Grade 12. Develop a paper GIS from existing maps, 
photographs or other records on layers of tracing paper. 



The slow diffusion of GIS practice throughout the South African education system (Scheepers, 



2009:40) suggests that GIS educational policy developments in South Africa have outpaced 



supportive academic research of GIS practice within the South African context. Some scholars 



argue that despite the inclusion of GIS in the FET-phase school curriculum, the DBE has failed 



to offer clear guidelines regarding GIS implementation in diverse school environments 



(Eksteen et al., 2012:227). Eksteen et al. (2012:231) claims the key to South African GIS 



teaching challenges (i.e., lack of time, money and support) are similar to those in Australia, 



and that the dynamics of GIS practice diffusion and challenges within Geography FET phase 



in South Africa remain largely unquantifiable, undefined, and unchallenged. Additionally, 



insignificant GIS teaching-learning time within the CAPS, as well as the absence of a GIS 



practical on computers during grade 12 exams (Department of Basic Education, 2011:46) as 



a consequence of the digital divide in South Africa, do not promote GIS teaching as a high 



priority. In practice, teachers are left to their own methods and resources to assemble and 



develop materials for integration with the existing curriculum and therefore often revert to 



textbook GIS. In fact, some critics argue that because a large percentage of schools lack 



resources and many teachers are unwilling and might even be incompetent to engage in 



technology, numerous schools have discontinued the provision of Geography in the FET 



phase (Innes, 2012:102). Although the digital divide within SA presents major barriers with 



regards to educational developments (Department of Basic Education, 2004:9) it could be 



viewed as an opportunity for academia to meet these challenges and through innovation, 



create solutions such as USB-GIS, I-GIS (Baker, 2005:44; Bodzin & Anastasio, 2006:295; 



Milson & Earle, 2007:227) and multimedia applications (Balram & Dragićevic, 2008:372). 



However, given the absence of comprehensive empirical data regarding GIS practice barriers 



found within the various provinces of South Africa, no informed decision-making towards 



optimal GIS education can take place.   



In response to these GIS teaching and learning challenges, an Interactive-GIS-Tutor  



(I-GIS-T) has been developed. I-GIS-T is a self-paced, USB user-friendly multimedia, GIS 



tutor application. With all the possibilities and advantages for the teacher and learners that 



this tool potentially holds, it is essential to identify the main GIS practice barriers and to test 



the viability of I-GIS-T as a learning tool within the South African context. Should the I-GIS-T 



application in this study prove able to circumvent the main barriers to GIS practice, 



demonstrate a noteworthy development of a positive GIS attitude in teacher/learner 
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motivation, and prove to be workable, useful and user friendly in the class situation, then this 



application might indeed form a crucial part of a GIS integration framework. The I-GIS-T 



integration framework might therefore provide a suitable solution for the integration of GIS into 



South African schools with computers available for learning, as promoted by the Department 



of Basic Education (SA, 2013:37,40). 



1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 



This study aims to address the gap in the existing body of scholarship relevant to FET phase 



GIS educational practice and challenges thereof in South Africa. The global GIS practice 



challenges documented in the literature present a lacuna for the development and evaluation 



of a customised, ready-to-use, curriculum-orientated GIS educational application tool 



(Bednarz & Van der Schee, 2006:200). So as to identify the main South African GIS practice 



challenges and to evaluate the I-GIS-T against these challenges, a quantitative survey and 



evaluation were needed together with some qualitative exploration of GIS practice challenges. 



The I-GIS-T multimedia application aims to support the teacher, by imparting knowledge and 



skills needed to integrate GIS practice, while placing GIS directly into the hands of learners, 



even for home use, making self-paced learning possible anywhere, anytime. Proposing a 



framework for I-GIS-T integration within FET phase Geography requires an in-depth 



understanding regarding the complex process of GIS practice integration. Although ESRI’s 



paper-based-GIS alleviates some immediate educational needs in South Africa (Breetzke et 



al., 2011:8), it needs to be experienced through real interaction with software in order to exploit 



full advantages of GIS. Therefore, there is a need to teach Geography through GIS in South 



Africa, without weighty outlays of time, money (Breetzke et al., 2011:9) and effort to learn GIS 



(Zerger et al., 2002:69).  



1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 



This study proposes a framework for the implementation of the I-GIS-T within FET phase 



Geography. It was guided by the following two-pronged research question: To what extent, if 



any, is the I-GIS-T a viable solution for GIS practice within FET phase Geography, and what 



will the ideal framework of implementation be?  



To answer the primary research question, five colour-coded indexed secondary questions are 



addressed: 
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To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System 



(GIS) in Geography instruction and what are the main barriers to GIS practice that 



teachers in this study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice? 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



What contributing suggestions made by teachers and learners can assist in the 



development of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography 



classes, for the purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



What framework can be proposed for the effective integration and utilisation of the  



I-GIS-T in FET phase Geography?  



The central aim of this study was, as noted, to describe a suitable framework for integrating 



the Interactive-GIS-Tutor (I-GIS-T) into GIS teaching practice in FET-phase Geography. The 



four research objectives are to: (1) describe to what extent FET-phase schools use GIS in 



Geography instruction and to describe GIS practice barriers experienced by teachers; (2) 



understand to what extent teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice in FET-phase Geography classes; (3) evaluate GIS attitude and 



knowledge development with regards to the I-GIS-T application; (4) discover teacher and 



learner suggestions that can contribute to the development of a framework for integrating the 



I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography classes, and (5) to propose a suitable framework for  



I-GIS-T integration within FET-phase Geography. 



1.6 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 



The study’s mixed research design, undertaken concurrently, included two parts. Part one of 



this study consisted of a national online survey of FET-phase Geography teachers (supported 



by qualitative, open ended questions). Findings from the survey enabled me to contextualise 



the proposed I-GIS-T integration framework against current GIS practices and integration 



barriers experienced in the field. Part two consists of a multiple case study, during which the 



I-GIS-T application, together with its preliminary framework were evaluated in six classes. This 



multiple case study consists of both qualitative and quantitative strands.  



1 



2 



3 



4 



5 
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A concurrent (convergent parallel), mixed research approach (Creswell & Plano Clark, 



2011:69) was chosen in order to bring together a comprehensive account regarding the 



implementation of I-GIS-T within FET-phase Geography instruction. I prefer the term mixed 



research, over the term mixed methods because this study includes both a mixing of 



methodology as well as a mixing of methods. This implies the gathering and analysis of both 



qualitative and quantitative data, as well as the mixing of findings and interferences (Teddlie 



& Tashakkori, 2009:142). In this design, concurrent mixing was mainly used. This study has 



been informed by the research questions and also tailored through the “logic-in-use”1 (Maxwell 



et al., 2015:233) of recently established approaches within the literature (Creswell & Plano 



Clark, 2011:134-139; Creswell, 2014a). In an effort not to disguise the nature of my work that 



produced the results, which Maxwell (2015:225) claims is so often found in mixed research, I 



added vivid descriptions of my research journey and the reasoning which informed my 



methodological choices, related to the results. This was done to break fresh ground in the new 



field of GIS educational research within the South African context. The main focus of this 



research design was to answer each of the research questions (section 1.5 or §1.5). During 



the quest to answer the research questions, interpretivism was instrumental during the 



qualitative analysis (Goldkuhl, 2012:144). While an interpretive stance positioned me to 



understand complex GIS integration processes and barrier interaction, pragmatism provided 



me the ‘freedom’ to construct an I-GIS-T integration framework, with the aim of being useful. 



The population of the national survey was grade 11 FET-phase Geography teachers within 



South Africa, and was selected according to availability. For the multiple case study, six grade 



11 classes (and three control-group classes) from seven schools were selected through 



availability sampling from uMgungundlovu, uMzinyathi and iLembe districts of the KwaZulu-



Natal province.  



Methods of data collection for this study included the online-survey (SurveyMonkey©) of 



Geography FET-phase teachers in South Africa based on a general survey model. During the 



multiple case study, attitudinal and knowledge development were tested by means of pre- 



and post-tests through a quasi-experiment. In addition, the intervention groups completed 



I-GIS-T evaluation learners’ questionnaires. Focus groups and teacher interviews provided 



depth and insight into the I-GIS-T integration process. Besides these interviews, the 



teacher/researcher completed an observation report during the I-GIS-T intervention. 



Hereafter, refining of both the I-GIS-T and the I-GIS-T framework took place. The ages or 



grades of learners supplied independent variables. Dependent variables included knowledge 



                                                 
1 Logic-in-use – Viewing typologies of mixed research as useful tools in the overall toolkit during and after research, 



rather than being fixated in the initial starting point of the research (Maxwell et al., 2015:224).  
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of Geography content and mastery of geographic skills. Additional factors included the number 



of GIS training hours and the number of years a teacher had been teaching.   



ATLAS.ti7™ software was used to code and analyse qualitative data by means of both 



deductive and inductive analysis. STATISTICA version 10 from StatSoft®, Inc. (2011) and 



SPSS® version 22, as well as SPSS® AMOS software were used during the quantitative data 



analysis.  



1.7 CHAPTER DIVISION 



The outlines of the remaining chapters of this thesis are as follows: 



Chapter 2: A Theoretical Framework: GIS in the Midst of Multimedia Learning Theories 
is described in order to argue for a minimal GIS-application approach within the South African 



context. I-GIS-T application is also described against the background of multi-media learning. 



Chapter 3: The Global Landscape of GIS Teaching situates this study within the existing 



framework of literature pertaining to GIS practice. This chapter briefly discusses global and 



local GIS education, enumerating advantages and challenges of GIS practice within the Senior 



Phase, and positions this study within the relevant theoretical framework.  



Chapter 4: Methodology used within this research is justified and explained in detail. 



Chapter 5: The Development of the I-GIS-T Application and Framework briefly explains 



the development and theoretical evaluation of the I-GIS-T application and its framework. 



Chapter 6: Examines the National Survey, Results and Discussion aimed at identifying 



GIS practice barriers in South Africa and evaluates the extent of GIS practice in FET phase 



classes. 



Chapter 7: Qualitative Findings of Selected schools: The I-GIS-T Experience within, 
between and in total focuses on the evaluation of the I-GIS-T. In this chapter I present, 



analyse and discuss the viability and workability of the I-GIS-T application, as well as the effect 



of the I-GIS-T activities on GIS attitude and knowledge development.  



Chapter 8: Quantitative Results: Intervention Study in Seven Schools, concentrates on 



the evaluation of the I-GIS-T. In this chapter, I present, analyse and discuss the viability and 



workability of the I-GIS-T application, as well as the effect of the I-GIS-T activities on GIS 



attitude and knowledge development.  
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Chapter 9: Drawing of Inferences and Meta-inferences, Mixing, Merging and Synthesis, 
consist of the drawing of inferences and meta-inferences as well as the mixing, merging and 



synthesis aiming to answer the first to the fourth secondary research questions.  



Chapter 10: Conclusion: I-GIS-T Integration Framework explains the development of a 



final I-GIS-T integration framework guided by TIP and TPACK models, presentation of the 



framework and explanation of its various components. This chapter also describes the 



contribution of this study, limitations and their implications. This chapter further indicates the 



study’s scientific contribution to knowledge and proposes recommendations for further 



research, and ends with a reflection on this study. 



Figure 1.1 illustrates the build-up process of chapters towards the thesis title.  



 



Figure 1. 1  Structure of thesis within the sub-framework of introducing GIS within FET-
phase Geography 
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1.8 CONCLUSION 



This chapter presented the orientation and overview of the thesis structure. The motivation for 



this study provided the contextualisation for the work, and presented the problem statement, 



research questions and aims, methodology and ethical aspects of this study. This section was 



concluded by a description of the chapter division. In chapter two, various multimedia learning 



models and design principles, which form part of the theoretical framework of this study, are 



briefly described.
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CHAPTER TWO 



2 A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: 



GIS IN THE MIDST OF MULTIMEDIA LEARNING THEORIES 



2.1 INTRODUCTION 



Current developments in designing principles and learning theories, together with the 



proliferation of new technologies, provide numerous multi-media options within a continually 



evolving educational landscape. However, teachers themselves feel constrained. A reason for 



this constraint might be that technology developers focus on the latest technological advances 



without paying attention to underlying educational theories. This technological focus is the 



cause for a strong educational call to re-direct the focus towards learning theories, as has 



been expressed by Clark, who solemnly declared: “media will never influence learning” (Clark, 



1994:21) (§2.10). After Clark’s outcry, the media debate followed, and is still raging, serving 



as a reminder (to educational multimedia developers, which include educational GIS 



developers), to incorporate learning theories in their applications. In fact, within the educational 



circles the relationship between learning theories and technologies remains asymmetric, with 



learning theories having the strongest voice. Because this study aims to address the need for 



a suitable GIS integration framework within FET phase Geography, multimedia learning 



theories, models and guidelines are considered.  



2.2 KEY CONCEPTS 



Key concepts used in this research (acronyms are taken up in the acronym list): 



Diffusion: “the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels 



over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 1995:10). 



Digital divide: “the technological expanse between those who have access to technology and 



those who do not” (Goldstein, 2010:33), or the “persistent division between educational 



institutions that are well equipped with computer hardware and software and those that are 



not” (Kerski, 2008a:339 quoting Warschauer, 2004). 



Digital natives: learners who have grown up in technology environments (Prensky, 2001:1). 



Geographic Information System (GIS): an “integrated software system for the handling of 



geospatial information: for its acquisition, editing, storage, transformation, analysis, 



…unconfirmed reports of the giant’s awakening 
appear from time to time. Surprisingly, there 



have been few serious attempts to rouse him. 
 Martorella 
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visualisation, and indeed, virtually any task that one might want to perform with this particular 



information type” (National Research Council, 2006:159). 



GISience: Learning Science through GIS 



GISystems: Learning about GIS 



Information Communication Technology (ICT): can be broadly classified as: hardware, 



software, media and services (Kennewell, 2004:5). 



Innovation:  an “idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other 



units of adoption” (Rogers, 1995:11). 



Interactive – GIS – Tutorial (I-GIS-T): an interactive multimedia GIS tutorial software 



package developed by NWU operating from a USB stick.  



Interactivity: “The capacity of multimedia to enable learners to input information into the 



computer controlling the multimedia in a variety of formats and then utilize the input to modify 



the information subsequently presented by the computer to the learner.” (Clark & Feldon, 



2014:169). 



Motivation: “the process whereby goal-directed activity is instigated and sustained” (Pintrich 



& Schunk, 2002:5). 



Multimedia: presentation material using both words (text/spoken) and pictures (graphs, 



photos, maps, dynamic graphs, animation and video) (Mayer, 2014a:2). 



Open GIS: “includes open data, open software, open hardware, open standards, open 



research collaboration, open publication, open funding and open education/learning.” (Sui, 



2014:2). 



Pacing control: “Multimedia or other instructional presentations in which students are 



permitted to stop, pause, or slow down material in order to process it at a preferred rate.” 



(Clark & Feldon, 2014:169).  



Sequencing control: “Multimedia or other instructional presentations in which students are 



permitted to select the order of content, lessons, learning tasks, and learning support” (Clark 



& Feldon, 2014:169). 
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Teaching about GIS: implies that technology is marginal to the intellectual mainstay of 



Geography and therefore is taught as a technological field with an assortment of marketable 



skills (Kerski, 2009:63).   



Teaching through GIS: stresses the use of GIS to teach geographic concepts.  Here GIS is 



not seen as an end in itself, but rather a means to discover the spatial patterns of geographic 



phenomena (Kerski, 2009:64). 



Threshold concepts: difficult concepts on first encounter, but when grasped, they transform 



students’ understanding of the discipline (Srivastava, 2013:367).  



Tutorial: within software intend to provide information or model skills whilst guiding the learner 



through the initial use thereof. A tutorial consists of (1) an introduction regarding outcomes, 



followed by (2) information presented, followed by (3) questions/challenges. Feedback is given 



and the learner can either redo the tutorial, continue to the next tutorial or terminate the 



program (Alessi & Trollip, 2001:89). 



Viable: Viability, as defined in Webster's encyclopaedic unabridged dictionary of the English 



language (1996:2118), implies the following within the context of this study: 



usable/workable/practicable, stimulating the senses/intellect and able to be further developed. 



Wicked problems: complex research problems for which only imperfect knowledge about 



their nature and solutions exist (Mertens, 2015:5).  



2.3 MULTIMEDIA LEARNING THEORIES 



In the literature, multimedia learning conjures up a variety of meanings, such as the learning 



that takes place from words (text/audio) and pictures (maps, graphs, photos, animations and 



stimulations) (Mayer & Moreno, 2003:43; Mayer, 2014a:2). The rationale for using multimedia 



within the I-GIS-T application is to ensure meaningful learning. Such learning, according to 



Mayer and Moreno (2003:43) is in-depth understanding of material, which allows the learner 



to integrate their understanding with their current knowledge so that they can apply their 



knowledge to new situations. The multimedia design principle suggests that the combination 



of words and pictures can enhance authentic learning, especially amongst learners with low 



levels of prior knowledge (Mayer, 2011:432,433).  



Interactive Multimedia Instruction (IMI), on the other hand, supports active learning. Within IMI 



systems, each one of the three main educational theories (behaviourism, cognitivism, and 



constructivism) places a different focus on the design of educational multimedia (Kettanurak 
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et al., 2001:543). Mayer (2014a:17) describes these three main theories of multimedia learning 



using three key descriptions (Table 2.1). 



Table 2. 1 Three descriptions of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2014a:17) 



Metaphor Definition Content Learner Teacher Goal of 
multimedia 



Behaviourist 
Response 
strengthening 



Strengthening and 
weakening 
connections 



Connections Passive 
receiver 



Dispenser of rewards 
and punishments 



Exercise 
system 



Cognitivist 
Information 
acquisition 



Adding information 
to memory 



Information Passive 
receiver 



Dispenser of 
information 



Delivery system 



Constructivist 
Knowledge 
construction 



Building a coherent 
mental structure 



Knowledge Active 
sense 
maker 



Cognitive guide Cognitive 
guidance 



These three descriptions (Table 2.1) differ in the areas of content, the role of learner and 



teacher and their goals. As expected, in multimedia application design, these three 



descriptions also vary in their application. For example: 



• behaviourism centres around procedures within a software application (§2.3.1)



• cognitivism focuses on the outlay of the multimedia and the ways in which text, voice,
videos and animations are combined in the delivery system to enhance learning
(§2.3.2)



• constructivism, implies cognitive guidance, enabling the learner to construct
networks of knowledge in a logical way (§2.3.4).



Each of these descriptions are discussed individually as well as the merging of them in the 



context of multimedia usage in the classroom. 



2.3.1 Behaviourist theory 



Behaviourist theory suggests that learning takes place through selective reinforcement, using 



motivational and/or correctional feedback (Skinner, 1953:73; Roblyer & Doering, 2015:37). 



The main aim of this type of learning is to enhance the likelihood of target behaviours. The 



behaviourist theory therefore provides for the pure objectivists the opportunity of focusing on 



matching objectives, methods and assessment strategies in order to attain to set curriculum 



standards (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:40). With the purpose of meeting set curriculum 



standards, some computer-aided learning (CAL) programmes are based on Skinnerian 



teaching mechanisms (Kennewell, 2004:90; Krause et al., 2010:428). Skinnerian teaching 



implies stimulus-response and reward-punishment principles. Therefore, these teaching 
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mechanisms include repetitive knowledge tests, exercises and drills (Krause et al., 2010:428; 



Roblyer & Doering, 2015:37). Clear feedback, after small fragments of self-paced sequential 



exercises, is included to match pre-set performance objectives (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:40), 



which aims to reinforce correct behaviour (Kettanurak et al., 2001:543; Krause et al., 



2010:428). Although some authors suggest that drill-and-practice and tutorial software are 



‘boring’ to the learner (Driscoll, 2012:37) these software programs have proven to be valuable 



with regard to individualised and self-paced instruction (Hirsch, 2002:48). 



The foremost criticism of this theory is the incomplete explanation of learning intricacies 



(Kettanurak et al., 2001:543; Mayer, 2014a:18). Furthermore, this theory also merely 



addresses a narrow range of skills, such as motor skills within a rigid environment (Krause et 



al., 2010:429). The main argument is that although drill and practice can be beneficial in 



procedural knowledge, other strategies could be more beneficial in teaching concepts and 



strategies (Mayer, 2014a:18). 



2.3.2 Cognitivist multimedia theories 



The cognitivist multimedia theory proposes that the human cognitive system includes multiple 



memory systems such as sensory registers, working memory and long-term memory 



(Schnotz, 2014:79). However, to capture the human cognitive system into a model is no easy 



task, giving rise to a variety of cognitivist models for multimedia such as Mayer’s cognitivist 



theory of multimedia, the integrated model developed by Schnotz and Van Merriënboer’s four 



component instructional design model. The designing principles of these three models were 



used in the theoretical evaluation of the I-GIS-T application (Chapter 5 refers). 



2.3.2.1 Mayer’s cognitivist theory of multimedia 



The cognitive learning theory (also referred to as a transmission view/commodity view) 



explains the mental processes involved in the transformation of information (received through  
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the eyes and ears) into knowledge and skills which are stored in the memory (Clark & Mayer, 



2011:39; Mayer, 2014a:18,19). According to this theory, multimedia instructional methods aim 



to guide the learner through the process of translating text and pictures through the working 



memory as depicted in Figure 2.1. Within the working memory, selected sounds and images 



are interpreted and compared to each other and then organised into a verbal and pictorial 



model, which integrates prior knowledge.  



Three assumptions underlying this theory are: (1) the dual-channel assumption (includes 



words and pictures); (2) the limited-capacity assumption (working memory capacity); and (3) 



the active-processing assumption (learner actively involved), all of which have been 



documented by Mayer (Mayer, 2014b:47).  



2.3.2.1.1  Dual-Channel Assumption (dual encoding) 



Dual encoding takes place when learners associate audio text with pictures (images, graphs 



and maps). This association of audio text with pictures enhances understanding and 



memorisation of content (Rutherford & Lloyd, 2001:353; Alty, 2002:5). These associations 



enable multiple levels of coding, a process that in turn improves learning.  



2.3.2.1.2  Limited-Capacity Assumption 



It is assumed that learning is limited by the quantity of information that a learner can cope with 



at a given moment (Mayer, 2001:48). This assumption implies the holding of only a few images 



within the working memory at a specific time (Mayer, 2014a:68). According to Mayer 



(2014a:59) effective multimedia designs should therefore guide the learner through the 



appropriate cognitive processing without overloading the learner’s working memory. Mayer 



(2014a:59) differentiates between three demand types on the learner: extraneous processing, 



essential processing and generative processing (Table 2.2).  



WORKING MEMORY



Pictorial 
Model



Verbal  
Model



Pictures



Words
integrating



LONG-TERM 
MEMORY



selecting 
images



selecting 
words



organizing 
images



organizing 
words



SENSORY 
MEMORY



Ears



Eyes



Prior 
Knowledge



Prior 
Knowledge



MULTIMEDIA 
PRESENTATION



Images



Sounds



Figure 2. 1   The cognitive theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2014b:52) 
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Table 2. 2  Three demands on cognitive capacity during multimedia learning (Mayer, 
2014a:60) 



 



In order to guide the learner towards meaningful learning, designs need to focus on 



encouraging generative processing. Too much design clutter will direct the learner’s focus 



towards irrelevant pictures, causing extraneous processing. This limited capacity assumption 



also implies that when animations and text are simultaneous processes, the working memory 



can be overloaded. The learners as a result do not follow a deep learning pattern, limiting the 



opportunity to construct understanding (Mayer & Moreno, 2002:117). In contrast, the use of 



spoken text does not overload the visual working memory and therefore augments a deeper 



conceptualisation (Mayer & Moreno, 2002:117). Wiley and others claim that the use of the 



working memory system is critical for successful learning and should take individual learner 



differences into account (Wiley et al., 2014:598). Learners with greater working memory 



capacity are less susceptible to distractions and are thereby able to control their attention 



(Wiley et al., 2014:610). However, learners with low working memory capacity should be 



guided, focusing their attention, so that they are able to organise and integrate information 



gained through multimedia. 



2.3.2.1.3  Active-Processing Assumption 



The active-processing assumption implies that learners are cognitive processors who actively 



seek to make sense of multimedia presentations (Mayer, 2001:50). Mayer therefore suggests 



that a self-paced feature will improve learning (Mayer, 2003:303). 



Name Description Caused by Learning 
processes 



Example 



Extraneous 
processing 



Cognitive processing that is 
not related to the 
instructional goal 



Poor instructional 
design 



None Focusing on irrelevant 
pictures 



Essential 
processing 



Cognitive processing to 
represent the essential 
presented material in 



working memory 



Complexity of the 
material 



Selecting Memorising the 
description of essential 



processing 



Generative 
processing 



Cognitive processing aimed 
at making sense of the 



material 



Motivation to learn Organising 
and 



integrating 



Explaining generative 
processing in one’s own 



words 
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2.3.2.1.4  Cognitive affective model  



The model illustrated in Figure 2.2 portrays an extension of the cognitive model (Moreno & 



Mayer, 2007:314).  



Figure 2. 2  The cognitive affective model (Moreno & Mayer, 2007:314) 



As viewed in the extended model represented in Figure 2.2, the metacognition of the learner 



influences their motivation, which in turn influences attention and perception. Here, motivation 



is described as: [the] “learner’s willingness to exert effort to engage in appropriate cognitive 



processing during learning” (Mayer, 2014a:65). Mayer suggests that academic motivation is 



personal, activating, energising and directed (Mayer, 2014a:65). Motivation therefore has an 



influence on the working memory. The working memory is responsible for integration, 



organisation and retrieval of information. The long-term memory contains semantic and 



episodic knowledge. Mayer recommends further research with regard to the role of motivation 



and metacognition within multimedia learning (Mayer, 2014a:65). 



2.3.2.1.5  Cognitive theory’s implications for multimedia designing 



According to the Cognitive theory, learners should pursue the following processes to maximise 



learning (Mayer, 2001:54): 



(1) select the relevant words for processing in verbal working memory 



(2) select the relevant images for processing in visual working memory 



(3) organise selected words into a verbal mental model 



(4) organise selected images into a visual mental model  



(5) incorporate verbal and visual representations with prior knowledge. 
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In order to produce an effective GIS educational multimedia, the learner needs assistance in 



coordinating and monitoring these five cognitive processes. Moreover, scholars (Mayer, 



2003:310; Moreno & Mayer, 2007:316) suggest these specific designing principles:  



(1) minimising extraneous processing  



(2) managing spatial contiguity  



(3) managing essential processing  



(4) fostering generative processing. 



  



Mayer, in the review of his cognitive learning theory, emphasises that he also favours 



knowledge construction (constructivism) through the use of multimedia so as to support 



understanding (Mayer, 2014a:19) suggesting the merging of the cognitive and the 



constructivist learning theory.   
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2.3.2.2 Schnotz’s Integrated model 



The Integrated model devised by Schnotz represents text and picture comprehension through 



multiple sensory modalities and memory systems. The architecture of this model suggests the 



working of modality-specific sensory registers (auditory and visual), working memory 



subsystems (auditory and visual), and long-term memory as depicted in Figure 2.3 (Schnotz, 



2014: 72).  



This model attempts a schematic representation of the comprehension of spoken text, written 



text, visual pictures and auditory pictures (such as sound images) (Schnotz, 2014:83). 



However, contrary to the dual-coding theory, the use of pictures with text in this model does 



not always enhance learning. The integrated model suggests that learners with higher prior 



Figure 2. 3 The Integrated model of text and picture comprehension (Schnotz, 2014:83) 
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knowledge might find the combination of text and pictures redundant. This redundancy may 



cause a split in attention between text and pictures and may negatively affect learning 



(Schnotz, 2014:88,89).  



Schnotz’s model is grounded on the following assumptions: 



• The comprehension of text and pictures takes place in a cognitive architecture which 
includes sensory registers, working memory with limited capacity and a long term 
memory.  



• Verbal and pictorial information are transmitted through visual and auditory channels 
to the working memory. Channels have limited capacity to process and transmit 
information. 



• A descriptive and depictive subsystem is responsible for further semantic processing 
within the working memory. 



• Comprehension of both text and picture include active processes of coherence 
formation, whereas the learner builds coherent knowledge structures from pictorial and 
verbal information and from prior knowledge. 



Schnotz’s Integrate model (2014:94-95) suggests the following instructional design guidelines:  



(1) conditional use of multimedia  



(2) text-picture coherence  



(3) spatial and temporal continuity  



(4) avoidance of redundancy  



(5) text modality for animated pictures  



(6) text modality for static pictures  



(7) verbal redundancy across modalities  



(8) sequencing  



(9) and structure mapping.  



 



Refer to Table 5.2 for the inclusion of Schnotz’s design guidelines as used within the I-GIS-T 



theoretical evaluation.  



2.3.2.3 Van Merriënboer’s four Component Instructional Design model (4C/ID) 



Van Merriënboer’s four Component Instructional Design model (4C/ID) postulates the 



importance of the following four components in order to realise complex learning: (1) learning 



tasks (2) supportive information (3) procedural information and (4) part-task practice, which 



includes drill-and-practice exercises and part-task trainers (Van Merriënboer & Kester, 
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2014:104). 4C/ID, as presented in Figure 2.4, shows the learning tasks as circles and practice 



tasks as circles within a rectangular shape. Supportive information provides backbone to the 



learning process. Procedural information, where learners need to execute particular routine 



aspects of learning tasks is indicated by dark upwards pointing arrows. Procedural tasks, 



according to Van Merriënboer, eliminate the need for memorisation beforehand (Van 



Merriënboer & Kester, 2014:108). Corrective feedback together with hints are given to guide 



the learner towards the correct action (Van Merriënboer & Kester, 2014:109). The 4C/ID model 



can be utilised in multimedia learning environments that are controlled either by the system, 



the learner or both (Van Merriënboer & Kester, 2014:104). This model provides guidance for 



the mixing of suitable educational media during the presentation of information and the 



management of practice with applying feedback (Van Merriënboer & Kester, 2014:105). 



 



Figure 2. 4  Van Merriënboer’s four component instructional design model (Van Merriënboer 
& Kester, 2014:108) 
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The most prominent multimedia design principles of Van Merriënboer’s four 4C/ID model 



components include:  



(1)   learning tasks: computer-simulated task environments, virtual reality, serious games 



and high-fidelity simulators  



(2)   supportive information: hypermedia, micro worlds, and social media  



(3)  procedural information: mobile apps, augmented reality, online help systems and  



pedagogical managers  



(4)  part-task practice: drill-and-practice computer-based/app-based training  



(5)  instructional control: adaptive systems and electronic development portfolios.  



Although this model makes use of the Internet, social media, mobile applications, online help 



systems, pedagogical managers, drill-and-practice computer based training and electronic 



development portfolios (Van Merriënboer & Kester, 2014:114) the reasoning within this model 



could also provide a minimal basis for GIS learning activity design. The multimedia design 



principles named above have been combined within an I-GIS-T checklist in Chapter 5 (Table 



5.2). 



2.3.3 Cognitive-Behavioural theory: Gagné’s theory of instruction 



Robert Gagné’s nine events of instruction are meant to provide the optimal conditions 



necessary for learning (Driscoll, 2005:364-369). During these nine events Gagné aims to 



enhance internal processes such as attention, coding and retrieval. These events are also 



prevalent in lesson planning as well as in computer assisted learning (CAL) (Gagne, 1981:17; 



Roblyer & Doering, 2015:39). They include:  



(1) gaining attention  



(2) informing the learner of the objective 



(3) simulating recall of prior learning  



(4) presenting the stimulus  



(5) providing learning guidance 



(6) eliciting performance  



(7) providing feedback  



(8) assessing performance  



(9) enhancing retention and transfer.  



Because these nine events, which consist of both behavioural and cognitive components, are 



useful in computer-based methods such as drills and tutorials (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:39), 
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they were included in the I-GIS-T checklist, used during a theoretical evaluation of the  



I-GIS-T (Table 5.2).  



2.3.4 Constructivist theory 



Choosing a hands-on GIS experience for learners aligns well with John Dewey’s model 



(Bednarz, 2004:193; Whyatt et al., 2010:235) that commends active, experiential learning or 



learning-by-doing over traditional teacher-centred approaches for achieving understanding 



(Krause et al., 2010:430). Moreover, authentic and real-life problems can be addressed within 



a non-threatening environment, while learners negotiate meaning for themselves in a 



constructive manner (Krause et al., 2010:430). These technology-based methods are valuable 



in dealing with the abstract and complex nature (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:50) of GIS concepts. 



However, empirical study reviews have provided a solid research-based argument against 



only minimal use of guidance within instruction as promoted within the constructivist theory 



(Kirschner et al., 2006:79; Driscoll, 2012:41; Roblyer & Doering, 2013:40). Kirschner’s, 



Sweller’s and Clark’s analysis of “minimally guided” learning environments observed the 



following: 



Insofar as there is any evidence from controlled studies, it almost uniformly supports direct, 
strong instructional guidance rather than constructivist-based minimal guidance during the 
instruction of novice to intermediate learners (Kirschner et al., 2006:82).   



In other words, there is no evidence that minimal guidance will enhance the constructing of a 



representation (Kirschner et al., 2006:78). In addition, the absence of prerequisite skills poses 



a barrier to higher order learning, which may be alleviated by directed instruction, based on 



the behaviourist theory (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:48). These findings imply that adequate 



guidance (scaffolding) should be provided when learning through multimedia (Moreno & 



Mayer, 2007:316; Krause et al., 2010:430).  



2.3.5 Systems theory and Systematic Instructional Design 



The Systems theory accommodates a merged system of instruction based on behaviourist, 



cognitivist and cognitive behaviourist theories (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:37, 38). This merging 



can be noted in multimedia interactive learning as depicted in Figure 2.5 (Kettanurak et al., 



2001:546). In this case, the proactive model (constructivism), transferal model (cognitivism) 



and reactive model (behaviourism) are being combined into an interactive model, allowing 



active involvement from the learner to enhance the overall learning process. 
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Figure 2. 5  Merging of learning models (Kettanurak et al., 2001:546) 



Computer applications, based on the Systems theory, can be used to deliver swift and precise 



information on individual student progress (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:37, 38). In this theory, an 



instructional system is designed by stating goals and objectives. Goals and objectives need 



to be aligned with the curriculum requirements. Then the sequences of activities during the 



lessons need to accommodate incremental learning, so that difficult concepts and procedures 



are grasped. Thereafter, assessments need to be aligned according to instruction to achieve 



objectives. In order to accomplish the learning outcomes, learner-teacher support material 



(LTSM) needs to be created and field tested. Field test results guide the developer into revising 



the LTSM. In this way, the Systems theory forms the basis of the TIP model, which is further 



discussed in section 2.6. A summary of the Systems theory, together with other mentioned 



major theories underlying direct technology integration, is provided in Table 2.3.  
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Table 2. 3 Theories underlying directed technology integration strategies (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:37, 38) 



Objective 
learning 
Theories 



Behaviourist Theory: B.F. Skinner 
Learning as Stimulus-Response 
Chains 



Cognitive (Information-
Processing) Theory: Atkinson 
and Shiffrin 
The mind as computer 



Cognitive-Behavioural Theory: 
Robert Gagne 
Providing Conditions for Learning 



Systems Theory and Systematic Instructional 
Design 
Managing the Complexity of Teaching 



View of 
learning 



Learning is an activity that occurs inside 
the mind and can be inferred only by 
observed behaviours. 



Learning is encoding information into 
human memory, similar to the way a 
computer stores information. 



Learning is shaped by providing optimal 
instructional conditions. 



Learning is fostered by using a system of instruction 
based on behaviourist information processing, and 
cognitive behaviourist theories. 



Behaviours are shaped by 
“contingencies of reinforcement” to 
shape desired responses:  
• positive reinforcement (increases 



desired behaviours with rewards) 
• negative reinforcement (increases 



desired behaviours by withholding 
rewards) 



• punishment (decreases 
undesirable behaviours by aversive 
stimuli). 



There are three kinds of stores: 
• sensory registers to receive 



information  
• short-term or working memory 



(STM) to hold it temporarily  
• long-term memory (LTM) to store 



information indefinitely. 



Different kinds of skills (e.g., concepts, 
rules, problem-solving) require different 
learning conditions. 
Conditions include:  
• the nine events of Instruction that 



differ according to the type of skill 
being taught   



• skills hierarchy approach that 
presents simple skills and builds up 
to complex ones. 



Learning is fostered by using a system of instruction 
based on behaviourist information processing and 
cognitive behaviourist theories. 
An instructional system is designed by:  
• stating goals and objectives;  
• doing task analysis to set a learning sequence 
• matching assessment and instruction to 



objectives 
• creating materials 
• field testing and revising materials. 



Learning 
Theories 



Behaviourist 
Learning is inferred from behaviour. 
Stimulus-response: connections shape 
behaviour. 
Reinforcement strengthens responses. 
Chains of behaviours = skills 



Information-Processing 
Learning occurs when information is 
encoded into memory. Encoding 
begins with attention. 
Application ensures transfer into 
memory. 
Practice reinforces retention and aids 
recall. 



Cognitive-Behavioural 
Learning is shaped by a sequence of 
instructional events appropriate for the 
type of learning 
Learning is a building process; learners 
must have prerequisite skills to be able 
to acquire each new skill. 



Systems Approaches 
Learning is most efficient when supported by a well-
designed system of instruction. 
A complete learning system contains objectives, 
learning activities, and assessments. 



Educational 
Implications 



Instruction must provide the right stimuli 
and reinforcements to achieve desired 
learned responses. 



Instruction must gain attention, provide 
the right kinds of application, and 
provide sufficient practice to ensure 
encoding and retention.  



Instructional activities must provide 
events to support the type of learning. 
Students must demonstrate that they 
have learned prerequisite skills. 



Instruction must be structured and sequential and 
students must be continually monitored as they 
progress through the instructional system. 



Technology 
Implications 



Computer programs can provide 
consistent, reliable stimuli and 
reinforcement on an individual basis. 



Computer applications have qualities 
that can attract students’ attention and 
provide repetitive application and 
practice on an individual basis. 



Computers can give fast, accurate 
information on students’ skill levels and 
provide consistent sequences of 
activities to fulfil instructional events. 



Computer applications can provide a sequence of 
information, practice and assessments and can give 
fast, accurate information on each individual student’s 
progress. 



Implications for Technology Integration Strategies 
Choose directed technology integration strategies when: 



o Skills and content to be learned are clearly defined, concrete and unambiguous, and a specific behavioural response can indicate learning. 
o Students need individual tutoring/practice to learn and demonstrate prerequisite skills. 
o Students need to acquire skills as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
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2.4 MODELS FOR MULTIMEDIA DIFFUSION AND ACCEPTANCE 



This section includes a discussion on Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation model, the Technology 



Acceptance Model (TAM), TPACK and Technology Integration Planning (TIP). The discussion 



includes the view that Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation model takes social interaction into 



account, whereas Davis’s TAM, only focuses on the user. Additionally, discussion on the TIP 



model (which also includes TPACK) takes Roger’s relative advantage into account and it 



measures attitudes towards applications, which are also prominent in TAM.  



2.4.1 Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation Model 



Roger’s Diffusion of Innovation model (Rogers, 2003) provides a framework within which to 



analyse GIS implementation within education (White, 2005:42; Kerski, 2009:181; Baker & 



Kerski, 2014:275; Oza & Raval, 2014:26). Here, diffusion is defined as: “…the process by 



which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among members of 



a social system” (Rogers, 2003:11). An innovation describes a new idea as perceived by an 



individual. Within GIS education, teachers act as gate keepers of educational GIS innovations 



(Bryant & Favier, 2015:130). Rogers (2003:15,16) postulates the following five characteristics 



that influence the teacher to adopt an innovation:  



• relative advantage  



• compatibility with past experiences and the needs of potential adopters  



• complexity (degree of difficulty)  



• trial-ability (the degree to which an innovation can be experimented with)  



• observability (the degree to which the results of an innovation are seen by others).  



As may be noticed in Figure 2.6, Rogers (2003:22) categorises innovation adopters, which 



implies the FET phase Geography teacher in this study, into five categories, according to their 



innovativeness. 
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Figure 2. 6  Categories of innovativeness (Rogers, 2003:281) 



• Innovators/technology enthusiasts (2.5%): adoption period is the shortest of all the 



other categories. Innovators are the adventure seekers and risk takers. Because of 



substantial financial resources, they are able to cope with losses (Rogers, 2003:282). 



They possess the ability to apply complex technical knowledge with the capability of 



coping with a high degree of vagueness (Kaminski, 2011). Innovators often socialise 



with other innovators though they are from different demographic areas. They 



therefore move in cosmopolite social patterns, often within an innovators’ clique 



(Rogers, 2003:282). They consequently appreciate technology and can be motivated 



by the idea of acting as a change agent. These innovators consequently act as 



gatekeepers to the early adopters and can be recruited as peer educators (Rogers, 



2003:283). 



• Early adopters/visionaries (13.5%): act as visionaries, serving as opinion leaders, with 



a natural yearning to be trend setters. They serve as role models and are respected 



by peers (Kaminski, 2011) and therefore act as catalysts triggering the critical mass to 



adopt an innovation (Rogers, 2003:283). They are adventurous, not necessarily cost-



sensitive and provide excellent tester subjects when trialling an innovation (Kaminski, 



2011). Early adopters usually socialise locally with the highest degree of opinion 



leadership within a system (Rogers, 2003:283). Adopters usually turn to the early 



adopters for advice. Therefore early adopters usually adopt an innovation to be able 



to evaluate the new idea and spread their judgement through interpersonal networks 



to nearby peers (Rogers, 2003:283).  



• Early majority/pragmatists (34%): frequently network with peers, but seldom act as 



opinion leaders (Rogers, 2003:283). They adopt new innovations, just before the 



average member of the system (Rogers, 2003:283). They are pragmatic in their 



thinking, weighing changes in practices with productivity enhancements. Hence, they 



require proven applications and reliable service (Kaminski, 2011). The early majority 
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do not like complexity. They avoid possible risk by just buying an innovation that has 



a good reference, thereby avoiding possible risk (Kaminski, 2011). They are prudent 



in keeping within the budget, and make slow and steady progress. They have a need 



for simpler, user-friendly workshops. 



• Late majority/conservatives (34%): balance peer pressure with economic necessity 



(Rogers, 2003:284). They are sceptically cautious of new innovations and, therefore, 



are often technologically reluctant (Kaminski, 2011). They are very cost-sensitive, and 



require bullet-proof solutions. These late majorities rely on single and trusted advisors, 



and are easily persuaded by the laggards. They usually adopt the innovation after the 



majority are persuaded by peer pressure (Rogers, 2003:284).  



• Laggards/sceptics (16%): cling to the past as their point of reference and are therefore 



suspicious of innovations, wanting to maintain the status quo (Rogers, 2003; Kaminski, 



2011). The main reason for their slowness to adopt new innovations typically lies in 



their minimal resources, and the need to know if the innovation is therefore really 



worthwhile (Rogers, 2003:284). 



The innovation diffusion curve of most innovations demonstrates an S-shaped adoption rate 



(Rogers, 2003:23) with faster adoption rates indicating a steeper gradient over time, e.g. 



Innovation I, in Figure 2.7.  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Figure 2. 7  The diffusion process (Rogers, 2003:11,421).  
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With the intention of enhancing adoption speed, Baker and Kerski (2014:265) propose as a 



starting point that virtual globes, such as Google Earth could be employed in the class. 



However, they reason that although the adoption rate would increase, overall geo-technology 



adoption would not necessarily also increase as they reason that virtual globes are mostly 



only visualisation tools. Early adopters in GIS are needed to create pathways or a model for 



others to follow. Because people usually exhibit a resistance towards change, the early 



adopters become a collective voice against such resistance. In order for an innovation to show 



a further increase in the adoption rate, there must be a “perceived need” for the innovation, 



relative advantage, over other innovations/methods of teaching, as well as “matching the goals 



of the organisation” (Rogers, 2003:421,423). This would imply the need for a GIS application 



that is curriculum aligned. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, the organisation (in this case, the DBE), 



must make a decision, whereafter the innovation could be implemented.  



The innovation is then redefined and clarified, becoming part of, for example, the education 



system. Redefining implies the reconstructing of the innovation to accommodate the needs of 



the organisation more closely (Rogers, 2003:424). At this stage, the DBE needs to consider 



the economic impact of equipping schools with computers, tablets, digital projectors, internet 



connections and whatever else the educational GIS innovation would require. Maintenance of 



these required items also needs to be considered. In addition, educators need to be trained in 



usage of this technology. In the clarifying stage, more and more teachers are trained and 



become proficient in using the innovation, until it becomes every day practice (routinised). As 



there is a shortage of South African GIS educational literature, especially regarding education 



GIS adoption rates, this study positions itself to address this research gap as described in the 



first secondary research question. 



Rogers (2003:464) stressed that there is the possibility of the gap (digital divide) widening 



between the innovators and the laggards. However, this could be addressed as follows: 



• Convey the message of the innovation to lower socio-economic groups



• In addition, use communication channels to teach these groups



• Information can be provided to such groups by means of small group workshops about 
the technology’s use followed by a discussion of the innovation



• As time passes, adopter groups usually pay more attention to their peers than to the 
innovator group. A change agent should therefore be one of their own or from their 
social milieu. 



To enhance the diffusion of educational GIS software, it would be important to target the lower 



socio-economic groups. Workshops could be held in small groups, where the GIS software 
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could be explained in a comprehensible manner and discussed. A change agent should be 



one from their own environment, and not the developer nor from a tertiary institution. Roger’s 



model therefore supports the so-called “snowball dispersion model” (Hong, 2015:122) that 



makes use of “seed teachers” to encourage the uptake of educational GIS software. 



2.4.2 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 



When developing a new application, developers are interested to know the extent of 



acceptance of their application within a certain population. GIS practice does show benefits 



(§3.3), but is also known for slow adoption rates because of challenges in GIS practice (§3.4).



This is where TAM might be put to good use as it serves to predict the behavioural intent (BI)



of the teacher, which in turn helps to envisage the actual adoption of the technology in



question. This section therefore describes and proposes the possible use of TAM in predicting



the adoption of educational GIS applications.



Fred Davis, the innovator of TAM, classified user acceptance as being essential for the 



implementation of new information systems (in this case GIS) (Davis, 1993:475). The 



Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), as presented by Davis in 1986, was tailored to model 



user acceptance with regards to information systems (Davis et al., 1989:985). In short, TAM 



evaluates the intention to use an application (BI), by means of measuring the perceived ease 



of use (E) and usefulness of innovations/applications (U), as both E and U predict the attitude 



towards using the application (A). Since the intention to use the application is largely 



influenced by this, U and E are vital within computer-acceptance behaviours. Furthermore, the 



attitude towards the use of the application (A) and perceived usefulness (U) serves as an 



indicator of the intentional use of the application. Consequently, as depicted in Figure 2.8, 



TAM assumes that technology usage is determined by BI,  whereas BI = A + U (Davis et al., 



1989:985). TAM was criticised by scholars because of its ignorance of the impact of structural 



Figure 2. 8   Technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1993:479; Davis et al., 
1989:985) 
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factors on human behaviours (while the Social Influence Model (SIM) overstressed it), so 



Davis incorporated this criticism into TAM in 1993. 



Scholars globally describe the positive perceived usefulness of GIS, which could be indicative 



of (U). However, because the perceived ease of use of GIS applications within education (E) 



might hinder GIS practice integration, TAM could be instrumental in predicting the actual use 



of GIS applications and a suitable model to specify the causal relationships between system 



design features, perceived usefulness (U), perceived ease of use (E), and attitudes towards 



using (A) with behavioural intent to use (BI) and actual use of the application (Davis, 



1993:475). TAM was first employed within a GIS adoption study amongst geography teachers 



in Taiwan, mostly testing the willingness of teachers to attend GIS workshops and, less so, 



the intention to use the application within the class (BI) (Lay et al., 2013a:120). During this 



study, age, gender, level of education and school type were controlled (Lay et al., 2013a:122). 



TAM was employed to evaluate the effectiveness of GIS workshops by means of structural 



equation analysis (Lay et al., 2013b:191).  



On the whole, TAM might prove to be an adequate way to evaluate the I-GIS-T application 



with the intention of predicting the actual use of such an endeavour. It is “a cost-effective tool 



in screening potential candidate systems or programs” (Gao, 2005:239) and could therefore 



be useful in this study as well. 



2.5 TPACK 



The introduction of the TPACK framework had a profound impact on the technology-



educational landscape, despite the boundaries of the domains still being ill-defined (Cox & 



Graham, 2009:60). TPACK is a relatively new but complex framework, incorporating the 



interplay between three key domains of the teacher’s knowledge that are required to integrate 



technology (Koehler et al., 2014:101). The complexity of TPACK is evident in the 89 different 



definitions of TPACK found in the literature (Cox, 2008:43). Cox consolidated these into the 



following definition: 



…knowledge of the dynamic, transactional negotiation among technology, pedagogy and 
content and how that negotiation impacts student learning in a classroom context. The essential 
features are (a) the use of appropriate technology (b) in a particular content area (c) as part of 
a pedagogical strategy (d) within a given educational context to develop students’ knowledge 
of a particular topic or meet an educational objective or student need. (Cox, 2008:65) 
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As evident in Figure 2.9, TPACK consists of three main domains of knowledge: technological 



knowledge (TK), pedagogical knowledge (PK), and content knowledge (CK) (Koehler & 



Mishra, 2008:3).  



Interactions between these main domains are represented by: technological pedagogical 



knowledge (TPK), technological content knowledge (TCK) and pedagogical content 



knowledge (PCK). The area where the three key domains of knowledge interact (overlap) is 



called technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPCK, later called TPACK).  



2.5.1 Defining TPACK within a GIS educational context 



Scholars have redefined TPACK within the scope of teaching of GIS (MaKinster & Trautmann, 



2014a:334; Bryant & Favier, 2015:132). In order to create a meaningful learning environment 



for learners, by means of geospatial technology, the integration of knowledge of technology, 



pedagogy and Geography knowledge is important (MaKinster & Trautmann, 2014a:351). Each 



of these domains of knowledge might act as a lens to conceptualise the teacher’s knowledge 



(MaKinster & Trautmann, 2014a:336). 



TK



CKPK



Context 



TPCK 
TCK 



PCK 



TPK 



TK:  Technological Knowledge 
Knowledge about general technology use 



PK:  Pedagogical Knowledge 
Knowledge about general teaching 



CK:  Content Knowledge 
Relevant subject and methodological knowledge 



TPK:  Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding general teaching with technology 



TCK:  Technological Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding use of technology to gain subject 
knowledge 



PCK:  Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding how to teach relevant subject and 
methodological knowledge in a viable and effective way 



TPCK:  Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding the use of technology to teach 
relevant subject and methodological knowledge in a 
viable and effective way 



Figure 2. 9  The general TPCK model (Favier et al., 2012:176; Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1025) 
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The following diagram, Figure 2.10, portrays the relationship between geographical content, 



pedagogical and technology knowledge. 



In Figure 2.10, it is noted that Geography content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and 



technology knowledge plays an integral part in the use of Geography technology. Favier and 



others developed a GIS-TPACK model, based on the work of Doering and Veletsianos (Favier 



et al., 2012:176). 



2.5.1.1 Technological knowledge (TK) 



Technological knowledge implies more than the mere awareness of specific hardware or 



software. It requires knowledge to operate and integrate such technology, while also keeping 



up with the latest developments (Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1027). The teacher needs to be 



comfortable in using technology on his/her own and for his/her own purposes (MaKinster & 



Trautmann, 2014a:336). Within GIS practice, TK further implies the knowledge and 



understanding of spatial data and their presentations. The teacher will need the ability to: 



interpret maps, use hardware and software effectively and solve immediate technological 



problems (see more in Table 2.4). TK also involves being able to select GIS software from an 



array of applications, such as ArcView® 3.3, ArcGIS® desktop, ArcGIS® Online, and QGIS®



and/or keeping in step with the newest GIS developments (MaKinster & Trautmann, 



2014a:340). My perception is that there could therefore be a differentiation between 



TK



Geo-
CKPK



Context 



GIS-
TPCK 



GIS-



TCK 



Geo 



PCK 



TPK 



TK:  Technological Knowledge 
Knowledge about general technology use 



PK:  Pedagogical Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding general teaching 



Geo-CK:  Geographic Content Knowledge 
Knowledge about the characteristics, functioning and 
problems of the world and skills in studying 
characteristics and functioning and problems of the 
world (geographic literacy) 



TPK:  Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding general teaching with technology 



GIS-TCK:  Technological Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding use of GIS to gain knowledge 
regarding world characteristics, functioning and 
problems of the world around us (how to use GIS to 
become geographically literate) 



Geo-PCK:  Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding how to teach characteristics and 
functioning of the world around us to address world 
problems in a viable and effective way (knowledge about 
how to stimulate progression in students’ geographical 
literacy) 



GIS-TPCK: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
Knowledge regarding the use of GIS to teach about 
characteristics and functioning in the world around us 
and skills for studying the characteristics and functioning 
of the world around us and the problems in the world in 
a viable and effective way (knowledge about how to use 
GIS to stimulate progression in students’ geographic 



 



Figure 2. 10  Geographic 
technological 
pedagogical content 
knowledge (G-TPCK) 
(Doering & Veletsianos, 
2008:223; Favier et al., 
2012:176) 
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technological and GIS-technology knowledge, including areas of interaction (overlapping) 



which would be interesting to investigate. 



2.5.1.2 Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) 



Pedagogical knowledge implies deep knowledge regarding processes, practices and methods 



of teaching-learning. In other words, it is the ability to determine how to best present 



geographical ideas and geospatial concepts (Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1026). This ability to 



present ideas effectively to learners requires a variety of teaching strategies (Table 2.4). An 



example of such a strategy is that learners first require direct instruction before focussing on 



technical details (MaKinster & Trautmann, 2014a:340). Besides such pedagogical abilities, PK 



also requires a solid understanding of the NCS and CAPS curriculum documents with regard 



to GIS learning requirements and outcomes. Both pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical 



GIS knowledge is needed to teach Geography through GIS.  



2.5.1.3 Content Knowledge (CK) 



Content knowledge refers to knowledge of subject matter, in this case, geographical 



knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1026). GIS unlocks explorations in geographical, 



geospatial and environmental themes. Teachers need substantial content knowledge in order 



to teach these themes through GIS (MaKinster & Trautmann, 2014a:341). In addition, a 



thorough understanding of geographical concepts is needed together with qualitative and 



quantitative data analysis techniques. Furthermore, teachers need to be able to use data-



informed, model-based reasoning, visualise and analyse scientific data, and they should be 



able to guide learners in productively in generation and exploration of authentic questions 



(more in Table 2.4). To be able to accomplish the above, Howland and others (Howland et al., 



2012:14) argue that CK only defines what teachers should know and not how teachers should 



know. For example, within GIS practice, teachers might know the theory, but not have the 



experience of using GIS to solve real world problems. CK could therefore be redefined with 



regard to GIS-Geographical knowledge. 



2.5.1.4 Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) 



Technological content knowledge (TCK) denotes the way in which technology and content are 



mutually related (Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1028). TCK further implies the understanding of 



educational technological applications and geographical themes of interest (MaKinster & 



Trautmann, 2014a:343). TCK entails for example an understanding of ways in which 



geospatial technologies can represent science concepts and topics in a meaningful and 



engaging way (Table 2.4 refers). Although TCK portrays the merging between technological 
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knowledge and geographical knowledge, the entrance of GIS would add another dimension 



of knowledge pertaining more specifically to GIS technology as well as GIS content 



knowledge.  



2.5.1.5 Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) 



Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) refers to the extent to which teachers can use 



pedagogical knowledge when teaching with technology. For example, understanding is 



needed regarding the way in which GIS creates opportunities as well as how to use specific 



pedagogical approaches, such as project-based learning (Table 2.4). When viewing Table 2.4, 



it is observable that there is once again a large variety of abilities and types of understanding 



needed by the teacher in order to use geospatial technology to teach science. Teachers might 



have knowledge of technology pedagogy, but still be lacking specific knowledge of GIS. 



Indeed, not only are technology and pedagogy knowledge required, but also specific GIS 



technology and GIS pedagogy knowledge, which add another dimension to TPACK 



requirements.   



2.5.1.6 Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) 



PCK, known as the TPACK foundation, reveals various interactions between PK and CK, 



which imply geographic-didactic knowledge (Bryant & Favier, 2015:131), with sub-categories 



indicated in Figure 2.11. Within PCK, geographical content specific strategies, understanding 



of learner content knowledge and representations transformed to teach, are mentioned. 



Figure 2. 11  PCK construct boundary (Graham et al., 2012:531) 
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Suggested abilities needed for PCK include: providing learners with the opportunities to apply 



science in the real world context and guiding the learner to critically evaluate scientific ideas 



(Table 2.4).  



2.5.1.7 Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) 



Technological pedagogical knowledge emerges as a form of knowledge that moves beyond 



content, pedagogical and technological knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2006:1028). Because 



of its complex nature and interplay, defining TPACK is challenging, yet it seems to be the ideal 



dimension from which to teach GIS (Bryant & Favier, 2015:132). The abilities required by a 



teacher to be able to teach GIS, are listed in Table 2.4. However, we may ask whether TPACK 



would be the only ideal dimension to teach Geography through GIS. Could it be that within the 



complex interplay of the various domains, there is still another domain, yet to be named? But 



then, the mastering of the multitude of abilities and levels of understanding required for GIS 



teaching are overwhelming, which brings us to the criticisms of TPACK. 



2.5.1.8 TPACK context 



TPACK context remains rather ill-defined. One criticism of TPACK is that it does not include 



learner and teacher behaviours (Webb, 2014:73). Rosenberg and Koehler (2015:189) 



redefined the TPACK context by adding three levels: micro, meso and macro, together with 



teacher and student factors, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. 



Within the graphic of Figure 2.12, micro factors of influence allude to the classroom or learning 



environment, meso factors to the school and community while the macro system refers to 



societal conditions that affect teaching, such as the development of teachers and learners as 



Figure 2. 12  TPACK context conceptual framework (Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015:189) 
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well as the national curriculum (Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015:189). The TPACK context 



conceptual framework provides a theoretical basis with regard to the development of a GIS 



integration framework. 



2.5.2 Criticisms of TPACK 



Three main criticisms of TPACK, according to Mishra and Koehler (2006:1032) are: 



(1) the rapid rate of technology change



(2) inappropriate software design



(3) contextual differences of the teaching-learning environment.



In addition, the TPACK framework does not suggest what kind of content needs to be covered, 



or how it should be covered (Koehler et al., 2014:109). TPACK also does not incorporate 



levels of cognitive thought (Koehler et al., 2014:109).  



In conclusion, TPACK has been viewed as the “wickedness2” of the problem, when used to 



investigate the vast array of skills and knowledge needed to integrate technology into a lesson, 



and is described as having an “ill-structured nature of achieving meaningful technology 



integration within each content area” (Koehler & Mishra, 2008:10; Thompson et al., 



2008:290,291). As an example, MaKinster provides an analysis of knowledge and skills 



needed to enhance geospatial technology integration within education that has been 



mentioned throughout this entire section (Table 2.4). It remains a laborious task to realize all 



TPACK knowledge and ability requirements in order to be able to integrate technology 



adequately. This poses the question of whether all the TPACK requirements need to be 



acquired before GIS practice integration can take place. 



Koehler and others argue that there is “[a] need to look beyond existing methodologies to 



develop newer techniques and approaches that recognise the pragmatic, applied and creative 



goals of teaching with technology”. They suggest more research within the different 



disciplinary contexts, with a need for better designed instruments (Koehler et al., 2014:109).  



2 See Key Concepts for “wicked problem” 
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Table 2. 4 Some knowledge and abilities needed by teachers using geospatial technology 
to teach science (MaKinster & Trautmann, 2014b:337-338) 



Pedagogical knowledge 
(PK) 



Technological knowledge 
 (TK) 



Content knowledge 
(CK) 



Understanding of 
• Curriculum documents.
• Learners.
Ability to
• Present ideas effectively to



learners.
• Using a variety of teaching



strategies.
• Implement project-based



learning.
• Facilitate inquiry-based learning.
• Support learners working



individually or collaboratively.
• Manage multiple learners and



groups on conceptually related
but different projects.



• Create many different types of
assessments.



Understanding of 
• Data projections and spatial



representation.
• Differences among various



geospatial technologies.
Ability to 
• Interpret maps.
• Learn how to use technology.
• Identify geospatial technologies



that meet a specific need.
• Effectively use specific pieces of



hardware and software.
• Identify the affordances and



challenges created by various
technologies.



• Adapt and use existing
technologies to create new
representations.



Understanding of 
• Scientific concepts in the



discipline. How specific science
concepts relate to broader events
and issues.



• Data analyses techniques
(qualitative and quantitative).



Ability to 
• Facilitate data-informed, model-



based reasoning.
• Describe common



misconceptions in science.
• Visualise & analyse scientific



data.
• Interpret scientific data.
• Use scientific reasoning to



critically evaluate ideas.
• Interpret scientific data.



Pedagogical content knowledge 
(PCK) 



Technological pedagogical 
knowledge (TPK) 



Technological content 
knowledge (TCK) 



Ability to 
• Use technology to represent



science and environmental
concepts in ways that are
compelling and engaging within
the context of project-based or
inquiry-based lessons.



• Facilitate students making
connections among different
science concepts.



• Provide students with
opportunities to apply science
concepts to real-world contexts.



• Use assessment outcomes
to improve one’s teaching.



• Help students develop the ability
to critically evaluate ideas using
scientific reasoning.



• Use teaching strategies that
address common student
misconceptions in science.



• Manage students effectively
when learning science.



• Develop strategies that
challenge advanced learners.



Understanding of 
• Ways in which geospatial



technologies create
opportunities.



• to use specific pedagogical
approaches such as project-
based learning and inquiry
based learning.



• Ways in which geospatial
technologies create opportunities
for individual and social
knowledge construction.



• Ways in which geospatial
technologies can be used to
create authentic contexts.



Ability to 
• Identify geospatial technologies



that can represent specific
science concepts more
effectively.



• Identify geospatial technologies
that enable students to learn
effectively.



• Identify geospatial technologies
that complement specific
teaching strategies.



Understanding of 
• Ways in which geospatial



technologies can represent
science concepts, topics, and
processes in ways that are
engaging and meaningful to
students.



• Ways in which geospatial
representations can be combined
with other representations in
meaningful ways.



Ability to 
• Identify geospatial technologies



that can represent specific
science concepts more
effectively.



• Use geospatial technologies to
relate specific science concepts
to broader events and issues.



• Use geospatial technologies to
analyse and visualise data.



• Combine geospatial and
traditional representations of
science concepts effectively.



Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) 
Ability to 
• Use technology to represent science and environmental concepts in ways that are compelling and engaging



within the context of project-based or inquiry-based lessons.
• Adapt existing geospatial technology and data to improve its effectiveness in representing science concepts



for specific learners.
• Design lessons that effectively use geospatial technology both to teach specific science concepts and



implement appropriate teaching strategies.
• Support students in generating explanations or conclusions as they interpret geospatial scientific data and



evidence.
• Design authentic geospatial technology-based assessments that provide students with opportunities to apply



what they have learned and mirror practices and products of real-world science.
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2.5.3 The use of TPACK in GIS instructional tools 



Lately, within the field of geography, TPACK has been used in professional development 



programmes for teachers in order to ease GIS integration (Doering, et al., 2014:223). Doering 



further suggests that the learning context should redefine where teachers are situated within 



the TPACK model and where they should be situated (Doering, et al., 2014:235). Although 



Doering and others aim for the middle “zone” in the centre of the overlapping Venn diagrams, 



in order to achieve ideal expertise (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:53), they also raise the question 



whether it is really essential that teachers need to be technological, pedagogical and content 



experts before they can successfully integrate GIS practice (Doering & Koseoglu, 2012; 



Doering, et al., 2014:235). My opinion is that this is not necessary to be experts. In personal 



communication with Koehler (co-developer of TPACK) he confirmed that TPACK can be used 



to develop educational software applications, also referring the researcher to an article stating, 



“Yes, I think you can do what you're asking - use the TPACK framework to develop educational 



technology material... and also, I think you'd be particularly interested in the work of Aaron 



Doering” (Koehler, 2014). Doering and other scholars reason that TPACK-based instructional 



technology tools can also be used to implement technology, meaningfully and successfully in 



the classroom, by means of scaffolding the teacher with guidelines pertaining to pedagogy, 



technology and content knowledge (Doering & Koseoglu, 2012; Doering, et.al., 2014:235). 



MaKinster also refers to the use of TPACK to develop instructional materials (MaKinster & 



Trautmann, 2014b:336). TPACK-based GIS multimedia could therefore be a powerful aid in 



integrating the three domains, and thereby helping to circumvent some of the barriers as 



disclosed later in sections 7.3, 9.3.1 and 9.3.2.  



2.6 TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION PLANNING (TIP) MODEL 



The Technology Integration Planning (TIP) model can be employed to guide the teacher in 



planning their strategy towards an integrated new technology within their reach (Roblyer & 



Doering, 2013:52; Roblyer & Doering, 2015:54). TIP is based on a problem-solving model 



which allows the teacher to select best strategies for technology integration. Figure 2.13, in 



depicting the TIP model, describes the three main phases of the planning process: analysis of 



learning and teacher needs, planning for integration and post-instruction analysis and 



revisions. 
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Figure 2. 13 TIP model (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:55) 



When teachers employ the TIP model, the following three phases are followed: 



• Phase 1: Start with the first step to determine the relative advantage of using



technology in their lessons (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:55,56). These scholars include



Rodger’s stance (§2.4.1), pointing out that people resist new methods but would



reconsider if they could clearly define arising benefits (relative advantage) of the new



method. During the second step, teachers assess resource availability as well as their



own technological pedagogical content knowledge (Tech-PACK3) (§2.5) (Roblyer &



Doering, 2015:58). In short, Tech-PACK can be used as a self-assessment tool by



Geography teachers (Doering, et al., 2014:228), in order to plan for technology



integration while avoiding a lesson filled with technology trouble shooting (Roblyer &



Doering, 2013:53; Roblyer & Doering, 2015:58).



3 Tech-PACK – another name for TPACK as referred to by Roblyer and Doering (2013:53). 
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• Phase 2: Start with the third step, which includes focussing on curriculum requirements



and assessments thereof (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:58). After deciding the issues in



step three, a decision needs to be taken during step four, on teaching strategies and



activities to accomplish the curriculum requirements. Step four will therefore include



considering the characteristics of curriculum themes and GIS, weighing the constraints



within the classroom environment. The teacher considers demonstration to the whole



class, individual work, working in pairs or in small groups (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:62).



Within step 5, the teacher organises the teaching environment (Roblyer & Doering,



2015:62), ensuring effective technology use, not only by having adequate software,



hardware and technology support needed but also ensuring technology resources are



working (Roblyer and Doering, 2015:62). Roblyer and Doering (2015:62) suggest test



runs and to have backup plans ready before the lesson. In addition, handouts are to



be prepared and learners with special needs considered (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:54).



• Phase 3: This phase is part of the post-instruction analysis and revision. It starts with



step 6, where the teacher analyses and evaluates the outcome of the use of technology



to verify that the objectives have been reached (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:62). Learners



are interviewed (adding user information) and observational checklists are used to gain



enough data to support decision-making. The teacher can also evaluate whether



instructional strategies, learning environment and integration of technology can be



improved by using a technology impact checklist (Roblyer & Doering, 2015:64). In



order to evaluate the technology integration strategy, Roblyer and Doering (2013:64)



also suggest the use of achievement data (test scores), attitude data, as well as



comments from learners. Step seven allows for revision within the technology



integration framework, based on findings gained during step six. Revision can be made



on both the micro (iterating phase 2) and the macro scale (iterating from phase 1).



Through the use of the TIP model, technology integration frameworks can be reviewed and 



improved in order to obtain better results. TIP has therefore also been used as a theoretical 



framework during the development of the I-GIS-T integration framework (§ 10.2). 



2.7 THE MEDIA DEBATE: TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED LEARNING? 



Could it be that the absence of these learning and technological integration models, within the 



design process, has set the media debate in motion? This debate between Clark and Kozma 



has been raging for over 30 years. Clark in 1983 stated that: “…media do not influence learning 



under any conditions” (Clark, 1983:445). Clark based his statement on a meta-analysis of 



media comparison studies. His findings in these comparison studies revealed that learning 
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was influenced rather through instructional methods. He restated his argument in 1994, when 



he declared that “media will never influence learning” (Clark, 1994:21). Kozma, within the 



same journal contended that the use of media within educational technology (as a design 



science) does indeed complement the learning process (Kozma, 1994:7).  



Now, a few decades later, Clark (2014:152) still argues that: “…there is no credible evidence 



of learning benefits from multimedia”, even though he does support the argument that 



multimedia can offer substantial benefits for education, if utilised “[to] provide cost-effective 



access to high-quality, evidence-based instruction” (Clark & Feldon, 2014:151). In the same 



Cambridge Handbook of Multimedia learning, Mayer (2014a:13,15) supports Kozma’s view, 



stating that: “…multimedia represents a potentially powerful learning technology – that is, a 



system for enhancing human learning” and advocates a learner-centred approach towards the 



use of multimedia. Mayer promotes the learner-centred approach, that takes the working of 



the human mind into consideration and adapts multimedia to enhance learning (Mayer, 



2014a:15).  



In addition, Yang recently made a further conceptual shift, suggesting that media attributes, 



instructional methods, together with learner characteristics form a tripartite structure to 



enhance learning effectiveness (Yang et al., 2014:1086) (see Figure 2.14). 



2.8 LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS: DIGITAL NATIVES VS THE TEACHER 



Lajoie suggests that “we are in the midst of a digital revolution” (Lajoie, 2014:623). However, 



perhaps influenced by the raging media debate, classrooms have remained stagnant in 



textbook teaching. In contrast, the new generation of “digital natives” is constantly using 



geospatial technologies in their everyday life (Chen & Wang, 2015:69), and are often found 



exploring new frontiers of a rapidly changing but divided digital landscape (Demirci, 2015:150). 



Figure 2. 14  Tripartite structure of effective technology enhanced learning (Yang et al., 
2014:1088 
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Van der Schee and others point out that digital native teachers are beginning to percolate into 



education systems (Van der Schee et al., 2015:17). However, the majority of teachers still find 



it hard to cope with today’s entertainment-orientated learner. Learners on the other hand, 



struggle to adapt to a textbook-bounded classroom environment. Teachers are therefore 



forced to supply motivational support during instruction (Roblyer & Doering, 2013:52; Roblyer, 



2015:50), on an ongoing basis. Table 2.5 differentiates between the widening gap of learner 



and teacher preferences. 



Table 2. 5 Using ICTs with digital natives (Krause et al., 2010:427) 



Digital native learners prefer …while many teachers prefer 
Receiving information quickly from multiple 
multimedia sources 



Slow and controlled release of information from 
limited sources 



Parallel processing and multi-tasking Singular processing and single/limited-tasking 
Processing pictures, sounds and video before 
text 



To provide text before pictures, sounds and video 



Random access to hyperlinked multimedia 
information 



To provide information linearly, logically and 
sequentially 



To interact/network simultaneously with others Students to work independently 
To learn “just-in-time” Teach “just-in-case” (it’s in the exam) 
Instant gratification and instant rewards Deferred gratification and deferred rewards 
Learning that is relevant, instantly useful and 
fun 



To teach to the syllabus and standardised tests 



The preference differences between the learner and the teacher (table 2.5), suggest that the 



teacher needs to bridge this gap by adapting to the learners’ “world”, making learning more 



relevant and giving opportunities for multitasking and interactivity (Krause et al., 2010:427). 



Prensky reasoned that: “…today’s students think and process information fundamentally 



differently from their predecessors”. Prensky bases his assumption on Perry’s suggestion that 



“…different kinds of experiences lead to different brain structures” (Prensky, 2001:1), but did 



not supply empiric evidence thereof. Prensky further propagates the leaving of the “digital 



natives” in their own digital world (learning through digital games), as a good educational 



design (Prensky, 2005:88). However, Kirschner and Van Merriënboer (2013:170) contend that 



Prensky based his term, “digital native” (Prensky, 2001:1) on observations only, assuming that 



learners understood what they were doing, and that his argument is therefore not valid but 



merely a myth. 



Apart from this debate, the tension between constructivist and objectivist teachers is noticed 



throughout the schooling system. While the constructivist argues that it is necessary for 



teaching to address these needs of learners so that the learners can construct their own 



knowledge, objectivists (following directed methods) are focusing on attaining curriculum 
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requirements. Roblyer and Doering (2015:34) recommend that both objectivism and 



constructivism have meaningful roles within technology learning applications, pointing out that 



both these groups identify with Gagné’s conditions of learning. 



In this tension of making learning enjoyable and considering placing learning in the hands of 



the learner while also meeting the curriculum standards, there is the urge to meet the learner 



in their “digital world”. But supported empirical evidence towards best educational practices is 



needed. The advent of digital and computer technology, has made vast options of static 



pictures and compelling dynamic images, such as available video clips and animations 



(Mayer, 2014c:6). When combining these multimedia materials, we should ask ourselves: 



does enjoyable learning necessarily augment deep learning? (Kirschner & Van Merriënboer, 



2013:174). For example, “Googlification”4 of education has led to a diluted type of 



resource-based learning. This dilution is caused by the viewing of printed text on the 



Internet (mostly without peer review) as obsolete (Kirschner & Van Merriënboer, 2013:176; 



Roblyer & Doering, 2015:339), which could lead to a shallowness in learning. 



2.9  TEACHER IMPORTANCE IN THE DESIGNING PROCESS 



The ideal GIS educational software should also remain teacher friendly and thus requires 



active involvement from senior phase teachers in the development of suitable educational GIS 



software (Hong, 2014:149). Scholars, such as Milson, Demirci and Kerski, identified the 



teacher as a key element to the design and effective implementation of GIS practice in their 



class (Kerski et al., 2012:325). Hence, the teacher-friendly GIS materials remain a critical 



factor with regard to the adoption of GIS in the classroom (Hong, 2014:139). For this reason, 



the focus towards GIS educational software is not only to support learning (Bednarz, 



2004:191) but also teacher adoption (Hong, 2014:139). The ideal is to minimise the learning 



curve slope of GIS, through the use of minimal GIS software, while simultaneously 



emphasising the analytical power of GIS in order to address a geospatial problem (Henry & 



Semple, 2012:4). This approach would therefore redirect the learner’s attention to learn 



geography through GIS. 



4 Googlification - using Google as method of gathering resources and information, without paying much 
attention to the truthfulness of that source and information 
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2.10 GIS APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT IN THE MIDST OF THE MEDIA DEBATE, 



LEARNING THEORIES AND MODELS 



Geo-media, a relatively new concept which combines geoinformation, geotechnology 



and multimedia representation, is increasingly used in education (Donert, 2015:198). 



Scholars agree that suitable educational GIS applications can support the paradigm-shift from 



textbook bound lecturing towards a technology-rich, constructivist environment (Liu & Zhu, 



2008:14; Kinniburgh, 2010:77; Henry & Semple, 2012:3). Although scholars agree that 



learners can discover and analyse the environment by means of GIS in a direct and appealing 



format (Broda & Baxter, 2002:158; Liu & Zhu, 2008:14), Demirci (2015:147) calls for more 



educational GIS research to verify whether GIS is actually an effective tool for teaching and 



learning. Besides, media comparison studies (a fair amount of 355 research studies in 1928-



2008) concluded no significant differences in student outcomes (Doering et al., 2008b:215). 



This overall optimism combined with caution, which has been found to be the underlying tone 



of many studies (Demirci, 2015:148) has been labelled as “sceptical enthusiasm” (Bednarz & 



Van der Schee, 2006:203). 



This raises the following three questions: 



• Did pedagogical knowledge guide developers in the development of multimedia
integration framework?



• Have multimedia design principles and learning theories been utilised during the
design of such learning materials?



• Have learners been sufficiently met in “their world” and have teachers been part of the
design process?



Doering and others call for a renewed research focus towards effective pedagogies using 



Geospatial technologies (GST) e.g. GIS, in order to reach the full potential of multimedia 



(Doering et al., 2008a:215; Demirci, 2015:150). Although this is an important step forward, I 



argue that this is not enough. I propose a synergistic approach with regards to multimedia 



design principles, multimedia learning theories, TPACK and a renewed teacher and learner 



role in the design process. Thus, as an alternative option to South African paper GIS (Breetzke 



et al., 2011) in order to enhance meaningful GIS learning, I suggest that designers of 



educational GIS IMI applications should be mindful of the three main theories (behaviourist, 



cognitivist, and constructivist), multimedia design principles, the use of TPACK as well as the 



role of the learner and teacher in the design process.  
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2.11 CONCLUSION 



This chapter endeavoured to set up a theoretical framework for the development of a suitable 



I-GIS-T multimedia application and integration framework for FET phase Geography. A 



discussion on the following themes was provided: an in-depth description of multimedia 



learning theories; the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM); Technology, Pedagogical and 



Content Knowledge (TPACK) – model; Technology Integration Planning (TIP) model; 



technology-enhanced learning and learner characteristics as well as the importance of teacher 



suggestions within the design process. The combined use of the TPACK and TIP models 



provided theoretical and practical tools in my pursuit of effective and meaningful GIS 



technology integration within the classroom. With regard to related models used in technology 



integration, I found the work of Yang, Lohr, and Doering appealing. Yang and others propose 



a tripartite structure, considering instructional methods, technology attributes and learner 



characteristics. In this chapter, I also took into consideration the suggestion of Doering and 



others, who propose a shift in educational studies, towards a focus on effective pedagogies, 



using GST (e.g. GIS) as a constructivist tool. Although extensive work has been done 



internationally on these models, the current media debate (§2.10) has encouraged the need 



for empirical evidence relating to technology use within the classroom. This remains largely 



lacking within the South African context. The accompanying discussions within this chapter as 



well as in Chapter 3 provide a theoretical framework for new knowledge and insight regarding 



GIS practice integration. 
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CHAPTER THREE 



3 THE GLOBAL LANDSCAPE OF GIS TEACHING 



3.1  INTRODUCTION 



Miles and Huberman (1984:33) eloquently describe a conceptual framework as the “current 



version of the researcher’s map of the territory being investigated”. Within the global landscape 



of GIS teaching, this chapter endeavours to position this study within the existing 



understanding of educational GIS applications, uses, integration and integration barriers. As 



mentioned in Chapter 2, upon investigating the literature, I discovered a void in current South 



African educational research into GIS practices and barriers. Consequently, I have undertaken 



a comparative analysis of global educational GIS uses and integration barriers across 37 



countries. Thereafter, I offer a discussion on possible South African GIS practice integration 



barriers and GIS teaching options. It is undeniable that South Africa’s rich diversity of cultures, 



languages and the digital divide causes a unique educational GIS landscape. This adds to the 



distinctive GIS teaching challenges and the acute need for support. In this review, the stage 



is set for a viability evaluation of the I-GIS-T application and its framework within FET phase 



Geography (which can be found in Chapters 5 and 10). In this chapter I provide a theoretical 



framework, which in turn informed the conceptual framework of this study.  



3.2 GIS ON THE RISE WITHIN GLOBAL POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL 



AGENDAS 



Recently, the issue of Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) integration within education has 



swiftly risen to the top of the political and educational agenda. The entrance of GIS half a 



century ago, marked a new era in global intelligence, geospatial management and decision-



making and it has quietly gained global prominence (United Nations, 2012:13; Çepn, 



2013:1685; Demirci et al., 2013:214; Höhnle et al., 2013:238; Kerski et al., 2013:232; 



Srivastava, 2013:367). GIS prominence has also been listed in the areas of economics, 



political science, criminology, population demographics, sustained development and 



environmental issues (MaKinster et al., 2014:4; Kerski, 2015b), to name but a few. For 



example, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 



through the Social Sentinel Surveillance Project, offers assistance to NGOs and government 



agencies to track the HIV/AIDS epidemic and to combat human trafficking (UNESCO, 2014). 



Firms like GISFederal (www.gisfederal.com) use GIS to provide information on terrorist 



 …if the giant does awaken, a surprise awaits him. He will discover 
technology has taken on new meanings and applications, some with 



far-reaching implications for our society. 
Martorella 





http://www.gisfederal.com/
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movements in various countries. Evidently, there is a need to maintain the momentum of GIS 



development and growth by educational GIS research on the latest GIS advances and usable 



applications (Sui, 2014:2). 



3.2.1 Time-line of GIS and educational GIS within paradigm tensions 



When researching the root of GIS developments, underlying paradigmatic tensions become 



vibrant. These paradigms had an effect on educational GIS, which in turn changed the 



landscape of geographical learning (Yu et al., 2011:191). The brief description in this section 



motivates the use of both quantitative and qualitative paradigms within the mixed research 



methodology of this study (Chapter 5 refers).  



3.2.1.1 GIS development within the information technology revolution 



Foresman (1998:3), stresses the need to enlighten learners regarding GIS development and 



its relationship to the information technology revolution. This section therefore, touches briefly 



on a few milestones from 1950-2000, as indicated in Figure 3.1.  



Figure 3. 1  Milestones of GIS development 



The 1950s to 1960s, mark the milestone of a quantitative (positivist spatial science) revolution 



in Geography. The 60’s have often been described as the birth of GIS, with Roger Tomlinson 



referred to as the “father of GIS”. 1963 marked the year of system design and development of 



GIS, and GIS implementation followed in 1965. Other innovations occurred simultaneously 



during the 1960’s: URISA was established in 1963, Harvard Lab during 1964 and ESRI in 



1969. During this time, the first references to computers being used for data analysis and 



modelling of statistical geo-data and time-space geography started to appear in literature (Huff 



& Changnon, 1963:3; Gould, 1969:1,32).  
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With the return of NASA’s Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-A) together with 



Landsat in 1973 high quality satellite images of much of the globe existed (Trollinger & 



Tiedemann, 1973:809; Fischer et al., 1974:1436). These images made available a vast 



compilation of both vector and raster data. The increase of raster data availability and its 



extended commercial GIS usefulness led to a “commercial GIS explosion” during the 1980’s. 
ESRI and other GIS software agencies bolstered GIS diffusion to countries such as Australia, 



Brazil, Japan, India, UK (Rhind, 1987:229), New Zealand (Dunningham & Thompson, 



1989:204) and Russia (Koshkariov et al., 1989:257-272). This was accomplished by two 



events: the emergence during 1982 of the GIS software business, together with the 



proliferation of IBM PC’s in 1986. During the mid-80’s, even though the GIS industry seemed 



poised for exponential growth due to the rapid GIS technology development, the startling 



shortage of trained GIS professionals stalled GIS usage (Audet & Abegg, 1996:22). There 



were a number of reasons leading to this scarcity. Firstly, GIS was not designed with either 



learners or learning in mind, (National Research Council, 2006:164), resulting in complex GIS 



software. Secondly, because of the lack of educational GIS integration, GIS adoption in 



schools lagged far behind the exponential developments of GIS (Audet & Abegg, 1996:22) 



and consequently  GIS practice within schools was limited to text-book teaching. On the whole, 



GIS software developers tried to keep pace with the latest technology developments, focusing 



on GISystems but disregarding the training needs of the end-user and educational community 



(Audet & Abegg, 1996:22). Upon realising this and in order to fill the void of GIS professionals, 



emphasis was placed on GIS education and instruction during the 1980’s and early 1990’s 



(Audet & Abegg, 1996:21).  



As GIS educational professionals started to structure GIS curricula between 1990 and 1994, 



the initial GIS critics’ objections were heard. Taylor (1990:211), a purist (claiming that 



paradigms should not be mixed), sparked a debate after remarking: “Geography’s own little 



bit of the ‘high-tech’ revolution …has suffered accordingly with the seemingly endemic high-



tech disease of mega-hype.” He headed this first wave of criticism by contending that GIS 



supporters were basing their research on a naive empiricist approach and were therefore 



failing to transform GIS into Geographical Knowledge Systems (GKS), leaving “Geography 



intellectually sterile … a high-tech trivial pursuit.” In short, Taylor branded GIS as [the] 



“positivists’ revenge” (Taylor, 1990:212). However, his opponents soon pointed out that 



multimedia visualisation techniques within GIS also integrated qualitative spatial information 



into GIS, thus remaining a prominent resource of geographic information (Cartwright & Hunter, 



2001:297); therefore, Taylor’s arguments did not square with the facts.  
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However, during 1995, a second wave of GIS critics continued to express their dislike of 



positivism (Schuurman, 2000:580), which gave way to the third wave of criticism during 1998.  



This third wave, however, distinguished itself by the fact that by then, both GIS critics and 



defenders were informed about their opponents’ work. Sharing their views led to a willingness 



amongst the scholarly camps to enter into dialogue, and debates regarding achievements as 



well as the epistemological bases of GIS (Schuurman, 2000:585; Leszczynski, 2009:350) 



were held. This third wave of critics actually gave birth to the central question of what GIS 



really is. In answer to this question, Wright and others coined the term GIScience, which would 



revolutionise educational GIS thinking a few years later (Wright et al., 1997:346; Schuurman, 



2000:583; Raper, 2009:2). As a result, GIS came to be seen as a tool by which to teach 



sciences, which soon became the theoretical underpinning for GIS instruction (Tate et al., 



2002:87; Kerski, 2008a:330). During this time Leszczynski still argued that the underlying 



metaphysical tensions within GIS activities queried the degree to which qualitative procedures 



and the quantitative structural design of GIS could be flawlessly hybridised (Leszczynski, 



2009:350). However, pragmatism came to the fore during this time and caused a stalemate 



within the traditional dichotomist warfare, by providing a philosophic basis grounded in 



pluralism (Goldkuhl, 2012:137).  



3.2.1.2 GIS educational development 



While the paradigm wars were still raging, the 1990’s marked an era of secondary education 



expansion in GIS due to the demand for a GIS skilled workforce. This expansion, which started 



in the USA, Canada and UK, spread to many countries, including China, India, Uganda, 



Rwanda, Colombia and Chile (Kerski et al., 2013:232). During this time, an urgent need for 



GIS curricula started to emerge on a global scale.  



Again, as a prerequisite to developing GIS curricula, GIS needed to be conceptualised, 



distinguishing between GIS as a tool or a science and as a tool towards science (Goodchild, 



1992:44; Wright et al., 1997:347). Shadowing the conceptualisation of GIS, formal GIS 



curricula were implemented in countries such as Belgium, England, Finland, South Africa, 



Taiwan, Turkey and the USA, as depicted in Table 3.1 (Yu et al., 2011:193; Kerski et al., 



2013:234).    
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Table 3. 1 Implementation of GIS within schools in some countries  (Komlenović et al., 
2013:97-98) 



Country 
Year of 



introducing 
GIS in 



schools 
School level GIS education 



Belgium** 
Secondary school level (just 
the Flemish community in 3rd 
grade) 



GIS is merely mentioned in the 
Flemish curriculum 



England 
and 
Wales* 



1991; 2000 
National Curriculum 
Programme of Study (KS3, 
KS4 and A level) 



GIS has been compulsory in 
geography teaching since 2007 



Finland 2003 
National Frame Curriculum for 
the upper secondary schools, 
GE4 



Not widely spread in schools, except 
at GE4 level 



France 2000-2002 
Secondary school level (only in 
the tutorials of History and 
Geography teachers) 



No general use of GIS in schools, 
except in individual cases 



Germany 1998-2001 
Secondary school level (GIS is 
included in several different 
curricula) 



Remarkable progress in using GIS in 
schools in the last 5 years, although 
implemented by less than one third of 
Geography teachers (Höhnle et al., 
2013:226) 



Northern 
Ireland 2009 First time compulsory in 



curriculum (14-16 years) 
Patchy, lacking strategic direction 
(Roulston, 2013:54) 



Norway 2006 Secondary school level (upper 
level, 16-19 years old) 



Advanced use of digital maps and 
GIS 



South 
Africa 2006 Secondary school level (Grade 



10, later in Grade 11 and 12) Not widely spread 



Taiwan 1995 & 2009 
Secondary & senior high 
school level (Lam et al., 
2009:58) 



30% teachers GIS skill competent 
(Wang & Chen, 2013:78) while 
approximately 84% of teachers use 
GIS tools within class (Lay et al., 
2013a:125) 



Turkey 2005 
National curriculum for 
secondary schools (9th-12th 
grade) 



At the beginning of GIS adoption in 
schools (Demirci et al., 2013:215) 



USA 1996 US National Scientific 
Education Standards 



Wide use of digital maps, but small 
number of schools adopted GIS 



* Obligation to use it from 2007
**  The situation is different for two ethnic communities, Flemish and French; no data about the time



of introduction of GIS in schools 



Internationally, educational GIS curricula are still considered as evolving from a list of topics 



for a curriculum towards organising contents in an appropriate hierarchy (Srivastava, 



2013:368). When one compares the global landscape of GIS education, countries differ 



regarding their time of adoption, school level, curriculum standards, GIS practice barriers and 



actual usage. For example, while South Africa’s GIS school curriculum focuses on GIS 



awareness, Taiwan’s GIS curriculum, which is a compulsory subject, initiate GIS awareness 



but progresses towards GIS application, whereas Norway aims to use GIS as a tool to teach 



higher-order thinking, problem solving and decision making (Chen & Wang, 2015:70). 
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However, within a proposed GIS learning hierarchy, a good conceptual foundation regarding 



GIS is necessary (Srivastava, 2013:368) and GIS awareness is better than a complete lack of 



GIS in the curriculum (Chen & Wang, 2015:70).  



Integration of GIS within secondary high school curricula emphasises the fact that it has 



become recognised by both academic geographers and curriculum developers (Lam et al., 



2009:58). While some authors support the view that GIS adoption within the curriculum 



enhances GIS diffusion within education (Lam et al., 2009:71; Demirci et al., 2013:215; Kerski 



et al., 2013:235) other scholars suggest that this is not always the case. For example, the 



integration of GIS into the German curricula was not responsible for a “significant jump” in GIS 



practice (Höhnle et al., 2013:226). While GIS was still being phased into the curricula during 



the first decade of the new millennium, other aspects of learning were gaining prominence as 



well: inquiry-based learning and the need for spatial skills development were also coming 



under the spotlight (Black, 2005:402; National Research Council, 2006:4; Kerski, 2008a:330; 



Kerski et al., 2013:232). Simultaneously, technology breakthroughs significantly enlarged the 



educator’s geospatial toolbox and teaching method options (Kerski, 2008a:330; Srivastava, 



2013:367). These advances were:  



• web-based GIS (Bodzin & Anastasio, 2006:295; Clark et al., 2007:225; Songer, 
2010:414; Riihelä & Mäki, 2015:10) 



• virtual globes, such as Google Earth (Schultz et al., 2008:28; Bodzin et al., 2014:2)  



• three dimensional (3D) GIS (Schultz et al., 2008:27; Sinton, 2009:S7; Yin, 2010:423) 



• open GIS (Sui, 2014:1).  



A further change in teaching approaches was brought about by the rapid increase of 



information access. This shifted the emphasis from the mere assimilation of knowledge 



towards acquiring  skills in accessing, using and producing information (Ugurlu, 2008:81).  



Developers of educational GIS software were now faced with a new challenge. On the one 



hand, Srivastava (2013:367) warned that user-friendly GIS applications would cause 



superficial knowledge without conceptual understanding of threshold concepts. On the other 



hand, GIS research and education needed to adapt to the latest technology developments in 



order to maintain the momentum of GIS growth (Sui, 2014:2). Greater availability of geospatial 



applications and information contributed to an educational landscape shift in both secondary 



and tertiary education in Geography (Yu et al., 2011:191). By 2008, the majority of universities 



and technical colleges across the globe included GIS modules. It was also found in a myriad 
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of online programs. However, the focus remained largely on teaching about GIS (Kerski, 



2008a:330).  



Since 1994, the advantages and barriers of introducing GIS in classrooms have frequently 



been weighed up (Baker & Bednarz, 2003:231). Yet adoption of GIS practice within secondary 



schools was still insignificant a decade later. The mainstream of actual users during this time 



still lingered in the early adopter phase of Roger’s innovation diffusion model (Kerski, 



2003:129). This situation confirmed the findings of Sinton, who described the GIS teaching 



experience as “mutually gratifying and overpoweringly annoying” (Sinton, 2009:S13). The 



same year, leading scholars in the field still stressed the importance of academia, government, 



non-profit organizations and industry engaging in developments and research of technically 



educational appropriate GIS software, curriculum, assessments and support systems (Baker 



et al., 2009:184). However, as GIS is a system that consists of technology, people and 



materials, integrating GIS into education is a complex issue (Kerski, 2008a:331). Technology-



rich curricular activities, tailored for secondary school geography teaching, have to be 



developed, and teachers lack the necessary technical know-how and time to develop quality 



learning programmes (Lam et al., 2009:72). This suggests that GIS practice integration is a 



complex matter, dealing with multi-level barriers.  



It is therefore my opinion that curriculum inclusion of GIS, together with multi-level support, 



would enhance GIS practice adaption within the FET phase. In other words, there is a 



pragmatic need to investigate GIS practice barriers faced in South African schools, while 



designing and evaluating curriculum aligned GIS software within an integration framework, to 



mitigate these barriers.  



3.3 A CALL FOR GEOSPATIAL TECHNOLOGY LEARNING: GIS 



In the current digital and information-saturated era, GIS has become a welcome tool for 



learners to evaluate and sort through a plethora of information while enhancing critical and 



meta-cognitive thinking (Kerski et al., 2013:243). The National Research Council (2006:217, 



233) describes GIS practice within education as follows:  



(1) the request for GIS lies in the need for a GIS workforce,  



(2)  the power of GIS lies in its ability to solve authentic problems whilst supporting 



scientific research and  



(3)   the potential of GIS lies in its ability to accommodate learner differences.  
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Firstly, there is an urgent need for a GIS skilled workforce. The rapid advances of technology 



make it difficult for GIS curricula to keep up with the latest skill developments. Apart from 



competence in GIS knowledge, skills, spatial thinking and problem solving (Schulze et al., 



2013:271), these new skills that must be catered for are: (1) a shift from primary data 



acquisition to handling abundant spatial data; (2) a need for programming and application 



development; (3) a knowledge of web-related aspects (Wallentin et al., 2015:439).  



Secondly, the potential of geospatial technology (GST), as a tool to enhance and extend 



geography learning, motivates the use of GST within the social studies and geography 



curriculum (Doering et al., 2008b:214; Gatrell & Conant, 2008:200). As the extensive range of 



GST (GIS applications, remote sensing and global positioning systems (GPS) , Google Earth, 



digital aerial photographs and topographical maps) has the potential to unlock a myriad of 



learning avenues, the “bigger playfield” might also diminish the learning of set curriculum 



standards (Gatrell & Conant, 2008:201). Therefore, the use of geospatial technology in the 



classroom should be positioned within an applicable conceptual framework and anchored by 



the curriculum outcomes. In order to develop such a framework, Doering and others suggest 



collaboration between teacher educators, instructional designers and technology specialists, 



whilst calling for more educational technology research, especially with regard to GIS within 



social studies (Doering et al., 2008b:214; Hong, 2015:124).  



3.3.1 Geography’s position within the school curriculum 



The ability of GIS to comprehend the world and geographic phenomena in their complexity 



(Kerski, 2009:318; Madsen & Rump, 2012:113), revived interest in geography within the 



school curriculum (West, 2003:269; Rød et al., 2010:27) and academia (Yano, 2000:173; 



Oberle et al., 2010:490; Wheeler et al., 2010:168). The reason for this escalating interest is 



the rapid ability with which GIS can dynamically re-represent the globe on a variety of themes 



that could address each of the critical issues of our era consisting of a geographical 



component, such as water resources, biodiversity, hazards, agriculture, economics, 



sustainability etcetera. (Kerski et al., 2013:243). In fact, the dynamic, interactive, authentic and 



hands-on nature of GIS is capable of producing powerful learning experiences, encompassing 



the vast terrain of Geography themes (Broda & Baxter, 2002:49; Baker & White, 2003:243; 



Goldstein, 2010:30; Huang, 2011:61). The inclusion of “real data” has certainly infused an “air 



of authenticity” into Geography, transforming the traditional educational landscape into 



meaningful learning by means of real life situations (Chun, 2008:3; Goldstein, 2010:4; 



Hagevik, 2011:35; Henry & Semple, 2012:3).  
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Yet, the foremost argument for GIS practice inclusion within the Geography curriculum is to 



enhance geospatial thinking skills, which in turn improve geographical conceptual 



understanding (Black, 2005:402), which requires only basic knowledge about GIS. So, an 



appropriate educational GIS application firstly envisions the mastering of basic knowledge 



about GIS (GISystems) and secondly advances to serve as a foothold to grasp geographical 



themes through the realising of fundamental threshold concepts (GIScience). In addition, 



learner workbooks should consist of step-by-step procedures together with question 



combinations designed to guide the learner towards the solving of real world problems, which 



includes exploring capabilities (Madsen & Rump, 2012:114).  



Even though GIS has enhanced the GIS position in the school curriculum, because of all these 



advantages, observers vary in their opinions with regard to GIS teaching within South African 



education. The reason for this is that some critics have pointed out that because a large 



percentage of schools lack resources, many teachers are unwilling to engage in technology. 



As a result, numerous schools have discontinued providing FET phase Geography (Innes, 



2012:102). Another reason might be that no educational discipline previously “owned” GIS. 



Educational research in this field therefore remains incomplete and fragmented because of a 



lack of sound research attention accompanied by a supportive research infrastructure (Baker 



et al., 2015:10). This calls for a renewed effort with regard to GIS educational research in 



South Africa. 



3.3.2 Attitudes, values and motivation 



When GIS practice involves the teaching of Geography through GIS; attitudes, values and 



motivation are positively influenced (Artvinli, 2010:1286; Simsek, 2012:53; Demirci, 2015). 



West (2003:270) argues that because GIS enhances the relevancy of geography, the learners 



are intrinsically motivated. However, the question remains as to whether GIS is the sole reason 



for the enhancement of learner attitudes, as the attitudinal questionnaire employed might have 



emphasised attitudes toward computer work. Thus, these findings remain unclear. It would 



therefore be advisable to investigate learner attitudes with a questionnaire focused on GIS. 



However, scholars confirm that the use of the learner’s native digital language (that they are 



“digital natives”5) does encourage motivation (Artvinli, 2010:1283; Goldstein, 2010:2). On the 



contrary, difficult and complex GIS software does have a negative effect on learner attitudes 



                                                 
5 Digital natives – Brown and Czerniewicz (2010:357); some scholars suggest that the use of this term is 



inaccurate within the South African context, as digital access and use of ICT are not determined by age but 
by access and opportunity. These scholars suggest the term “digital elite” or “digitizen”. 
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(West, 2003:272) and motivation. Hence, it has been suggested that a minimal GIS application 



is the appropriate teaching and learning tool within the secondary phase (Hong, 2015:121).  



3.3.3 Cultivation of higher order thinking skills 



GIS, if correctly used, may act as a catalyst, enhancing the understanding of the world and 



geographic phenomena in their complexity (Kerski, 2009:318; Van der Schee et al., 2015:17). 



Scholars certainly emphasise that GIS education nurtures the expansion of higher-order 



thinking skills, such as problem solving (Hall-Wallace & McAuliffe, 2002:5; Kerski, 2003:135; 



West, 2003:269; Drennon, 2005:385; Hespanha et al., 2009:S20) and critical thinking (Baker, 



2005:48; Goldstein, 2010:30). Moreover, GIS minimises the passive following of text, by 



inspiring learners to actively engage in geographic analysis (Fitzpatrick & Maguire, 2001:62).   



In the quest to cultivate higher order thinking skills, developers of GIS software applications 



and lesson plans utilised Bloom’s taxonomy (Arleth, 2004:786; DeMers & Vincent, 2007:227; 



Kinzel & Wright, 2008:6; DeMers, 2009:S71). It should be noted, however, that Bloom’s 



taxonomy has also been criticised (Krathwohl, 2002:218; Booker, 2007:348; Wineburg & 



Schneider, 2009:57; Liu et al., 2010:151). With regard to higher order thinking in spatial skills, 



Jo and Bednarz developed a spatial thinking taxonomy (Jo & Bednarz, 2009:6) that contains 



three spatial thinking dimensions: (1) concepts of space; (2) process of reasoning and (3) tools 



for representation (Jo & Bednarz, 2009:5). This spatial thinking taxonomy had been used to 



evaluate Geography textbook questions, which turned out to be ranking among low order 



spatial skills (Jo & Bednarz, 2009:10). Van der Schee and others point out that using GIS 



offers no guarantee that higher order learning is taking place; therefore they support a 



conceptual development of a suitable geographic framework (Van der Schee et al., 2015:17). 



This amounts to an educational research gap regarding the development of a suitable 



geographic framework with regard to GIS, in this discourse. 



3.4 CHALLENGES TOWARDS GIS INTEGRATION INTO EDUCATION:  A GLOBAL 



PHENOMENON 



Some scholars suggest that the rapid increase of GIS research studies and GIS application 



reports emphasising the educational potential of GIS caused an increase of GIS usage in 



secondary school education on a global scale (Kerski, 2009:86; Kerski et al., 2013:232; 



Srivastava, 2013:367). Conversely, scholars, such as Tan and others (2015:165) who 



investigated GIS adoption constraints among 10 nations within 15 articles over the timespan 



of 2003-2013, suggest that GIS practice challenges are still causing lingering GIS practice 
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diffusion in the education of many countries. Although Tan’s investigation could not be labelled 



as a cross sectional review, findings revealed that there are still clear patterns and trends in 



GIS adoption barriers, i.e. GIS adoption difficulties within both developed and developing 



countries (Tan & Chen, 2015:154).  Moreover, the literature review of the current PhD study 



of 37 countries (Table 3.2), confirms their findings. In addition, some scholars describe GIS 



practice integration within K-12 (grades R-12) schools as “abysmal” and “challenged” with 



“small pockets of excellence surrounded by large oceans of ignorance” (Stylinski & Doty, 



2014:120), which also suggests diverse adoption rates within different countries.  



The slow pace at which GIS practice has been percolating into education has been under 



discussion since 1997 (Audet & Paris, 1997:293). These authors suggested that the initial 



allure of GIS practice advantages has been weighed down by GIS practice integration 



challenges, which, in turn, diverted the teacher towards traditional GIS teaching methods 



(Audet & Paris, 1997:299). Indeed, equipping (tooling up) schools for GIS practice remains 



costly with regard to supplying and updating hardware and software. Further constraints are 



encountered regarding investment of time, locating spatial data and difficulties in gaining 



expertise in both GIS teaching and technical maintenance (Carver et al., 2004:427). While 



teachers strive to accomplish the set curriculum outcomes, they have to grapple with 



technology teaching practices (Whyatt et al., 2010:235) and demanding technical strategies 



(Baker et al., 2009:174). Furthermore, pedagogical GIS issues appear to persist as prominent 



GIS practice barriers (Bednarz, 2004:198). Favier and others support this argument and 



emphasise the urgency of GIS pedagogical research, in order to enhance the diffusion of GIS 



into secondary school Geography (Favier et al., 2012:175). 



Although Geography teachers are generally captivated by the promising benefits of GIS, they 



face analogous implementation barriers, overshadowing their optimism. This paradox is 



evident in the mere 10% of Singaporean Geography teachers that have adopted GIS practice 



into their teaching (Liu & Zhu, 2008:13). 82% of Turkish Geography teachers did not use GIS 



in class while approximately 33% of them did not even know what GIS was (Demirci, 2009:51; 



Demirci, 2012:273). In Germany less than 33% of Geography teachers have integrated GIS 



in their classroom (Höhnle et al., 2013:226). India also indicates only a 2% GIS technology 



usage in high schools (Oza & Raval, 2014:25). The current low adoption rates of these 



technologies suggest that many teachers do not know where or how to start with GIS practice 



integration (Hong, 2014:149). Many studies across the world highlight similar barriers 



experienced. Though the type and nature of GIS practice barriers differ from country to country 



(Demirci, 2011:57; Demirci et al., 2013:215; Höhnle et al., 2013:230), the findings in Table 3.2 
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do imply similarity in key GIS practice barriers across countries; these are further analysed 



and presented later in Table 9.3. 
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Table 3. 2 Global GIS educational challenges and recommendations, according to the teachers 



Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Australia 
• GIS included in new



national curriculum in 2011. 
(Kinniburgh, 2012:13) 



• Not widespread or
consistent. (Kinniburgh,
2012:23)



• Lack of teacher GIS
knowledge.



• Lack of GIS teacher training.
• Time constraints in



developing GIS-based units.
• Low computer lab access.
• Bottom-up and top-down



resistance.(Kidman & Palmer, 
2006:293; Wheeler et al., 
2010:166) 



• Train teachers formally in
GIS.



• Conduct GIS pedagogy
research.



• Develop effective GIS
instructional frameworks. 
(Kinniburgh, 2012:24) 



(Kidman & Palmer, 
2006:293; Wheeler 
et al., 2010:166; 
Kinniburgh, 
2012:16) 



Austria 
• GIS indirectly stated in



curriculum. (Jekel et al.,
2012:27-36)



• Only innovative teachers
do projects. (Jekel et al.,
2012:28)



• GIS teacher training not
required.



• Teacher training fragmented. 
(Jekel et al., 2012:27) 



• Provide flexible class
schedules for research
projects.



• Allocate resources.
• Train teachers. (Jekel et al.,



2012:34) 



(Jekel et al., 
2012:27-36) 



Canada 



• Varies, each province has
own curriculum, few
provinces have included
GIS, but likely to expand.
(Huynh et al., 2012:37)



• Depth and quality of GIS
teaching depends on 
passion of teacher. 
(Huynh et al., 2012:37) 



• Teacher’s training.
• Access to technology.
• IT conflicts.
• Time constraints for



learning/workshops. 
• Lack of ICT knowledge.
• Education policy.
• Ignorance regarding the value



of geography.
• Access to data. (Huynh et al.,



2012:38,42,45,46)



• Request to include more GIS
into the curriculums.



• Train teachers. (Huynh et al.,
2012:38)



(Huynh et al., 
2012:37-47) 



Chile 



• Not in national curriculum.
• GIS not considered as key



technology. (Muῆiz-Solari &
Moreira-Riveros,
2012:51,56)



• Few isolated schools.
(Muῆiz-Solari & Moreira-
Riveros, 2012:51,52,53)



• GIS not viewed as a key
teaching technology.



• Strong traditional teaching
influence. (Muῆiz-Solari &
Moreira-Riveros, 2012:52,56)



• Promote GIS to department
of education.



• Create public awareness for
GIS.



• Develop open-source
software and GIS software.
(Muῆiz-Solari & Moreira-
Riveros, 2012:56)



(Muῆiz-Solari & 
Moreira-Riveros, 
2012:49-57) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



China 



• GIS included in optional 
and compulsory teacher 
courses.  



• Introduced in secondary 
school curriculum in 2004. 



• Also available in elective 
course. (Dong & Lin, 
2012:59,60) 



• More GIS lecturing, not 
many hands-on approach 
opportunities. 



• Motivation and self-
learning ability of teacher 
plays major role in GIS 
school integration. (Dong 
& Lin, 2012:60,63) 



• GIS software and data not 
widely available.  



• Not enough computer 
facilities in developing areas. 



• Educators do not have 
enough knowledge. (Dong & 
Lin, 2012:63) 



• Improve training for 
secondary school teachers..  



• Collaborate internationally 
with GIS software vendors 
and universities.  



• Improve availability of 
software and data. (Dong & 
Lin, 2012:63) 



(Dong & Lin, 
2012:59-64) 



Columbia 
• GIS not formally included in 



the senior school 
curriculum. (Salamanca & 
Vega, 2012:66,68) 



• GIS implementation has 
just started. (Salamanca 
& Vega, 2012:68) 



• Computer access in rural 
schools low. (Salamanca & 
Vega, 2012:68). 



• Create mechanisms to 
persuade teachers about the 
significance of GIS.  



• Familiarize teachers with 
GIS. 



• Create GIS prototype 
(currently undertaken). 
(Salamanca & Vega, 
2012:68) 



(Salamanca & 
Vega, 2012:65-71) 



Denmark 
• GIS introduced within 



geography in 2005. 
(Jensen, 2012:74) 



• Various GIS projects in 
some schools. (Jensen, 
2012:74) 



• Finding good quality data.  
• Administrative reform in 



Denmark during 2007 caused 
dismantling of computer 
rooms. (Jensen, 2012:79) 



• Collaborate with data 
providers, schools and 
ministry of Education. 



• Ensure attractive websites & 
teacher training. (Jensen, 
2012:81) 



(Jensen, 2012:73-
82) 



Dominican 
Republic  



• Not introduced yet. (Sierra 
& De la Rosa, 2012:83) 



• Initial phase, not directly 
applied. (Sierra & De la 
Rosa, 2012:83) 



 



• Develop learning/teaching 
materials.  



• Provide access to geographic 
information sources. (Sierra 
& De la Rosa, 2012:87) 



(Sierra & De la 
Rosa, 2012:83-88) 



Estonia   



• Lack of teacher preparation. 
• Insufficient curriculum time. 
• Lack of suitable instructional 



packages. 
• High general workload of 



teachers.  
• Time constraints. (Roosaare 



& Liiber, 2013:50) 



 (Roosaare & Liiber, 
2013:50) 



Finland • 2005 curriculum focuses 
on interdisciplinary 



• 62% GIS usage 
(according to online 
teacher’s survey) (2006). 



• Lack of hardware.  
• Lack of teacher training.  
• Lack of funds.  



• Convince teachers that GIS 
adds value to learning 
Geography (spatial thinking 



(Johansson, 
2003:3; Johansson, 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



learning. (Johansson, 
2012:92) 



(Johansson, 2012:95) 
Web-based learning 
environment has 
overcome many of these 
barriers.  



•  (http:www.paikkaoppi.fi/). 
(Website contains ready 
to use materials and 
exercises). 



• Lack of software.  
• Lack of time. (Johansson, 



2003:3) 



and problem-solving). 
(Johansson, 2012:95)  



• Provide web based 
environment, for teachers’ 
with no experience with GIS 
beforehand. 



2012:89-96; Riihelä 
& Mäki, 2015:3) 



France 
• 2008 (lower secondary 



school) (Sanchez et al., 
2012:99). 



• 80% of teachers use 
virtual globes (not GIS). 
(Sanchez et al., 2012:99)  



• Online geo-information 
platforms enhanced GIS 
learning (Geoweb 
explorer).  



 



• Teachers receive no 
adequate training in GIS 
(Sanchez et al., 2012:100) 



• Provide a more flexible model 
for teachers to adopt GIS.   



• Provide support to GIS 
teaching.  



• Encourage innovation among 
communities.  



• Provide a framework for 
converging rich and various 
local initiatives. (Sanchez et 
al., 2012:104) 



(Sanchez et al., 
2012:97-105) 



Germany 
• 2008 (grade 10 



Geography) 
 



• Implementation still in 
progress.   



• 81.4% teachers never 
used GIS (n=44).  



• Never used WebGIS 
44.7%.  



• Never used desktop GIS 
71% (n=410).  



• A few individual teachers 
use GIS-Projects 
(collaborate with one 
another). (Viehrig & 
Siegmund, 2012:110) 



• Technical and methodical 
complexity. 



• Time consuming.  
• High workload of teachers. 



• Provide computer room 
access.  



• Provide IT support.  
• Train teachers in GIS.  
• Conduct GIS educational 



research. 
• Include GIS initiatives in 



curriculum.  
• Provide prefabricated 



curriculum-relevant materials 
& Web-based GIS or Desktop 
GIS. (Viehrig & Siegmund, 
2012:110,111) 



(Viehrig & 
Siegmund, 
2012:107-113; 
Höhnle et al., 
2013:229,238) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Ghana 
(developing 
country) 



• No existence at school 
level.  



• GIS education limited to a 
few universities. (Oppong & 
Ofori-Amoah, 2012:116) 



• No existence in schools. 
(Oppong & Ofori-Amoah, 
2012:116) 



• High cost of computer 
technology (software and 
hardware).  



• Interrupted electricity 
supply.  



• Need for skilled teachers 
inadequate maintenance of 
equipment. 



• Weak national infrastructure 
in ICT.  



• Weak spatial data 
infrastructure. 



• Low recognition of GIS as 
important. (Oppong & Ofori-
Amoah, 2012:119,120,122) 



• Include GIS in Geography. 
• Pilot programs for schools 



with computers & software 
demo’s from ESRI.   



• Train teachers training 
(short term).  



• Include GIS in secondary 
school geography studies 
(long term). (Oppong & 
Ofori-Amoah, 
2012:120,121) 



 



(Oppong & Ofori-
Amoah, 2012:115-
123) 



Hong Kong   



• Availability of computer lab.  
• Outdated GIS software.  
• Funds.  
• Availability of data.  
• Lack of time. 
• Lack of teacher training. 



(Lam et al., 2009:64) 



 (Lam et al., 
2009:64) 



Hungary 



• Not included in National 
Core Curriculum (NCC), 
however the NCC 
encourages new 
technologies (this includes 
the use of GIS) (Borián, 
2012:127). 



• Only used in 8 secondary 
vocational schools. 
(Borián, 2012:127) 



• Ministry for Water and 
Environmental Protection 
has been organizing 
courses for secondary 
school teachers since 
2005. (Borián, 2012:127) 



• Lack of teachers that know 
GIS. (Borián, 2012:127)  (Borián, 2012:125-



130) 



India 
• GIS only in syllabus for 



class XII. (Tiwari & 
Tewari, 2012:134) 



• Scarce, mostly teaching 
about GIS not teaching 
through GIS. (Tiwari & 
Tewari, 2012:136) 



 



• Inadequate information 
technology infrastructure in 
most schools.  



• Unavailability of spatial data 
layers. 



• Inadequate access to 
computer hardware and 
software.  



• Liberation of spatial data 
access and development of 
a national spatial data 
infrastructure needed. 



• Use of open-source (OSgeo-
India) and web-based GIS 
software. 



(Tiwari & Tewari, 
2012:131-140) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



• Poor quality attribute data. 
(Tiwari & Tewari, 
2012:136,137) 



• Monitor and evaluate various 
programs. (Tiwari & Tewari, 
2012:138,139) 



Japan 



• 2009 Inclusion of GIS in 
upper secondary 
education (grade 10-12) 
– GIS has to be 
introduced by 2013. (Ida 
& Yuda, 2012:142) 



• MANDARA 
(http://ktgis.net/mandara/) 
free GIS software. (Ida & 
Yuda, 2012:142)  



• Workshops and seminars 
have been held.  



• Materials for teachers are 
being developed. 
 



• Lack in teachers’ training in 
GIS.  



• Lack of GIS software for 
classes. (Ida & Yuda, 
2012:141,142) 



• Develop user friendly GIS 
freeware. 



• Inform teachers on GIS 
usefulness. (Ida & Yuda, 
2012:149) 



(Ida & Yuda, 
2012:141-149) 



Lebanon 
• Use of ICT in curriculum 



suggested but not 
compulsory. 



• Very few cases.  
• Only dedicated teachers 



involved. 



• Teachers’ GIS skills not 
proficient. • Train teachers in GIS. (Yaghi, 2012:151-



156) 



Malaysia   
• High price of GIS software, 



GIS software complexity. 
(Lateh & Muniandy, 
2011:72) 



 (Lateh & Muniandy, 
2011:72) 



Malta • Not required to teach 
GIS. 



• Few schools dedicate 
time to GIS. (Attard & 
Schembri, 2012:164) 



• Lack of teacher training, lack 
of computers.  



• Lack of time.  
• Geography syllabus already 



packed. (Attard & Schembri, 
2012:165) 



Four important developments 
taking place: 
• growing interest in virtual 



globes, 
• more availability of open 



source software, 
• more availability of free 



data, 
• role of Malta University and 



DBE: GIS laboratory set up 
at University. 



(Attard & Schembri, 2012:165) 



(Attard & Schembri, 
2012:157-167) 





http://ktgis.net/mandara/
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Netherlands • Careful introduction of
GIS in 1980s.



• About 50% of teachers
are using GIS. (Favier
et al., 2012:172)



• Availability of GIS data and
software (schools have to
buy their own).



• Lack of hardware.
• Lack of knowledge.



(Bednarz & Van der Schee,
2006:193)



• Use of GIS-TPCK model,
• Do more research on GIS



teaching?
• View teachers as



“gatekeepers of
educational
innovations”.(Favier et al.,
2012:175)



(Bednarz & Van der 
Schee, 2006:193; 
Favier et al., 
2012:169-177) 



New 
Zealand • GIS as teaching tool.



• Schools have started to
use GIS. (Eddy & Olsen,
2012a:182)



• Mostly lack of time, attitude
that GIS is not relevant.
(Chalmers, 2006:270)



• Develop GIS specific
software.



• Provide easy access to
data. (Eddy & Olsen,
2012a:188)



(Chalmers, 
2006:270; Eddy & 
Olsen, 2012a:179-
189) 



Norway 



• GIS an essential part in
national curriculum.



• But there is no instruction
on how to teach GIS. (Rød
et al., 2012:192)



• Many geography
teachers include GIS in 
their teaching. (Rød et 
al., 2012:193) 



• Main constraint: how to
teach GIS. (Rød et al.,
2010:34; Rød et al.,
2012:193)



• Develop ready-to-use GIS
software.



• Equip teachers with GIS
teaching skills. (Rød et al.,
2012:198)



(Rød et al., 
2010:34; Rød et al., 
2012:191-199) 



Portugal 
• Not explicitly mentioned in



curriculum.
• But the use of GIS could be



implied. (Mota, 2012:201) 



• Not a lot of experience in
teaching GIS. (Mota,
2012:202)



• Not many teachers open to
change traditional way of
teaching and use digital
methods.



• Sporadic financial support.
(Mota, 2012:206)



• Improve teachers’ training.
• Provide greater efforts by



school officials to integrate
GIS projects. (Mota,
2012:206)



(Mota, 2012:201-
206) 



Rwanda 
(developing 
country) 



• GIS not included in national
curriculum. (Milson et al.,
2012:6)



• Isolated cases of GIS
usage. 



• Initiated by GIS center at 
the National University of 
Rwanda. (Forster et al., 
2012:210-2013) 



• Lack of electricity.
• Lack of computers. (Forster



et al., 2008:2) 



• Use snowball technique to
teach 30 other schools
(teachers-train-teachers).
(Forster et al., 2012:212)



(Forster et al., 
2008:2; Forster et 
al., 2012:207-214) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Singapore 



• Not in National Curriculum,
may be used to teach
themes. (Milson et al.,
2012:6)



• Busy planning to integrate
GIS into geography
curriculum. (Liu & Tan,
2012:222)



• Approximately half of
schools do not have GIS
software at school. (Liu &
Tan, 2012:217)



• Insufficient curriculum time.
• Perceived irrelevance of the



materials to meet learning
objectives.



• Complexity of GIS software.
(Liu & Zhu, 2008:13; Yap et
al., 2008:55; Liu & Tan,
2012:215-224)



• Increase teachers’
competency of GIS
knowledge and skills.



• Develop GIS-based
curriculum resources and
datasets for easy adoption
by teachers.



• Develop educational GIS
software program. (Liu &
Tan, 2012:223)



(Liu & Zhu, 
2008:13; Yap et al., 
2008:55; Liu & Tan, 
2012:215-224) 



South Africa 
• Phased into FET phase



curriculum from 2006-2008.
(Eksteen et al., 2012:225)



• Mostly theoretical



• Failure of the Department of
Education to provide clear
guidelines.



• Lack of teaching resources
and instructional manuals 
(Eksteen et al., 2012:227). 



• (Lack of money, time,
support) after an Australian
study*. (Breetzke et al.,
2011:2-4,9)



• Use paper based maps.
(Eksteen et al., 2012:231) 



(Breetzke et al., 
2011:2-4,9; 
Eksteen et al., 
2012:225-232) 



South Korea 
• Activities or exercises using



GIS not require. (Kim &
Lee, 2012:235)



• Only few teachers
consider GIS. 



• No in-depth learning of
GI (Kim & Lee,
2012:233,235)



• Lack of GIS educational
material, lack of in-service 
GIS training for teachers. 



• Lack of GIS content in
curriculum.



• Need for computers and
GIS software. (Kim et al.,
2011:392; Kim & Lee,
2012:238-239)



• Provide support for teachers.
• Improve GIS pre-service



programs for teachers.
• Include GIS within the



curriculum. (Kim & Lee,
2012:240)



(Kim et al., 
2011:392; Kim & 
Lee, 2012:233-242) 



Spain 
• GIS not in any legal



curriculum document. (Del
Campo et al., 2012:245)



• Secondary schools do
not use GIS. (Del Campo
et al., 2012:245)



• Not required by curriculum.
Need for GIS teaching
materials. (Del Campo et
al., 2012:246)



• Use virtual platforms and
internet to place GIS
curriculum materials.



• Collaborate with teachers.
• Know teacher opinion on



GIS. (Del Campo et al.,
2012:246-247)



(Del Campo et al., 
2012:243-253) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Switzerland 
• GIS not included in national 



curriculum. (Milson et al., 
2012:6) 



• One third of all 
secondary schools use 
GIS. (Stark & Treuthardt, 
2012:256) 



• Still in pioneer phase. 
• Depends strongly on 



teacher’s will and 
commitment. (Stark & 
Treuthardt, 2012:261) 



• Long preparation time. 
(Stark & Treuthardt, 
2012:261) 



• Stabilize Geography as 
school subject.  



• Convince for need of GIS 
use.  



• Embed GIS in Geography 
lessons. (Stark & Treuthardt, 
2012:261-262) 



(Stark & Treuthardt, 
2012:255-262) 



Taiwan 



• Part of national curriculum 
of senior phase since 1995 
(grade 12). 



• Revised in 2006 and 2010 
(grade 10-12). (Chen, 
2012:264-265) 



• Workshops for more than 
1000 teachers were held 
by 2010.  



• Seed schools efficient for 
promoting GIS in early 
stage at secondary 
schools. (Chen, 
2012:269) 



• Insufficient class hours. 
• Unaffordable cost of 



maintaining desktop GIS. 
(Chen, 2012:267; Wang & 
Chen, 2013:83) 



• Provide ready-to-use data.  
• Provide imagery, maps, 



tutorials, lesson plans and 
GIS tools to secondary 
schools through Cloud GIS. 
(Chen, 2012:266,270) 



(Chen, 2012:263-
270; Wang & Chen, 
2013:83) 



Thailand   



• Teacher: lack of technology 
knowledge. 



• High teaching load.  
• Inability to participate in 



workshops.  
• Budgets insufficient.  
• Limited teaching methods. 
• Lack of content knowledge 



and skills. (Suwanlee, 
2012:30) 



 (Suwanlee, 
2012:30) 



Turkey 



• 2005 curriculum suggests 
teaching GIS where there 
are computers. (Demirci, 
2012:273) 



• Diffusion throughout 
secondary schools 
incomplete.  



• 82% of teachers do not 
know how to use GIS. 
(Demirci, 2012:273) 



• Lack of sufficient hardware 
and software.  



• Attitudes of public.  
• School administration and 



teachers. (Demirci, 2011:50) 



• Launch a GIS-for-teachers 
Internet portal.  



• Conduct research. 
• Supply GIS courses for 



prospective teachers. 
(Demirci, 2012:280) 



(Demirci, 2011:50; 
Demirci, 2012:271-
281) 
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Country GIS introduced in 
curriculum 



GIS adoption within the 
class Key GIS practice challenges Possible solutions and 



recommendations Sources 



Uganda 
(developing 
country) 



• GIS absent in school
curricula. (Ayorekire &
Twinomuhangi, 2012:287)



• Usage limited to
Universities.



• Hardly any use within
secondary schools.
(Ayorekire &
Twinomuhangi,
2012:287)



• Teachers not trained in GIS.
• Not in school curriculum,



ICT policy does not include
GIS. (Ayorekire &
Twinomuhangi, 2012:287)



• Conduct teacher workshops.
• Employ teachers to teach



other teachers.
• Develop readily available



GIS teaching materials.
(Ayorekire & Twinomuhangi,
2012:288-289)



(Ayorekire & 
Twinomuhangi, 
2012:283-289) 



United 
Arab 
Emirates 



• GIS not included in national
curriculum. (Milson et al.,
2012:6)



• Not widely introduced to
secondary school
Geography. (Bualhamam,
2012:293)



• Lack of understanding the
importance of GIS education.



• Lack of GIS trained teachers.
• Technical factors: price.
• Availability.
• Lack of access to data.



(Bualhamam, 2012:296-297) 



• Need to define GIS materials.
• Identify strategies for teaching



about GIS (Bualhamam,
2012:293).



• Use free web-based
applications.



• Establish spatial data library.
• Design curriculum aligned



GIS exercises. (Bualhamam,
2012:297)



(Bualhamam, 
2012:291-298) 



United 
Kingdom 



• England and Wales, 1991.
• Brittan, 2000 within



National Curriculum
Programme of Study (KS3,
KS4 and A level). (Fargher
& Rayner, 2012;
Komlenović et al., 2013:97-
98)



• GIS has been
compulsory in geography 
teaching since 2007. 
(Komlenović et al., 
2013:97-98) 



• Initial costs.
• Training commitments.
• Access to ICT facilities.
• Lack of user-friendly GIS



data.
• Complexity of GIS software.



(Fargher & Rayner,
2012:301,302)



• Lack of effective pedagogy for
GIS.



• Explore the teacher’s role in
successful GIS
implementation.



• Train teachers in GIS
teaching.



• Need effective partnerships
between industry and
education. (Fargher &
Rayner, 2012:303-304)



(Fargher & Rayner, 
2012:300-301; 
Komlenović et al., 
2013:97-98) 



USA 



• No GIS in national
curriculum.



• But according to state
requirements (22 states
include GIS in curriculum).
(Milson & Kerski, 2012:306)



• GIS integration within
secondary schools
remain haphazard.



• Common for teachers to
work in isolation. (Milson
& Kerski, 2012:306)



• Lack of time to develop
lessons incorporating GIS.



• Complex software.
• Lack of hardware availability.
• Lack of administrative support



for training. (Kerski, 2003:131;
Baker, 2005:44; Baker et al.,
2009:181; Kerski, 2009:163;
Milson & Kerski, 2012:306)



• Use WebGIS tools to
enhance GIS diffusion.
(Milson & Kerski, 2012:310)



(Kerski, 2003:131; 
Baker, 2005:44; 
Baker et al., 
2009:181; Kerski, 
2009:163) 
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As recorded in Table 3.2 and Table 9.3, the most noticeable challenges in educational GIS 



practices worldwide appear to be summarised by challenges found within the USA: deficiency 



of suitable GIS applications and hardware (lack of resources); time constraints and little 



support. Due to lack in training opportunities, teachers face pedagogical constraints because 



of the lack of TPACK and GIS awareness (Demirci, 2015:146).  



Money, time and support are the three levels of GIS needs for South Africa as outlined by 



Kidman and Palmer (Breetzke et al., 2011:2-4). However, Kidman and Palmer based their 



findings on a one-day teacher workshop, held in Australia. Therefore, a research gap remains 



with respect to quantitative data regarding educational GIS practice barriers within the South 



African context.  



3.4.1 Curriculum outcomes and support 



The primary focus question relating to the GIS curriculum is not so much about getting GIS 



into the curriculum (teaching about GIS), but rather about how to optimise GIS so that desired 



learning is achieved while simultaneously accomplishing curricular outcomes (teaching 



through GIS). This calls for careful curriculum planning. The dichotomy between merely 



teaching about GIS (GISystems), and the preference for teaching through GIS (GIScience) 



has been described by the body of scholars (Baker, 2005:48; Chun, 2008:32; Rød et al., 



2010:22; Whyatt et al., 2010:236; Trautmann & MaKinster, 2014:51). Still, the common 



approach in GIS teaching, is to teach learners about GIS (Chun, 2008:32; MaKinster et al., 



2014:5).  



Nevertheless, scholars agree that the learner’s attention during this approach has usually 



been drawn away from the actual learning of geographic concepts to a type of “clickology-



focused approach”, concentrating heavily on the instructions for and technological skills of GIS 



(Marsh et al., 2007:697; Barcus & Muehlenhaus, 2010:364; MaKinster et al., 2014:5). As one 



respondent in a study remarked, “…too much time has been focused on the nuts and bolts of 



the software and data and too little time on what problems students can solve with these tools 



or how they can turn information into knowledge” (Stylinski & Doty, 2014:125).  



In contrast, scholars suggest that teaching through GIS, by means of critical spatial thinking, 



implies data manipulation processes, analyses, data mining and modelling that will provoke 



and require critical thinking (Goodchild & Janelle, 2010:8). In addition, learning Geography 



through/with GIS directly improves learning of geographical concepts, content and skills. 



Although learning through GIS enhances deeper geographical understanding by means of 



spatial inquiry and spatial reasoning to solve spatial problems (Chun, 2008:32), compromising 
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the amount of curriculum themes because of limited time might jeopardise broad learning of 



Geographical themes (Kerski, 2008a:332).  



Within GIS curriculum development, the question of seeking scope or insight is deemed 



important. In order to merge both insight and scope into GIS teaching, incremental learning 



(Whyatt et al., 2010:236), (i.e. teaching about GIS before engaging in teaching through GIS) 



might be an option. In other words, understanding the fundamental GIS skills and concepts 



first, before advancing towards teaching Geography through GIS. 



Wide-ranging systemic issues may be decisive in encouraging or discouraging GIS 



innovations. For example, in Australia, there is a “bottom-up resistance” from Geography 



teachers and “top-down failure” of support within the curriculum (Wheeler et al., 2010:158). A 



possible way to support teachers globally is the use of online-GIS courses, such as Massive 



Open Online Courses (MOOC), which allow free enrolment to more than 800 000 participants. 



This vast enrolment indicates the need for the acquisition of GIS skills.  



3.4.2 Educator GIS knowledge, and skills 



Certainly, teachers who do not view themselves as GIS professionals will most likely not 



implement GIS (Kerski et al., 2013:244). However, these authors also suggest that if educators 



are willing to learn GIS alongside the students, a collaborative learning environment is created, 



which is critical to the learning process (Eddy & Olsen, 2012b:185; Kerski et al., 2013:244). In 



other words, the successful integration of GIS counts on sheer enthusiasm regarding GIS 



implementation as well as the resolve to overcome the many challenges confronting GIS 



practice (West, 2006:258). West (2006:257) reasons that the time-lag between student-



teacher GIS preparation and the student teacher’s increase in aptitude to influence local GIS 



integration decisions, is too long to be effective. During the first few years of teaching, teachers 



are overwhelmed in designing lesson plans, setting assessments and other administrative 



tasks. The mere idea of integrating GIS practice into their classes is therefore postponed. 



Furthermore, top-down failure from Education departments to support GIS integration, as 



directed within the curriculum, leaves GIS teachers isolated in their struggle through the maze 



of GIS options, challenges and technology changes. In reality, teachers not only need 



technology knowledge but also technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK), which 



had often been neglected in their teachers’ training (Van der Schee et al., 2015:17,19). 



For those teachers without formal GIS training, the thought of GIS-based exercises in a 



computer laboratory remains only a distant desire as they can also foresee the chance of the 
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exercise turning into a practical nightmare, due to the absence of support and adequate GIS 



training (Demirci, 2011:50). 



In view of the key global GIS practice integration barriers expounded within this section, a 



research gap, which needs to be addressed by means of a viable GIS integration framework, 



has emerged. Kinniburg (2012:24) recommends the design of effective instructional 



frameworks, highlighting the importance of careful consideration with planning in order to 



circumvent contextual emerging GIS practice barriers.  



Most findings in Table 3.2 have been drawn from case studies, which are in fact confined to 



that specific case. Moreover, varying GIS adoption rates have not only been found between 



countries, but also within countries (Chen & Wang, 2015:66). It has therefore become crucial for 



academic research to access the scope of barriers found in South Africa and for researchers 



to develop a flexible GIS integration framework for a suitable GIS application within the South 



African context. 



3.4.3 Resources 



Teachers are often challenged to identify GIS software that: (1) is suitable for meeting 



curriculum learner outcomes; (2) is compatible with available hardware and (3) which meets 



their school’s budget – but they most often face a blank screen. This choice of software and 



data selection is fundamental, before GIS practice integration can take place (Kerski, 



2008a:331).   



Although GIS educational software packages do exist, teachers often find it too complex, as 



the GIS development programmers mostly focus on technology and not on learning theories 



(National Research Council, 2006:167; Liu & Zhu, 2008:13; Kerski, 2009:344). The complexity 



of off-the-shelf GIS software (GIS desktop) (Baker, 2005:44; Liu & Zhu, 2008:12; Kerski, 



2009:161) demands extensive professional GIS teacher development, a great deal of 



technical preparation (Baker, 2005:47) and additional instructional time (Meyer et al., 



1999:572). Hong (2014:140) stresses the need for teacher-friendly GIS designs, in order to 



enhance teachers’ adoption of GIS. However, using more simplified GIS software 



compromises the full potential of GIS (Höhnle et al., 2013:230). Although much can be lost 



through this compromise, it has been noted in practice that qualified GIS educators prefer pre-



built GIS media packages, comprising data, learner materials and assessment tools (Baker et 



al., 2009:184).  
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Globally, scholars agree that curriculum-aligned materials are lacking (Chun, 2008:2). 



Countries such as Australia (Kidman & Palmer, 2006:293; Wheeler et al., 2010:166), China 



(Dong & Lin, 2012:63), Denmark (Jensen, 2012:79), Estonia (Roosaare & Liiber, 2013:50), 



Finland (Johansson, 2003:3), Ghana (Oppong & Ofori-Amoah, 2012:116), Hong Kong (Lam 



et al., 2009:64), India (Tiwari & Tewari, 2012:136,137), Japan (Ida & Yuda, 2012:141,142), 



Malaysia (Lateh & Muniandy, 2011:72), the Netherlands (Bednarz & Van der Schee, 



2006:193), Singapore (Liu & Zhu, 2008:13; Yap et al., 2008:55; Liu & Tan, 2012:215-224), 



South Africa (Eksteen et al., 2012:227), South Korea (Kim et al., 2011:392; Kim & Lee, 



2012:238-239), Spain (Del Campo et al., 2012:246), Taiwan (Chen, 2012:267; Wang & Chen, 



2013:83), Turkey (Demirci, 2011:50), the United Arab Emirates (Bualhamam, 2012:296-297), 



the United Kingdom (Fargher & Rayner, 2012:301,302), and the USA (Kerski, 2003:131; 



Baker, 2005:44; Baker et al., 2009:181; Kerski, 2009:163; Milson & Kerski, 2012:306) all, to 



some extent, express a need for curriculum-orientated, user-friendly GIS resource packages 



with relevant data. Tan and Chen further suggested the use of simple and reproducible GIS 



lessons (Tan & Chen, 2015:164). Conversely, workforce shortages in both geo-spatial 



technology and GIS literate educators, cause deferrals in development of the ideal educational 



GIS applications.  



While minimal access to suitable hardware still remains a key barrier in developing countries 



such as China (Dong & Lin, 2012:63), Estonia (Roosaare & Liiber, 2013:50), Ghana (Oppong 



& Ofori-Amoah, 2012:116), India (Tiwari & Tewari, 2012:136,137), Rwanda (Forster et al., 



2008:2) and Turkey (Demirci, 2011:50) surprisingly it is also the case in developed countries, 



such as Canada (Huynh et al., 2012:38,42,45,46), Denmark (Jensen, 2012:79), Finland 



(Johansson, 2003:3), Hong Kong (Lam et al., 2009:64), the Netherlands (Bednarz & Van der 



Schee, 2006:193), South Korea (Kim et al., 2011:392; Kim & Lee, 2012:238-239) the United 



Kingdom (Fargher & Rayner, 2012:301,302) and the USA (Kerski, 2003:131; Baker, 2005:44; 



Baker et al., 2009:181; Kerski, 2009:163; Milson & Kerski, 2012:306). A possible reason for 



the widely found barrier of minimal access to hardware (Tan & Chen, 2015:161) might be that 



even well-developed countries might experience a shade of the digital division with regard to 



schools situated in low and high income areas. It can also be argued that differentiation 



between micro-school environments might contain learners from both low and high 



economical communities. Frameworks for GIS practice integration should therefore consist of 



frameworks for both “developed” and “developing” schools within one country or province. 



Although schools might possess suitable hardware, abundant potential technical breakdown 



points and a miscellany of school computers, networks and complex software hinder GIS 



practice integration (Baker, 2005:47). The collection of “patchwork-style computing and 



network systems” often found in most schools, is frequently incapable of catering for desktop 
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GIS requirements (Baker, 2005:44) and should therefore be taken into account when 



designing educational GIS resources. 



3.5 GIS EDUCATION: THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 



Because of the rapid growth and development of GIS in public and private sectors in South 



Africa, GIS was also incorporated within the FET phase Geography curriculum (Eksteen et al., 



2012:226). The GIS educational landscape within South Africa is currently being positioned in 



answer to the call made by the United Nations (UN) on countries to integrate GIS into the 



national curriculum, support GIS teacher training and enhance GIS diffusion through the 



education system (United Nations, 2012:17).   



However, to integrate GIS practice into FET phase Geography is no easy task. The highest 



number of public schools in South Africa (5 750, or 24%) revealed a 31-35 learner educator 



ratio (LER) whereas (6 631 or 27%) of the schools showed a LER above 35 and two percent 



of the schools (480 schools) indicated a LER of above 50 (Department of Basic Education, 



2014:4). To cater for large class sizes would mean more computer resources. The Gauteng 



Department of Education (GDE), on 21 July 2015, launched the “The paperless classroom” 



roll-out. This entailed the use of interactive whiteboards and mobile devices, like tablets and 



laptops, with complete internet connectivity. Three hundred and seventy five high schools that 



cater for Grade 12 and are located in township and rural areas, were selected for this 



programme (Sekhonyane, 2015). The GDE purchased more than 17 000 tablets and 1800 3D 



LED interactive boards, fitted with trackers, which unlocked more possibilities for digital GIS 



integration.  



3.5.1 GIS Curriculum and its implications 



Following the global trend of rapid development in GIS, the Department of Basic Education 



(DBE) systematically phased GIS into the FET phase curriculum over the period 2006 to 2008 



(Breetzke et al., 2011:2). This inclusion of GIS into the curriculum envisioned technologically 



empowered spatial competence of school leavers (Innes, 2012:98). Within the South African 



context, GIS is valued as a resource capable of enhancing a learner’s conventional knowledge 



of geography and his spatial competence, by means of visual illustrations and manipulation of 



map layers (Breetzke et al., 2011:1; Innes, 2012:105). Because of these benefits of GIS 



practice, GIS has been reintroduced in the South African Curriculum and Assessment Policy 



Statement (CAPS) (Department of Basic Education, 2011:7). CAPS unpacks FET phase 



requirements, as displayed in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3. 3 GIS CAPS Curriculum requirements for the FET phase (South Africa. 
Department of Basic Education, 2011:12) 



Grade Curriculum requirements 
Grade 10 • Reasons for the development of GIS.



• How remote sensing works.
• GIS concepts such as spatial objects, lines, points, nodes and scales.



Grade 11 • Spatially referenced data, spatial and spectral resolution.
• Different types of data – line, point, area, attribute, raster and vector data.
• Application of GIS to all relevant topics in the grade.
• Capturing different types of data from existing maps, photographs, fieldwork



or other records on tracing paper.
Grade 12 • GIS concepts – remote sensing, resolution, spatial and attribute data, vector



and raster data; data standardisation, data sharing and data security; data
manipulation, data integration, buffering, querying and statistical analysis;
application of GIS by government and the private sector; relate GIS to all
topics in Grade 12.



• Develop a paper GIS from existing maps, photographs or other records on
layers of tracing paper.



As noted in Table 3.3, CAPS unpacks GIS, focussing on teaching and learning about GIS 



(GISystems), stipulating the understanding of general GIS concepts in Grade 10, but leaving 



the flexibility of teaching relevant geographical topics/themes through GIS (GIScience) in 



grade 11 and 12. In addition, by means of GIScience, a deeper learning and conceptualisation 



of geographical themes take place, while saving overall teaching and learning time. Moreover, 



grade 12 learners are expected to be competent in geographical numeracy, GIS procedures 



and spatial statistics. In other words, there are generally three different approaches in teaching 



GIS. Firstly, to teach about GIS, secondly, to teach map skills through GIS and lastly, to teach 



geographical or spatial concepts through GIS (Innes, 2012:104). Conversely, the current 



vagueness of GIS teaching methods within the curriculum might be fundamental in the slow 



acceptance of GIS practice within the FET phase (Eksteen et al., 2012:230). Consequently, it 



is necessary to rethink the method of GIS integration and to develop new study materials and 



applications in line with GIS curriculum requirements (Eksteen et al., 2012:230).  



In practice, teachers face several challenges towards the successful integration of GIS 



practice within secondary schools (Eksteen et al., 2012:230). Apart from the difficulties already 



mentioned, the time for teaching GIS is limited within the curriculum and teachers are well 



aware that, due to the digital divide, learners cannot be asked to do GIS practical year-end 



exams during Matric (grade 12) (Department of Basic Education, 2011:46). Logically, teachers 



are therefore inclined to focus on other geographical themes when bearing the upcoming year-



end exams in mind. This may partially be the cause of negativity towards the teaching of GIS, 



as Mini, during a 2011 research seminar led by UNISA summed up: “GIS is tearing Geography 



asunder” (Innes, 2012:103).  
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Foreseeing this challenge ten years ago, the Department of Education in South Africa had 



called for “the collection and evaluation of existing digital, multimedia material that will 



stimulate all South African learners to seek and manipulate information in collaborative and 



creative ways” (Department of Basic Education, 2004:27). Complying with this call has been 



no easy matter, as even schools in developed countries, such as the USA, tend to lag behind 



the cutting edge of computing technology and therefore struggle to realise GIS practice 



(National Research Council, 2006:200).   



Although South Africa’s digital divide creates major challenges with regard to implementing 



GIS practice, these challenges can also be perceived as an opportunity for academia to rise 



to the challenge. By thoughtful innovations, such as USB-GIS (the use of a GIS application as 



stored on a USB stick), I-GIS (Baker, 2005; Bodzin & Anastasio, 2006; Milson & Earle, 2007) 



and multimedia applications (Seong, 1996; Deadman et al., 2000; Cartwright & Hunter, 



2001:295; Zerger et al., 2002:69; Hu, 2003) could provide a solution. To help otherwise 



successful geography teachers overcome their fear of high-tech GIS teaching, a self-paced 



GIS tutorial, requiring just teacher facilitation, might alleviate their major anxieties. 



In order to address the needs of both learners and teachers, scholars approved of the 



development of customised, ready-to-use, standardised, curriculum-aligned GIS educational 



applications (Bednarz & Van der Schee, 2006:200; National Research Council, 2006:184). In 



South Africa, ESRI promoted a paper-based-GIS, which does alleviate the current key GIS 



educational needs (Breetzke et al., 2011:8). However, scholars agree that GIS needs to be 



experienced by means of engaging first-hand with software, in order to harvest the full benefits 



of GIS. They further recommend interactive communication and multimedia in order to 



enhance learner engagement (Liaw, 2008:869). In other words, it is believed that greater 



interactivity may foster more active learning, which may in turn improve overall learning 



outcomes. Because the learner’s attention is limited and therefore selective (Liaw, 2008:869), 



the flexibility of an interactive GIS application should be able to cater for individual learner’s 



needs (Liaw, 2008:869). Hence, it can be assumed that an instructional GIS teaching method 



supportive of a wider array of interactions and richer media, should be more effective. 



New South African GIS educational developments and research should therefore aim towards 



teaching Geography through GIS, without extensive outlays of time, money (Breetzke et al., 



2011:9) and energy (Lloyd, 2001:158). In addition, schools should be supplied with the most 



viable GIS teaching option(s) and integration framework. However, GIS educational policy 



developments have indeed outpaced academic South African educational GIS literature, 



supported by rigorous research. Although the GIS education curriculum is secured within FET 



phase Geography, the number of GIS educationally literate teachers available to teach GIS 
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has been declining (Innes, 2011:12), which also poses a problem. The need for GIS research 



within the South African context coincides with the view that Demirci (2008:171) expressed,  



advocating that GIS education research be contextualised within developing countries.  



3.5.2 Additional challenges in South African GIS education 



3.5.2.1 South African history and the digital divide  



The digital divide in South Africa is alive, well and widening. This divide is not so much 



characterised by age as by ICT familiarity and experience, caused by inequalities of digital 



access, opportunity and differences between the language of the computer platform and the 



mother tongue (Brown & Czerniewicz, 2010:357; Gudmundsdottir, 2010:186).  



The disparity between the haves and the have-nots in South African education could not be 



plainer than in the utilisation of GIS practice within the class. Lack of resources, time and 



support from the school community are prominent amongst these resource-poor schools. The 



shortage of computer-literate Geography teachers, as well as limited computer access, results 



in an awkward GIS teaching experience (Innes, 2011:13). Regarding teachers’ computer 



literacy and the use of ICT in schools, the 2013 UNESCO report from the Department of Basic 



Education highlights that even although computers were available, there was often a lack of 



teacher ICT skills, a lack of anti-virus software or internet connectivity (Department of Basic 



Education, 2013:62). Aggravating the situation are the few local programmes and 



organisations committed to finding educational solutions through the development of digital 



material suitable for South African schools (Isaacs, 2007:17). However, according to the White 



Paper on e-education, the Department of Basic Education (DBE) supported the promotion of 



generating: “…new electronic content that is aligned with outcomes-based education” 



(Department of Basic Education, 2004:28). The DBE also dictates that “the research and 



development community must continuously assess current practices, and explore and 



experiment with new technologies, methodologies and techniques that are reliable and will 



support teachers and administrators in e-Learning and e-Administration” (Department of Basic 



Education, 2004:33). Although there is clearly a drive from the DBE within its policies towards 



implementing GIS practice, scholars reason that the implementation of GIS practice in 



developing countries usually relies more on the proficiency of empowered individuals, than on 



organisational structures (Ramasubramanian, 1999:379). Ramasubramanian’s reasoning 



also foreruns the drive to implement seed-teacher workshops in Taiwan (Chen, 2012:267) to 



serve as incubators for a GIS educational literate teacher force. However, South African 



educators regarded GIS practice as a twofold challenge. Firstly, information technology (IT) 
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resources were lacking in most South African high schools, and secondly, neglected paper-



based map studies had caused low levels of map literacy amongst the majority of school 



leavers in the past (Innes, 2011:5; Innes, 2012:92). These challenges led to the slow diffusion 



of GIS through the South African education system (Scheepers, 2009:40).  



3.5.2.2 Language 



Another aspect of the digital divide in South Africa is the linguistic and cultural divide. South 



Africa supports eleven official languages throughout the nine provinces. Because GIS 



applications are mostly in English and the majority of the South African population is not fluent 



in English, some groups are inherently disadvantaged. This causes an urgency for policy 



makers to focus primarily on multi-lingual supported software, taking local languages into 



consideration (Gudmundsdottir, 2010:186). In fact, without multi-lingual options, learners do 



not have equal opportunities and are obliged to rely on the educator for guidance, resulting in 



teacher-centred lessons (Gudmundsdottir, 2010:184). In reality, the call for a multi-lingual 



option within GIS content has become a global issue (United Nations, 2012:16).  



3.5.2.3 Time constraints and support 



Time is a critical element in GIS practice integration for four reasons. Firstly, teachers need 



time to attend GIS workshops, GIS training and to master GIS software (Tan & Chen, 



2015:164). Secondly, many teachers need to spend time loading GIS software and to struggle 



through hardware issues. Thirdly, time is required to prepare and produce GIS practice 



lessons (Tan & Chen, 2015:165). Fourthly, an already full FET phase Geography curriculum 



competes with the GIS component for subject time. Scholars reason that: “…the use of GIS is 



not seen as effective when teachers are trying to cover a tight curriculum” (Tan & Chen, 



2015:164). 



3.5.3 GIS applications options in South Africa 



Rapid advancements in the development of digital technology provided an array of alternative 



delivery methods and instructions, even more than a dozen years ago (Zerger et al., 2002). 



With regard to GIS teaching, scholars suggest that teachers display the tendency to rely on 



educational GIS resource packages in order to deal with limited preparation time (Comber et 



al., 2008:2; Yap et al., 2008:58). In order to situate the need for curriculum aligned GIS 



packages, GIS learning and teaching support materials currently employed within South Africa 



are briefly evaluated in the succeeding paragraphs. 
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3.5.3.1 Textbook GIS 



In mainstream South African grade 11 Geography textbooks, such as: Shuters Top Class 



Geography (Esterhuysen et al., 2011:40-50) and Focus Geography (Dilley et al., 2012:47-58), 



learners’ textbooks typically describe the core GIS content, as prescribed in the CAPS 



curriculum requirements. However, the use of these traditional media creates learner 



discontent among digital savvy learners (Kerski, 2009:287) in a technologically orientated age. 



Printed GIS text also lacks the interactive demonstration of dynamic spatial concepts, which 



is one of the key advantages of GIS (Zerger et al., 2002:69). Indeed, as advances in GIS 



technology progressively migrate from static traditional map work, towards digital modelling, 



analysis and synthesis, the inflexibility of textbook GIS does not provide the necessary 



foothold for the learner to reach higher levels of cognitive thinking and spatial reasoning 



required in this age (Zerger et al., 2002:72; Jo, 2007:29). In short, although this medium is 



mostly utilised within South African schools, most of the GIS practice benefits are essentially 



lost.  



3.5.3.2 Paper based GIS 



In order to introduce GIS to resource-poor schools (lacking electricity and/or computers), a 



paper-based GIS initiative has been launched by ESRI South Africa (Pty) Ltd., and supported 



by the University of Pretoria (UP) (Breetzke et al., 2011:2). The ESRI paper-based GIS 



package consists of a 1:50,000 topographic map, a 1:10,000 orthophotograph, tracing paper, 



a ruler, colour crayons, adhesive, a learner’s workbook and a teacher’s manual. An empirical 



investigation found that approximately 93% of Geography learners from two schools provided 



positive feedback after completion of the prescribed GIS exercises, although the authors 



describe the results as context-specific and preliminary (Breetzke et al., 2011:8,9). While 



paper-based-GIS address some immediate needs of resource-poor schools, learning benefits 



of GIS diminish, due to the lack of “experiencing the real thing” (National Research Council, 



2006:205). It is important to realise that there are those schools who do have electricity and 



computers available to learners, but who still grapple to implement GIS practice. Therefore, in 



order to reap the benefits of GIS practice, various other educational digital GIS initiatives have 



been made available within South Africa. 



3.5.3.3 ArcView 3.3 



ArcView 3.3 is an educational GIS software package. ArcView 3.3 has been developed by 



Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), which is distributed and sold by 



Geographic Information Management Systems (GIMS) and Geomatica (Innes, 2012:104). 
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Yet, because the learners have to make use of a manual for guidance during the exercises, a 



split-attention effect (learners’ attention is divided between viewing the program and 



guidebook reading) might overload the cognitive capacity required for constructive learning 



(Mayer & Moreno, 2003:43,45). In addition, the teacher needs to explain some actions again 



and again to individual learners as they follow through the activities at their own pace, turning 



facilitation into a laborious task.  



3.5.3.4 QGIS 



Quantum GIS (QGIS) (http://www2.qgis.org/en/site/) is an alternative to ArcView 3.3. QGIS is 



a free, open source software (FOSS) and QGIS is licensed under GNU (General Public 



Licence), with no licence fees, and permits unrestricted use (no limits for number of 



installations). QGIS is a volunteer-driven project, supported by the Eastern Cape’s 



Department of Land Affairs (DLA) (Sutton et al., 2009). QGIS software comes with a guide 



book, A Gentle Introduction to GIS, guiding the teacher through a series of worksheets. 



However, owing to the use of a guide book, a split-attention effect might also occur, hindering 



constructive learning (Mayer & Moreno, 2003:43,45). In addition, the teacher faces the same 



pedagogical challenges as described with ArcView 3.3, and would require installation know-



how and training (Steiniger & Bocher, 2009:1363). 



3.5.3.5 WebGIS: Web-based GIS, WebGIS mapping and Internet-based GIS (IGIS) 



During the last two decades, the digital and information explosion brought about by the internet 



has transformed the educational landscape (Hong, 2012:119) with a new array of web based 



GIS applications. WebGIS has powerful mapping and analytical functionalities within a web 



browser (Baker, 2015:105). The advent of Web-based technologies, such as Google Earth, 



has stimulated geographic and GIS awareness (Baker, 2005:49). Firstly, the ease of GIS 



application access and updates to learning materials, has overcame many GIS integration 



barriers (Kerski et al., 2013:232; Riihelä & Mäki, 2015:3). This has led to the use of secondary 



school online GIS platforms and web-based services globally. Secondly, the ease of use and 



installation caused a proliferation of new web-based GIS teaching options such as: 



ArcExplorer Online (http://www.arcgis.com/explorer), Digital Worlds 



(http://www.esriuk.com/schools), My World GIS (http://www.myworldgis.org) and National 



Geographic’s Fieldscope (http://www.fieldscope.us). The user-friendliness and availability of 



GIS web-based platforms, were indeed a huge advantage over the complexity of desktop GIS 



instalments which required the investment of time, energy and the mastering of largely 



complex software (Baker, 2015:107). WebGIS therefore lessen TPACK’s barrier of the teacher 
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herself or himself (Baker, 2015:113). Indeed, “the ‘golden age’ of [complex] desktop GIS in 



schools is quietly passing by” (Baker, 2015:108).  



For the past two decades, the traditional desktop-software remained markedly the same, 



focusing on teaching about GIS. But, since web-based GIS came to the fore, a shift has taken 



place towards teaching through GIS (Kerski, 2008b:119). Web-based GIS contains less extras 



and unused complexities than desktop GIS. These minimal GIS types flatten the learning 



curve of GIS (Hong, 2015:121; Kerski, 2015a:19; Riihelä & Mäki, 2015:17). In other words, 



learners mainly focus on spatial thinking and do not divert unnecessary attention to the 



learning of complex GIS software (Rød et al., 2010:32; Songer, 2010:403; Henry & Semple, 



2012:4). 



These advantages enhance the understanding of learning objectives. Web-based GIS is also 



useful as an instructional and motivational tool, which could support self-paced learning 



(Huang, 2011:158; Hong, 2012:116,119). The flexibility and user-friendliness of web-based 



GIS applications (Clark et al., 2007:238) transform conventional classrooms (Baker, 2005:46; 



Rød et al., 2010:25) into stimulating learning environments while accommodating various 



user-interaction levels (Songer, 2010:403).  



For these reasons, popular open application web-based virtual globes, such as Google Earth, 



have become prevalent as an information gateway towards visualisation of datasets, which 



paved the way to geotechnologies (Schultz et al., 2008:28,30; Goodchild & Janelle, 2010:3; 



MaKinster et al., 2014:4). Because virtual globes are 3D globes, capable of producing an “on 



the fly” motion by means of combining satellite imagery, aerial photographs, elevation data 



with points, lines and polygonal data (Schultz et al., 2008:28), the use of 3D-globes motivates 



learner-geospatial technology usage outside the class (Doering & Veletsianos, 2007:223). 



Google Earth can also be used in conjunction with GIS, providing relevant raster data and 



mashups (MaKinster et al., 2014:4). For example, according to a study in Japan, Google Earth 



was used together with cellphone GIS to gather data in the field (Minori, 2009:113). 



Concerning the question of whether Google Earth can be accepted as a GIS, Green and 



Mouatt (2008:147) argue that Google Earth can be classified as a simple form of GIS, as the 



application supports GIS functionality, such as navigation, visualisation and retrieval. It further 



enables the user to access and toggle between different thematic layers whilst using tools 



such as panning and zooming (Green & Mouatt, 2008:152). 



A drawback regarding web-based GIS is that the large data file sizes demand a fast broadband 



internet connection (National Research Council, 2006:171; Schultz et al., 2008:28; Baker, 



2015:114; Kerski, 2015b:191). Moreover, web-based GIS streaming is frequently found to be 
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erratic and slow (Songer, 2007:132; Baker et al., 2009:178) and needs to be updated regularly, 



while a change of user interfaces might be cumbersome to end-users (Riihelä & Mäki, 



2015:9,10). Another drawback of WebGIS is privacy protection, whereas newer WebGIS 



applications have the capacity to create “walled gardens” to allow only the teacher, learner 



and parents into the site (Baker, 2015:112). 



Because of erratic Internet connections, these applications might not currently be suitable for 



every FET-phase classroom, although web-based GIS holds immense potential in learning 



Geography through GIS while supporting meaningful, authentic and adventurous learning 



(Henrickson & Doering, 2013:400). It should also be noted that advances in next generation 



bandwidths, internet accessibility (Clark et al., 2007:237), and computer availability, might 



streamline future utilisation of Web-GIS in South African schools, driving GIS technologies 



from an early innovator’s stage, into an early majority adopter’s stage. 



3.5.3.6 Cloud GIS (future use) 



The latest GIS platform options is Cloud GIS. Within Cloud GIS, ready-to-use data integrated 



with lesson plans and GIS tools, could be provided on a national level. For example, Cloud 



GIS is preferred in Taiwan, where the implementation of GIS education there could be 



significantly accelerated (Wang & Chen, 2013:83). Cloud GIS could also open new avenues 



towards a global GIS education package, whereby the global learner is equipped to manage 



and solve local as well as global geospatial problems. Another example is ArcGIS Online 



(http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisonline), functioning on cloud based software and 



accessible on desktops, browsers, smartphones and tablets. Indeed, HTML, Phyton and 



JavaScript together with the use of mobile devices, Web APIs, SDKs and apps could add a 



whole new dimension to Cloud GIS teaching (Kerski, 2015b:192). During 2014, ESRI 



expanded ArcGISOline (AGO) across the USA, offering a subscription to every public, private 



or home USA K-12 (grade 12) school. According to Esri’s ArcWatch July 2015 newsletter, 



more than 1000 USA schools have joined this initiative (Fitzpatrick, 2015). Europe’s Schoolnet 



and Esri Canada are also moving towards AGO dissemination (Alibrandi & Goldstein, 



2015:61). Should ESRI expand this initiative to South Africa as well, and should the schools 



be equipped with appropriate hardware and internet connections, AGO would be a future 



option for FET phase GIS teaching. 



3.5.3.7 Story Maps, ArcGIS Earth (future use) 



Story Maps is a type of web mapping, with interactive capabilities for the creation of high 



quality quantitative maps, enabling the user to tell stories, such as the coming and aftermath 
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of a cyclone (Kerski, 2015a:16). Through an expert system approach, suggestions are made 



to the user on how to best represent the data. Story Maps are currently changing the face of 



geo-journalism, and have recently been taken up by the USA education system. Platforms of 



Story Maps include Esri Story Maps (http://storymaps.arcgis.com) and Map Story 



(http://mapstory.org). Nonetheless, the implementation of story maps requires a stable 



platform with base maps (Dangermond, 2015). ArcGIS Earth is a recent ESRI development, 



similar to Google Earth, that accommodates the “drag and drop” of KML files, thereby 



supporting migration of Google users into ArcGIS (Dangermond, 2015). However, an internet 



connection with wide broadband is needed, which is still lacking in most South African schools. 



3.5.3.8 Massive open online course (MOOC) 



Recently, the offering of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) has become a new online 



teaching approach worldwide. MOOC can accommodate thousands of students through 



content and assessment mechanisms associated with inbuilt rating scales (Robinson et al., 



2015:65). This online teaching approach makes learning possible anytime, anywhere. The 



foremost advantage, however, is that MOOC courses are free. While MOOC has the ability to 



accommodate thousands of students worldwide, a fast internet connection speed is required 



because of the more graphic content of Geography. Furthermore, some critics argue that 



those completing the course are few in number, while  usually they are  already highly qualified 



and thereby do not significantly address educational shortfalls (Robinson et al., 2015:65), 



which is currently the need within South Africa.  



3.6 THE NEED FOR SUITABLE EDUCATIONAL OPEN GIS APPLICATIONS AND 



INTEGRATION FRAMEWORKS 



Despite there being an array of different educational GIS software options available, FET 



phase Geography teachers may still struggle to integrate GIS practices in the classroom. A 



suitable open-source curriculum aligned interactive GIS tutorial application, together with an 



integration framework, might pave the way to standardise GIS practice in schools.  An evident  



trend exists among Geography teachers to use prebuilt GIS materials that include data, 



student materials and assessment tools (Baker et al., 2009:184). Sui (2014:1) argues that GIS 



has been at a crossroads since 2010 and proposes the use of educational open GIS software 



and data. Changing the traditional model of delivery of GIS (the loading and running of GIS as 



a desktop application) (Kerski, 2008b:119) might circumvent major GIS practice barriers, such 



as network problems and complexities, in the setting up of GIS software programs. It is 



therefore crucial that GIS software developers and GIS professionals should explore the 
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needs and insights of FET phase Geography teachers, in the development of open source 



educational GIS applications (Hong, 2014:149) for South Africa. 



3.7 CONCLUSION 



This chapter has motivated for and described the use of GIS practice globally. Key global GIS 



teaching challenges have been highlighted that point to a need for GIS integration support. 



South Africa’s rich diversity of cultures, languages and the digital divide cause a unique 



educational GIS landscape, with additional GIS teaching challenges. Meeting the need for a 



contextual viable educational GIS application and integration framework is currently hindered 



by a lack of context specific South African educational GIS research. This discourse therefore 



discloses the following research gap pertaining to South African literature: (1) GIS curriculum 



impact; (2) GIS practice challenges; (3) evaluation of curriculum aligned GIS applications; (4) 



suitable GIS integration frameworks, within the South African educational context.  



In Chapter 4 the methodology used in evaluating the I-GIS-T application within a framework 



is discussed and justified in order to propose a suitable I-GIS-T integration framework. In 



Chapter 5 the development and theoretical evaluation of the curriculum aligned I-GIS-T 



application and preliminary framework are described. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 



4 METHODOLOGY 



4.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 



This research was designed to answer the overarching, two pronged question: To what extent, 



if any, is the I-GIS-T a viable solution for GIS practice within FET phase Geography and what 



will the ideal framework of implementation be? In my quest to answer this research question 



in the best way possible, this chapter provides an argument for a pragmatic approach and my 



choice for a mixed method research approach. It outlines the research strategy and motivates 



the selection, collection and analysis of data with the intention of most effectively answering 



the research question. A pilot study conducted in 2012, showed the I-GIS-T application to be 



viable within one class. This study evaluates the viability of the I-GIS-T and its preliminary 



integration framework within seven schools (including control group classes). In addition, a 



national online teacher survey was employed to investigate GIS practice integration and 



barriers, which served as a backdrop to evaluate the viability of the I-GIS-T and its integration 



framework. 



The methodology is discussed under the following headings: 



• Literature review



• The pilot study phase



• Development of the I-GIS-T integration framework



• Research questions and study aims



• Rationale for mixed method research



• Research paradigm



• Research design



o Concurrent mixed research: A research design to fit the research question



o Data-collection procedures



o Data analysis



 Quantitative analysis (QUAN)



 Qualitative analysis (QUAL)



o Researcher’s role



o Quality criteria



o Strengths and limitations



o Ethical considerations



• Methodological contribution and conclusion
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4.2 THE LITERATURE REVIEW 



The theoretical perspectives in Chapters 2 and 3 embody the conceptual framework for this 



study. Together, these chapters integrated, synthesised and critiqued leading arguments 



within educational GIS research. Extensive literature study was needed to construct a general 



theoretical framework without compromising an intensive study of recent advances and 



research trends. To facilitate this, alerts were set up in Google Scholar, so as to remain 



informed about the most recent research on GIS and education. In addition, I traced prominent 



scholars and their citations within educational GIS, through Google Scholar and Web of 



Science (ISI), while accounting for the impact factor of the journal and further current 



developments in leading findings, opinions and debates thereof. Journal of Geography 



and International Research in Geographical and Environmental Education were 



identified as prominent journals in GIS education and multimedia learning; content 



alerts were therefore set up. The most prominent articles were identified, and citation alerts 



were set up to keep pace with recent debates and developments. Other computerised data 



bases such as ERIC containing 1.5 million records of journal articles, with ProQuest providing 



the full text of these articles, and EBSCOHost were also included. Endnote was employed 



to manage articles, citations, bibliographies and to draw a literature map by means of 



searches within the literature. Figure 4.1 depicts the main literature map within this study. 
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As illustrated in Figure 4.1, a few multimedia learning theories, as well as TAM, TPACK and 



TIP were examined. The GIS practice within education was monitored on a global scale whilst 



identifying GIS practice barriers internationally. In short, throughout the literature research, the 



main focus remained on current educational GIS applications and their effectiveness. The 



focus was also placed on GIS pedagogy, global and possible local, educational GIS practice 



advantages and challenges, as well as the influence of GIS on learner attitudes.   



4.3 THE PILOT STUDY PHASE 



The pilot study phase of the I-GIS-T project investigated the viability of the I-GIS-T application 



within one class, mainly using a qualitative approach. The pilot study yielded evidence 



suggesting that the I-GIS-T is largely workable within the natural setting of that one class. It 



also recommended further I-GIS-T developments, such as multilingual options and more 



explorative activities as well as further quantitative empirical investigations in multiple 



classrooms. Concurrently, a teacher’s survey and an attitudinal pre- and post-test 



questionnaire were pilot tested. Four teacher interviews, three learner interviews and two 



learner focus group interviews were conducted. 



4.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE I-GIS-T INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK 



After the pilot study, a preliminary I-GIS-T integration framework was developed, consisting of 



a PowerPoint introduction, the I-GIS-T activities and a conclusion lesson (see Chapter 5). An 



I-GIS-T learner workbook and teacher’s guide were also developed. After the I-GIS-T



intervention, within this study, learner focus group interviews and teacher interviews provided



insight regarding the viability of the I-GIS-T and its framework. Minimal changes were made.



A more detailed explanation of the I-GIS-T theoretical evaluation and framework development,



based on multimedia learning theories and models, is found in Chapter 5.



4.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND STUDY AIMS 



This study proposes a framework for the implementation of the I-GIS-T within FET phase 



Geography. In order to do so, the study was guided by the following two-pronged research 



question: To what extent, if any, is the I-GIS-T a viable solution for GIS practice within FET 



phase Geography, and what will the ideal framework of implementation be?  
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To answer this primary research question, five secondary questions were addressed: 



 To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 



in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers in this 



study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice? 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the development 



of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography classes for the 



purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



What framework can be proposed for the effective integration and utilisation of the 



I-GIS-T in FET phase Geography?



In the pursuit of designing a suitable framework for I-GIS-T integration, I set the following five 



research objectives:  



(1) Describe to what extent FET-phase schools use the GIS in Geography instruction and
describe the barriers to GIS practice experienced by teachers.



(2) Understand to what extent teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable
multimedia tool for GIS practice in FET-phase Geography classes.



(3) Evaluate GIS attitude and knowledge development with regards to the I-GIS-T
application.



(4) Discover teacher and learner suggestions that can contribute to the development of a
framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography classes.



(5) Propose a suitable framework for I-GIS-T integration within FET phase Geography.



4.6 RATIONALE FOR MIXED RESEARCH 



To best answer the research question (in terms of the pragmatic paradigm), mixed research 



according to the concurrent (convergent parallel design) (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011:69), 



was the approach of choice. The greater price in effort, skill, research time, and resources and 



skill was justified for the following reasons:  



1 



2



3 



4 



5 
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Firstly, one data source would be insufficient to deal with the complex in nature of GIS practice 



within education. Therefore the use of multiple sources (multi-method) together with attentive 



mixing of methods, would amplify the quality (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:225,226) of this 



research. Scholars agree that mixed research often “results in superior research compared 



with mono-method research” by providing a more synergistic view of evidence which 



enhances and offers a more meaningful understanding (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 



2004:21,23; Creswell, 2014a:565) especially within complex problems (Mertens, 2015:5).  



Secondly, the complementary nature of mixed research could add to the strengths of both 



qualitative and quantitative methods while guarding against overlapping weaknesses as 



described in literature (Miles et al., 2014:43; Patton, 2015:666). In order to maximise this 



complementary aspect further, “a logic of mixing” in both inter-method and intra-method mixing 



(Johnson & Christensen, 2014:502) was applied. For example, the quantitative parts in this 



study, bring together the strengths of conceptualising variables, tracing trends and 



relationships, and drawing comparisons, by using a large sample. At the same time, the 



qualitative part enhances sensitivity to meaning and context within an in-depth study of smaller 



samples (Punch, 2009:290). Additionally, results found by employing one method also 



informed those obtained from the other method, and therefore assisted the development of 



the research (Ary et al., 2014:593; Johnson & Christensen, 2014:502). Through initiation, 



paradoxes and contradictions could be discovered while also providing different perspectives, 



which added to the scope and depth of this study (Ary et al., 2014:593; Johnson & Christensen, 



2014:502).  



Thirdly, triangulation provided opportunities for convergence, correspondence and 



confirmation of results from different methods while studying the same phenomenon, 



enhancing the credibility/trustworthiness and quality of the study, and thereby enabling a more 



defendable statement (Flick, 2009:445; Patton, 2015:666).  



Fourthly, different sources would provide different perspectives which in turn would lead to a 



condensed and an in-depth understanding of the problem, appealing to a wider audience 



(Wiersma & Jurs, 2009:308,309; Patton, 2015:92).  



Finally, Poth and Onwuegbuzie’s (2015:1) suggest the use of mixed research to enhance the 



understanding of “wicked problems6”. The global slow diffusion rate of GIS practice integration 



does indeed leave traces of a complex problem (Demirci, 2015:145; Tan & Chen, 2015:156). 



6 Wicked problems – see key concepts in section 2.2 
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Table 4.1 displays the advantages and disadvantages of mixed research taken into 



consideration during this study. Conducting this concurrent mixed research requires 



knowledge of and skills obtained from both qualitative and quantitative methodologies. Apart 



from gaining experience in both methodologies during prior research, I consulted NWU 



Statistical services in the design, analysis and verification processes. 



Table 4. 1 Advantages and disadvantages of mixed method research (Johnson & 
Christensen, 2014:507,508; McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:427) 



Advantages of mixed research Disadvantages of mixed research 



• Provides more comprehensive data
• Allows study of the process as well



as the outcomes
• Compensates for limitations with



use of a single method
• Allows investigation of different



types of research questions
• Allows investigation of complex



research questions
• Enhances credibility of findings



from a single method



• Researcher’s training may not be adequate to
conduct both types of research in a single study



• One method may be used superficially in case of
contradictory findings



• Typically requires more extensive data collection
• Typically requires more time, resources and



expertise
• Complex in report writing and drawing conclusions
• May mislead readers if approach does not fully



integrate both types of designs, while little is known
of relative merits of different types of mixed research



Despite the foreseen challenge of inference-merging, mixed research prevailed in the overall 



weighing of its advantages and disadvantages versus competing methodologies, for 



answering the research questions in this study.  



4.7 RESEARCH PARADIGM 



Scholars agree that social sciences differ from natural sciences in that social sciences include 



the study of people and institutions (Babbie & Mouton, 2001:29; Bryman & Bell, 2007:17).  



Since this mixed educational research includes both learners and teachers (people), and 



institutions (schools), interpretivism, as opposed to the positivist perspective of the natural 



sciences is the predominant perspective. Within the interpretivist perspective, the researcher 



acts as the primary instrument for data collection and analysis of observations as well as for 



one-on-one and focus group interviews (Merriam, 2009:15; Creswell, 2014b:185; Johnson & 



Christensen, 2014:36). During the qualitative part of this mixed method study, my aim was to 



“draw close” to the study participants in order to subjectively experience multiple dimensions 



and layers of their behaviours (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:36). This in-depth understanding 



or “verstehen” (as termed by Max Weber) of participant behaviour placed me in a unique 



position to gain an “insider perspective” (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:36,37) of GIS teaching 
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within the FET phase. However, O’Neil, Green, Creswell, Shope, and Plano Clark (2010:479) 



also acknowledge that subjectivity enters the research process which flows from this interplay 



between researcher (primary instrument) and data. They point out that possible biases, 



assumptions, and experiences of the researcher may influence data collection and analysis. 



Yet with interpretive research, this interplay between the researcher and participants, together 



with the awareness of subjectivity, reflection and the accountability thereof, are vital to 



qualitative inquiry (O’Neil et al., 2010:479). With the aim of constructing a scientific account 



(Babbie & Mouton, 2001:44) of this study, I continuously reflected on my own background and 



accounted for values and biases that might shape the interpretive process (Creswell, 



2014b:8), especially during part one. 



Despite this mixed research study being interpretive, it is also instrumental since it aims to 



develop a framework for I-GIS-T integration. According to mixed research, both subjective 



(flowing from the dominant qualitative role in this study) and objective understanding (gained 



from the survey and quasi-experiment included) are necessary (Johnson & Christensen, 



2014:37). By means of triangulation of subjective and objective data, greater validity could be 



added to rectify subjective findings, whilst also explaining and giving accounting for possible 



biases. 



Merriam (2009:229) acknowledges the qualitative researcher’s role as the primary data 



collection and analysis instrument and emphasises the importance of identifying the 



researcher’s position (or reflexivity), which she describes as the “critical self-reflection by the 



researcher regarding assumptions, worldview, biases, theoretical orientation, and relationship 



to the study that may affect the investigation.” Therefore, my aim from the outset of this study 



was to be transparent regarding my research position, worldview, values and biases that might 



influence this study’s data collection and analysis processes (Creswell, 2014b:8), in order to 



take appropriate strategies for mitigating those biases.  



As a pragmatist, I favour methodological appropriateness over methodological orthodoxy 



(Patton, 2015:92) which is also supported by a body of eminent mixed research scholars 



(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:15; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011:41). In order to “supersede one 



sided paradigm allegiance” whilst taking advantage of available practical methodological 



possibilities (Patton, 2002:71) my methodological approach is not predetermined. Rather, it is 



tailor-made in order to best answer the research questions. In other words, through a 



pragmatic stance, I was positioned to gain maximum insight when addressing the research 



questions without being distracted by paradigmatic tension (Creswell, 2014b:10). I 



experienced my pragmatist stance as problem-faced, pluralistic and a real-world orientated 



practice, enhancing the answering of research questions, rather than focusing on methods 
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(Creswell, 2014b:6,10). Because the focus of pragmatism is towards “what works” whilst 



answering the research question(s), this paradigm offers an epistemological justification and 



logic for mixing approaches and methods in order to address the educational research 



problem in this study (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2009:128; Punch, 2009:291). Furthermore, I found 



that pragmatism enhanced flexibility while viewing this study holistically, using qualitative 



research to inform the interpretation of quantitative data and vice versa. For example, 



quantitative data compensated for the fact that qualitative data cannot be statistically 



generalised, while qualitative data helped to explain relationships discovered through 



quantitative data (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005:383). The five worldview elements that 



influenced the study are listed in Table 4.2. 



Table 4. 2 Elements of pragmatism and implications for practice (Creswell & Plano Clark, 
2011:42; Creswell, 2013:37; Mertens & Tarsilla, 2015:437) 



As seen in Table 4.2, both hypotheses and multiple perspectives can be used, while data 



necessary to answer the research questions is being collected. Moreover, during the analysis, 



both inductive and deductive methods are used. Although metaphysical concepts such as 



“truth” and “reality” are mainly being abandoned by pragmatists (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 



2009:7), I reasoned that ontology as well as epistemology might still influence the theoretical 



approach to research design. In fact, no researcher can ever be totally free of having their own 



concepts about “truth” and “reality” even though some would claim so, or reason that they are 



free from such inclinations.  



Worldview element Theoretical framework: pragmatism 



Ontology (What is the nature of 
reality?) 



Singular and multiple realities (e.g., researchers test 
hypotheses and provide multiple perspectives). Reality is 
what is useful, is practical and “works” and is continually 
created. 



Epistemology (What is the 
relationship between the researcher 
and that being researched? How is 
reality known?) 



Practicality (e.g., researchers collect data by “what works” 
to address research question). Reality is known through 
using many tools of research both deductively and 
inductively. 



Axiology (What is the role of 
values?) 



Multiple stances (e.g., researchers include both biased and 
unbiased perspectives). Values are discussed because of 
the way that knowledge reflects both the researchers’ and 
the participants’ view. Gain knowledge (multiple stances) so 
as to find something that will work. 



Methodology (What is the process 
of research?) 



Combining (e.g., researchers collect both quantitative and 
qualitative data and mix them) – match methods to research 
question. 



Rhetoric (What is the language of 
research?) 



Formal or informal (e.g., researchers may employ both 
formal and informal styles of writing). 
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This perception caused me to reflect on the epistemological view of John Dewey’s (connected 



to the pragmatic theoretical framework), whose influence as a humanist educator, percolated 



throughout modern American public schools. Because of Dewey’s influential standing in 



education, I felt compelled to investigate his views. Dewey stated “origin and meaning are to 



be sought in science and philosophy, not in religion” (Dewey, 1910:3). Upon following Dewey’s 



advice in searching science7, I find that science does, not threaten a theocentric approach, but 



rather that science does not exclude the notion that God exists. For example, the impracticality 



of spontaneous generation of life from non-life (abiogenesis), genetic information theory 



(DNA), and the Anthropic Principle support this notion (Noebel, 2008:168). At the cutting edge 



of modern science and philosophy is Quantum Mechanics, which has revealed to us in no 



uncertain terms that even the existence and state of very fundamental physical objects 



are dependent on what information is known about them. A realist position, on the other 



hand, claims that “objects have an independent existence and are not dependent for it, on 



the knower” (Cohen et al., 2011:6). However, Quantum Mechanics can be reconciled with 



Christian realism8. 



Therefore, while making use of pragmatism as a theoretical framework, I am inclined towards 



Christian realism (Noebel, 1996:87). Realism also “covers a range of complex ontological and 



epistemological positions within which research can be conducted” (Patton, 2015:114). In 



brief, I felt myself compelled to adopt a pragmatic stance whilst leaning therefore towards 



realism (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2009:133; Maxwell, 2012:5; Miles et al., 2014:7) which has again 



emerged as a serious position in current philosophical discourses (Maxwell, 2012:3).  



In Chapter three, I described how philosophical tensions have, over decades, generated much 



debate within GIS development and research. This tension exists not solely in the Social 



Sciences but also in GIS as an information system, storing both qualitative and quantitative 



information, which also makes it suitable for mixed method research (Creswell & Plano Clark, 



2011:29). As Greene so eloquently points out, “the process of developing a thoughtful and 



appropriate mixed-methods design is less a process of following a formula or set of 



prescriptive guidelines and more an artful crafting of the kind of mix that will fulfil the intended 



purposes for mixing within the practical resources and contexts at hand” (Greene, 2008:168). 



A further argument for using pragmatism is that this design provides a “bi-focal lens” in order 



to zoom out to provide scope and zoom in to detail so as to provide depth for this study 



7 Science can be defined as the branch of philosophy concerned with knowledge whereas scientism is a 
conflation of knowledge and truth.  



8 As far as the Christian is concerned every object has a knower (God) and therefore has an existence that is 
independent of any human knower. The entire universe owes its existence to God's 
observation/knowledge/belief that it exists. So at the level of humans this manifests/appears as realism (what 
we call objective reality is just God's subjective reality). 
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(Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005:383). Indeed, five purposes of employing mixed method 



research, within this study, included: (1) triangulation (convergence and corroboration of 



results from different individuals, (2) types of data and methods of data collection) (Creswell, 



2014a:283), (3) complementary (clarification), (4) development (to inform another method), 



initiation (discovering paradoxes) and (5) expansion (expanding scope) within this study 



(Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005:384). 



This concurrent mixed research, while pragmatic, possibly moves in a post-paradigmatic 



direction (Flyvbjerg, 2011:313), where I found that statistical methods and case studies, rather 



than being in conflict, are complementary.  



4.8 RESEARCH DESIGN 



A research design is the strategy/plan used to investigate the research question(s) (Johnson 



& Christensen, 2014:116). Because education is a process and process-orientated, I sought 



to compose a flexible and adaptable research method (Anderson & Arsenault, 2000:152). 



Furthermore, I also found that traditional research methods do not support a wide variety of 



educational situations. For example, a grade 11 Geography class in its natural setting cannot 



be randomly divided into groups due to educational regulations. In this mixed research both 



qualitative and quantitative methods received approximately equal weight. The qualitative 



strands provided a thick description of the participants’ insights opinions and 



recommendations during the development of a framework of I-GIS-T integration within the 



natural GIS-class setting. The quantitative strands added valuable quantitative results during 



the development of the framework. Finally, I chose this mixed research design to include a 



vivid description of the dynamic class context in different environments, as found within 



education. I also selected multiple schools, in order to gain a deeper understanding of the 



I-GIS-T teaching approaches and reactions.



4.8.1 Concurrent mixed research: a research design to fit the research question 



The action plan of this research is directed by the research question: What ideal framework, 



given the current GIS practice barriers, can be proposed for GIS practice integration within 



FET phase Geography?  



So as to best answer this research question, concurrent mixed research was employed. 



Concurrent (convergent parallel mixed) research involves the interviewing of participants after 



the quasi-experiment and the use of both open-ended and closed-ended items within the 



survey and questionnaire (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998:128; Creswell & Plano Clark, 
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2011:80,81; Yin, 2011:292). Pragmatic merging of qualitative and quantitative approaches 



was performed in order to gain a larger understanding of GIS practice integration. Figure 4.2 



clarifies the flow of this research study. The rectangles in Figure 4.2 represent the quantitative 



parts, whereas the ellipses represent the qualitative parts of this study. Data collection 



methods are indexed (e.g. 2A), labelled in the box below and cross-referenced to research 



questions (e.g. Q1).  



Figure 4. 2  Research design of this concurrent mixed research 



As indicated in Figure 4.2, this study consists of two parts; Part 1 consists of an online survey 



(QUAN-qual), and Part 2 of a QUAL- Quan (multiple case study). Part 1 is discussed in 



Chapter 6 whereas Chapters 7 and 8 capture Part 2 of this study. Research question 5 is 



discussed in Chapter 10. Figure 4.2 informs Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 and vice versa, whereas 



Table 4.5 provides a corresponding summary. Sections 4.8.1.1 and 4.8.1.2 further elucidate 



Part 1 and Part 2 in Figure 4.2.  
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4.8.1.1 Part 1: Cross-sectional survey 



Part 1 includes an online national cross-sectional survey hosted by SurveyMonkey at 



https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MHGRC9T. In order to shorten the link so that it could be 



sent to the teachers by SMS, goo.gl short links were employed. Infobib was used to send bulk 



SMSs. An online survey was chosen, as to reduce costs, speed up the data collection time 



and to circumvent problems such as postal and teacher strikes that were taking place during 



the time of the study. This national online survey was employed to obtain a wide variety of 



respondents and their perspectives from which the research questions could be approached. 



Bulk SMS’s were sent to all the grade 11 Geography teachers on a national level, inviting all 



teachers available from the database list of the DBE, to take part. Availability sampling 



(convenience sampling) was therefore employed (Ruel et al., 2016:150). The survey has also 



been validated by various experts (see Addendum 4.15) 



Although science seeks to generalise knowledge within a population of cases and employ 



statistical sampling, education and programme evaluations are categorised under professional 



services, where the main aim is to provide better services, as in this (these) case(s) with GIS 



learning. The main aim of this survey was to gain insight into the use of GIS practice within 



teaching and secondly to pin-point the main constraints participating teachers in this survey 



experience. The main aim of this survey, was therefore to understand the complex process of 



GIS practice integration across natural settings of all the provinces in South Africa and not to 



generalise to a greater population. Findings from the survey, literature and multiple-case study 



provide triangulation possibilities in answering the first secondary research question.  



4.8.1.2 Part 2: Multiple-case study  



Sampling of multiple cases adds confidence to findings (Miles et al., 2014:33). Therefore, 



during Part 2, seven sites (schools) were selected from the uMgungundlovu, uMzinyathi and 



iLembe districts within KwaZulu-Natal, by means of availability sampling. These multiple sites 



were selected in order to gain a better understanding regarding the complex interaction and 



influences, between the teacher, learners, the I-GIS-T application and GIS practice barriers 



within and across different class environments.  



Although using availability sampling, I also tried to select schools from a diversity of contexts. 



The following criteria were employed in the selection process: 



• schools from both rural and urban settings were included



• school sizes and economic background had to vary





https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MHGRC9T
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• different culture groups needed to be represented.



Attitudinal and knowledge pre-test averages allowed matching of samples adding to 



characteristic equality in both experimental and control groups (Creswell, 2008:302). These 



sampled classes included some government and a private school. These schools consisted 



of learners from various economic and cultural backgrounds, equipped with computer 



laboratories. Part 2A (see Figure 4.2), represents a semi-structured one-on-one interview with 



ten grade 11 FET phase teachers regarding the barriers and teacher attitudes towards GIS 



practice implementation. Interviews were recorded, transcribed and analysed. Part 2B 



included a workshop with evaluation questionnaire. The usefulness of the I-GIS-T workshop 



was evaluated in order to serve as a component in the I-GIS-T integration framework. During 



an I-GIS-T workshop, conducted with six FET phase Geography teachers from the KwaZulu-



Natal Province, a preliminary GIS integration framework was evaluated and developmental 



suggestions were gathered. Part 2C included a pre-attitudinal test while 2D included a test 



regarding GIS knowledge among 215 learners. Thereafter, the I-GIS-T intervention took place 



in six grade 11 classes, with three additional classes acting as control groups. During 2E, 



observational notes, writing memos, field notes and questionnaires (both quantitative and 



open-ended) provided a thick description about the difficulties, feasibility and workability of the 



I-GIS-T integration framework as well as offering triangulation possibilities. 2F represents



I-GIS-T evaluation A and B questionnaires which also consisted of a few open-ended



questions. Post-attitudinal learner questionnaires (2G) were completed, together with a post



knowledge test (2H) on GIS. 2J included six focus group interviews with learners from six



classes. During 2I, a teacher I-GIS-T workability evaluation questionnaire was completed,



followed by semi-structured teacher’s interviews (2K). Table 4.5 presents a summary on each



collection method.



4.8.2 Data collection procedure 



My entry into the field involved the two phases described by Patton (2015:394). During the 



first phase, I negotiated with the gatekeepers (§4.8.2.1) and during the second phase I used 



a variety of data collection tools (§4.8.2.2). Data is the ordinary pieces of concrete or invisible 



information found within the environment (Merriam, 1998:69). The data collection tools used 



are described in sections 4.8.2.2 and summarised in Table 4.5.  



4.8.2.1 Gatekeepers 



A gatekeeper is the individual(s) with either official or unofficial authority who approves and 



provide(s) access to the research site, establishes rules and conditions of the visit, assists the 
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researcher to locate the participants and identifies places to study (McMillan & Schumacher, 



2014; Patton, 2015:394). The DBE of the Eastern Cape (Addendum 4.1), Free State 



(Addendum 4.2), Gauteng (Addendum 4.3), KZN (Addendum 4.4), Limpopo (Addendum 4.5), 



Mpumalanga (Addendum 4.6), Northern Cape (Addendum 4.7), North West (Addendum 4.8), 



and the Western Cape (Addendum 4.9), granted permission to conduct the national online 



teacher survey, whereas KwaZulu-Natal extended its permission to all FET schools for the 



survey and/or for a multiple-case study.  



Information letters, identifying the amount of time, potential impact and outcomes of this 



research were given to the Principals and the Geography teachers who provided access to 



the research sites (Creswell, 2009:90) (Addenda 4.10 & 4.11). Letters of consent were signed 



by all participating teachers as well as learners as well as parents and guardians. This letter 



confirmed the study as voluntary for the participant, including the option to withdraw from this 



study at any time without providing any reason for doing so (Addenda 4.12). 



4.8.2.2 Data-collection tools 



Educational and programme evaluation settings provide rich data source environments, which 



often required multiple data collections (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:244). Within this 



concurrent mixed research design, both qualitative and quantitative data were collected by 



means of questionnaires, surveys, focus group interviews and individual interviews (see 



Figures 4.2 and 4.3). These data-collection tools are frequently used in the evaluation of media 



teaching packages (Cartwright & Hunter, 2001:301). This combination of methods enhanced 



the researcher’s insight and clarity into the perceptions of both teachers and learners. Better 



clarity and the verification of an observation or interpretation, enhanced the building of 



coherent justifications for themes through triangulation (Stake, 2008:133; Creswell, 2009:191; 



Woolley, 2009:7).  
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Figure 4. 3  Data-collection tools within this study 



Figure 4.3 displays the various data collection strategies employed in this study. Each of these 



data collection tools, represented within Figure 4.3 (and in Addendum 4.13), are now 



discussed in greater detail, as well as the strategies used to reduce the weaknesses of each. 



4.8.2.2.1  Online teacher survey 



Qualitative descriptions of trends, attitudes, opinions and demographics of Geography 



teachers are predominantly found within the relevant South African literature while a lack of 



information on qualitative data in GIS education in South Africa created a lacuna within the 



literature. However, ongoing postal and teacher union strikes created difficulties in reaching 



the teachers. Therefore, an online teacher survey (Addendum 4.14) was employed to reach a 



large sample of South African Grade 11 Geography teachers. Because surveys are versatile, 



addressing any research question (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010:236) questions within this 



survey were directed to gain insight into the extent of GIS practice use and GIS practice 



integration barriers. In addition, data regarding demographics, attitudes and opinions of 



teachers towards GIS were also obtained. The use of a national survey pertaining to GIS 



practice integration has been used in several countries (Roulston, 2013:47; Wang & Chen, 



2013:76). In order to validate the survey, a team of six experts in Geography education, GIS 



and statistics, evaluated it (Addendum 4.15). In addition the teacher’s survey was pilot tested 



with 10 teachers, and confirmed high reliability.  
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4.8.2.2.2  Questionnaires 



Questionnaires are self-reporting data-collection instruments, filled out by research 



participants (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:227). In this study, the questionnaires consisted of 



Likert scale questions as well as open-ended questions. The aim was to evaluate the I-GIS-T 



workshop, intervention and framework. (Addenda 4.16, 4.17 & 4.18). I included open-ended 



questions in the questionnaires to allow for the emergence of the participant’s perspectives to 



emerge and to inspire new lines of inquiry (Maree, 2010:87).  



4.8.2.2.3  Pre- and post-attitudinal tests 



Tests are commonly used in quantitative research when measuring attitudes (Johnson & 



Christensen, 2014:227). Pre- and post-attitudinal tests were used to measure the 



development of learner attitudes towards GIS practice (Addendum 4.19). As this attitudinal 



test in particular measured their attitudes towards computers in particular, the word 



computer(s) was changed to GIS, in order to measure more specific attitudinal development 



towards GIS practice. These tests were piloted during Phase I of the I-GIS-T project by 12 



learners, and used again in this study. I conducted the pre- and post-test, directly before and 



after the I-GIS-T activities, to reduce the threat of confounding effects (Cohen et al., 2011:327), 



such as maturation (McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:285), on the internal validity of this design. 



Statistical regression (McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:285) did not pose a problem either, as 



this design included all the learners of the class.  



4.8.2.2.4 Pre- and post- knowledge tests 



Pre- and post-knowledge tests were used to measure the development of learner attitudes 



towards GIS practice (Addendum 4.20). As with the attitudinal tests, these knowledge tests 



were conducted directly before and after the I-GIS-T activities to reduce the threat of 



confounding effects (Cohen et al., 2011:327) such as maturation (McMillan & Schumacher, 



2014:299) on internal validity, while statistical regression (McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:285) 



also did not pose a problem either, as all the learners of the class were included in this design. 



4.8.2.2.5  Visual material (Photographs) 



Taking photographs has become a standard procedure in fieldwork (Patton, 2015:391). I relied 



heavily on photographs to be able to recall and add detailed description of each site’s class 



environment. Visual material furthermore provided a permanent record, assisting validation of 



data (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010:363). Photographs in combination with observations and 



interviews provided enriched this study, ensuring a multi perspective (Flick, 2009:243).  
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4.8.2.2.6  Observations 



I chose observation as a primary source of “live” data (Merriam, 1998:94; McMillan & 



Schumacher, 2010:350; Cohen et al., 2011:456), in order to obtain first-hand data on the 



I-GIS-T activities within their natural setting. Intense reliance on personalised seeing, hearing



and experiencing the class interaction, during the observations, gave me a wealth of in-depth



information that added to the richness of the study. The total observation time of approximately



24 hours, provided an understanding of the dynamic nature of I-GIS-T practice integration. I



focussed primarily on the actual behaviour and attitudes of participants during the I-GIS-T



activities. These recording opportunities included observational notes and photographs



throughout the I-GIS-T activity, which are essential to the empirical process of triangulation of



learners’ responses during the interviews that followed (Merriam, 2009:119; Heck, 2011:207).



An observational protocol (Table 4.3) ensured the coverage of all aspects related to my



research questions (Merriam, 2009:118; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011:178) (see Addendum



4.21).



Table 4. 3 Observational list guiding observations during the intervention 



Where? Physical setting and environment: computers, outlay. 
Who? Participants: how many learners, what culture and or home language groups, 



ages, genders. The learner’s attitude and discipline within class. 
What is 
happening? 



Focused observation: narrowing the focus to the process and problems in order 
to answer the research question. I-GIS-T activity: do they struggle to work 
through the activity? Do they need teacher support?  Are some activities not clear 
or too difficult, and if so, which activities? 



Who? Selective observation: towards the end of the I-GIS-T activity. Conversations: 
who speaks with whom, do they help one another, and do they ask the teacher? 
What is the non-verbal behaviour like? 



What? What is my role during this activity?  Am I affecting the scene of observation? 



Reflexive records, written immediately after leaving each research site, were employed to 



synthesize the main interactions during the I-GIS-T activity and to assess the data quality, 



suggesting questions for upcoming interviews (McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:380). These 



reflexive records also included notes on possible biases. 



4.8.2.2.7  Face-to-face Interviews 



Face-to-face interviews are defined as an in-person data-collection method in which an 



interviewer asks questions of research participants (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:228). I used 



interviews in this study to go beyond merely silent observation, with the intention of collecting 



more in-depth on unobservable data, such as feelings, thoughts and attitudes (Merriam, 



1998:70,72; Heck, 2011:207). An interview guide approach (Merriam, 2009:102; Johnson & 
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Christensen, 2014:233) was followed. This implies the selection of specific questions 



beforehand, while allowing possible probes (Merriam, 2009:103). In this manner, I was able 



to gain a detailed picture of the participant’s perception regarding the I-GIS-T activities and 



their framework (De Vos et al., 2011:351). This method added to the richness of themes 



emerging from the conversation during this study.  



Semi-structured interviews provided structure, guiding me to keep the focus on answering the 



research questions. (For interview protocol, see Addenda 4.22 and 4.23.) I recorded these 



interviews, so that I would not be distracted, during the interview and to enable me to transcribe 



the audio clips later, for closer analysis afterwards which provided richness of data. During the 



monologue I explained to the learners the reason for the recording, so as not to intimidate 



them. Because one-on-one interviews are artificial, as they do not occur within the natural 



setting (Flick, 2009:189) I used my observations to minimise this limitation. In order to provide 



trustworthiness in this data collection method and analysis, I have attached the semi-



structured interview schedules (Addenda 4.22 and 4.23) as well as sound files which is 



hyperlinked within this document.  



4.8.2.2.8  Focus group interviews 



A focus group interview is a method of collecting data by means of an interview with a group 



of homogeneous participants (in this case, learners) the size of which varies between 6 and 



12 persons (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:234-235). Both the focus group interviews, and the 



accompanying observations provided insight into I-GIS-T attitudes and experiences. Diverse 



perspectives were gained from multiple-interactions within a short time. This led to rich, 



concentrated data regarding the intervention. The focus group interviews, with grade 11 



learners, were guided by a semi-structured interview protocol, which stimulated learners to 



recall the event, providing new themes (Flick, 2009:190) (Addendum 4.24). The series of six 



focus group learner interviews produced a variety of perspectives while enhancing confidence 



in emerging patterns. New codes and themes, emerging from these interviews, were merged 



into the I-GIS-T framework network (Chapter 7).  



The rationale of allowing a “gap period” of approximately three to four weeks before 



commencing with the learner focus group interviews, was to compensate for the possibility of 



the learner feeling overwhelmed by the multimedia, which might have an effect on their 



attitude.  
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4.8.3 Data analysis 



The mixed method research design was guided by the research aims, which were in turn 



informed by the I-GIS-T project’s theoretical framework. The mixed methods design consisted 



of a concurrent collection and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. Furthermore, in 



order to maximise the complementary combination of the approaches by means of multi-



level integration, I developed a research integration plan (Figure 4.4 refers).  



As may be observed in Figure 4.4, Part 1 and Part 2 of the study with corresponding chapter 



numbers are indicated on the left. Chapters 6 and 8 represent the quantitative strands 



(indicated in rectangles) whereas Chapter 7 represents the qualitative strands (indicated in 



ellipses). With regards to the multiple-case study (Part 2), within-case contextualisation and 



intervention description, cross-case analysis as well as thematic analysis were carried out on 



data. The qualitative and quantitative strands’ inferences were mostly mixed after analysis. 



This amounts to the answering of the secondary research questions, indexed by colour coding. 



Meta-inferences were thereby drawn into a synthesis which informed the final proposed 



I-GIS-T integration framework, presented in Chapter 10.
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Figure 4. 4   Data collection, results and integration thereof within this mixed research design 
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As previously mentioned, the first section (yellow block) on GIS usage and barriers, made use 



of a national teacher online survey, as well as teacher interviews (Figure 4.4). The survey, 



represented the dominant quantitative strand, with just a few open questions (minimally 



qualitative). The teachers’ interviews (of the multiple cases) represented the qualitative strand. 



Statistical analysis (mainly descriptive statistics) were performed on the survey data. Thematic 



analysis were carried out on data gleaned from the ten teachers’ interviews. Variables were 



obtained through the statistics, whereas analysis of the teachers’ interviews led to the 



discovering of themes. 



Secondly, I-GIS-T and framework workability were informed by a teacher workshop evaluation 



questionnaire, teacher interviews, teacher I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire C, learner focus 



groups and evaluation questionnaires A & B (all included in the orange block of Figure 4.4). 



The qualitative strand consisted of the teacher and focus group interviews. Thematic and cross 



case analysis provided the main negative and positive points of the I-GIS-T application, which 



emerged during this study. The teacher workshop evaluation questionnaire as well as the 



I-GIS-T framework evaluation questionnaires A, B and C represented the quantitative strand 



of this section. Descriptive and Inferential statistics were used within the analysis. Both the 



qualitative and quantitative strands within this section informed the answering of research 



question two, from the teachers’ and the learners’ perspectives. 



Thirdly, information on the development of GIS attitude and knowledge was gained by 



quantitative and qualitative strands. The quantitative strain included attitudinal and knowledge 



pre- and post-tests, whereas the qualitative strain included focus group interviews. Inferential 



statistical data analysis was utilised for quantitative analyses. Both cross-case analysis and 



thematic analysis were employed during the analysis of qualitative data. After the analysis of 



both strands, meta-inferences were drawn in Chapter 9.  



Fourthly, throughout this empirical part of the study, I acted as an observer and applied 



“memoing”, which in turn informed the drawing of meta-inferences. 



Four types of variables (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:244) are also found within this study: 



• Attitude variables (emotions or feelings of individuals). Attitude development was tested 



during this study by means of a pre- and post- attitudinal test. 



• Behavioural variables (representing overt actions of individuals associated with 



classroom behaviours).   
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• Cognitive variables (knowledge/cognitive function of learners). Although knowledge



regarding computers has a direct influence on the outcome of the I-GIS-T evaluation, the



evaluation questionnaires required the learner to note their computer knowledge.



• Context variables (socio-economic status, culture, language etc.). Each of the classes



experienced a different context variable and this was taken into account through the use



of Hierarchical Linear Modelling (HLM) within the quantitative analysis.



In concurrent (convergent/parallel) mixed research, two independent strands of qualitative and 



quantitative data are collected and analysed within a single phase, while investigating for 



convergence, divergence, contradictions or relationships between these two types of data 



through the merging of results (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011:118). This chapter addresses 



quantitative and qualitative analysis in the following passages. 



4.8.3.1 Quantitative analysis 



The quantitative data is presented in Chapters 6 and 8. A teacher survey and quasi-



experimental part were mainly employed to answer the research problem (see Table 4.5). 



SPSS® version 22, as well as SPSS® AMOS was utilised during the quantitative data analysis. 



During part 1 of this study (Chapter 6), descriptive statistics, such as the mean, median, mode 



and standard deviation, accounted for the analysis of data gained from the teacher online-



survey. During the analysis of the teacher survey (Part 1), a Chi-square test was run on some 



of the questions, in order to determine if there was a significant association between the GIS 



software adopters and non-adopters. The Pearson Chi-Square p-value and Cramer’s V were 



calculated as measures of this association. It was important to know whether the association 



between the two variables: years of experience and adopters/non-adopters, as determined 



with Chi-square tests, was of practical and statistical significance. This was also necessary in 



order to determine if the significance was large enough to be of importance. Cohen (1988) 



gave the following guidelines for Cramer’s V, with small effect: Cramer’s V = 0.1; medium 



effect: Cramer’s V = 0.3; and large effect: Cramer’s V = 0.5, whereas a value of Cramer’s V = 



≥0.5 is considered as practically significant (Ellis & Steyn, 2003:52). The reporting of the cross-



sectional analysis followed Patton’s (2015:443) recommendation of reported findings, 



question by question (as examined in Chapter 6). 



During Part 2 (Chapter 8), analysis of data consisted of descriptive statistics, such as 



frequencies, means, and standard deviations. Factor analysis further condensed the data into 



factors, with KMO and eigenvalues to verify the suitable sample size and to propose a suitable 



amount of factors (Field, 2013:666, 677); after which factor scores were calculated. The 
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dependent t-test was employed to determine the changes in attitude and knowledge between 



the pre- and post-test. Effect sizes, Cohen’s d-values, reflecting the importance of the 



observed effect in practice, were also calculated. Because education, within social science, 



deals with learners grouped together in different classes or clusters, it is wrong to assume that 



observations in a specific class are independent. As the method of sampling within this study 



was not random, therefore the p-values are not relevant and no generalisations will be made. 



Although p-values are reported for completeness, more emphasis is placed on the 



interpretation of effect sizes to determine if the differences were large enough to be important 



in practice. Hierarchical linear modelling (HLM), firstly, enabled the adjusting for and modelling 



of non-interdependence whilst, secondly, minimising a type 1 error (McCoach, 2010:123). A 



further advantage of the hierarchical linear models, is that this model type allows for multilevel 



analysis, in order to exploit information contained in class samples, explaining both between- 



as well as within-class variability of an outcome variable which is of interest (McCoach, 



2010:123). I-GIS-T treatment was the primary independent variable, together with a three-



level intervention, whose categories consist of the control group (C), I-GIS-T intervention by 



means of the computer (IC) and IP intervention by means of the projector. A two-level model 



was subsequently used, to compare pre and post scores of the different intervention groups 



where the first level corresponded with the learners and the second level corresponded with 



the classes. Because all learners in the same class experienced the same treatment, 



treatment is a level-two variable. Models of post-intervention scores also control for differences 



on learner-level (that is, level-one) scores on the pre-test. 



Structural equation modelling (SEM) was employed from data drawn from the I-GIS-T learners’ 



questionnaire B in order to evaluate whether data would fit the causal relations and pathways 



between variables of TAM, as described in Chapter 8. 



NWU Statistical Consultation Services assisted with data analysis and interpretation as well 



as triangulation with qualitative data and verification of the quality of inferences (refer to 



Addendum 4.25). 



4.8.3.2 Qualitative analysis 



Qualitative analysis was conducted on findings during the multiple-case study (Part 2). Within 



the qualitative data analysis, I gained understanding through the merging of data, data 



condensation and interpretation of the full corpus of interview transcripts, observations and 



written-up fieldwork (Merriam, 2009:175; Miles et al., 2014:12). I chose to use a few levels of 



data analysis within content analysis in order to add rigour and insight to this study (Creswell, 



2008:258; Merriam, 2009:188). Therefore, data analysis was a complex procedure of 
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constantly moving back and forth between data and abstract concepts while employing both 



deductive and inductive reasoning as well as descriptive and interpretive data (Merriam, 



2009:176). Throughout the data analysis, I aimed to select codes and meanings to answer the 



research questions.  



As a result of the above, I used codes that were deduced from the literature study, while 



inductive codes and memos were developed from the questionnaires, interviews and 



observations. Coding and memoing formed the two basic operations, which started the 



analysis process (Punch, 2014:173). The post-interview with the teacher also gave rise to new 



insights and codes. Through the different perspectives gained from teacher and learner 



interviews, crystallisation of these provided more insight concerning an ideal I-GIS-T 



framework. 



4.8.3.2.1  Memoing 



Memoing, is a basic operation in qualitative analysis, which links coding with the development 



of propositions. This method was employed in order to suggest new patterns, enhancing a 



higher level of pattern coding (Punch, 2014:176,177).  



4.8.3.2.2  Coding 



Coding, another basic operation, involves the process of breaking down segments of text data 



into smaller units, and giving them a specific code. This is done in order to examine, compare, 



conceptualise and categorise the data (Cohen et al., 2011:559). In other words, coding entails 



the development of concepts from the raw data (Ary et al., 2014:516). Through the analysis of 



qualitative data within this study, both inductive and deductive coding were utilised within a 



combined inductive-deductive approach (Cohen et al., 2011:4). Insights gained through the 



extensive literature review deductively guided the focus of interview questions. In short, the 



theoretical framework provided (deductively) congruent questioning themes, which were also 



employed during the interviews and coding (Merriam, 2009:184). However, new codes 



emerged (inductively) from open and probed questions, leading to new insights regarding 



South African GIS education within the FET phase. In other words, as depicted in Figure 4.5, 



inductive and deductive coding were pragmatically employed, in the process of finding the 



best way to answer the research questions.  
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Whereas Figure 4.5 reflects the pragmatic use of inductive and deductive coding, Figure 4.6 



explains the process of inductive coding. During the latter process, I followed three main steps. 



Firstly, open coding was used, identifying any segment of quotation that might prove to be 



useful (Cohen et al., 2011:561; Ary et al., 2014:516). Secondly, I grouped these codes 



together into categories, according to characteristics. This is referred to as analytical or axial 



coding (Merriam, 2009:180; Punch, 2014:186,187). Analytical coding captures my 



interpretation and reflection on meaning (Merriam, 2009:180; Cohen et al., 2011:561), while 



axial coding connects related codes and subcategories into a larger category of shared 



meaning, shared group of codes (Cohen et al., 2011:562). Thirdly, through selective coding 



(Cohen et al., 2011:562; Punch, 2014:184), I deliberately selected and concentrated on the 



central aspect/concept of the data that addresses the secondary research questions, as a core 



category in order to remain focused in this research. 



I also used this outline when scanning other datasets, while making separate comments when 



comparing between data sets. Hereafter, I merged these lists into one master list. My master 



list depicted a primitive outline, imitating recurrent regularities and patterns that advanced into 



categories and themes addressing the research questions.  



Figure 4.6 portrays the advancement of selective coding, grouped under various categories, 



and patterned together addressing concepts with the research questions, within a network.  



Figure 4. 5  Representation of pragmatic inductive and deductive code merging (Miles et al., 
2014:81; Punch, 2009:186) 
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Selective coding follows a higher level of abstraction than open coding, as selective coding 



conveys the essence of the case (Flick, 2009:302). The XXXs in Figure 4.6 represent the 



number of quotations gained from the transcribed interviews. Moreover, the visual model for 



the coding process within qualitative research, as depicted in Figure 4.6 above, shows the 



upward funnelling of the coding process as a whole. 



According to the visual model of the coding process, as in Figure 4.6, I employed the following 



steps (Creswell, 2014a:268,269): 



• In order to gain an overall idea, I read though all the transcriptions.



• I chose the most substantial document pertaining to the research questions,
considered the underlying meaning and wrote two or three words down.



• I allocated codes (labels) alongside segments of texts utilising ATLAS.ti7TM



software.



• I listed all codes, and condensed the list through a combination of codes.



• I mirrored this code list against some other transcriptions and looked for new codes
emerging.



• Finally, I condensed the code list into five themes (categories), where each



category represents a research question.



Figure 4. 6  Inductively building patterns of meaning by means of primary sources  (Creswell, 
2014a:268; McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:399,406) 
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4.8.3.2.3  ATLAS.ti7TM as computer-aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) 



Flick promotes computers and software as “pragmatic tools that support qualitative research” 



(Flick, 2009:354; Patton, 2015:529). Therefore as a pragmatist, I was naturally drawn to use 



the computer-aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS), ATLAS.ti7TM for theoretical 



coding and analysis of transcribed interviews and open answered questions within the 



questionnaires (Creswell, 2014a:266; Friese, 2014:83). ATLAS.ti7TM software enabled my 



management and organisation of text, graphic data as well as audio files along with codes, 



notes and findings into an I-GIS-T framework project. Furthermore, ATLAS.ti7TM eased the 



retrieval of segments of information and notes sustaining the construction, storing and printing 



of unique and complex networks, concept maps and category frameworks (Creswell, 



2014a:266; Friese, 2014:211), which I found very useful. Figure 4.7 captures the procedure I 



used during my data analysis, by means of ATLAS.ti7TM.  



The ATLAS.ti7TM analysis workflow, as illustrated in Figure 4.7, consisted of the following 



steps: creating a hermeneutic unit (HU), assigning primary documents (PD), discovering of 



relevant quotes (Q), selecting of codes (C), creating codes and memos (C & M), building 



1. HU: Creating a hermeneutic unit
HU was named I-GIS-T framework



phase.



2. PD: Assigning primary
documents



Transcribed interviews were 
assigned. 



Each primary document is labled 
with an identifyer in brackets.



3. Q:  Discover relevant text
and select quotes



Quotes are selected that reveal 
information regarding the 



research questions. 



4. C&M:  Creating code(s) and
memos



Word codes were selected in
order to describe  information



gained through quotes.



5. N:  Building networks of
concepts & write up results



Word codes were clustered in a 
number of categories (*) and then 
grouped under main themes (**) 
corresponding to the secondary 



research question, as used within the 
networks displayed in Chapter 7. 



6. Exp: Export data
Data were exported in networks 
to assist with the writing up of 
results.  Relevant quotes were 



exported to guide the description 
and discussion of results. 



Figure 4. 7  Workflow as with ATLAS.ti7TM software 
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networks and writing results (N) and lastly, exporting of data (Exp) to assist with writing and 



discussion of results. During the workflow, depicted in Figure 4.7, continuous metacognitive 



reflection was employed. Moreover, ATLAS.ti7TM supported my managing of rich contextual 



information, such as source information, through linked lists of codes, documents and text 



segments through hyperlinks, while enhancing swift transitions between text, codes and 



networks throughout the gleaning of relevant data. In addition, I followed Patton’s (2015:443) 



sensitising concept illumination principle, i.e., the extraction of quotations and perspectives 



from across the interviews to illuminate certain themes (Chapter 7) and placed inferences from 



these quotes in context of each site by means of a cross-case matrix (Chapter 9), which added 



to the depth of insight with regards to within and between case referrals.  



4.8.3.3 Quantitative and qualitative meta-inferences 



Where convergence between quantitative and qualitative inferences for a particular research 



question is found, confidence in findings was strengthened. However, where areas of 



divergence, between inferences were drawn, windows were opened to better understanding 



regarding the multifaceted complex nature (Patton, 2015:665) of GIS practice integration were 



opened, that lead to synergism (see chapter 9).  



4.8.4 Researcher’s role 



Scholars agree that within a study, the researcher might change roles on a continuum of 



participation distinguishing between a complete participant, participant as observer, observer 



as participant and complete observer, within a continuum, as depicted in Figure 4.8 (Hesse-



Biber & Leavy, 2011:204; McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:374,375).   



During this study, I adapted my role to the situation pragmatically, switching between various 



roles in order to attain the best position in answering the sub-research question. I entered the 



study as participant-as-observer in order to gain in-depth knowledge and insider information 



in the area of focus, as during the interviews, whilst exiting it as observer-as-participant during 



the online teacher-survey. I did this to gain maximum scope on the focus of study, through 



Complete 
Participant 



Participant-as-
observer 



Observer-as- 
Participant 



Complete 
Observer 



Figure 4. 8  My role as researcher 
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which I revealed my identity within the setting, while remaining mainly uninvolved (Hesse-



Biber & Leavy, 2011:204).  



• As insider (observer as participant / observer non-participant) during completion of 



questionnaires and tests. This position was held in order to retrieve unbiased data as the 



dynamics of the setting are not influenced (Ary et al., 2014:461; Johnson & Christensen, 



2014:240). 



• As insider (observer as participant) during the semi-structured interviews in order to gain 



a thick description regarding the feasibility of the I-GIS-T application as well as the 



facilitation during the I-GIS-T activity. Here the participants are aware of the researcher’s 



observer activities while conducting the interviews (Merriam, 2009:124; Johnson & 



Christensen, 2014:240). 



• As complete observer / non-participant during the conduction of the online teacher-survey. 



The challenge I experienced here, however, was to merge participation and observation in 



such a way as to understand the setting as an insider and yet describe it to outsiders (Merriam, 



2009:126). Consequently, the ethics of the researcher had a large role to play in the validity 



and reliability (Merriam, 2009:228) of this study, to which I now turn and describe within quality 



criteria.  



4.8.5 Quality criteria 



Trustworthiness can be described as a study that is made credible to the reader by means 



of striving towards neutrality of findings and decisions (Babbie & Mouton, 2001:276; Teddlie 



& Tashakkori, 2009:346). Throughout this study, I constantly endeavoured to establish 



trustworthiness. Firstly, careful advance pragmatic planning was needed, so that assertions 



could be valid and reliable (dependable), in the pursuit of answering the research question(s) 



(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009:304). Secondly, for the sake of trustworthiness, the teachers and 



the GIS teaching-learning environments are described and discussed in detail (Stake, 



2008:139; Merriam, 2009:228) within this study. Thirdly, rigorous application of the guidelines 



was pursued for both methods, as presented in Table 4.4. Validity and reliability remained 



concerns throughout the collection, analysis and interpretation of the data (Merriam, 



1998:199).   
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Table 4. 4  Standards of rigour for this study based on literature (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 
2009; Bryman, 2012:390; Ary et al., 2014:351) 



As noted in Table 4.4, reliability implies the obtaining of the same results from the same 



measure, which is a strong concept within quantitative research (Babbie, 2013:195), whereas 



qualitative researchers prefer to use dependability (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:296; Ary et 



al., 2014:536).  



4.8.5.1 Quantitative rigour 



Quantitative data collections included the online teacher survey and the pre- and post-tests 



during the multiple-case study as well as various questionnaires. A team of experts checked 



the survey for face, content and construct validity (refer Addendum 4.15). Because availability 



sampling was used, data could not be statistically generalised. Cronbach alpha values were 



presented where applicable and objectivity was ensured during the online survey as well as 



during the completion of questionnaires and the writing of pre- and post-tests.  



4.8.5.2 Qualitative rigour 



Credibility or internal-validity, refers to the degree to which an empirical measure sufficiently 



Issue QUANTITATIVE rigour QUALITATIVE rigour 



Truth value Internal validity 
1. Online survey:



• team of experts checking face
and construct validity



2. Multiple case study:
• Short timespan between pre- and



post-tests – so as to lessen
maturation



Credibility  (multiple accounts) 
1. Triangulation techniques
2. Peer debriefing
3. Open ended questions
4. Member checks
5. Persistent observation



Generalisability External validity 
2. Online survey:



• Availability sampling used: cannot
statistically generalise



3. Multiple case study:
• Availability sampling used: cannot



statistically generalise



Transferability  (analytic 
generalisation) 



6. Thick description



Consistency Reliability 
4. Cronbach alpha values presented



Dependability / trustworthiness 
7. Dependability audit (audit trial)
8. Stepwise replication
9. Data triangulation
10. Methods triangulation



Neutrality Objectivity 
5. Online survey – researcher role as



observer
6. Multiple case study – researcher role



as observer/observer as participant



Confirmability 
11. Confirmability audit
12. Reflexive journal (relevant to



credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability)
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echoes the real meaning of the concept under study, (Babbie, 2013:191). I employed the 



following methods to enhance the credibility of this study: 



• Firstly, data triangulation (different sources of data), investigator triangulation (used of 



peer code auditors) and methods triangulation (different methods) were used to 



corroborate (verify) findings and enhance credibility (Patton, 2015:316,674). Structural 



corroboration implies the support/contradiction of data by means of multiple sources 



of data through multiple methods (Ary et al., 2014:532). 



• Secondly, two debriefers (outsiders) periodically pointed out any biases in the data, 



and analyses (Ary et al., 2014:533).  



• Thirdly, open-ended questions were inserted within the quantitative survey, as were 



evaluation questionnaires, which gave rise to quotes and excerpts that added to the 



descriptive character of qualitative research (Merriam, 2009:16). These open-ended 



questions promoted the triangulation possibilities (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; 



Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011:256) of data sets and strengthened the accuracy of the 



study.  



• Fourthly, various types of validity were tested. Member checking enhanced construct 



validity (logical relationships amongst variables) (Creswell, 2014a:283). Content 



validity was verified by the Head of the I-GIS-T project (Babbie, 2013:192).  



• Lastly, time spent with respondents was adequate in that the data became saturated 



(persistent observation) (Merriam, 2009:229). As the grade 11 classes exhibited 



academic and cultural diversity, a greater range of application of the findings was 



allowed (Merriam, 2009:229). 



Transferability entails the degree to which qualitative findings can be applied to other groups 



or contexts (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:296; Ary et al., 2014:534). Within this study, ample 



thick and detailed descriptions have been supplied, to assist the reader to support 



transferability to other cases. This study made use of seven schools (6 intervention classes 



and 3 control group classes) that included between-case comparisons. 



Dependability was enhanced in the following ways: 



• Firstly, careful documentation of the study was done leaving an audit trail (Ary et al., 



2014:536). The audit trail provided a mechanism for assessing how decisions were 



made and inferences drawn. The audit trail therefore consisted of the raw data, in other 



words, records of interviewer’s decisions regarding who to review and what to observe. 
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This also included the ways in which inferences were drawn from findings in this study 



(Ary et al., 2014:536). An independent, third party auditor examined the study and 



verified whether the findings were confirmable.  



• Secondly, consistent findings, were tested through replication logic (the study was



conducted in multiple schools, in multiple classes) over a one year period (Ary et al.,



2014:537). Stepwise replication was made possible by means of another investigator



(research assistant) who was employed to analyse the data independently (Ary et al.,



2014:537). This was done in order to compare and verify the results for consistency,



which in turn provided evidence of dependability. By means of a coding agreement,
I coded all the transcripts and open-question feedback, using ATLAS.ti7. I then



requested a peer to audit the coding of all my primary documents, through the adding



of memos within ATLAS.ti7™. I also requested another peer to re-link codes from my



code list to the transcripts, to ensure reliability. Thereafter, results were compared and



matched to the original coded transcript (Ary et al., 2014:537).



• Thirdly, corroboration was employed by means of triangulation of multiple data



sources and methods. Data collection included: questionnaires, interviews and



observational notes as well as quantitative pre- and post-tests.



• Fourthly, a peer confirmed neutrality and I kept a reflexive journal of possible biases.



As this study aims to design an I-GIS-T integration framework, qualitative data furnished a 



thick description on the workability of this application within a framework, whereas quantitative 



data provided triangulation possibilities.  



4.8.6 Strengths and limitations 



Strengths and limitations are found within all mixed research approaches (Johnson & 



Onwuegbuzie, 2004:21). This study aims to develop and evaluate a suitable I-GIS-T 



framework for the FET phase class situation within multiple school contexts.  



Selecting methods to address the research problem and research questions provided 



underlying strength to this study design. In addition a the use of variety of sources and 



techniques (Creswell, 2008:477; Maree, 2010:76) were employed within the data-gathering 



process. Methods of data collection included interviews, audio recordings, field and 



observational notes as well as quantitative questionnaires regarding the I-GIS-T application. 



These multiple methods expand the readers’ experience (Merriam, 2009:51) and play an 



important role in advancing the GIS-education knowledge base. With this acquired 
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understanding, I could isolate variables in order to develop a suitable framework for GIS 



practice integration within the FET phase. By means of a multi-perspective analysis, I 



considered viewpoints of the teachers as well as learners, within six different class 



environments (3 other classes acted as control groups). A rich and in-depth description 



provided comprehensive insight regarding the dynamics of the I-GIS-T integration framework 



within multiple sites. In other words, this mixed research design allowed for some breadth as 



well as depth of focus, contributing to deeper understanding of the implementation of policy, 



within a variety of settings (Rule & John, 2011:21).  



Despite thoughtful planning and executing of research methods, all studies inherently have 



limitations. Within this study, the following limitations came to the fore:  



The main limitation of depending on six intervention classes and three control group classes 



all selected through availability sampling caused a lack of statistical generalisability of results 



(Rule & John, 2011:22). However, “roots of generalization” are nourished by detail and context 



within the six cases in this study. This study aimed to describe the quintile within each site, in 



order to make analytical generalisations. This was done to produce a working hypothesis of 



each class, which may be of value to teachers (Merriam, 1998:209; Stake, 2006:88) with 



regard to the use of the I-GIS-T within similar school contexts. However, because of the 



number of selected sites, the specific context of each case might have be skimmed. In other 



words, one encounters the issue of pursuing scope while compromising depth in both 



observations and discussions.  



Secondly, within Part 2, during qualitative data collection and analysis, more emphasis was 



placed on the sensitivity and integrity of the researcher, being the primary instrument. To 



compensate for the possible limitations of this, quantitative data collection methods were 



included.  



Thirdly, data collection and analysis were time-consuming. In addition, mixed research may 



prove to be too lengthy for busy policy makers or teachers to read and use and might thus 



cause a gap between research and practice.  



4.8.7 Ethical considerations 



Research ethics is a guiding set of principles developed to assist researchers in conducting 



studies ethically (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:127). Because ethical considerations 



permeate all aspects of the research process (including procedures, methods, practice and 



subject matter) I realised that it is naïve to suggest that procedural ethics alone were important 



during this study (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004:269). Naturally, I found myself compelled to 
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consider both dimensions of ethics: procedural ethics, in tandem with ethics in practice 



(Guillemin & Gillam, 2004:263). Although policies, guidelines and codes of ethics have been 



developed by the NWU and DBE (procedural ethics), the actual ethical practice was mainly 



governed by my own values and ethics (ethics in practice/micro-ethics) that arose during the 



day-to-day issues within this research (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004:164; Merriam, 2009:230). 



Moreover, the mixed research design entails ethical considerations of both types of 



methodologies. Firstly, quantitative issues such as obtaining permissions, protecting 



anonymity of participants, not disrupting sites and the explanation of the purpose of the study 



needed to be addressed (Creswell, 2014a:583). Secondly, qualitative issues, in which I 



occupied the position of primary instrument, required ethics in practice (gathering data and 



analysis); this was not confined to the reporting phase only (Merriam, 2009:233; Patton, 



2015:499). 



Early in the study, I identified the ethical responsibility that I held with regard to the fact that 



the I-GIS-T has been developed by NWU. This caused me to be especially watchful during 



this qualitative part of the NWU project. I made sure that both positive and negative aspects 



were reflected, and that the negative would not be underplayed (Stake, 2006:87). 



4.8.7.1 Permission 



The NWU Ethics committee acted within this study as the Institutional Review Board (IRB) 



and was responsible for scrutinising the proposed study regarding protection of subjects from 



harm, and protecting participants’ rights and interests (Babbie, 2013:40). After the 



assessment, the Ethicis committee of NWU granted permission for this study to commence 



with the I-GIS-T project (ethical number NWU-00006-12-S2 Fleishmann). This study is part of 



the I-GIS-T project. A written letter, together with the acquired research documents, letters of 



consent, and questionnaires accompanied the research application to the DBE of KZN. After 



the 3-month prescribed waiting period, the DBE of KZN granted permission during 2012, to 



conduct the I-GIS-T project, with reference number 2/4/8/204. Extension was granted by DBE 



KZN until 2017 (Addendum 4.4). Letters of permission for the survey granted by the DBE, to 



all the provinces can be found in Addenda 4.1- 4.9. 



4.8.7.2 Privacy and confidentiality 



Privacy, which is at the heart of ethical conduct, is the controlling of people’s access to another 



person’s information (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:140). In this study, I ensured privacy and 



confidentiality, by the secure storing of data. Furthermore, I made use of pseudonyms in some 



of the methods (pre- and post-tests), while photos, interviews and surveys were handled 
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confidentially, both in storing and in reporting. Confidentiality implies an agreement over what 



can be done with the information (Johnson & Christensen, 2014:142). To comply with 



confidentiality within this research, a monologue by the researcher at the beginning of each 



interview explained that it aimed to evaluate the workability of the I-GIS-T framework and not 



to evaluate participants, their teacher or their school. Moreover, access to the participants’ 



responses, behaviour, and other information remained restricted to me and my research 



assistant. To safeguard the confidentiality of the participants, their identity and that of the 



school were masked. So as to uphold the ethics within this study, the purpose of the inquiry 



and methods used were explained to the participants and confidentiality was stressed 



(Creswell, 2013:174). Informed consent and assent were obtained from the participants, 



parents/guardians of minors and the learners. Confidentiality was further ensured in that the 



learners could also choose their own pseudonyms (McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:130). 



4.8.7.3 Voluntary participation, harm and risk, and informed consent 



The ethical standards of voluntary participation have been ensured within the concept of 



informed consent of this study. Voluntary participation implies that participants are not 



compelled, coerced (emphasising the benefits of the study) or required to participate in a study 



(McMillan & Schumacher, 2014:130). Informed consent, on the other hand, means that 



participants base their voluntary participation on the full understanding of possible risks 



involved in a study (Babbie, 2013:35). Within this study, consent was gained from research 



participants (teachers) as well as the parent or guardian. Participants and guardians were 



informed about the purpose and procedures of the study and signed a consent form, agreeing 



to voluntarily participate, implying the right to withdrawal, without reason or any harm at any 



time during this study (Addendum 4.20). In addition, assent was obtained from the learners 



(minors), after being informed of all the factors that might have an influence on their agreeing 



(Johnson & Christensen, 2014:136) to this study. Because I was a guest in a private space 



(Merriam, 2009:231), in this case during the grade 11 GIS class visits and interviews, utmost 



care was taken to enter the site in a respectful way, not disrupting the flow of activities while 



protecting participants from any form of embarrassment. In addition, there were no questions 



included in the survey and interviews that could lead to possible embarrassment and most 



participants enjoyed sharing their knowledge, opinions and experiences. No possible risks 



have been perceived in this study.  
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4.9 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY SUMMARY 



Table 4.5 briefly summarises the methodology described in this chapter and is supported by 



Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The heading in Table 4.5 represents the numbering used to identify 



the corresponding data collection methods in the first row. The purpose of each collection 



method is aligned with their corresponding research question in the second row, identifying 



the sample size in each method in the third row. The development of the instrument, as well 



as data analyses employed are also summarised.  
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Table 4. 5 Research methodology summary 



Part 1 QUAN/qual 2A / QUAL 2B QUAN 2C & 2F & G / 
QUAN 



2E / QUAL 2F / QUAN 2J / QUAL 2I / QUAN 2K / QUAL 



D
at



a 
co



lle
ct



io
n Online survey Interview Teacher workshop 



evaluation 
questionnaire 



2C Pre- & 2G post 
attitudinal test 
2D Pre- & 2H post 
knowledge tests 



Semi-
structured 
observation & 
Memoing 



Learner I-GIS-T 
evaluation 
questionnaire  
A & B 



Focus group 
interview 



Teacher I-GIS-
T evaluation 
questionnaire 
C 



Teacher 
interview 



Pu
rp



os
e 



Answering 
 Q1 & Q4 



Answering: 
 Q1 & Q4 



Answering: 
 Q4 



Answering: 
 Q3ab 



Answering: 
 Q2 & Q4 



Answering: 
 Q2b 



Answering: Q2b, 
Q3, Q4b 



Answering: 
Q2a, Q3 & 



Q4a 



Answering: 
Q2a, Q3, Q4a 



Sa
m



pl
e All Grade 11 



Geography 
teachers (N) 



n = 10 n=6 n =  195, 215 n = 6 n = 62, 149 n = 6 n = 6 n = 6 



In
st



ru
m



en
t 



Online survey Semi structured 
teachers 
interview 



Questionnaire Attitudinal & 
knowledge 
questionnaire 



Focussing on 
workability and 
attitude 
towards the I-
GIS-T & 
framework 
recommen-
dations 



Developed from 
literature & to 
answer research 
questions 



Semi structured 
interview 



Questionnaire Semi 
structured 
interview 



D
ev



el
op



m
en



t o
f 



in
st



ru
m



en
t 



Questions 
emerging from 
literature review 
& teacher 
interviews 
Used some 
TPACK 
questions from 
Doering et al., 
(2014) 



Questions 
emerging from 
literature review 



Developed from 
literature 



Attitudinal 
questionnaire 
adapted from 
Huynh (2009:228-
230) 
Knowledge 
questionnaire 
developed from 
grade 11 
curriculum 
outcomes 



Developed 
from literature 



Questionnaire A 
self-developed. 
Questionnaire B 
adapted from 
Zerger and others 
(2002:77) 



Gaining 
questions from 
literature, pre-
teacher 
interviews and 
observational 
notes 



Developed 
from literature 
& to answer 
research 
questions 



Gaining 
questions from 
literature and 
observational 
notes 



1 



4 



1 



4 4 



3 



2



4 



2 2 2 2



4 4 4 



3 3 3 
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Part 1 QUAN/qual 2A / QUAL 2B QUAN 2C & 2F & G / 
QUAN 



2E / QUAL 2F / QUAN 2J / QUAL 2I / QUAN 2K / QUAL 



D
at



a 
an



al
ys



is
 SPSS® version 



22
 (Field, 2013) 



ATLAS.ti7™ 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:468) 



Descriptive 
statistics 



SPSS® version 22 
(Field, 2013)   
Attitudinal: PCA & 
HLM 
Knowledge: HLM 



ATLAS.ti7™ 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:468) 



SPSS® version 22
(Field, 2013) & 
SPSS® AMOS  
QA: Descriptive 
statistics 
QB: Descriptive, 
PCA, SEM 



ATLAS.ti7™ 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:468) 



SPSS® version 
22 
(Field, 2013) 
Descriptive 



ATLAS.ti7™ 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:468) 



Va
lid



ity
 &



 
R



el
ia



bi
lit



y 



Validity 
Critical 
evaluation by 
field experts 



Member 
checking 



Face value by 
field experts 



Reliability: 
Cronbach’s alpha 



Direct 
cognition & 
reality check, 
obtained 
through 
observations 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:456) 



QB: Reliability: 
Cronbach’s alpha 
Also use of open 
ended questions 
and focus group 
questions for 
triangulation 
purposes   



Use of 
quantifying 
scales by 
respondents 
during interview. 



Reliability: 
Sample size 
only 6, 
combined with 
in-depth-
interviews, and 
enhanced 
reliability. 



Member 
checking 



C
re



di
bi



lit
y Member 



checking 
Using thick 
description 
and prolonged 
time in field 



Member 
checking 



Member 
checking 



D
ep



en
da



bi
lit



y 



Verification 
through 
recording and 
transcription. 
Peer coding and 
verification & 
peer coding 
auditing 



Verification 
through 
recording and 
transcription. 
Peer coding 
and 
verification & 
peer coding 
auditing 



Verification 
through 
recording and 
transcription  
Peer coding and 
verification & 
peer coding 
auditing 



Verification 
through 
recording and 
transcription.  
Peer coding 
and 
verification & 
peer coding 
auditing 



C
on



fo
rm



ab
ili



ty
 Member 



checking & 
methodological 
triangulation 
(Cohen et al., 
2011:196) with 
survey 



Member 
checking 



Member 
checking 



Member 
checking 



Ethics Ethics clearance number of project: NWU-00006-12-S2 Fleishmann. Permission gained from DBE of KZN, Gauteng, Western Cape, Eastern Cape, Northern Cape, Mpumalanga, 
Limpopo and North West Province.  
Permission letters from schools & letters of consent, voluntary participation, withdrawal at any stage with no harm, confidentiality of information 
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4.10 METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STUDY 



This chosen research design is tailor-made in order to best answer the research question 



within practical school settings. Tailor-made mixed research designs have frequently been 



mentioned in methodological literature (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009:15; Creswell & Plano 



Clark, 2011:41; Greene, 2015:611) and demonstrate themselves as being itself ideal in most 



educational research (Hall & Preissle, 2015:362). As mixed research is an approach in 



development, this study might also add knowledge regarding the mixing process of inferences 



drawn from multiple methods as well as educational mixed research design pertaining to 



software and framework development. In addition, this research design might break fresh 



ground regarding educational GIS research and dialogue within South Africa and other 



developing countries. 



4.11 CONCLUSION 



This chapter motivated and described my concurrent, mixed research design and 



methodology for this study. The data analysis processes applied to both quantitative and 



qualitative data were summarised. The use of various measuring instruments, within the 



research process, was described, discussed and motivated. Factor analysis (FA) was 



employed in order to group factors, whereas hierarchical linear modelling (HLM) took class 



variables of the different classes into account. Descriptive statistics such as means, standard 



deviations and effect sizes that were used in this study were explained briefly. Both deductive 



and inductive coding were employed in qualitative analysis. Finally, ethical considerations 



were considered, limitations of this study outlined and the methodological contributions were 



pointed out.  



Chapter 5 consists of a description of the development of the I-GIS-T and its integration 



framework followed by Chapter 6, which consists of the analysis, results and a discussion of 



Part 1 of this study, which pertains to the national online teacher survey. Chapters 7 and 8 will 



commence with the empirical part of the multiple-case study which pertains to Part 2.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 



5 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE I-GIS-T APPLICATION AND 



FRAMEWORK 



5.1 INTRODUCTION 



This chapter largely consists of two parts. The first part details the I-GIS-T application, followed 



by a theoretical evaluation. The second part, the I-GIS-T framework development based on 



the TIP model (§2.4.4) as its framework, follows, while the I-GIS-T preliminary framework is 



unpacked in terms of its various components: (1) an introductory lesson by means of a 



PowerPoint presentation (2) the I-GIS-T application (3) a concluding lesson with a PowerPoint 



presentation. Finally, this chapter closes with a summary. 



5.2 DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE I-GIS-T APPLICATION 



This section provides a detailed description of (1) the I-GIS-T pilot study and I-GIS-T 



development as well as (2) the theoretical evaluation thereof in line with the design principles 



mentioned in section 2.3. 



5.2.1 The I-GIS-T pilot study, further developments and description 



In answer to the issue of alleviating the GIS practice challenges, whilst supporting CAPS 



requirements regarding GIS learning, the I-GIS-T has been envisioned by a GIS specialist 



whose central idea was that of an interactive GIS tutor multimedia application that could be a 



solution to GIS practice challenges within FET phase Geography. Therefore an evaluation of 



the I-GIS-T was necessary. The I-GIS-T has been in development by NWU since 2011. A 



Geography educational specialist (NWU Faculty of Education Sciences), GIS specialist (NWU 



School of Environmental Sciences and Development) and myself were involved in the 



development process which led to a pilot study in 2012. The pilot run found the I-GIS-T to be 



a viable tool for integrating GIS practice within one FET phase Geography class. After 



recommendations from this pilot study had been included, two academic staff members then 



evaluated the I-GIS-T and offered some recommendations, such as adding real life 



photographs into the tutorials and adding a menu with rewind buttons on the screen; these 



suggestions were incorporated. Hereafter, 6 teachers re-evaluated the I-GIS-T and found it 
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suitable for their FET phase classes. However, it was evident that a framework was needed 



to integrate the I-GIS-T practice into FET phase Geography.   



After a workshop held with 6 teachers, in which the lessons were explained, a preliminary 



framework with minor changes was accepted by all the teachers. This third I-GIS-T edition 



consists of: an introduction, three tutorials, four exercises and two multiple-choice 



assessments. The I-GIS-T application is self-paced, and takes, on average, 90 minutes to 



complete under normal circumstances with ordinary, average learners, with no stoppages and 



no explanation. The flexibility of the I-GIS-T unlocks various possibilities including completing 



the I-GIS-T in sections, over three to five 45 minute periods in order to fit into the time 



constraints of the curriculum. The I-GIS-T workbook companion accommodates both slow and 



fast learners, enhancing overall self-paced and in-depth learning.  



The I-GIS-T is an interactive GIS tutorial. Learners complete an introduction, four exercises 



and three tutorials. The general structure of the I-GIS-T tutorials corresponds to that of Alessi 



and Trollip, (2001:233) described in section 2.2. The tutorials, as included in the I-GIS-T, are 



based on the general structure and sequence of the tutorial programme. The use of Adobe® 



5.5 Captivate was incorporated in both tutorials and exercises of the I-GIS-T. This Adobe 



software permits developers to create software simulations that can serve as tutorials as well 



as assessment tools. The foremost intention of the procedural simulations within the I-GIS-T 



exercises was to teach a sequence of actions to accomplish the outcomes. During the creation 



of the simulation, the developer executed the requested GIS procedure in the real QGIS9 



software, while in the background, Captivate generates consecutive screenshots of each of 



the different steps taken within the procedure. These consecutive screenshots with each 



corresponding step are then assembled into an executable (.exe) file format compatible with 



most computers and playable from a flash drive. On opening the file, the original process 



which was followed on the real QGIS® software can then be reiterated, utilising the 



screenshots as the graphical user interface, causing a relatively high fidelity10. The learner will 



only be able to use the simulation of the demonstrating procedure, not the real QGIS software. 



The idea of the development of the I-GIS-T is to simplify Quantum GIS procedures in order to 



provide suitable Learning Teaching Support Material (LTSM) while simultaneously providing 



a gateway for learners towards Quantum GIS, which may be freely downloaded from the QGIS 



website. 



                                                 
9  During the pilot phase ArcView has been simulated within the development of the I-GIS-T application, also 



exhibiting viability during evaluation. 
10  Fidelity refers to how closely a simulation imitates reality (Alessi & Trollip, 2001:233). 
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The I-GIS-T v2.2 consists of an introduction, 3 tutorials, 4 exercises and the multi-choice 



assessments. Upon clicking on any of these activities, the activity will open or can be reviewed 



and, in so doing, enables self-directed learning (SDL). 



Section 5.2.1 addresses each of these activities in more detail, whilst providing supportive 



evidence from literature regarding multimedia learning theories (§5.2.2), as discussed 



previously in Chapter 2 (§2.3). 



5.2.1.1 Routing through the I-GIS-T 



Figure 5.1 presents a summative framework of the I-GIS-T application activities. Screenshots, 



within the I-GIS-T application activities, are linked to the rewind feature within the I-GIS-T, 



where the learner can review that specific screenshot of the tutorial by following the return 



button. Each rectangle represents each section’s main theme as well as the sequence of 



information. The dotted circles represent the multiple choice assessment section, offering an 



option to redo the assessment. All the activities, tutorials and exercises are linked to the menu, 



as seen in Figure 5.1, providing access to any other I-GIS-T activities at any given moment. 



(I-GIS-T demo included in Addendum 5.1.) 



Figure 5. 1  Menu of I-GIS-T v2.2 
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 A  Introduction (13 screenshots) 



   B  Tutorial 1 (136 screenshots) 



C  Exercise 1 (16 screenshots) 



        D  Tutorial 2 (76 screenshots) 



        E  Exercise 2 (22 screenshots) 



 F  Tutorial 3 (84 screenshots) 



        G  Exercise 3 (28 screenshots) 



 



 



H  Exercise 4 (26 screenshots) 



H1 Short exercise  
(Use all skills throughout this 
course to do this exercise) 



H2 Small interactive 
exercise using vector and 
raster data sets 



G1 Short 
exercise  
(Use skills gained 
in tutorial 3) 



G2 Small interactive 
exercise on editing a 
data layer 



H3  
The End 



G4 Redo of 
quizzes Invite 
to Exercise 4 



G
 E



xe
rc



is
e 



3 



G3 Short 
multiple 
choice 
quizzes 



A1 Description 
regarding the I-GIS-T 
and of modules 
Outcomes 



B1 Outcomes 
screen 
Text 
Knowledge, skills 
and values 



B2 Welcome 
• GIS:



o What?
o How?
o Who?
o Why?
o Problem



solving



B3 QGIS in Climatology: 



• Add spatial data
• Explore:



o Zoom & pan
o Attribute data:



Rainfalls
o Symbols
o GIS modelling
o GIS interpretation



• Save as picture file



D1 
Outcomes 
screen 



Text 



D2 Spatial problems 
• Police & crime
• City development
• Natural disasters



D3 Mapping intensity of a hail storm 
• Remote sensing with radar
• Vector explanation (points, lines &



polygons)
• Raster explanation



• Interactive exercise
o Uses



C1 Outcomes 
screen 
Text 



C2 Short exercise  
(Skills from tutorial 1 
to do this exercise) 



C3 Short 
multiple 
choice 
quizzes 



E1 
Outcomes 
screen 



Text 



E2 Use of GIS in 
remote sensing 
• Topography



raster data



F1 
Outcomes screen 



Text 



F2 Remote sensing 
• Remote sensing
• Spatial & spectral resolution
• Concept of editing - Example: City of Potchefstroom
o Aerial view of Potchefstroom
o Interactivity exercise
o Polygons
o Use of GIS in remote sensing data



A3 Invitation to 
Tutorial 1 



B4 Outcomes 
review 
Invite to 
Exercise 1 



C4 Redo of quizzes 



Invite to Tutorial 2 



D4 
Outcomes 
review 
Invite to 
Exercise 2 



E4 Outcomes review 
Invite to Tutorial 3 



F3 Outcomes 
review 
Invite to 
Exercise 3 



A2 Description of QGIS software 



• QGIS display window
o GNU (General Public Licence)
o Add data
o Explore data
o Spatial analysis
o Create maps



E3 Short 
multiple 
choice 
quizzes 



M
en
u



Figure 5. 2  Summative framework of I-GIS-T activities, based on QGIS 
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5.2.1.2 Compilation of information on the I-GIS-T and routing through it 



This section describes and maps the different I-GIS-T activities found within the I-GIS-T 



application. Figure 5.2 displays the routing through each activity, whereas the labels such as 



(e.g. A1) used in this section refer to the labels used in the description within the following 



discussion. This section unpacks the summative framework of the I-GIS-T activities, displayed 



in Figure 5.2.   



5.2.1.2.1  A: Introduction 



The introduction familiarises the learner 



with the I-GIS-T application and outcomes 



of the activities (A1) (see Figure 5.3). 



Thereafter, a description of GIS software 



and QGIS follows, consisting of the basic 



software interface and the QGIS display 



buttons (A2). Following this explanation, the 



learner has the option to replay this part, or 



progress to Tutorial 1, as listed on the main 



menu (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). This introduction 



consists of thirteen reviewable screenshots. 



5.2.1.2.2  B: Tutorial 1 



Tutorial 1 is compiled from 136 screenshots, with each screenshot reviewable. The opening 



scene of this tutorial displays the outcomes of the tutorial (B1). Thereafter, a description of the 



what, where, how, who, and why questions 



regarding GIS, along with problem solving 



options (B2), follows. Figure 5.4 captures a 



screenshot explaining the use of remote 



sensing in weather conditions. Next, the 



QGIS features are described, followed by 



how to save a map (B3). Finally, the 



outcomes are revised and an invitation is 



extended either to review this tutorial or to 



progress to Exercise 1, as selectable from the 



main menu (B4). 



 Figure 5. 3  Screenshot taken from the 
introduction 



Figure 5. 4  Screenshot taken from Tutorial 1 
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5.2.1.2.3  C: Exercise 1 



Exercise 1 is relatively short, with 16 screenshots, in comparison to the other I-GIS-T activities. 



Upon opening this exercise, an Outcomes screen (C1) appears, depicting the outcomes 



needed at the end of the exercise. 



Within this exercise, skills gained 



during Tutorial 1 are practised (C2). 



For assessment purposes, this 



exercise comprises multiple-choice 



quizzes as well as multiple 



opportunities to redo this quiz (C3). 



These multiple-choice quizzes are 



designed to accommodate various 



academic levels and provide 



immediate feedback of the learners’ 



responses to these questions. The



entire exercise consists of 13 reviewable screenshots that conclude with an invitation to the 



learner to re-do the exercise or go on to the tutorial, as displayed in the main menu (C4). 



Figure 5.5 displays a screenshot, as taken from Exercise 1, depicting the challenge and the 



dashboard of the I-GIS-T tutor. 



5.2.1.2.4  D: Tutorial 2 



Tutorial 2 opens with an outcomes 



screen (text) depicting the outcomes 



that need to be reached at the end of 



the tutorial (D1). Thereafter, various 



real life uses of GIS are displayed 



(D2), followed by the use of remote 



sensing to investigate and monitor 



hail storm activity spectral analysis 



(D3), (Figure 5.6). Following this, the 



differences between spatial and 



vector data are described, whereas 



both types of data are employed 



within this investigation. The use of a raster calculator is also shown. The whole investigation 



consists of guided interactive narration and animated features. Tutorial 2 is divided into 76 



reviewable screenshots, facilitating self-paced learning. This activity finishes with a review of 



the outcomes and an invitation to redo this tutorial or to continue to Exercise 1 (D4). 



 
Figure 5. 5   Screenshot taken from Exercise 1 



Figure 5. 6  Screenshot taken from Tutorial 2 
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5.2.1.2.5 E: Exercise 2 



Exercise 2 opens with the outcomes 



for this activity (E1) depicting the 



outcomes that need to be reached by 



the end of this exercise. Thereafter, 



skills learned in Tutorial 2 are 



exercised (E2). Exercise 2 consists of 



22 rewindable screenshots. Figure 5.7 



displays a screenshot from Exercise 



2, with the challenge and instructions 



to guide the learner through this 



exercise. Exercise 2 closes with an 



invitation to re-do this exercise or to 



continue to Tutorial 3 (E3). 



5.2.1.2.6  F: Tutorial 3 



The opening scene of this tutorial, displays the module outcomes in text (F1) accompanied by 



a narrative voice. Remote sensing is reviewed within this tutorial (F2). Then spectral and 



spatial resolution are explained 



through examples, employing dual-



coding, through utilising both narration 



and pictures shown in Figure 5.8. 



Subsequently, the city of 



Potchefstroom is used as a real-life 



example, where the learner is 



interactively guided to create polygons 



in order to measure the city’s 



development over a number of years. 



This tutorial consists of 84 reviewable 



screenshots. During the closing 



scene of this tutorial, the learner is invited to revisit the module outcomes, to revise this tutorial 



or continue to Exercise 3 as signposted on the menu on the left hand side of the screen (F3). 



Figure 5. 7   Screenshot taken from Exercise 2 



Figure 5. 8   Screenshot taken from Tutorial 3 
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5.2.1.2.7  G: Exercise 3 



This exercise comprises an 



introduction (G1) to a small, 



interactive exercise (G2), which 



allows the learner to exercise skills 



learned during Tutorial 3 regarding 



the “tracing” of data as required by 



the curriculum outcomes (see figure 



5.9). This is followed by a multiple-



choice quiz (G3), which includes 



multiple chances and direct feedback 



to the learner. Upon completion, the 



learner has the option to either



review this exercise (G4), preceding 



tutorials, or progress to Exercise 4. Exercise 3 consists of 28 reviewable screenshots. 



5.2.1.2.8 H: Exercise 4  



Exercise 4 opens with a welcome 



screen clarifying the exercise to follow 



(H1). This exercise requires use of all 



the skills attained thus far during the 



I-GIS-T activities (H2). The challenge



is once again indicated by the narrator,



supported by the green label (Figure



5.10). The exercise consists of 26



reviewable screenshots. Upon



completion, the learner has the option



to review any of the other exercises or



tutorials of their choice (H3).



5.2.1.2.9  I-GIS-T screenshots and description 



Screenshots with a corresponding description of Tutorial 2 are interpreted in this section. Table 



5.1 displays sequential screenshots (a-x) taken from Tutorial 2 of the I-GIS-T together with a 



brief description of each screenshot event.



Figure 5. 9   Screenshot taken from Exercise 3 



Figure 5. 10   Screenshot taken from Exercise 4 
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Table 5. 1 Some sequential screenshots taken from Tutorial 2 



a) This is the welcome screen in the
introduction. The I-GIS-T is a development
from NWU.



b) Screenshot of the grade 11 GIS outcomes with
narrated voice.



c) Narrated voice explanation regarding the
use of GIS to solve spatial problems.



d) Narrated voice explaining the use of GIS with
regard to security.



e) Narrated voice explaining the use of GIS with
regards to city planning.



f) Narrated voice describing the use of GIS with
regards to flood management.
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g) Narrated voice describing the use of GIS with
regard to hail prediction and management.



h) Narrated voice explaining the use of Radar and
GIS as regards hail prediction and
management simultaneously with a radar video
clip.



i) Narrated voice explaining the difference
between attribute and spatial data.



j) Narrated voice explaining the difference
between vector and raster data.



k) Narrated voice describing the use of vector
data.



l) Narrated voice describing the use of raster data.
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m) Narrated voice describing the use of pixels
in raster data.



n) Narrated voice explaining the data type layers
used to depict the real world.



o) QGIS symbol displaying, depicting the type
of GIS software to use.



p) Narrated voice guides learner to click on the
raster layer button.



q) Narrated voice guides learner to click on the
hailstorm.nc text from the drop-down button.



r) Narrated voice guides learner to click on the
open button.
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s) .Narrated voice guides learner to choose
correct coordinate reference system.



t) Narrated voice guides learner to click on the OK
button.



u) Narrated voice guides learner to click on
hailstorm.



v) Narrated voice guides learner to select the
Properties menu item.



w) Narrated voice guides learner to click on the
OK button.



x) Narrated voice and text guides learner to select
Properties menu item.
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5.2.2 Multimedia design principles and I-GIS-T theoretical evaluation 



Multimedia design principles as gathered from multimedia learning theories devised by Mayer, 



Schnotz, Van Merriënboer and Gagné, (described in Chapter 2) were employed to evaluate 



the I-GIS-T application theoretically by means of a summative checklist, as indicated in Table 



5.2. The theoretical I-GIS-T application evaluation was performed in order to evaluate the 



design according to learning theories and design principles, before moving towards the 



empirical I-GIS-T application evaluation. The reason for including the empirical evaluation was 



to ensure that human resources, time and finances would be well invested. Table 5.2 presents 



the results following the theoretical I-GIS-T application evaluation. 
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Table 5. 2 Design principles adapted from Mayer, Schnotz, Van Merriënboer and Gagne’s learning theories 



Goal Mayer’s design 
principles 



Multimedia design explanation 
(Clark & Mayer, 2011:151,183; Mayer, 2003:310; Mayer, 2014a:63) 



Checklist 



M
in



im
iz



e 
ex



tra
ne



ou
s 



pr
oc



es
si



ng
 



Coherence 1. Avoid extraneous video and audio (unclutteredness). Only essential pictures, words, sounds central to the
instructional goal.



 
Signalling 2. Provide signalling for the narration, to highlight essential material.  
Redundancy 3. Involving animation and narration, do not add redundant on-line text and printed text to spoken text.  
Temporal 
contiguity 
Spatial contiguity 



4. Present narration and corresponding graphic simultaneously.
5. Present corresponding words and pictures simultaneously.



 



Segmenting 6. Break presentation into parts.  



M
an



ag
e 



es
se



nt
ia



l 
pr



oc
es



si
ng



 



Pre-training 7. Describe names and characteristics of key elements before the lesson.  
Feedback 8. Quality of feedback is important. (Guidance) Minimal 



feedback 
Modality 9. Use spoken, rather than printed text.  
Multimedia 10. Use both words and pictures.  
Pacing 11. Allow the learner to have control over the pace of presentation.  



Fo
st



er
 g



en
er



at
iv



e 
pr



oc
es



si
ng



 



Personalisation 
and Voice 



12. Human female voice recordings within a conversational style enhance learning. Present words in second
person active voice and a polite user friendly tone.  For example “let’s click the Enter key”. Use of video
clips of interviews.



more 
”let’s…” 
phrases 



Embodiment 13. Give on-screen characters humanlike gestures. NA 
Guided discovery 14. Provide hints and feedback as learner solves problems.  
Self-explanation 15. Ask learners to explain a lesson to themselves. Not done 
Drawing 16. Ask learners to make drawings for the lesson.  



Schnotz’ instructional design guidelines (Schnotz, 2014:94-95) 
17. Conditional use of multimedia, where learners have low prior knowledge.  
18. Text-picture coherence: only to use when these elements are semantically clearly related to content of text.  
19. Spatial and temporal contiguity: use written text in close spatial proximity to the picture.  
20. Avoid redundancy: if sufficient prior knowledge and cognitive ability, to construct mental model from one source of information, avoid



another source.
 



21. Text modality for animated pictures: when animations used with text, use spoken text in order to avoid split attention. 
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22. Text modality for static pictures: use of static pictures, and learning time not limited, split attention becomes less important.  
23. Verbal redundancy across modalities: not add written text.  
24. Sequencing. Do not present text, semantically related to a picture, before learner observation of picture.  
25. Structure mapping: use picture with form of visualisation most appropriate to solve future tasks.  



Merriënboer’s 4C/ID model 
Multimedia principle Example of use 



I-GIS-T
check-list 



Learning tasks: computer-stimulated task environments, virtual reality, serious games, and high-fidelity simulators 
26. Sequencing principle Start with few elements, continue with increasing elements.  
27. Physical-fidelity principle Start with textual case descriptions, continue with computer-simulated cases, end with real cases.  
28. Training-wheels principle First block all the toolbars and menu options not necessary for task, add them with more complex 



tasks. 
 



29. Variability principle Use of principles in different environments, different topics.  
30. Collaboration principle Complex scenarios work better in groups. No groups 
31. Completion-strategy principle First evaluate how a procedure has been used, then design own procedure. No design 



Supportive information: hypermedia, micro worlds, and social media 



32. Prior-knowledge principle First show learners something they know, and then let them remember the rest.  
33. Multimedia principle Present pictures/ animation of a procedure, and then add explanatory text or narration. Sometimes 



explanation of 
why missing 



34. Dynamic visualizations
principle



Present videos or animations on dynamic motion.  
35. Redundancy principle First display a simplified version, and then the more complex.  
36. Coherence principle Present only relevant learning material, without dramatised music or irrelevant pictures. Background 



music might 
cause 
distraction, 
only jingles 



37. Self-explanation principle Provide the opportunity, after presenting an animation, to provide feedback and provoke 
explanations. 



No feedback 



38. Self-pacing principle Provide the opportunity to stop/replay the activity.  
Procedural information: mobile applications, augmented reality, online help systems, and pedagogical agents 



39. Modality principle Provide opportunities to study sequence of procedures, with narration or spoken text instead of 
visual (on-screen text). 



Mostly 
combination of 
text & 
narration 
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40. Temporal split-attention
principle



Direct students how to use different functions of software, precisely when they need them to 
implement particular aspects, instead of discussing all available functions beforehand. 



 
41. Spatial split attention principle Present procedural information describing how to conduct a particular analysis on the computer 



screen and not in separate manual. 
 



42. Signalling principle Indicate on screen, those functions the learner needs to use, especially in step-by-step 
procedures. 



 
43. Segmentation principle Present material in meaningful cuts.  



Part-task practice: drill-and-practice computer-based/app-based training 
44. Component-fluency principle Provide additional and extensive part-task practice.  



Instructional control: adaptive systems and electronic development portfolios 
45. Individualisation principle Assess constructs, when a learner experiences these as difficult, and provide optimal opportunities 



to remedy a misconception. 
 



46. Second-order-scaffolding
principle



Present a suitable learning task, which they can choose (shared control), and finally present the 
complete task, from which they choose their own tasks. 



Not included 



47. Development portfolio principle Compile a portfolio of the learner’s progress (for example, GIS maps designed). Not included 
Gagne’s nine main events 



(Driscoll, 2012:40) 
Description I-GIS-T



checklist 
48. Gaining attention Stimulus change alerting the learner and focuses attention on desired features.  
49. Informing the learner of the



objective
A statement or demonstration to form an expectancy in the learner as to the goals of instruction.  



50. Simulating recall of prior
learning



A question or activity to remind the learner of prerequisite knowledge.  
51. Presenting the stimulus An activity or information that presents the content of what is to be learned.  
52. Providing learning guidance A cue or strategy to promote encoding.  
53. Eliciting performance An opportunity to practice or otherwise perform what is being learned.  
54. Providing feedback Information of a corrective nature that will help learners improve their performance.  
55. Assessing performance An opportunity to demonstrate what has been learned.  
56. Enhancing retention and



transfer
Examples or activities that prompt the learner to go beyond the immediate context of instruction. 
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As indicated in Table 5.3, most of Mayer’s multimedia design principles have been followed 



within the I-GIS-T application. However, more feedback should be provided, with more “let’s, 



click…” phrases, in the second person. Within the time constraints of GIS teaching, however, 



the split attention disadvantage of the added workbook, within the I-GIS-T framework, remains 



an important factor to keep in mind. Schnotz’s instructional design principles were followed. 



Furthermore, 14 of the multimedia design principles pertaining to Van Merriënboer’s model 



have been included in the design of the I-GIS-T, whereas eight remaining design principles 



were lacking. These included: lack of group work, lack of ability to design on process in 



creating a map, sometimes lacking explanations of why learners need to press certain buttons, 



text usually accompanied by narrator’s voice in difficult procedures, shared control sometimes 



missing and no option to choose one’s own task as well as lacking ability to provide e-portfolio 



of self-made maps. The theoretical evaluation according to Gagne’s main events, suggested 



that the I-GIS-T application may further enhance specific parts of overall learning. Although 



these nine events may be useful in educational software development, critics view Gagne’s 



theory as being highly analytic and warn the designer to avoid being distracted from the overall 



context for learning (Driscoll, 2012:40), which we kept in mind during the I-GIS-T development 



and therefore also employed the other design principles from Mayer, Schnotz and Van 



Merriënboer. These suggestions are briefly captured in Table 5.3. 



Table 5. 3 Design principles for further I-GIS-T application development 



Goal Mayer’s 
design 



principles 
Multimedia design explanation 



I-GIS-
T



Check
-list



Feedback 1. Quality of feedback is important.
(Guidance.)



Little feedback 



Fo
st



er
 g



en
er



at
iv



e 
pr



oc
es



si
ng



 



Personalisation 
and voice 



2. Human female voice recordings
within a conversational style
enhance learning. Present words in
second person active voice and in a
polite user friendly tone. For example
“let’s click the Enter key” Use of
video clips of interviews.



more  “lets…” phrases 



Self-explanation 3. Ask learners to explain a lesson to
themselves.



Not done 



Merriënboer’s 4C/ID 
model Multimedia 



principle 
Example of use 



I-GIS-T check-list



Learning tasks: computer-stimulated task environments, virtual reality, serious games, and 
high-fidelity simulators 



4. Collaboration
principle



Complex scenarios, work better in groups. No groups 
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Merriënboer’s 4C/ID 
model Multimedia 



principle 
Example of use 



I-GIS-T check-list



5. Completion-
strategy principle



First evaluate how a procedure has been 
used, then design one’s own procedure. 



No design 



Supportive information: hypermedia, micro worlds, and social media 



6. Multimedia principle Present pictures/ animation of a procedure,
and then add explanatory text or narration. 



Sometimes 
explanation of why 
these are missing 



7. Coherence
principle



Present only relevant learning material, 
without dramatised music or irrelevant 
pictures. 



Background music 
might cause 
distraction, only 
jingles  



8. Self-explanation
principle



Provide the opportunity, after presenting an 
animation, to provide feedback and provoke 
explanations. 



No feedback 



Procedural information: mobile applications, augmented reality, online help systems, and 
pedagogical agents 



9. Modality principle Provide opportunities to study sequence of 
procedures, with narration or spoken text 
instead of visual (on-screen text). 



Mostly combination of 
text & narration 



Part-task practice: drill-and-practice computer-based/app-based training 
Instructional control: adaptive systems and electronic development portfolios 



10. Second-order-
scaffolding
principle



Present a suitable learning task, which they 
can choose (shared control), and finally 
present the complete task, from which they 
choose their own tasks. 



Not included 



11. Development
portfolio principle



Compile a portfolio of the learner’s progress 
(for example, GIS maps designed). 



Not included 



This concludes the theoretical evaluation of the I-GIS-T application. Design principles, which 



did not emerge during the theoretic I-GIS-T applications, were added to the suggestions for 



further developments in section 9.3.4. However, it should be noted that some of these missing 



design principles can be taken into account within the broader I-GIS-T framework, which 



allows various options, such as pair-work or presentation through a digital projector. (It should 



also be mentioned, that although this checklist served as only a checklist, the I-GIS-T 



application could also have been graded against these design principles, which could be part 



of an ensuing cycle of evaluation.) As the I-GIS-T application incorporated most of the design 



principles, a preliminary framework was designed, as further described in section 5.3. 
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5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF I-GIS-T ADDITIONAL SUPPORT MATERIAL 



In order to support the I-GIS-T application, an I-GIS-T introduction PowerPoint, learner 



workbook and teacher’s guide were developed.  



5.3.1 I-GIS-T introductory PowerPoint 



The I-GIS-T introductory PowerPoint consists of screenshots from the I-GIS-T application, GIS 



concepts clarification, the outlay of QGIS, used by the I-GIS-T application and a quiz. Figure 



5.11 displays four of the 29 slides, taken from the I-GIS-T application. This PowerPoint also 



contains presenter notes guiding the teacher through the presentation. Answers to the quiz 



are also included in the presenter notes. The I-GIS-T introductory PowerPoint can be 



viewed in Addendum 5.2) 



Base line assessment, 
posing two important 
questions, namely what 
is GIS and why GIS is 
important. This slide 
gives opportunity for 
discussions. 



After the base line 
assessment, 
components of GIS are 
discussed.  
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Within this slide, spectral 
resolution is discussed as 
well as the use of infrared 
and ultra violet light in 
remote sensing. Different 
uses of spectral 
resolution are also 
mentioned 



Lastly, an outlay of the 



QGIS dashboard is given 



as to familiarise the 



learners with various 



buttons. 



Figure 5. 11  I-GIS-T introduction PowerPoint 



5.3.2 I-GIS-T learner workbook 



The I-GIS-T learner workbook, aims to guide the learner through the I-GIS-T activities. This 



booklet (Figure 5.12a) consists of descriptions of GIS concepts and some questions regarding 



the I-GIS-T activities (Figure 5.12b), followed by quizzes. This learner workbook can provide 



evidence for assessment purposes. The workbook can either be peer assessed, self-



assessed or teacher assessed. A memo to the answers are included in the teacher guide. In 



schools that experience difficulties regarding lack of resources, the workbook can provide 



revision notes for exam purposes. The l-GIS-T learner workbook can be viewed in Addendum 



5.3 
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5.3.3 I-GIS-T teacher guide 



The I-GIS-T teacher guide, consists of a checklist needed to set up the I-GIS-T application. 



Presenter’s notes on the PowerPoint are provided as well as instructions towards the 



implementation of the I-GIS-T framework with various options available. Memos to questions 



in the learner workbook are also provided. The I-GIS-T teacher guide displayed in Figure 5.13 



can be viewed in Addendum 5.4. 



Figure 5. 12 Two page examples from the I-GIS-T learner workbook 
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Figure 5. 13 Two page examples from the I-GIS-T teacher guide 



5.4 THE PRELIMINARY I-GIS-T FRAMEWORK BASED ON THE TIP MODEL 



The I-GIS-T integration framework was designed to integrate the I-GIS-T practice into FET 



phase Geography. The I-GIS-T framework is a combination of 4 lessons of 45 minutes each:  



• Lesson 1:  Introductory I-GIS-T PowerPoint & learner workbook



• Lesson 2 & 3:  I-GIS-T activities & workbook



• Lesson 4:  I-GIS-T revision (projector) & workbook answers



The lessons can be followed in a consecutive order, or on a weekly basis, depending on 



computer lab availability or whatever is most practical to the teacher. 



In the development of this preliminary I-GIS-T framework, the TIP model (§ 2.6), provided a 



framework for the I-GIS-T integration strategy. 
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5.4.1 Phase 1: Analysis of learning and teaching needs 



This phase consists of 2 steps. The first step is to determine the relative advantage of using 



the I-GIS-T application, whereas the second step includes Tech-PACK assessment. 



5.4.1.1 Determining the relative advantage of the I-GIS-T 



According to Rodgers (1995:12), perceived attributes of an innovation (relative advantage) 



affect its adoption rate. Table 5.4 consists of a relative advantage analysis of the I-GIS-T 



application.  



Table 5. 4 GIS related learning problems and relative advantage of the I-GIS-T adapted 
from Roblyer and Doering (2013:56) 



GIS related learning problem Technology solution Relative advantage of I-GIS-T 
GIS concepts, abstract and new Graphic tools, tutorial and 



animations 
Audio/visual examples clarify 
GIS concepts and their 
applications 



GIS software manuals time-
consuming 



Tutorial synchronises action 
with instruction  



No need to study complex GIS 
software manuals 



Learners find theoretical GIS 
lessons boring 



Drill-and-practice software 
with challenges and tests 



Learners are actively taking 
part in drill-and-practice 



Learners cannot see relevance of 
GIS to their lives 



Video clips and tutorial Learners gain insight into the 
use of GIS in everyday life 



GIS concepts are inert Practice GIS skills together 
with concepts 



Learners get to know the 
concepts through working with 
them 



GIS skills required in workplace Experience of minimal GIS-
tutor 



Learners get a taste of GIS 
related jobs 



Teachers have limited time for 
giving individual attention to 
student on GIS software 



Tutorial with re-do option Feedback to learners 
immediate 



No teachers available with GIS 
pedagogical knowledge 



Interactive multimedia Provides structured, self-paced 
learning environments 



Students need individual review of 
GIS sections they did not 
understand 



Tutorial or multimedia 
package 



Provides structured, self-paced 
learning environments for 
individual review of missed 
concepts 



School have limited numbers of 
computers 



Other IT modes such as 
digital projector 



Other IT modes such as digital 
projectors can be used 



Learners that have been absent 
missed GIS instruction 



Tutorial or multimedia 
package / online option 



Application reusable, and also 
usable at home 



School has insufficient 
consumables: class notes, 
workbooks and LTSM  



Simulation & animation & 
PowerPoint on concepts 



Application reusable and 
projectable 



Teacher lacks in TPACK Interactive-multimedia-
tutorial 



Minimal technology, pedagogy 
and GIS content knowledge is 
needed, all combined in  
I-GIS-T application
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As may be observed from Table 5.4, the idea of the I-GIS-T application displays a considerable 



relative advantage that might enhance the adoption rate of this application. In short, the 



I-GIS-T allows the teacher to facilitate GIS teaching, allowing extra time to guide individual



learners. In addition, learners are actively involved in their learning process, providing a



measure of self-directed learning (SDL), following through the tutorial and its exercises at their



own pace. Abstract GIS concepts are visually explained and practiced within the exercises,



allowing the learner to freely download QGIS from the internet, for further enrichment activities.



The flexible use of a digital projector together with the I-GIS-T in large classes, circumvents



computer accessibility problems. Finally, teachers, lacking GIS training or technology support



or pedagogy knowledge, might utilise the I-GIS-T successfully after a short demonstration,



that could be viewed on YouTube, to reduce travelling costs.



5.4.1.2 Tech-PACK assessment 



Teachers need to self-assess their TPACK, which includes their content knowledge of GIS 



(CK), their pedagogical knowledge (PK), and their technical knowledge (TK) (Roblyer & 



Doering, 2013:58), in order to ascertain their capability to employ an innovation. The I-GIS-T 



requires minimal knowledge in these three domains, and with the help of an IT/CAT teacher, 



can be set up by other teachers.  



5.4.2 Phase 2: Planning for integration 



Phase 2 represented three steps: (1) decision on the objectives and assessments (2) design 



integration strategies and (3) preparation of the instructional environment. Each of these 



stages related to the I-GIS-T is now briefly addressed.  



5.4.2.1 Decide on the objectives and assessments 



Phase 2 involved the planning for the I-GIS-T integration, which involves decisions regarding 



objectives and assessments. These objectives and assessments have been integrated into 



the I-GIS-T application (lesson 2), whereas the objectives have been aligned with the 



curriculum in the introduction (lesson 1), which is aligned with the assessment in the 



conclusion lesson (lesson 3).  
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5.4.2.2 Design integration strategies 



The GIS content for the FET phase has already been stipulated in the curriculum documents 



(§1.3) although teachers have the option to teach Geography themes through GIS. The I-GIS-



T application makes use of climatology as a theme, which is actually a grade 11 theme.



Learner grouping will depend on the resources. Schools low on resources might choose the



digital projector option, whereas schools with computer labs, might choose one learner per



computer option. Peer tutoring could also be employed, where some learners are computer



illiterate, or where there are not enough computers. For lesson one, the teacher will need a



laptop and digital projector for the PowerPoint as well as the I-GIS-T learner workbook. For



lesson two, the teacher had various options, such as a learner per computer, two learners per



computer (or a mix of one and two learners) or carrying out the I-GIS-T activities by means of



a digital projector connected to a laptop. Learners with disabilities, such as learners hard of



hearing, could re-adjust the volume of the I-GIS-T application. An important feature in the



design integration, is to test run the I-GIS-T application, check for computer viruses, sound,



screen resolution and log on requirements/passwords. These requirements have been



included in the I-GIS-T teacher’s guide as a checklist.



5.4.3 Phase 3: Post-instruction analysis and revisions 



This phase consists of two steps: (1) analysis of results and (2) making of revisions. These 



two steps, pertaining to the I-GIS-T, are briefly discussed. 



5.4.3.1 Analysis of results 



Analysis of results can be obtained by using the I-GIS-T workbook as continuous assessment, 



the multiple-choice question in the I-GIS-T application as well as a test verbally or in writing 



within the conclusion lesson, in order to evaluate whether the outcomes have been reached. 



Knowledge tests (§8.4) as well as attitudinal tests (§8.3) can be applied as a measuring tool. 



However, Roblyer & Doering (2013:63) suggest that the best way of analysis is feedback from 



the learner (§ 7.4 and §8.2.1- §8.2.2), taking both high and low achievers into account.   
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5.4.3.2 Make revisions 



After evaluating the results in step 6, adjustments can be made to the I-GIS-T application, the 



PowerPoint, workbooks, lesson time etc. After this, repetitions of the cycle from phase 2, can 



be made. 



5.5 PRELIMINARY I-GIS-T FRAMEWORK 



This section unpacks each of the four I-GIS-T lessons in detail, with reference to 



accompanying material in the addenda 5.1-5.4. 



5.5.1 Lesson 1: I-GIS-T introductory PowerPoint development 



An introductory I-GIS-T PowerPoint was designed for lesson 1, consisting of 29 slides, 



including presenting notes for each slide. The PowerPoint presentation firstly reflects on the 



I-GIS-T lesson outcomes, (aligned to grade 11 curriculum requirements), main concepts with



corresponding screenshots from the I-GIS-T application activities, followed by a quiz (see



Addendum 5.2). The main aim of this PowerPoint is to orientate the learner with regards to



GIS and the main GIS concepts that they will use during the I-GIS-T application activities. The



quiz could serve as an informal assessment, where learners can be divided into groups/rows.



The last slide shows the QGIS dashboard, with key buttons to be used during the I-GIS-T



activities. The teacher also orientates the learner on how to use the control buttons to manage



the I-GIS-T menu and its activities.



5.5.2 Lesson 2 & 3: I-GIS-T application development 



The I-GIS-T application is used during lesson 2 and lesson 3, in a computer lab. The interactive 



multimedia tutor, with tutorials and exercises, guides the learner through the program. As the 



teacher needs to merely facilitate, he/she does not need to possess extensive GIS, GIS 



pedagogical or technological knowledge. 



5.5.3 Lesson 4: I-GIS-T conclusion lesson 



Lesson 4 concludes with revision of the I-GIS-T activities and of the I-GIS-T workbook 



activities. The workbook was compiled, using screenshots from the I-GIS-T application with 
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corresponding questions. The teacher uses a projector during the conclusion lesson, where 



learners can take turns to demonstrate some of the activities. A memorandum corresponding 



to questions in the workbook could be handed out to learners and they could mark their own 



answers and hand the workbook back to be assessed. Various revision methods exist, from 



which the teacher can choose.  



5.6 CONCLUSION 



This chapter described the development and theoretical evaluation of the I-GIS-T application 



and its framework, which were further evaluated during the multiple-case study part (Part 2) 



of this study. Findings from the theoretical evaluation of the I-GIS-T demonstrated that, to a 



large degree, multimedia design principles were included in the I-GIS-T applications. Those 



design principles not included were mostly from Mayer, Schnotz and Van Merriënboer, which 



were then combined and listed in Table 5.4 and included in the suggestions’ section for further 



I-GIS-T development (Chapter 9 refers). The TIP model provided a framework for the



construction of a preliminary I-GIS-T integration framework. Both Roger’s model and TPACK,



which were included in the TIP model, were discussed. This concludes chapter 5.



Chapter 6 captures the empiric evidence of the national online teacher survey (Part 1) in order 



to answer the first secondary research question. Chapter 6 investigates the needs of teachers 



for GIS learning and teaching support material (LTSM) whilst also pinpointing GIS integration 



needs and barriers, which ultimately provides a backdrop for the final development of an 



I-GIS-T integration framework in chapter 10.
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CHAPTER SIX 



6 NATIONAL SURVEY, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 



6.1 INTRODUCTION 



In the review of the related literature regarding GIS FET phase education (Chapter 3), a 



scarcity of South African research on GIS implementation constraints, GIS utilisation, 



practices and evaluation has been observed. This chapter provides the results and discussion 



of the national online teacher survey which is part 1 of this study. Findings from the multiple 



case study (part 2) are given in chapter 7 and chapter 8. The aim of this national online teacher 



survey, as discussed in this chapter, was to address this research gap within the body of South 



African research literature, through providing a baseline of South African data on the use of 



GIS software and GIS practice integration barriers. In order to do so, this chapter aims to 



answer the first and second part of the first research question and the first part of the fourth 



research question posed in this introduction.  



To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System 



(GIS) in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers 



in this study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the 



development of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase 



Geography classes for the purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



The first part of the first research question addresses the usage of GIS practice, whereas the 



second part addresses the major barriers teachers experience with regard to GIS practice 



integration.  



The first part of the second research question investigates suggestions made by teachers to 



enhance GIS instructional practice, which can be included within the I-GIS-T integration 



framework. This chapter therefore mainly presents quantitative results, with supportive, 



…at the same time, the giant will be struck by how little the social 
studies curriculum has been affected by the technology changes 



sweeping the nation. 
Martorella 



1 



4 
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qualitative open-ended questions in order to access suggestions from teachers on how to 



enhance such practice.  



Availability sampling of 222 FET phase Geography teachers was employed for this online 



survey. It is important for the reader to bear in mind, whilst perusing this chapter that the 



majority of teachers were able to access this survey have email and internet connections, and 



are therefore more technologically orientated. This online survey consisted of 30 question 



sections with the aim of providing an indication of current patterns and trends regarding GIS 



usage and main GIS integration barriers. Descriptive statistics highlighted trends and patterns 



while aiming to best answer the research question. Results are displayed and discussed under 



seven key headings: (1) GIS usage within the FET phase (2) FET phase Geography teachers; 



(3) school and class environments (4) resources (5) GIS-TPACK (6) GIS implementation



constraints and (7) the clarity of this survey.



6.2 GIS USAGE WITHIN FET PHASE CLASSES 



This section attempts to answer the first part of the first research question posed in the 



introduction of this chapter, while also providing an opportunity for comparison between the 



adopter and non-adopter groups with regard to the remainder of this chapter. A section within 



the questionnaire was therefore dedicated to investigating GIS software usage within GIS 



teaching and other GIS teaching methods. Results from this section, as provided in Figure 



6.1, indicate that 64 (32.5%) of the 197 teachers, who responded to this section in the 



questionnaire, stated that they adopted GIS software to varying degrees when teaching GIS, 



whereas 133 (67.5%) stated that they never adopt GIS software when doing so. It should be 



noted, however, that only 8.1% of the teachers almost always use GIS software, which is on 



the low side. These findings, when compared to those of the USA during a 2000 study (Kerski, 



2009:144), (where teachers had GIS software available, but were not employing it in the class. 



This revealed that 45.1% of USA teachers were using GIS software), reflect a probable need 



for teacher-friendly curriculum-aligned GIS applications. Evidence for the need for curriculum 



aligned material also emerged from data generated during this survey and is discussed in 



section 6.6. 
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Figure 6. 1  GIS software adopters and non-adopters 



The GIS software adopter and non-adopter groups, indicated in Figure 6.1, provided two 



comparison groups with regard to data analysis pertaining to demographics, teachers’ needs 



and opinions, uses of GIS teaching materials, school and class environments, TPACK and 



lastly, GIS practice constraints that are discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 



6.3 FET PHASE GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS: DEMOGRAPHICS, BACKGROUND, 



SKILLS AND OPINIONS 



This section provides the descriptive statistics regarding demographics and characteristics of 



the 222 respondent FET phase Geography teachers.  



Never; 67.5%



Sometimes; 
17.8%



Almost 
always; 8.1%



Often; 6.6%



Use GIS software when I teach GIS
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Responses to this survey, as indicated in Figure 6.2, came from all nine provinces, with most 



responses received from Gauteng (26.6%) and KZN (20.7%) provinces. The Northern Cape 



with (0.9%) and North West Province with (1.8%), yielded the least responses.  



Upon grouping the respondents into the categories of GIS software adopters and non-



adopters, the Pearson Chi-Square p-value of 0.342 and a Cramer’s V of 0.214, showed neither 



a significant statistical nor a practical difference between the two groups across the provinces, 



as presented in Table 6.1 below.  



Table 6. 1 Cross table of provincial areas of participants 



In which province / 
geographical area do 
you currently teach 
Geography? 
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Non-Adopter 
% 12.0 4.5 25.6 21.8 16.5 7.5 2.3 0.8 9.0 100.0 



Adopter 
% 7.8 15.6 26.6 23.4 12.5 4.7 1.6 0.0 7.8 100.0 



Total 
% 10.7 8.1 25.9 22.3 15.2 6.6 2.0 0.5 8.7 100.0% 



Eastern Cape
10%



Free State
9%



Gauteng
27%



KZN
21%



Limpopo
15%



Mpumalanga
6%



Northern Cape
1%



North West Province
2% Western Cape



9%



Survey respondents according to provinces 



Figure 6. 2  Survey respondents according to provinces 
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Of the 222 teachers that responded, 45.5% were female and 54.5% male, and the Pearson 



Chi-Square showed a statistically significant p-value of 0.037 with more males being GIS 



software adopters; but a Cramer’s V of 0.149 showed no practical differences between the 



percentage of adopters and non-adopters with regard to gender, as recorded in Table 6.2. 



From this data, it could be supposed that female Geography teachers would need more 



support in adopting GIS software. 



Table 6. 2 Cross table of gender differences 



What is your gender? Female Male Total 



G
IS



 s
of



tw
ar



e Non-
Adopter 



Count 71 62 133 
% within GIS 
software 



53.4% 46.6% 100.0% 



Adopter Count 24 40 64 
% within GIS 
software 



37.5% 62.5% 100.0% 



Total Count 95 102 197 
% within GIS 
software 



48.2% 51.8% 100.0% 



The teachers mostly taught Geography to more than one grade. Sixty-six point seven percent 



(66.7%) of the teachers taught grade 10; while 68.0% taught grade 11 and 80.2% taught grade 



12.  



6.3.1 Teaching experience 



Teaching experience of teachers is given in Table 6.3. Grouped according to years of 



Geography FET phase teaching experience, the largest group had between 1 month and 5 



years’ experience, which could be because of the recent addition of tertiary GIS education to 



the Geography student teacher curriculum and also because this group could have been more 



accustomed to technology and were therefore asked by the school to complete the online 



survey. The second largest group reported Geography FET phase teaching experience of 



between 6 and 10 years, as indicated in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6. 3 Teaching experience of teachers 



Geography FET phase teaching experience Responses 
(n=222) 



Percent of 
Total 



1 month - 5 years 49 22.1% 
6-10 years 42 18.9% 
11-15 years 35 15.8% 
16-20 years 32 14.4% 
21-25 years 27 12.2% 
>25 years 37 16.6% 



Interestingly, quite a large percentage of teachers (16.6%) had more than 25 years of 



Geography FET phase teaching experience, which could relate to the fact that these teachers 



were the contact person for the DBE and acted as the Head of the Geography department at 



their school.  



The difference in years of experience, between GIS software adopters and non-adopters, is 



presented in Table 6.4. It should be noted that 197 of the teachers completed the section, 



whether they use GIS software or not. A chi-square test was run on the years of teaching 



experience, in order to determine if there was a significant difference between the adopters 



and non-adopters. The Pearson Chi-Square p-value of 0.475 for the Cramer’s V of 0.152, 



showed no significant statistical or practical differences between the adopters and non-



adopters (as recorded in Table 6.4) and teaching experience.  



Table 6. 4 Percentage frequencies of Geography FET phase teaching experience 



Group 



N 
1 month - 
5 years 



6-10
years



11-15
years



16-20
years



21-25
years



>25
years



Total 
% 



% Non-adopters 
of GIS software 133 23.3% 20.3% 17.3% 14.3% 11.3% 13.5% 100,0 



% Adopters of 
GIS software 64 18.8% 17.2% 12.5% 12.5% 15.6% 23.4% 100,0 



% Non-adopters 
and adopters 197 21.8% 19.3% 15.7% 13.7% 12.7% 16.8% 100,0 



Therefore, it could be surmised that the number of years of teachers’ experience did not 



exercise a significant influence on whether teachers were adopters or non-adopters. Although 



not statistically or practically important, it is noted that 23.4% of the teachers with more than 



25 years of experience adopted GIS software, which measured higher than the percentage of 
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non-adopters, at just 13.5%. Although a Singaporean study found that 10-19 years of teacher 



experience showed the highest usage of GIS materials (Yap et al., 2008:56), our result 



coincides with Kerski’s survey results (2009:121) which suggests that veteran teachers (who 



have been teaching more than 25 years), have more time to become acquainted with GIS. 



These teachers have already worked out lesson materials and plans of all the other themes, 



gathered through their years of Geography teaching. A second reason could be that South 



African GIS training could have mainly been focused on in-service teachers. Whereas GIS 



pre-service teachers who are in training could be still in the implementation phase, possibly 



awaiting more user friendly and educational, curriculum aligned, GIS software packages. It is 



therefore important within the rollout of an educational GIS software package, to include 



training as regards that package within the training of pre-service teachers. 



6.3.2 Computer training 



Regarding computer training, 54.8% of 197 teachers stated that they definitely need it, 



whereas 23.4% said they probably need such training (see Figure 6.3).  



Figure 6. 3  Need for computer training 



When the need for computer training was compared, between GIS software adopters and non-



adopters, through Pearson Chi-square tests, a small effect with no statistical or practical 



differences (p=0.079, Cramer’s V = 0.186) was found. Because there were no statistical 



or practical differences, the data suggests that the need for computer training exists for both 



GIS software adopter (71.9%) and non-adopter groups (81.3%), which indicates a high 



percentage of responses in both groups, listed in Table 6.5. This finding suggests the need 



of Geography 



Not at all; 18.8%



Not sure; 3.0%



Probably; 23.4%
Definitely, 54.8%



Do you have a need for computer training?
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FET phase teachers to undergo computer training either within short courses or through 



workshops.  



Table 6. 5 Cross table of GIS software non–adopters and adopters against need for 
computer training 



Do you have a need for computer training? 
Not at all Not sure Probably Definitely Total 



G
IS



 s
of



tw
ar



e Non-
adopter 



Count 20 5 28 80 133 
% within GIS 
software 



15.0% 3.8% 21.1% 60.1% 100.0% 



Adopter Count 17 1 18 28 64 
% within GIS 
software 



26.6% 1.6% 28.1% 43.7% 100.0% 



Total Count 37 6 46 108 197 
% within GIS 
software 



18.8% 3.0% 23.4% 54.8% 100.0% 



6.3.3 GIS software training 



Of 197 teachers who completed this section of the questionnaire, 76 (38.6%) stated that they 



underwent GIS training, whereas 121 (61.4%) said they did not receive any such training. 



Institutions that did provide training for the 76 teachers were: the Department of Basic 



Education (DBE), AfriSpatial on QGIS, Paper GIS, SASTRI, the University of Pretoria, North 



West University, University of Johannesburg, GISSA, Department of Environmental Affairs, 



Esri and Funda Lula Project (EsriSA). On asking the respondents whether they felt that 



their training was sufficient, the majority, 65 (36.9%) of them, stated that their training was 



not at all sufficient, with 41 (23.3%) of the teachers stating that they were unsure whether 



their training was sufficient; 21 (11.9%) teachers felt that their training was definitely 



sufficient while 49 (27.8%) responded that their training was sufficient to some extent. 



These findings are illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6. 4  Sufficiency of GIS training 



In comparing the need for GIS software training between the GIS adopter and non-adopter 



groups, the Pearson Chi-square tests showed no statistical or practical differences between 



the two groups (p=0.096, Cramer’s V = 0.179) (see Table 6.6). 



Table 6. 6 Cross table of GIS software non–adopters and adopters against need for GIS 
software training 



Do you have a need for 
training in GIS software? Not at all Not sure To some 



extent 
Definitely Total 



G
IS



 s
of



tw
ar



e 



Non-
adopters 



Count 3 2 16 112 133 
% within GIS 
software 



2.3% 1.5% 12.0% 84.2% 100.0% 



Adopters Count 5 1 13 45 64 
% within GIS 
software 



7.8% 1.6% 20.3% 70.3% 100.0% 



Total 
Count 8 3 29 157 197 
% within GIS 
software 



4.1% 1.5% 14.7% 79.7% 100.0% 



However, it should be noticed that a large percentage, of both the non-adopter and adopter 



groups, reported a definite need for GIS software training. National guidelines for conducting 



workshops on GIS software as well as utilising curriculum-aligned teacher-friendly software 



packages, consequently seem to be important to enhance the sufficiency of GIS training. 



Not at all; 
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Unsure; 23.4%



To some extent; 
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Definitely; 
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Do you feel the training was sufficient?
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6.3.4 GIS pedagogical training 



With regard to GIS pedagogy, 61 (47.0%) of 130 teachers who completed this section of the 



survey stated that they definitely need GIS pedagogical training, with 41 (31.5%) teachers 



acknowledging that they need GIS pedagogical training to some extent, as indicated in Figure 



6.5. Cumulatively, these two groups added up to 78.5%, which implies a need for teachers to 



be instructed in how to teach GIS. These findings therefore reflect an uncertainty concerning 



how to teach it, which could also count as a GIS implementation constraint. In comparing the 



need for GIS pedagogy training between the GIS adopter and non-adopter groups, the 



Pearson Chi-square tests showed no statistical significance, but a small to medium practical 



effect between the two groups (p=0.072, Cramer’s V = 0.209) as recorded in Table 6.7.  



Table 6. 7 Cross table on need for pedagogy training 



Do you need to be trained on how to teach 
(pedagogy) GIS? 



Not at 
all 



Unsure To 
some 
extent 



Yes 
definitely Total 



G
IS



 
so



ftw
ar



e 



Count 7 9 23 42 81 
Non-
Adopter % within GIS software 8.6% 11.1% 28.4% 51.9% 100.0% 



Adopter Count 8 4 18 19 49 
% within GIS software 16.3% 8.2% 36.7% 38.8% 100.0% 



Total Count 15 13 41 61 130 
% within GIS software 11.5% 10% 31.6% 46.9% 100.0% 



Not at all; 
11.5%



Unsure; 10.0%



To some 
extent; 31.5%



Yes, definitely; 
47.0%



Do you need to be trained on how to teach (pedagogy) GIS?



Figure 6. 5   Need for GIS pedagogy training 
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From these results it could be gathered that the GIS software adopters as well as the non-



adopter groups need additional GIS pedagogy training, which could be addressed in GIS 



workshops.  



Upon asking the teachers in which pedagogical aspects they need training, the following 



feedback was given, as summarised according to a word count within a word cloud (Figure 



6.6):  



Figure 6. 6  Word cloud revealing training needs 



According to the word cloud, generated by word frequencies of responses, 22 of the 67 



teachers requested that all the aspects of GIS be addressed, while nine teachers highlighted 



how to use the software and six suggested application of GIS, use of paper, use of computer, 



layering and resolution.  



6.4 SCHOOL AND CLASS ENVIRONMENT 



As evident in Figure 6.7, many of the 222 respondents came from urban areas (41%) with 



37.8% coming from rural areas. Under other areas (n=5), respondents referred to a private 



tutor, township, farm-rural area, prison and town. 
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Concerning the teachers’ demographics, 121 (54.5%) respondents were male and 101 



(45.5%) female. In response to the question regarding the amount of years these teachers 



had taught Geography to the FET phase learners, the largest number of teachers, 49 



(22.07%), responded that they had been teaching from 1 month to 5 years, whereas 42 



(18.92%) stated that they have between 6 and 10 years of teaching experience within FET 



phase Geography. From this response it could be gathered that it was mostly younger 



teachers who were involved with GIS teaching or were more prone to answer online surveys. 



Figure 6.8 illustrates that 86.0% of the 222 respondents who teach FET phase Geography 



(grade 10-12) teach at public schools, with average class sizes of 31-40 learners (25.2%), 41-



50 (23.4%) and more than 50 learners in the class (21.6%).   



Rural; 37.8%



Semi-urban; 
18.9%



Urban; 41.0%



Other (please 
specify); 2.3%



In what school environment are you currently teaching?



Figure 6. 7  Demographics of school environments 
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Figure 6. 8   Types of FET phase schools 



The average class sizes are rather large, with most (25.2%) classes housing between 31-40 



learners per class, 23.4% of classes between 41-50 learners per class and 21.6% of the 



classes  over 50 learners in one class as seen in Figure 6.9. 



Figure 6. 9  Percentage distribution of average FET phase Geography class sizes 
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Cumulative results in this study suggested that 70.2% of 222 FET phase classes contain more 



than 30 learners per class. Class sizes in South Africa differ substantially from Kerski’s findings 



in the USA (Kerski, 2009:120), who found during his 2000 national postal survey, that only 



8.5% of senior school classes within the USA consist of more than 30 learners per class. An 



integration framework for large class GIS teaching needs, therefore, to cater also for large 



classes, which mainly represent low resourced schools. Within economically poor areas, 



payments of school fees are neglected, which make it impossible for School Governing Bodies 



(SGBs) to employ extra teachers by means of school funds. 



6.5 GIS USAGE WITHIN FET PHASE CLASSES 



As shown in Table 6.8, 93.41% of respondents mostly use a textbook when teaching GIS, with 



an additional 4.57% of the teachers using a textbook sometimes. However, 73.60% of the 



teachers desire to implement the use of a GIS application, with an additional 18.27% who 



sometimes desire to use a GIS application. These findings show that the teachers are to a 



great extent positive regarding the use of GIS software, although to a large extent reverting to 



textbook teaching. 



Table 6. 8 Percentage frequency table of GIS teaching strategies 



When teaching GIS, I… N Never Sometimes Often Almost 
always 



use a textbook or notes on GIS to 
teach GIS 197 2.03 4.56 24.37 69.04 



use GIS software when I teach GIS 197 67.51 17.77 6.60 8.12 
demonstrate GIS on a computer 
when teaching GIS 197 60.40 19.80 6.60 13.20 



prepare lesson materials using GIS 
software 197 67.01 16.75 8.63 7.61 



desire to implement the use of a 
GIS application in my class 197 8.13 18.27 22.84 50.76 



skip GIS and focus on another 
Geography topic 197 60.41 28.43 7.61 3.55 



Regarding the type of GIS materials used as LTSM (displayed in Figure 6.10), 97.6% of the 



respondents stated that they use the textbook, whereas 19.9% made use of transparencies 



and tracing papers, and 18.5% made use of Google Earth. Under “others”, nine respondents 



(4.3%) stated that they also use “Xtra YouTube videos”, “DVD’s”,  “SMART Board”, 



“PowerPoints”, “notes”, “maps”, “Whiteboard and overlays”, “everything” and “Cambridge 
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exam papers”. As the teachers mostly made use of the textbook and transparencies and 



tracing paper, I posed the question whether they think there is a need for GIS curriculum 



orientated teaching materials.  



Figure 6. 10  Use of learning teaching support material (LTSM) 



From the answers, it was evident that there is a need for an educational GIS application, which 



was confirmed by 86.7% of the 211 teachers stating that there is a definite need for GIS 



curriculum orientated materials, with an additional 10.0% suggesting a probable need 



reflected in Figure 6.11. This yields an overwhelming result of 98.7% who suggest they have 



a need for GIS curriculum orientated applications. 
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When the responses were separated between the adopter and non-adopter groups, no 



statistically or practically significant relationship emerged regarding the need for GIS 



curriculum orientated software.  



Pearson Chi-square tests showed no statistical or practical differences between the 



percentage of adopters and non-adopters regarding the need for GIS software training 



(p=0.096, Cramer’s V=0.179). Therefore, as indicated in Table 6.9, both adopters and non-



adopters require GIS software training.  



Figure 6. 11   Percentage distribution of need for GIS curriculum orientated teaching 
materials 
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Table 6. 9 Cross table of GIS software adopters’ and non-adopters’ need for GIS software 
training 



Do you have a need for training in GIS software? 



Not at all Not sure To some 
extent Definitely Total 



G
IS



 
so



ftw
ar



e Non-Adopter 3 2 16 112 133 
2.3% 1.5% 12.0% 84.2% 100.0% 



Adopter 5 1 13 45 64 
7.8% 1.6% 20.3% 70.3% 100.0% 



Total 



8 3 29 157 197 



4.1% 1.5% 14.7% 79.7% 100.0% 



In investigating the option of a multimedia-GIS-tutor software that would guide the learners 



step-by-step through GIS software: 88.8% of the teachers agreed that such an application 



would be useful. Findings from this survey indicated that the I-GIS-T, which is a multimedia, 



interactive GIS tutor application, would indeed be a viable GIS application as illustrated in 



Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6. 12   Need for a multimedia GIS tutor 
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To differentiate between the GIS adopters and non-adopters, regarding the need for a 



multimedia-GIS tutor software, the following table, Table 6.10, was generated.   



Upon comparing the GIS software adopter group with the non-adopter group, the Pearson 



Chi-square tests indicated no statistical or practical differences between the two groups 



(p=0.257, Cramer’s V = 0.180) (see Table 6.9). 



Table 6. 10  Cross table of the need of a multimedia-GIS-tutor between GIS software 
adopters and non-adopters 



Strongly 
disagree 



Disagree Unsure Agree 
Strongly 



agree 
Total 



G
IS



 s
of



tw
ar



e 



Non-
Adopters 



5 3 7 25 66 106 



4.7% 2.8% 6.6% 23.6% 62.3% 100.0% 



Adopters 
0 0 3 18 37 58 



0.0% 0.0% 5.2% 31.0% 63.8% 100.0% 



Total 
5 3 10 43 103 164 



3.1% 1.8% 6.1% 26.2% 62.8% 100.0% 



Because there was no difference between the two groups, it could be deduced that both the 



adopter and non-adopter groups are in need of a multimedia GIS tutor application. Chapters 



7 and 8 therefore set out to evaluate the I-GIS-T as an option, keeping the GIS implementation 



barriers, which emerged through this survey (section 6.8), in mind. 



6.5.1 Teacher opinion on GIS in the curriculum 



Because the teacher has been identified as the key to successful GIS practice integration, it 



was important for this study to evaluate their attitude towards GIS. One aspect of the teachers’ 



attitude is the GIS benefits for the learner. Upon investigating this aspect, the results from 167 



teachers, who completed this section of the survey, are displayed in Table 6.11, providing 



evidence that teachers to a large extent agree that GIS is beneficial for the learner. 
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Table 6. 11  Percentage frequencies of GIS learner benefits 



The extent to which you think 
each of the following factors 
(regarding GIS learning) 
can/does benefit learners? 



N 



St
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ng
ly
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sa
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ee
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e 



U
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e 



A
gr



ee
 



St
ro



ng
ly



 a
gr



ee
 



M
ea



n 



St
an



da
rd



 
D



ev
ia



tio
n 



Enhances learning of 
geographical concepts 167 2.40 2.40 5.39 44.91 44.91 4.28 0.862 



Enhances geospatial thinking 
skills 167  3.59  0.60  5.39  41.32  49.10 4.32 0.982 



Promotes higher levels of 
thinking 167 2.99 1.80 5.99 41.32 47.90 4.29 0.894 



Promotes problem solving 
skills 167 2.99 0.00 8.38 45.51 43.11 4.26 0.850 



Promotes critical thinking skills 167 2.99 0.00 7.19 44.31 45.51 4.29 0.845 



Provides an exploratory tool 
for  data analysis 167 2.99 2.40 6.59 45.51 42.51 4.22 0.901 



Provides employment skills 167 2.40 2.40 9.58 35.93 49.70 4.28 0.911 



Provides real-world relevance 
to subject 167 2.99 2.40 5.39 36.53 52.69 4.34 0.916 



Provides integration of different 
subjects 167 2.99 4.19 11.98 38.92 41.92 4.13 0.983 



Provides opportunities to 
partner with the community and 
other such projects 



167 2.99 4.79 11.38 40.72 40.12 4.10 0.986 



Enhances motivation and 
student interest 167 2.99 2.99 9.58 40.72 43.71 4.19 0.944 



According to various learner benefits shown in Table 6.11, the teachers value GIS highly, even 



though they face GIS practice integration constraints. As highlighted in section 3.3, it should 



be noted that in order to reap the rich benefits of GIS, the learners need to experience the GIS 



software.  



Using an open-ended question, I asked the teachers their opinion of GIS in the curriculum. 



The following answers, as captured in a word cloud summary, expressed their feeling;  
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Figure 6. 13  Word cloud revealing teacher’s opinions regarding GIS in the curriculum 



As gathered from the word cloud which was based on 159 teachers’ opinions on the relevance 



of GIS (see Figure 6.13), the teachers mostly evaluate it in the curriculum as a useful, 



important and very relevant aspect of Geography. Teachers also acknowledged that GIS 



technology fosters learners for the GIS workforce. In order to differentiate between GIS 



software adopters and non-adopters, the two groups were separated and word clouds were 



drawn for each group (see Figures 6.14 and 6.15).  



Figure 6. 14  Word cloud of GIS non-adopters’ opinions of GIS in the curriculum 
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Figure 6. 15  Word cloud of GIS adopters’ opinions of GIS in the curriculum 



The word cloud of both the GIS software adopters and non-adopters revealed the words “GIS”, 



“learners”, “important”, “relevant” and “good” as the most important (see Figures 6.14 and 



6.15). Upon further investigation, to contextualise these main words in the broader context, 



three central opinions emerged, (1) teachers being negative towards GIS (2) teachers being 



positive, but needing more support and (3) teachers responding very positively regarding GIS. 



6.5.1.1 Teachers negative towards GIS: non-adopters 



Six of the 133 teachers not using GIS software reacted negatively towards GIS in the 



curriculum; although this represents a very small percentage, it does not override the need to 



take their concerns into account. Doing so is important with regards to GIS curriculum research 



and development. Their opinions were recorded as follows: “…it is very badly implemented”, 



whereas another teacher expanded, “…take it out of the curriculum until all schools have 



adequate computers” and it “…should be taken out of the curriculum”, and another agreed, 



stating: “…it should be removed”. One teacher asserted that, “GIS is too broad, hence 



students don’t understand why we do it” and, “…it does not help the learner”. Another teacher 



concurred with this aspect: “I think it disadvantages both learners and educators because of 



lack of resources to teach GIS and educators’ lack of content knowledge”.   



6.5.1.2 Teachers negative towards GIS: adopters 



Only two participants from the 64 teachers who were using GIS software were found to be 



negative regarding GIS in the curriculum. Reasons for this attitude include: “…time could be 
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spent on other components as only a small number of learners actually get to use/apply the 



knowledge” and another teacher stated: “I think it should be offered only to learners who are 



interested, [and then] as a spare subject”. 



6.5.1.3 Teachers positive towards GIS, but lacking support and resources: non-
adopters/emerging adopters 



This group of teachers were positive towards GIS, but lacked support and resources, such as 



software and hardware. One teacher declared, “…it should have clear guidelines in each and 



every section and topic” while another responded with: “I need more training”. A teacher 



remarked that, “…the schools must be supplied with all the relevant material to make GIS live” 



and another texted: “…it is good, but in a well-resourced school”, whereas yet another teacher 



declared: “…excellent, but we do need training and online material. I would love to have the 



ESRI material installed but it is completely out of our budget”. One teacher captured their 



opinion in the statement: “…interesting, useful but time constraints and lack of training and 



resources prevent me from implementing it”. One teacher requested that: “…the curriculum 



should be revised so that it may also support schools without resources like computers, 



projector and others that are essential for GIS teaching”. These teachers are clearly positive 



towards GIS, but experience GIS implementation constraints that need to be attended to, 



which mostly involve lack of support/training, resources and time. 



6.5.1.4 Teachers positive towards GIS, but dissatisfied with only minimal GIS 
inclusion or way of introduction in curriculum: adopters  



This group of teachers have mostly adopted GIS in their classes; they feel that “[it] is very 



relevant, however the DBE has simplified it so much in the syllabus that as teachers we are 



barely scratching the surface of what GIS is really about”. Another teacher stated that “It is a 



necessity to equip learners even myself to look at other avenues in terms of finding better 



paying jobs, and it makes Geography more exciting and practical in real life”. Quite a number 



of teachers have raised the point of equipping learners with GIS skills for the job market. “It 



widens the learners' thinking and gives them more career opportunities. It also helps them to 



fit into the world of digital life”. One respondent that makes use of GIS software declared that 



the GIS has been “…introduced into the curriculum in a wrong order, with no thought for 



learner’s level of development”. Such teachers propose that curriculum writers could integrate 



more GIS within the geographical themes, taking learner’s level of development into 
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consideration. However, different school and class environments might unfortunately hinder 



curriculum developers from following this avenue of greater integration. 



6.6 RESOURCES AVAILABLE 



Upon investigating resources available to the teacher as recorded in Table 6.12, it was found 



that 70.09% of the teachers stated that their schools have an internet connection and 69.63% 



of the teachers had access to the internet. However, the internet connections in some schools 



were not always operating and were largely dependent on school fund availability. The 



majority, 64.02%, of the schools had a computer lab, although, “…some computers were not 



working and others infected with viruses”. While only 25.70% had a computer available in 



class, 77.57% of the teachers owned their own computer. Regarding the availability of a digital 



projector, 67.76% of the teachers responded that they have a digital projector available.  



Table 6. 12 ICT resources 



Answer Options N 
Percentage frequencies 



Don't 
know No Yes 



Does your school have access to the Internet? 214 2.34 27.57 70.09 
Do you as a teacher have access to the 
Internet at school? 214 0.46 29.91 69.63 



Does your school have a computer lab? 214 0.47 35.51 64.02 
Do you have a computer in your class? 214 2.34 71.96 25.70 
Do you have your own computer? 214 0 22.43 77.57 
Does your school have a digital projector 
available? 214 1.87 30.37 67.76 



Deductions from these results indicate that GIS practice could be a possibility, either using a 



data projector and computer, or through using the computer lab. Large class sizes within South 



Africa (section 3.5) further impact negatively on GIS teaching, which amounts to insufficient 



learner/computer ratios and resources at schools. Within this survey, 50% of the teachers 



acknowledge that there are no computers available to the learners while 9.3% respond that 



they have just one computer available for more than nine learners. One teacher in this survey, 



however, indicated that they may have computers available, but that these computers might 



not be in a workable condition. In the second part of this research, this notion was confirmed 



in three of the six schools, where a computer lab was available, but the computers were not 
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in a workable condition or were so contaminated with viruses, that other arrangements needed 



to be made.  



When differentiating between the GIS software adopter and non-adopter group regarding 



Information communication technology (ICT) resources available, statistical and practical 



differences were found between the groups as recorded in Table 6.13. Regarding internet 



access, the Pearson Chi-square tests showed significant statistical and medium practical 



differences, between the two groups (p=0.007, Cramer’s V = 0.225), with 84.4% of the adopter 



group indicating that their school has internet access, compared to 62.4% of teachers of the 



non-adopter group (Table 5.17). Internet availability to the teacher at school also showed a 



significant statistical and practical difference between the adopter and non-adopter group, in 



terms of the Pearson Chi-square test (p=0.005, Cramer’s V=0.232). It could therefore be 



argued that greater internet availability will enhance GIS software usage in schools as the 



adopter group showed a higher percentage of internet accessibility to the non-adopter group. 



Regarding computer access, either through a computer lab or a computer within the class, 



this factor also indicated significant statistical and practical differences between the adopter 



and non-adopter group. When the Pearson Chi-square test between the two groups regarding 



computer lab availability by means of a computer lab was applied, a significant statistical and 



medium practical difference was noted (p= 0.004 and Cramer’s V=0.238). When the Pearson 



Chi-square test was applied to both groups regarding availability of a class computer, a 



significant statistical and medium practical difference was also evident (p=0.019 and Cramer’s 



V=0.201). 



Upon investigating the influence of having one’s own computer within the two groups, the 



Pearson Chi-square test showed a significant statistical and higher medium practical 



difference (p<0.001 and Cramer’s V=0.262). Regarding computer accessibility, the greatest 



practical difference between the adopter and non-adopter group was noted in the teacher 



possessing a personal computer, followed by the availability of a computer lab. 



Lastly the availability of a digital projector also demonstrated a statistically significant and 



medium practical effect (p<0.001 and Cramer’s V=0.280). Although the effect is of medium 



size, a digital projector was more available to the adopter group (87.5%) than to the non-



adopter group (60.2%). From these results, it could be deduced that a digital projector might 



be a valuable medium to use, especially within large classes.  
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Table 6. 13  Cross table between GIS adopters and non-adopters with regard to ICT 
resources 



Does your school have access to the 
Internet? 



Don't 
know 



No Yes Total Chi-
square 
p-value



Cramer’s 
V 



G
IS



 
so



ftw
ar



e 



N
A



d 



Count 3 47 83 133 



0.007 0.225 



% within GIS software 2.3% 35.3% 62.4% 100.0% 



A
d Count 1 9 54 64 



% within GIS software 1.5% 14.1% 84.4% 100.0% 
Total Count 4 56 137 197 



% within GIS software 2.1% 28.4% 69.5% 100.0% 
Do you as a teacher have access to the Internet at school? 



0.005 0.232 



G
IS



 
so



ftw
ar



e 



N
A



d 



Count 1 50 82 133 
% within GIS software .8% 37.6% 61.6% 100.0% 



A
d Count 0 10 54 64 



% within GIS software 0.0% 15.6% 84.4% 100.0% 
Total Count 1 60 136 197 



% within GIS software .5% 30.5% 69.0% 100.0% 
Computer lab 



0.004 0.238 



G
IS



 
so



ftw
ar



e 



N
A



d 



Count 1 56 76 133 
% within GIS software .8% 42.1% 57.1% 100.0% 



A
d Count 0 12 52 64 



% within GIS software 0.0% 18.8% 81.2% 100.0% 
Total Count 1 68 128 197 



% within GIS software .5% 34.5% 65.0% 100.0% 
Computer in the class 



0.019 0.201 



G
IS
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e 



N
A



d 



Count 4 102 27 133 
% within GIS software 3.0% 76.7% 20.3% 100.0% 



A
d Count 1 38 25 64 



% within GIS software 1.5% 59.4% 39.1% 100.0% 
Total Count 5 140 52 197 



% within GIS software 2.5% 71.1% 26.4% 100.0% 
Teacher owning computer 



<.001 0.262 



G
IS
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ftw
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e 



N
A



d 



Count 39 94 133 



% within GIS software 29.3% 70.7% 100.0% 



A
d Count 4 60 64 



% within GIS software 6.3% 93.7% 100.0% 
Total Count 43 154 197 



% within GIS software 21.8% 78.2% 100.0% 
Digital projector available at school 



<0.001 0.280 



G
IS
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e 



N
A



d 



Count 4 49 80 133 



% within GIS software 3.0% 36.8% 60.2% 100.0% 



A
d Count 0 8 56 64 



% within GIS software 0.0% 12.5% 87.5% 100.0% 
Total Count 4 57 136 197 



% within GIS software 2.0% 28.9% 69.0% 100.0% 
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However, as may be observed from Figure 6.16, 62.4% of the non-adopter group’s schools 



have internet access. Upon differentiating between the GIS software adopters and non-



adopters concerning the number of computers available per learner, the Pearson Chi-square 



tests showed a small but statistical and practical difference between the two groups (p=0.029, 



Cramer’s V = 0.267) as indicated in Table 6.14. 



Table 6. 14  Cross table on learner-computer ratio between the GIS software adopters and 
non-adopters 



What is the learner-
computer ratio 
(number of learners 
per computer) 
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r Count 12 14 6 2 10 14 75 133 
% within 
GIS 
software 



9.0% 10.5% 4.5% 1.6% 7.5% 10.5% 56.4% 100.0% 



Ad
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te
r Count 7 8 4 2 15 6 22 64 



% within 
GIS 
software 



10.9% 12.5% 6.3% 3.1% 23.4% 9.4% 34.4% 100.0% 



Total Count 19 22 10 4 25 20 97 197 
% within 
GIS 
software 



9.6% 11.2% 5.1% 2.0% 12.7% 10.2% 49.2% 100.0% 



No computers; 
50.0%



Every learner at a 
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Figure 6. 16 Learner: computer ratio 
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Surprisingly, it was noted that 34.4% of the GIS software adopter groups stated that they do 



not have computers available for the learner. It could therefore be reasoned that the teacher 



makes use of her/his own computer/laptop, probably connected to a digital projector. It should 



also be noted that the teacher could have been using Google Earth and classified it as a GIS 



type, although a minimal one. 



Another possible GIS teaching constraint could be the quantity of learners fluent in the 



language of instruction.  Since South Africa is home to 11 official languages, with English the 



main medium of instruction, the possibility of learners not grasping abstract GIS terms is great. 



From the survey, 34.2% teachers stated that their learners are fluent in the language of 



instruction, whereas the majority of 65.8% declared that not all their learners are fluent in this 



language. The conceptualisation of abstractness and complexities of GIS terminology, could 



therefore be inhibited by a lack of comprehension of English (or another language of 



instruction). 



6.7 THE EDUCATOR AND TPACK 



As discussed in Chapter 2, the TPACK model has been recognised by scholars as describing 



the influence of knowledge in the three domains: Technology, Content (in this case, 



Geography) and Pedagogical knowledge. The TPACK part of the questionnaire was 



completed by 155 teachers, who completed all the questions in this section (see Table 6.15). 



Table 6. 15  TPACK descriptive statistics 



 GIS-TPACK components 
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Technology Knowledge (TK) 
I know how to solve my own technical 
problems 



3.13 15.00 31.25 33.13 17.50 3.49 1.047 



I can learn technology easily 1.25 3.75 11.25 50.00 33.75 4.12 .848 
I have the technical skills I need to use 
technology 



2.50 13.75 25.62 37.50 20.63 3.60 1.048 



Content Knowledge (CK) 
I have sufficient knowledge about 
Geography 



0.63 3.13 6.25 45.00 45.00 4.31 .786 



Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) 
I can adapt my teaching based-upon 
what students currently understand or 
do not understand 



0.00 2.50 11.88 57.50 28.13 4.12 .706 
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I can adapt my teaching style to 
different learners 



0.63 1.88 13.13 50.63 33.75 4.15 .766 



Pedagogical Content Knowledge 
(PCK) 
I can use a wide range of teaching 
approaches in a [Geography]* 
classroom setting 



0.63 4.38 11.88 50.63 32.50 4.12 .821 



Technological Content Knowledge 
(TCK) 
I know about technologies that I can 
use for understanding and doing 
Geography 



2.50 12.50 21.88 42.50 20.63 3.66 1.034 



Technological Pedagogical 
Knowledge (TPK) 
I can choose technologies that 
enhance students' learning for a 
lesson 



1.88 8.13 25.00 42.50 22.50 3.76 .968 



I can adapt the use of the technologies 
to different teaching activities 



1.88 7.50 20.00 47.50 23.13 3.83 .945 



I can provide leadership in helping 
others to coordinate the use of 
content, technologies and teaching 
approaches at my school and/or 
district 



1.88 11.88 28.13 35.63 22.50 3.65 1.029 



Technology Pedagogy and Content Knowledge (TPACK) 
I can teach lessons that appropriately 
combine Geography, technologies and 
teaching approaches 



1.25 6.88 22.50 46.88 22.50 3.83 .913 



GIS K 
I understand GIS concepts 1.25 2.50 15.63 49.38 31.25 4.08 .829 
GIS PK 
I know how to teach GIS concepts 0.00 8.75 16.25 48.13 26.88 3.94 .895 
GIS TK 
I know how to use technology to teach 
GIS concepts 



3.75 15.63 36.25 29.38 15.00 3.35 1.049 



I can use GIS software 5.63 19.38 35.00 29.38 10.63 3.21 1.057 
GIS TPK/GIS T Geo CK/GIS-Geo CK 
I know how to use GIS technology to 
solve Geography problems 



4.38 16.25 38.75 25.00 15.63 3.31 1.072 



I know how GIS can solve Geographical 
problems 



1.25 3.75 21.88 43.75 29.38 3.96 .896 



GIS TPACK 
I can teach lessons that appropriately 
combine Geography, GIS technologies 
and teaching approaches 



1.88 8.13 30.00 40.63 19.38 3.69 .944 



I know how to teach Geography through 
the use of GIS 



1.88 11.25 34.38 35.00 17.50 3.55 .981 



*implied to be a Geography class
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Surprisingly (or not so surprisingly) South African teachers rated themselves well with regard 



to their GIS-TPACK knowledge and skills. Upon comparing the data with other questions in 



the survey, pertaining to the need for GIS software and computer training, a conflict in the 



results emerged. A reason for this finding might be that the TPACK part of the survey, adapted 



from Doering and others (2014:229), as the basis for this study into the GIS-TPACK 



framework, was used in the USA in the form of pre and post-tests. However, within the South 



African context, a Hawthorne effect (Cohen et al., 2011:186) was probably created, as 



teachers are possibly less willing to reveal their own lack in technology and GIS skills. Within 



South Africa, however there is a strong commitment to “Ubuntu” (shared experience) where 



learners learn as a group together. Another reason might be that teachers who have little 



computer experience might “believe” they are competent, merely lacking experience. In fact, 



these results might therefore be an indication that the teachers might be unaware about what 



they do not know. Whatever the case might be, it would be interesting to know the causes as 



to why teachers scored such a high mean on all the questions in this section, and what the 



scores would be if the questions had, rather, been posed as “I feel a need for training in….” 



and had also been more specific, which might enlighten the teacher as to what they actually 



know or do not know. 



6.8 GIS IMPLEMENTATION CONSTRAINTS 



Within the survey, 79.6% of the teachers admitted that they are definitely or to some extent 



hindered from implementing GIS in the class (see Figure 6.17). This is not surprising, 



considering computer availability, because 107 (50%) of the teachers stated that they do not 



have any computers available for the learners, whereas 20 (9.3%) declared that they have to 



accommodate nine or more learners per computer. 
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Figure 6. 17  Extent of GIS constraints 



In order to identify the major constraints, a section completed by 153 teachers pinpointed the 



main barriers experienced. Table 6.16 displays results obtained from these teachers, 



regarding GIS integration barriers, where four main categories of constraints were generated: 



lack of support (S), the educator (E), the learner (L) and lack of resources (R). 



Table 6. 16 Frequency table of GIS integration constraints according to teachers 



Not at all; 
13.8%



Unsure; 6.6%



To some extent; 
39.3%



Yes definitely; 
40.3%



Are you constrained in implementing GIS in class?
(constrained = hindered/limited)
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1 2 3 4 
R 6 Cost of hardware (computers) 122 10.7 15.6 23.0 50.8 3.14 1.039 
R 7 Cost of GIS software (GIS program) 128 8.6 16.4 28.1 46.9 3.13 .983 
R 8 Computers not accessible to 



Geography learners 
142 19.7 13.4 16.2 50.7 2.98 1.200 



R 5 Lack of a curriculum aligned GIS 
software package 



138 12.3 23.9 22.5 41.3 2.93 1.071 



S 14 Lack of technological support and 
training 



152 9.9 27.6 25.0 37.5 2.90 1.021 



S 19 Lack of GIS training workshops 143 9.1 30.1 25.2 35.7 2.87 1.006 
S 13 Lack of departmental support and 



training in GIS 
153 15.7 24.8 26.1 33.3 2.77 1.079 



S 16 Lack of sufficient support to 
integrate GIS practice 



146 8.9 35.6 24.7 30.8 2.77 .988 



L 17 Variable computer skill levels 
among learners 



123 15.4 26.8 24.4 33.3 2.76 1.081 
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Results recorded in Table 6.16 indicate that cost of hardware (computers), cost of GIS 



software (GIS program), computers not being accessible to Geography learners, lack of a 



curriculum aligned GIS software package, lack of technological support and training, lack of 



GIS training workshops, lack of departmental support and training in GIS, lack of sufficient 



support to integrate GIS practice, variable computer skill levels among learners, lack of useful 



or usable data, complexity of software and lack of suitable teacher guidelines were found to 



be the most profound constraints.  



In order to differentiate between the constraints felt by teachers who do use GIS software, and 



those who do not, the participants were accordingly divided into two groups. Overall, 64 



(25.6%) of the 197 teachers stated that they adopted GIS software when teaching GIS, 



whereas 133 (53.2%) stated that they never adopt GIS software when teaching GIS. The 



R 15 Lack of useful or usable data 141 15.6 28.4 24.8 31.2 2.72 1.071 
R 2 Complexity of software (if no 



software available choose option 
NA) 



63 17.5 33.3 27.0 22.2 2.54 1.029 



S 4 Lack of suitable teacher guidelines 153 17.6 34.6 24.2 23.5 2.54 1.039 
E 1 I feel my training is not adequate to 



teach GIS 
121 17.4 36.4 27.3 19.0 2.48 .992 



R 3 Software incompatible with available 
computers (if no computers choose 
option NA) 



83 26.5 30.1 20.5 22.9 2.40 1.115 



E 12 Class periods too short to practice 
GIS on computers 



129 29.5 28.7 17.1 24.8 2.37 1.153 



S 25 GIS workshops too technologically 
advanced (Choose NA if you did not 
attend any GIS workshops) 



83 22.9 34.9 26.5 15.7 2.35 1.005 



E 10 Lack of time to learn how to use GIS 
software 



133 29.3 27.8 23.3 19.5 2.33 1.099 



E 9 Lack of time to develop lessons 
incorporating GIS 



140 25.0 38.6 21.4 15.0 2.26 1.001 



E 11 Insufficient curriculum time to 
incorporate GIS in the classroom 



145 29.0 34.5 17.9 18.6 2.26 1.074 



L 18 Low levels of teaching language 
understanding of learners 



146 32.2 29.5 19.2 19.2 2.25 1.107 



E 23 Personal aversion to modern 
technology 



124 41.1 29.8 17.7 11.3 1.99 1.024 



S 20 GIS workshop(s) that I attended did 
not help me. Choose NA if you did 
not attend any GIS workshop 



74 35.1 40.5 17.6 6.8 1.96 .898 



E 21 I fear appearing incompetent in front 
of the learners 



137 48.2 24.1 19.7 8.0 1.88 .996 



E 24 I am technologically handicapped 130 54.6 26.9 10.8 7.7 1.72 .942 
E 22 I do not focus on GIS as it does not 



count much in the grade 12 exam 
126 56.3 27.0 10.3 6.3 1.67 .903 
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software adopter group is indicated by Adopter group (Ad), while the software non adopter 



group, is indicated by the non-adopter group (NAd), in Table 6.17. 



Table 6. 17  Group statistics of adapters and non-adapters pertaining to support 



To what extent do the 
following factors 
constrain your GIS 
teaching? 



Group N Mean Std. 
deviation 



Std. 
Error 
Mean 



Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 



Effect 
size (d) 



S Lack of suitable teacher 
guidelines 



Ad 
NAd 



51 
102 



2.33 
2.64 



1.052 
1.022 



.147 



.101 .092 0.29 



S 
Lack of departmental 
support and training in 
GIS 



Ad 
NAd 



53 
100 



2.70 
2.81 



.972 
1.134 



.134 



.113 .524 0.10 



S Lack of technological 
support and training 



Ad 
NAd 



50 
102 



2.58 
3.06 



.928 
1.032 



.131 



.102 .005 0.46 



S 
Lack of sufficient 
support to integrate GIS 
practice 



Ad 
NAd 



48 
98 



2.54 
2.89 



.922 
1.004 



.133 



.101 .041 0.34 



S Lack of GIS training 
workshops 



Ad 49 2.57 .957 .137 
NAd 94 3.03 .999 .103 .008 0.46 



S 



GIS workshop(s) that I 
attended did not help 
me. Choose NA if you 
did not attend any GIS 
workshop 



Ad 
NAd 



31 
43 



1.84 
2.05 



.820 



.950 
.147 
.145 .318 0.22 



S 



GIS workshops too 
technological advanced 
(Choose NA if you did 
not attend any GIS 
workshops) 



Ad 
NAd 



31 
52 



2.26 
2.40 



.965 
1.034 



.173 



.143 .519 0.14 



SU = Software user group, SN = Software non-user group 



The most important statistical differences between the means of GIS adopters and non-



adopters found under the Support category, were that non-adopters experience the following 



as greater constraints than the adopters: (1) teachers felt that their training was not sufficient 



to teach GIS (2) that they lack technical support and (3) that they lack GIS workshops as 



support.  



When investigating the educators as listed in Table 6.18, there was a statistically significant 



difference found between the GIS adopter (Ad) and non-adopter group (NAd), in that non-



adopters felt that their training was more inadequate for teaching GIS and that the non-



adopters also feared appearing incompetent in front of the learners. 
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Table 6. 18  Statistics of adapters and non-adopters pertaining to support 



To what extent do the 
following factors constrain 
your GIS teaching? Group N 



Mea
n 



Std. 
deviation 



Std. 
Error 
Mean 



Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 



Effect 
size (d) 



E I feel my training was not 
adequate to teach GIS 



Ad 
NAd 



41 
80 



2.15 
2.65 



.792 
1.045 



.124 



.117 .004 0.48 



E Lack of time to develop 
lessons incorporating GIS 



Ad 
NAd 



52 
88 



2.27 
2.26 



.992 
1.011 



.138 



.108 .964 0.01 



E Lack of time to learn how to 
use GIS software 



Ad 
NAd 



50 
83 



2.30 
2.35 



1.074 
1.120 



.152 



.123 .801 0.04 



E Insufficient curriculum time to 
incorporate GIS in the 
classroom 



Ad 
NAd 49 



96 
2.24 
2.27 



1.011 
1.110 



.144 



.113 .888 0.02 



E Class periods too short to 
practice GIS on computers 



Ad 
NAd 



50 
79 



2.30 
2.42 



1.129 
1.172 



.160 



.132 .571 0.10 



E I fear appearing incompetent 
in front of the learners 



Ad 
NAd 



47 
90 



1.60 
2.02 



.771 
1.070 



.112 



.113 .008 0.40 



E I don't focus on GIS as it 
does not count much in the 
grade 12 exam 



Ad 
NAd 43 



83 
1.67 
1.66 



.944 



.887 
.144 
.097 .946 0.01 



E Personal aversion to modern 
technology 



Ad 
NAd 



42 
82 



1.81 
2.09 



.862 
1.091 



.133 



.120 .127 0.25 



E I am technologically 
handicapped 



Ad 43 1.47 .631 .096 



NAd 87 1.84 1.044 .112 .013 0.36 
E I cannot be bothered about 



teaching GIS 
Ad 
NAd 



38 
82 



1.39 
1.79 



.823 
1.063 



.134 



.117 .028 0.37 



L Variable computer skill levels 
among learners 



Ad 
NAd 



48 
75 



2.56 
2.88 



.848 
1.196 



.122 



.138 .088 0.27 



L Low levels of teaching 
language understanding of 
learners 



Ad 
NAd 49 



97 
1.96 
2.40 



.999 
1.133 



.143 



.115 .017 0.39 



Lack of resources showed a significant statistical difference between the GIS adopters and 



non-adopters in nearly all the aspects, as observed from Table 6.19. 
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Table 6. 19   Group statistics of adopters and non-adopters pertaining to support 



To what extent do the 
following factors constrain 
your GIS teaching? 



Group N Mean Std. 
deviation 



Std. 
Error 
Mean 



Sig. (2-
tailed) 



Effect 
size (d) 



R Complexity of software (if no 
software available choose 
option NA) 



Ad 
NAd 



32 
31 



2.22 
2.87 



.870 
1.088 



.154 



.195 .011 0.60 



R Software incompatible with 
available computers (if no 
computers option NA) 



Ad 
NAd 



36 
47 



2.31 
2.47 



1.064 
1.158 



.177 



.169 .509 0.14 



R Lack of a curriculum aligned 
GIS software package 



Ad 
NAd 



51 
87 



2.49 
3.18 



1.046 
1.006 



.147 



.108 <.001 0.66 



R Cost of hardware 
(computers) 



Ad 45 3.07 1.053 .157 
NAd 77 3.18 1.035 .118 .559 0.11 



R Cost of GIS software (GIS 
program) 



Ad 
NAd 



50 
78 



2.88 
3.29 



1.043 
.913 



.147 



.103 .023 0.40 



R Computers not accessible to 
Geography learners 



Ad 
NAd 



48 
94 



2.63 
3.16 



1.196 
1.167 



.173 



.120 .013 0.45 



R Lack of useful or usable data Ad 51 2.45 .966 .135 
NAd 90 2.87 1.104 .116 .022 0.38 



From Table 6.19, by measuring the statistical significance and effect sizes, it was found that 



the most important constraints the non GIS software adopter group faced with regard to 



resources, were: software being too complex and the lack of curriculum-aligned GIS software. 



The cost of GIS software and computers not being accessible to learners also had a significant 



effect on the non-adopter group. According to these findings there is a need for curriculum-



aligned GIS software packages that are not complex. 



6.9 GIS INTEGRATION SUGGESTIONS 



An open question was asked concerning suggestions on how to further GIS teaching. Again, 



responses from the teachers were separated into the GIS software adopter and non-adopter 



groups. The non-adopter group showed an interest in GIS workshops; as one teacher 



requested, “…a solid workshop on how to teach GIS digitally is very important to all Geography 



teachers, not only a one day paper GIS workshop, which does not help both educators and 



pupils in anyhow, since GIS is computer based technology”. Continuing this theme, another 



teacher suggested: “…three GIS workshops per year”, whereas others proposed: “…a GIS 



workbook” and “…a curriculum aligned GIS PowerPoint”. Regarding GIS software, one 



teacher from the adopter group suggested, “…the creation of a user-friendly software package 
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with a teacher’s guide, as answer to key learner activities and practical interactive ideas and 



lesson plans…” while another teacher from this group requested, “…the latest computer 



technology, in order to easily link them to their future working environment…” and “GIS should 



be infused in social networks”. 



While some teachers gave solutions, many referred to GIS practice constraints, hindering 



them from adopting GIS software. These items that the teachers cited that could enhance their 



use of GIS in teaching, are included in Table 6.20. 



Table 6. 20  Most-cited items to enhance GIS practice integration 



Reason Cited Adopter group 
Frequency 



(n=64) 



Non-adopter 
group 



Frequency 
(n=133) 



Total 



Support: workshop/Training 19 49 68 
Resources: software (non-expensive/curriculum 
aligned/user friendly) 



12 31 43 



Resources: hardware/computers 11 24 35 
From theory to practice 6 9 15 
Resources: Teacher guides / learner booklets 1 8 9 
Support/assistance 3 6 9 
Resources: internet connection 1 4 5 



As seen in Table 6.20, the foremost need for enhancing GIS practice integration is practical 



workshops/training in GIS practice. Secondly, teachers expressed their need for relevant 



educational software and hardware. Eight teachers from the non-adopter group also 



requested teacher and learner guides, whereas six teachers expressed their need for 



assistance.  



6.10 CLARITY OF SURVEY 



In order to validate the survey, a question was inserted to evaluate if all the questions were 



understood. Although 94.9% of the 136 respondents stated that they did not experience 



difficulties in any survey, 7 respondents (5.1%) declared that they had experienced problems 



with some of the questions. One respondent, for example, stated that while there were 



computers at schools, some of them were not in working order; and was therefore confused 



about how to answer questions pertaining to computer availability. The most difficult section 
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appeared to be the section on TPACK, which some of the second language teachers found 



difficult to grasp. 



6.11 RESEARCH CLAIMS 



This chapter aimed to answer the first and second part of the first secondary research 



question:  



to what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 



in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers in this 



study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



Data generated through this survey indicated that 64 (32.5%) of the 197 teachers who 



responded to this section of the questionnaire stated that they adopted GIS software (which 



includes Google Earth), when teaching GIS, whereas 133 (67.5%) indicated that they never 



adopt GIS software when doing so. A reason for not adopting GIS software is probably that 



50% of the Geography classes do not have any computers available for learners, with teachers 



mainly making use of textbook GIS teaching and, to a lesser extent, Google Earth. 40.3% of 



the teachers acknowledged that they definitely felt constrained implementing GIS in class, 



whereas 39.3% said they felt constrained to some extent. Findings also revealed that an 



overwhelming majority of 86.7% of teachers responded that they are in definite need of a 



curriculum-aligned GIS software application, whereas 10% acknowledged that there is most 



probably a need for such an application.  



These findings led to the following knowledge claim: 



Research claim 1: Teachers mostly make use of textbook GIS teaching, with 



a large majority of 67.5% of teachers stating that they have never made use 



of GIS software as a teaching strategy. Teachers on average however, do to 



a great extent agree that GIS practice is beneficial for the learners. The main 



barriers constraining GIS practice include: lack of hardware, curriculum 



orientated software, time, lack of knowledge and departmental support. 



1 



1 
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This chapter further endeavoured to address the first part of the fourth research question 



regarding which suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the 



development of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography 



classes for the purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



Data gleaned from open questions in this survey are synthesised into research claim 2. 



Research claim 4: Suggestions from teachers to ease GIS practice 



integration: workshops emerged as the strongest need in both adopter and 



the non-adopter groups, followed by educational, curriculum-aligned easy-to-



use GIS software with teacher and learner guides, followed by support and 



assistance and lastly, the need for available internet connections. 



6.12 CONCLUSION 



This concludes this chapter, pertaining to the national online FET phase Geography teacher 



survey which is Part 1 of this study. Two research claims (refer §6.11) were given in answer 



to the first and fourth secondary research questions. Although this online teacher survey 



cannot be generalized to all FET phase teachers nationally, this survey does reveal definite 



patterns and trends useful for the purpose of this study and for future reference to educational 



GIS software developers. Findings from this chapter, regarding GIS software adoption and 



GIS implementation constraints, provided a backdrop to GIS teaching within South Africa, 



which could act as a baseline against which the I-GIS-T application could be further evaluated 



(Chapters 7 and 8). 



4 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 



7 QUALITATIVE FINDINGS OF SELECTED SCHOOLS: THE I-GIS-T 



EXPERIENCE WITHIN, BETWEEN AND IN TOTAL 



7.1  INTRODUCTION 



This chapter together with Chapter 8 presents, analyses and discusses findings and results of 



Part 2 in this study, which relate to the multiple-case study. Chapter 7 contextualises the 



cases, adding in-depth descriptions, qualitative analysis and discussion, while Chapter 8 



entails the quantitative strand of presentation, analysis and discussion in this multiple-case 



study. 



Chapter 7 presents qualitative feedback from a multiple-case study of seven schools, including 



one control school. I conducted an I-GIS-T workshop with six teachers before the intervention. 



These teachers evaluated the I-GIS-T application and also assessed whether the workshop 



sufficiently addressed their needs. In my research journey through the classes described in 



this section, I found myself in the unique position of observing the natural usage of I-GIS-T 



activities within six pre-selected schools (one additional school acted as a control group during 



the quasi-experiment). By combining questionnaires with in-depth interviews, a clear picture 



of GIS practice integration emerged, mostly from poorly resourced rural and urban schools. 



Ethical clearance to conduct this study was received from the NWU Ethical committee as an 



umbrella under the I-GIS-T project, until 2017, while permission to conduct this multiple-case 



study was given by the KZN DBE. As with school names, pseudonyms are used for all 



teachers. 



These schools are firstly contextualised; the findings are displayed and discussed thereafter. 



Inferences drawn from these results are discussed in Chapter 9. In this chapter, (Chapter 7) 



data gleaned from the following processes are analysed:  



(1) ten pre-intervention teacher interviews



(2) descriptions and observations from my journal, field notes and photographs



(3) six focus group learner interviews



…most visibly, he will note, we have entered the information age where 
computers dominate …we have become a visual society. The visual has 



achieved supremacy over the written or spoken word... 
Martorella 
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(4) six post-intervention teacher interviews



(5) teacher I-GIS-T and framework evaluation questionnaire



Firstly, each site is described in depth (within-case) in section 7.2. Secondly, a between-case 



analysis is done (§7.3) and lastly, all qualitative data is combined into a thematic analysis of 



all the sites (§7.4). The aim of this chapter is to answer the first, to the fourth, research 



questions as posed in Chapter 1: 



To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 



in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers in this 



study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?  



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the development 



of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography classes for the 



purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



7.1.1 Within-case contextualisation and intervention description 



This section: (1) contextualises each site, through narrative descriptions and (2) analyses 



patterns across a matrix. By contextualising each of these seven schools, teachers are given 



the opportunity to compare their own class situation with that of the other schools within this 



research. In this way, Geography teachers might draw on the commonalities of their situation, 



aiding them in their pursuit of possible GIS practice integration possibilities.  



This further permitted me to become intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone entity, 



allowing the unique patterns of each case to emerge during within-case analysis. I was able 



to look at the data in many divergent ways, before generalising patterns across cases. Within-



case analysis helped me to cope with a deluge of data without leading me or you, the reader, 



to “death by data asphyxiation” (Eisenhardt, 1989:540). 



1 



2



3 



4 
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7.1.2 Valken Hoërskool (Pseudonym) 



The first school I visited was Valken Hoërskool, which incidentally, is an Afrikaans medium 



high school established in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN).  



The use of Afrikaans in schools was not spontaneously accepted under British rule, so from 



1927, schooling took place on a veranda in the back yard of an English school in extremely 



poor conditions. After many petitions and letters to the Department of Education (DoE), the 



school was moved to new premises 20 years later. 



The 1970s marked an era with a great influx of Afrikaans learners. However, after some time, 



the numbers started to decline. The reason for this was that parents thought it best to send 



their children to English schools to enhance their fluency in English. Because of dwindling 



learner numbers, the school became a dual medium one (English and Afrikaans), which 



initiated a renewed learner influx. Since the abolition of apartheid in 1994, the school has 



opened its doors to all races.  



Currently, Geography is being taught in English by Ms Venter and in Afrikaans by Ms van 



Deventer. The school is equipped with a high-tech computer laboratory (hereafter lab), in 



which Computer Applications Technology (CAT) classes are conducted. Older and unstable 



computers have been moved to another spacious classroom, which the Geography teachers 



can use for GIS. In this classroom, there are about 30 computers, with a hired technician who 



is available to fix them. However, according to Ms Venter, some of these computers have 



crashed, as they cannot handle QGIS software.  



The grade 11 Geography classes consist of five Afrikaans learners and 13 English speaking 



learners. Both teachers’ classrooms are furnished with a laptop and a projector. Video clips 



and PowerPoint presentations are used in class by both teachers.  



Ms Venter, however, often referred to herself as a “technological dinosaur”. During the I-GIS-



T lesson, the learners seemed to take control of the class, despite this being a small class. 



During the quiz (included in the PowerPoint), all took part and good interaction followed. I 



found Ms Venter lively and interesting, even though she was just a year or two from retiring. I 



marvelled at how she did not lose patience and “soldiered through the work” as she called it.  



Although the learners rated I-GIS-T very highly during the focus group interview, they “did not 



take the tests seriously”, as Ms Venter observed. This lack of seriousness, I felt, was a pity. 
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However, when I reflected on the overall attitude towards their teacher, I must admit that it did 



not come as a surprise.  



Ms van Deventer (the Afrikaans Geography teacher), who had only recently finished her B.Ed. 



and who had studied GIS as part of her course, stated that she felt too insecure to teach GIS 



or to be part of the study. In order to assist her colleague, Ms Venter, who had attended the 



I-GIS-T workshop, facilitated Ms van Deventer’s Afrikaans class as well. Ms van Deventer



acted as observer and mentioned to me that she had shown the learners video clips on the



GIS software programs, but that the learners quickly lost interest because they were not



actively involved.



• The I-GIS-T intervention



I met Ms Venter in the principal’s waiting area. We were 20 minutes ahead of time, but her 



class was on the other side of the school, so we went for a brisk walk while exchanging 



greetings.  



On arrival, I saw chalk graffiti on the wall outside this classroom: “It is so, this class is a 



museum”. Ms Venter ignored it and ushered me into her classroom, which was spacious, with 



Geography posters against the wall and a few faded blue, torn curtains. She showed me her 



store room, where hundreds of topographical maps were neatly stored in racks reached to the 



ceiling. These were old maps, dating back 25 years and more.  



Ms Venter was nervous about connecting her laptop to the digital projector which had been 



installed in her class the year before. I assisted her in finding the PowerPoint. Then the bell 



rang.  



After a few minutes, the learners came into the classroom, noisy and disorderly. Ms Venter 



quickly silenced them, but not very successfully. Three Zulu girls entered, absorbed in their 



own discussion, and ignored the teacher. I took my seat as observer at the back of the 



classroom.  



The workbooks were handed out, and Ms Venter went through the PowerPoint slideshow. 



After the PowerPoint slideshow, Ms Venter asked one learner to come and draw the 



components of GIS on the board. The girl jumped up, giggled, and started drawing each of 



the components nervously, while the others directed. This kept them busy for a while. After a 



few minutes, the Zulu girls continued their discussion in Zulu throughout the rest of the lesson. 



As mentioned, Ms Venter ignored them and continued with the rest of the class. Except for 
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the three girls, the learners did show some interest. In contrast with the rest of the class, I 



noticed one boy silently working along in his workbook, completing the questions.  



The second and third lessons were conducted in the computer lab. Ms Venter and I were in 



the lab 20 minutes ahead of time. As she felt that her IT skills were somewhat lacking, she 



had hired an IT person to assist. He inserted the flash sticks and tested each computer. The 



lab was spacious, lined up with a mixture of about 40 broken and working computers. After 



finding the functional ones, we waited for the bell.  



The learners entered soon afterwards, heading 



to the computers that were turned on. A long 



introduction was not needed, as they were eager 



to do the I-GIS-T activities. It was soon 



completely quiet, except for the occasional 



“click-click” sound of the mouse. Ms Venter 



turned to me, amazed and said, “This is quite 



earth shattering to see Billy working for a 



change” (see Figure 7.1). Now and then a 



learner would need facilitation and would ask



where a certain button was. The learners were 



engrossed in their activity. As the bell rang, they gathered their belongings and headed for the 



door. Three learners asked whether they could borrow the I-GIS-T on the stick. One of them 



had been absent the previous day and wanted to catch up.  



The last lesson consisted of revision. The teacher presented the I-GIS-T activities on the 



projector and asked a learner to demonstrate where to click. Thereafter, they revised the 



workbook, discussing answers, while Ms Venter briefed them with further examples. 



7.1.3 Duncan High School (Pseudonym) 



Duncan High school is situated on a mission station in the rural midlands of KZN. The vision 



of this school is to create a happy environment wherein all learners are encouraged to 



demonstrate respect and responsible citizenship, academic excellence and Bible-based moral 



values. This multi-cultural school was established during the 1980s, because the school board 



sought to provide quality teaching during a time of political unrest. Since its establishment, 



Duncan High has come to accommodate learners from different socio-economic and cultural 



Figure 7. 1 Billy (pseudonym) quietly 
working on the I-GIS-T activity 
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backgrounds, both from the surrounding areas and those who live on the premises. The 



majority of learners stem from rural areas, while some are from families who have moved from 



other countries to support the mission activities. Most of the learners originate from poor 



families with little or no formal educational background. The teachers work on a voluntary 



basis in order to uplift the community through quality education. This vision accounts for the 



establishment of a Finishing and Advanced Study Training (FAST) class, through which ex-



drug addicts, who have been helped by the mission, can complete their schooling and pre-



graduate studies. The school can accommodate approximately 400 learners, the majority of 



which comprise the secondary school. Boarding facilities cater for most of the secondary 



school scholars. The school is equipped with running water from a borehole, with regular and 



consistent electricity (supplied by a generator in case of an electricity failure) and well-



maintained classrooms. Sections of the school are continually upgraded as finances become 



available through various projects. This accounts for the three adjoining computer labs and a 



small number of tablets available to teachers on request.   



During the pre-intervention teacher interviews, I was able to interview three FET phase 



Geography teachers. 



Ms Daniels, the grade 10 Geography teacher and head of the FET phase, stated, 



…there is [GIS software] at the school, but I don’t use it. I like my old methods. 



...everything that’s got to do with computers is above me…there is really no time, so I 



know it’s more a practical thing,…I’m stuck in theory. I have been on one [GIS course] 



and I’m glad I was there…but once again, I didn’t really have the time to follow up. 



Ms Diedericks, the grade 12 Geography teacher with 23 years of teaching experience, 



explained, “I feel ill-equipped and…it seems to be an on-going thing, we go to courses….but 



don’t introduce it in our school in that way”. She stressed that the most important barriers 



experienced are: “lack of suitable software…software that takes you right from the basics I 



need to present something on computer, meanwhile they are far more knowledgeable than 



we are… young people actually intimidate people like us”. So she preferred to stick to theory, 



and mentioned, “…children get bored…I hate having to teach that section because it’s just so 



up in the air, and I teach it in that way”. A further barrier, according to her, is: “…the price of 



software…but private schools have no problem”. She further indicated that time is a constraint: 



“...we can’t spend more than two hours, three hours maximum in Matric”, but reasoned, 



“…unless we incorporated it in a very clever way into the other [themes], that it’s not just an 
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extra thing we’re doing at the end, but it’s a learning tool; part of the syllabus”. She also 



mentioned, “I think FET Phase is too late for it to start then. It must start earlier on”. 



The grade 11 Geography teacher, Ms Duma, was in her third year of teaching, is computer 



literate and had attended a short ArcView 3.3 workshop held by ESRI in 2011. However, she 



mentioned that she still felt very insecure with regard to using GIS software, and therefore just 



basically used the textbook, “…once I actually used tracing paper”. She exclaimed that her 



wish was that: “…the curriculum can give more time to it… I don’t really feel motivated to do a 



whole big GIS practical with it, because there’s so little time to cover it, and even in the exam 



you maybe ask five marks about it, or ten marks, and that’s all”.  



• The I-GIS-T intervention



The bell rang, and Ms Duma quickly went to the office to fetch her own laptop and the 



school’s data projector that she had booked the previous week. In the meantime, the 



learners entered the classroom.  



The grade 11 class is a multicultural class with a variety of home languages: Zulu, English, 



Afrikaans, German, Russian and Korean.  



According to a previous discussion with Ms Duma, there were both weak and strong achievers 



in this class.  



After a few minutes, Ms Duma arrived with the projector and her laptop. She motioned to 



a learner to hand out the I-GIS-T workbooks. Meanwhile, as she was setting up the data 



projector, she whispered to me that she had not managed to go through the PowerPoint 



beforehand. I whispered back that she need not worry. It was self-explanatory and that 



she had already done the I-GIS-T application during the I-GIS-T workshop which I had 



held a month before. The next moment the I-GIS-T PowerPoint was projected against the 



screen and I took my place in the back of the class.  



Ms Duma was now in full control of the class and started to go through the slides. She 



indeed did not need help from my side as she knew the GIS theory very well. The slides 



were taken from the I-GIS-T application, and were briefly discussed. As Ms Duma went 



through the slides, the learners also followed in their I-GIS-T workbooks. When the quiz 



slides came up, some learners drew in their breath in shock. However, the class was soon 



divided into groups according to their rows, and they started to compete with each other. 



This gave renewed zest to the lesson. The bell rang just as the lesson ended. The learners 
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gathered their books while Ms Duma reminded them to bring their I-GIS-T workbooks and 



headphones to the next lesson, which would be in the computer lab the following day.  



During lessons 2 and 3, the learners were divided between the two computer labs, boys 



in the one and girls in the other. Ms Duma started the computers, while I inserted the 



I-GIS-T flash drive into the computers. We both tested the program on the computers,



adjusting the screen resolution to its maximum, as well as the sound volume. The IT-



technician had supplied login codes for the learners, beforehand, by using the network.



One computer did not register the I-GIS-T, so we inserted the flash drive into another



computer, which then worked. The bell rang and after a short while the learners filed into



the adjoining computer labs.



After a brief explanation by Ms Duma, the learners began to work on the computers and 



answered the I-GIS-T workbook questions on their own (see Figure 7.2). The girls were 



all intrigued by I-GIS-T, quietly completing their workbook worksheets during the activities 



with little help needed. The boys became a bit restless from time to time, especially two 



boys, who were visiting students from Korea, and still struggled to understand English 



well. They needed special assistance. Then all became silent, with an occasional hand 



raised, beckoning for guidance concerning the right button. Ms Duma had no problem in 



directing them. I noticed that the boys were keener to go through the activities and less 



concerned about completing their workbooks, until Ms Duma warned them that the 



workbook might count as an assessment, which they would therefore have to finish after 



school.  



After two lessons in the computer lab, the learners gathered for the conclusion (lesson 4) 



in their classroom. Ms Duma chose to 



hand out the workbook memo to the 



learners. They needed to mark their own 



workbooks and make corrections. The 



girls diligently checked their answers, but 



some boys struggled to remain focused on 



the paperwork. After about 20 minutes, 



she started to do revision. She divided 



them into groups, and asked questions. 



By this time, more of the learners were 



acquainted with the answers and had a 
Figure 7. 2 Grade 11 learners from Duncan 



High busy with the I-GIS-T 
activities 
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competition going, seeing who could put up their hand first. The bell rang once again, the 



bookcases landed on the tables and books and the I-GIS-T workbooks vanished into the 



bookcases. As the learners filed out of the class, I felt somewhat relieved to see that this 



preliminary framework was actually working. I looked at the teacher. She also thought the 



same. We smiled. 



7.1.4 Houston High (Pseudonym) 



This English medium public school in the 



midlands of KZN consists mainly of Indian 



learners from a predominantly Hindu area. 



Houston High caters for very low to medium 



income groups, with many families living in 



shacks or in a nearby township (see Figure 



7.3). According to their teacher, Mr Hinabar, 



many learners have been affected by drug 



abuse because of their socio-economic 



background. Mr Hinabar, an Indian gentleman 



in his early 50s, has been teaching Geography 



for 18 years and also provides meditational 



classes for learners in order to help them cope 



with stress. Mr Hinabar said he occasionally 



makes use of PowerPoint presentations, but 



mostly uses “chalk and dust”. Only the theory of 



GIS is being taught. There are 55 grade 11 



Geography learners, which includes Zulu and 



Indian learners. He stated that learners lack 



background knowledge because of their poverty. 



The laboratory is furnished with twenty working 



computers as well as a projector and a network. 



There are internet facilities, and data bundles are 



purchased when the school’s finances permits. 



The computer room is mainly used for CAT (see 



Figure 7.4). During the pre-intervention interview 
Figure 7. 4 Computer lab entrance and lab 



of Houston High 



Figure 7. 3 Shacks and a township 
surrounding Houston High 
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with Mr Hinabar, he stressed that I might find some of the African youths rebellious towards 



me, as there were certain cultural dynamics within his class. After careful consideration, I 



decided not to observe this class first-hand, as I wished to cause minimal disturbance to the 



natural class environment. Mr Hinabar and Ms Hoomla, the other grade 11 Geography 



teacher, agreed with me. (Mr Hinabar had attended the I-GIS-T workshop a few weeks earlier 



and was familiar with the I-GIS-T application.) Therefore, I scheduled the GIS lessons for this 



school on the same day as the ones for Duncan High, opting to observe the I-GIS-T 



intervention at Duncan High instead.  



• The I-GIS-T intervention



However, Mr Hinabar encountered difficulties with the computers. Ms Hoomla phoned and 



asked me to come and help them set everything up. I could hear she was panicking. The CAT 



teacher had been on sick leave; as a result the screen resolution and sound volumes had not 



been pre-set as indicated on the lab-checklist handed out to Ms Hoomla beforehand. She was 



therefore unable to use I-GIS-T on the computers. A further problem was that viruses had 



been found on the school’s computer system.  



At that moment, I was at Duncan High, three hours’ drive away. I was busy observing an 



I-GIS-T lesson and was not in a position to help them out. I left the decision in their hands,



whether to opt out or to adjust their arrangements, hoping that I would not lose them for this



study. We ended the call, and I continued observing the I-GIS-T lesson at Duncan High.



However, Mr Hinabar and Ms Hoomla came up with the solution of using a projector and a 



laptop. They quickly adapted and managed to run through all the activities with the learners, 



where five at a time could take turns. The learners completed all the tests and evaluation forms 



as well as the I-GIS-T workbook. Although these challenges forced a change in the method 



and procedure of using I-GIS-T, they opened up the possibility for schools to make use of a 



projector, which would enable larger classes to be taught by means of I-GIS-T. This has further 



expanded the I-GIS-T framework.  



7.1.5 Glenville High (Pseudonym) 



This school was established in 1963 and is currently a double medium school, although 



Afrikaans is being phased out. Even though this school is located within an urban setting, only 



approximately 7% of the learners are urban dwellers. The large majority of learners are Zulu 



speaking and come from rural places and locations in the vicinity. As there are limited boarding 
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facilities, many learners get up at 4:00 am every morning, in order to catch a taxi to arrive on 



time. After sport in the afternoon, these learners travel home again, some of them 



approximately 100km away. This strenuous travelling compromises their concentration in 



class.  



There are over 60 grade 11 Geography learners spread between two Geography teachers, 



Mr Green and Mr Ginqi. The teachers have respectively three and five years of experience. 



Mr Green obtained an interactive whiteboard through sponsorships. Both teachers are in need 



of resources such as atlases, maps and GIS software. They stressed that they do not have 



suitable GIS software; Mr Green explained: “There was one guy who came to the workshop – 



I think he was coming from the department – he came with the software, but it didn’t work and 



then we ended up in the same problem – we don’t have the software”. Mr Green further 



explained that one of his greatest challenges: “[is] to bridge that gap between what we do in 



class and what is happening in the real world, and then make sure that they understand the 



link between the two”.  



Relating to textbook GIS teaching, Mr Green pointed out, 



Not all kids can comprehend what stands in a textbook; they need a visual description 



of what you’re trying to explain.  It’s much better showing it via a data projector or 



interactive boards… our classes are quite huge… 



While this statement confirmed the possibility of using a digital projector for large classes, it 



also opened up the additional teaching avenue of an interactive whiteboard. When I probed 



him further on the use of the whiteboard he explained: “I’ve definitely noted an increase in 



interest with the kids once we started getting the interactive boards installed in the class… 



they are more adamant now to learn something, and they are more focused; more questions 



are being asked”. He further explained, “With the interactive whiteboard you interact with the 



entire class; on the computer it’s a one-on-one basis between a student and the actual 



computer”. He added, “…not a lot of the children here are computer based literate”. I reasoned 



therefore, that for large classes, the interactive whiteboard option would be ideal. 



• The I-GIS-T intervention



Mr Green’s classroom was spacious and equipped with a whiteboard.  As the learners filed 



into the class, the computer was connected and the PowerPoint was showing on the screen. 



Because the class was large (more than 50 learners), it took a longer time to get them to 



quieten down. I helped to hand out the workbooks to the learners. The learners concentrated 
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on the lesson, and answered the quizzes on the slides. During lessons 2 and 3, the learners 



were divided into two groups.  



Arriving for lesson 2, I was 40 minutes early. I went to the computer lab with an IT assistant, 



to circumvent any technical problems that we might encounter, we were expecting 



approximately 30 working computers. However, when trying to play the I-GIS-T from the flash 



drive, we found that most of the computers lacked sound cards, were outdated and were 



infected with computer viruses. This again brought me to the shocking realisation, as in the 



case with Ms Hoomla that having a computer lab does not imply that the computers are in 



working order. While the IT specialist tried to get some of the computers in running order, the 



bell rang.  



After a few minutes, some learners arrived, 



whom I directed to the working computers. The 



learners who were not appointed to a computer 



joined the rest of the class next door (Mr 



Green’s class). There was a doorway between 



the two classes, and I could station myself in 



the middle, having a good vantage point from 



which I could observe both classes. As the 



small group of learners started on the computer 



with the I-GIS-T activity, Mr Ginqi came into the 



class to facilitate. At one computer, there were 



two learners who were sharing earphones (see 



Figure 7.5). One did the activity, while the other completed the questions in the workbook. 



Although this occurred naturally, I thought that I-GIS-T could also open up a buddy-system 



(two learners to a computer) option.  



I turned around and saw Mr Green in a packed class, conducting the I-GIS-T activities by 



means of an interactive whiteboard. He was running through the I-GIS-T application and giving 



the learners a chance to do the exercises. Due to the lack of seating, many of the learners 



were not properly settled, so they could not all complete the workbook simultaneously. From 



time to time, Mr Green would call a learner to do some parts of the activity, while others would 



fill in the answers to the questions in the workbook. Every now and then, Mr Green would stop 



and glare from learner to learner, till they settled down again. Handling a huge class of more 



than 60 learners seemed no easy matter. As it was a double period, Mr Green was able to 



Figure 7. 5 Two grade 11 learners from 
Glenville High sharing a 
computer 
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finish all the I-GIS-T activities. The only problem he encountered was the low sound volume, 



as the I-GIS-T was developed for earphones and the sound volume could not be adjusted 



within the application. The bell rang.  



Lesson 4 was the revision lesson, and the PowerPoint lesson was used again. 



All the learners rated the I-GIS-T application very highly. The pre- and post-tests, completed 



by one class of approximately 30 learners, revealed that, on average, the learners scored 



higher in the post-tests than in the pre-tests. During the focus group interview, all the learners 



were positive and gave I-GIS-T a high rating. Mr Green also found the I-GIS-T framework to 



be very workable, but suggested volume and menu changes to adapt the application for an 



interactive whiteboard. He also asked me whether I would be willing to conduct a teacher 



workshop at his school for Geography teachers in his area. He felt that more Geography 



teachers face GIS teaching challenges and might benefit from such a workshop. I willingly 



agreed to it, as it would provide me with a more hands-on understanding of GIS practice 



integration within the FET phase, as well as in gaining insight with regard to GIS teaching 



barriers experienced thus far. 



7.1.6 Vumeze High (Pseudonym) 



Vumeze High is a public rural school within 30 km of Duncan High and caters for learners 



whose mother tongue is Zulu, although the language of instruction is English. The computer 



room was equipped with twenty computers. Most of them, upon investigation, were infected 



with viruses and/or not in a working condition. A screen and a portable projector had been 



procured through the Department of Basic Education (DBE).  



The size of the FET phase Geography 



classes were, on average, more than 50 



learners per class. There were 



approximately 126 Grade 11 Geography 



learners, divided into two classes with a 



separate teacher for each class.  



Ms Vuzi had more than 25 years of 



experience teaching Geography in the FET 



phase, but did not have any training in GIS. 



However, she felt positive about GIS in the 
Figure 7. 6 Learners from Vumeze High in the 



computer room 
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curriculum. She explained that because “ … we did not have a lot of workshops where we 



were going to be trained on how to use it”  she compiled her own notes on GIS. She used the 



Platinum textbook and notes from the subject advisor and compiled easy notes for her class. 



She mentioned that her learners pass the GIS part in the exam, although they did not do well. 



Ms Vuzi explained that her main GIS teaching barrier was the medium of instruction. She 



stated: “Some of our learners do not understand English well. So when we teach, some of 



them do not understand…some of them cannot answer you because they did not understand 



what you are saying”. Ms Vuzi therefore, advised that, “…using slides, I think it will be easier”. 



She also requested a workbook with the GIS terms, “…in simple English, which the learners 



need to know”. GIS workshops are also needed to inform the teacher of GIS. Ms Vuzi then 



recommended that the subject advisors should visit the schools to make sure that GIS is being 



taught.  



Because the Geography classes were large, the teacher selected twenty learners to do the 



I-GIS-T activities in the computer lab. I noticed that all 20 selected learners had a keen interest



in Geography. Although these learners were not representative of the typical Geography class,



this case did lead to some interesting developments with regards to “seed learners” who had



a desire to share what they had gained with the rest of their class.



• I-GIS-T intervention



I arrived 20 minutes early at the school and Ms Vuzi escorted me to the class. The classroom 



was in disarray, furnished with a digital projector, but no screen. She sighed and organised 



two learners to fetch a mobile screen. While fitting the projector to the laptop, the learners 



entered. They quietly took their seats. The PowerPoint lesson got into full swing and the 



learners were intrigued.  



To prepare for the setting up of lessons 2 and 3, I also came 20 minutes early. Together with 



the CAT teacher, we struggled for about 10 minutes to get the computers up and running. I 



also realised that the computers were connected via a network and that the Geography 



learners would probably not have access to passwords.  



Because of the dilemma regarding the condition of the computers being virus infected and 



lacking sound cards, we decided to switch over to the laptop and digital projector. 



(However, the teacher’s laptop also had viruses, of which the CAT teacher had 



forewarned me.) We then conducted the I-GIS-T application through the projector, while 
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the learners took turns in doing the activities. They were diligent in filling in the workbook, 



and were attentive during these activities.  



However, after about 70 minutes, their attention started to wane. After 90 minutes of 



I-GIS-T activities, the learners completed the I-GIS-T evaluation. All the learners highly



recommended the use of the I-GIS-T in the questionnaires and also answered likewise



during the interviews, of which an analysis is provided later in this chapter.



7.1.7 Standard Secondary School (Pseudonym) 



Standard Secondary School is a public urban school which was originally established as an 



Indian school almost 100 years ago. Standard Secondary School had a reputation for being 



one of the top Indian schools in the area. After 1994, with the abolishment of the apartheid 



regime, the school opened up to all races. The school’s learners have become predominantly 



Zulu-speaking, coming from surrounding rural areas within a 30 km radius, mostly by taxis, 



with the aim of learning English. This area is also well known for taxi wars. A number of taxis 



have been burned and drivers gunned down in the past.  



Because of poor economic circumstances and travelling costs, many of the learners do not 



pay their school fees. As a result, there is a shortage of certain teachers, while some classes 



consist of more than fifty learners per class. The school has 124 grade 11 Geography learners: 



it is a popular subject in the school. Mr Scirbar remarked that he has been teaching Geography 



for over 34 years but experiences difficulty in teaching GIS.  



In 2013, Telkom sponsored a computer lab with 30 computers, a projector and an interactive 



whiteboard. Although the school has GIS software available, it was not being used, and the 



teacher could not identify the name of the software.  



Other subjects, such as CAT, also made use of the computer lab. As a result the Geography 



department needed to compete for computer access. As Mr Sanger, the IT teacher, is also 



teaching Geography, it was easy to arrange to conduct the I-GIS-T activities in the computer 



lab. I was also interested to know how Mr Sanger, as an IT specialist, would evaluate the 



I-GIS-T activities. The computer lab used a client/server setup and therefore copied the I-GIS-



T application onto each computer. This multipoint server had a two tower setup.



It is important to Mr Scirbar that learners in grade 10 would have already started with the basic 



concepts. Understanding the concepts of GIS is difficult for them, especially those from the 
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rural areas, where Zulu is their home language. According to Mr Scirbar, learners do not 



understand the exam questions and mostly leave out the GIS section in the national exam.  



A week was scheduled for the evaluation. However, Mr Scirbar informed me that many 



teachers would be attending a teacher’s union meeting, as a teachers’ strike was brewing. 



Because of this strike, many teachers and learners would probably not attend school. Hence, 



we postponed the evaluation by three days.  



Upon travelling the 80 km to the school, I found that the road was blocked by local people, 



due to protests regarding inadequate housing and empty promises by political groups. 



Branches, rocks and an overturned truck 



blocked the road. After a detour of about 



20 minutes on a gravel mountain road, I 



managed to arrive at the school 6 minutes 



before commencement of the pre-tests. 



The learners behaved relatively well and 



took the tests seriously. Hereafter, the 



teacher conducted the introductory 



another two classes from the same school



to use as control groups, as I was in need of more than one control class. (Due to schools’



circumstances with time tables and exam preparations, it was not possible to have additional



control groups at the other schools.) At this school, the teacher and principal had no objection



to arrange control groups.



However, the teacher possessed just one textbook. The teacher generally wrote all information 



on the blackboard, leaving the learners to hand copy the information. Mr Scirbar agreed to 



teach the control group classes by means of the textbook.  



As this study progressed, I found that there was a relationship of trust built between us, as Mr 



Sanger put it: “you are part of our family now”.  



Mr Sanger informed me that there had been many difficulties to overcome at their school. As 



far as I could see, each class had broken windows. Since 2012, four classroom roofs had 



caved in, and due to lack of funds, these classrooms remain inoperative. Then there was 



another teachers’ union meeting to be held. The previous time, union leaders had driven the 



teachers out of the classrooms with whips, if they attended school. The vice principal informed 



I-GIS-T PowerPoint session. I requested Figure 7. 7 Overturned truck barricading the
road
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me that they would have to “close the school for the next few days” for safety reasons, as they 



had received an SMS warning from one of the teacher union leaders. The grade 12 exams 



had also been delayed.  



I left the I-GIS-T workbooks and evaluation forms with one of the two teachers found on the 



premises, during the teachers’ strike, in case the road should be barricaded again. We were 



therefore compelled to postpone the study for another few days. 



As this uncertain situation continued, Mr Sanger sent me a What’s App to say that he would 



try to conduct the I-GIS-T activities on his own. The uncertainty of strike conditions and road 



blocks caused me to postpone my travelling decision to the next morning. So I gave Mr Sanger 



the necessary instructions, and left my options open until early the next morning. Considering 



that the second period would start at 8:55 am, I planned on phoning him just before the first 



period, to enquire about the situation.  



Although the strike negatively impacted my study at this school, new information could be 



gathered on how to integrate I-GIS-T within a volatile school environment. I realised that the 



attitude of the teacher is sometimes of more importance than the circumstances. In spite of 



the school conditions, teachers dedicated to fostering learning in their learners will go to any 



length to reach their goals. I realised that South Africa is in desperate need of such teachers. 



• I-GIS-T intervention



I decided not to visit the school, so the 



teacher sent me the following SMS: “I 



started with the I-GIS-T program today. 



Had a few minor technical issues…but 



working around them.  Took some 



pics…will email to you. Will be in touch”; 



and, “today it went well. Most learners 



have completed the I-GIS-T. They did 



well with the exercises and seem to be 



enjoying it”. 



As this teacher is teaching IT, able to 



sort out any technical difficulties, I 



realised that I could gain valuable 



information on the natural flow in the class, without influencing the lesson by my mere 



Figure 7. 8 Some learners struggling with sound 
volume, holding their ear pieces – a 
photo sent by Mr Sanger 
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presence. In addition I was gaining the most input and support from this teacher through his 



detailed report on the technical glitches. Furthermore, with my absence the learners might feel 



freer to point out any technical issues which needed to be sorted out. In practice, I found that 



my decision not to observe the class directly was influenced by theoretical saturation. In 



addition, pragmatic considerations of time, money, uncertainty and safety with the looming 



teacher’s strike, as well as the travelling distance and possible road obstructions, also needed 



to be taken into consideration.  



Mr Scirbar (the control group teacher) had missed some lessons because of his position as 



the HoD and the teacher union strike. In order to give him a chance to catch up with his GIS 



teaching, we postponed the post-tests till the following Monday. I hoped that the post-test 



results would also furnish a reason as to why many learners often do not complete the GIS 



part in the grade 12 end exam.  



Because of the teacher strikes and road blockades, the intervention group only received two 



hours of I-GIS-T intervention, whereas the other intervention groups received approximately 



4 hours’ intervention.   



7.1.8 Wycliffe High (Pseudonym) 



This school, situated on the perimeter of a town, was established by German missionaries. 



During 1974 new buildings were built because of growing learner numbers. Because of 



transformational changes in education brought about by the government, the primary school 



was merged with the high school in 1997. This public school consists of approximately 700 



learners, currently from grades R-12, and still has a strong German ethos. The boarding 



facility, which is privately run by local churches, accommodates approximately 70 learners. 



The medium is English, but the school caters for a variety of cultural groups: English, 



Afrikaans, Indian, and approximately 40% Zulu and Xhosa learners. The grade 11 Geography 



class consists of 28 learners. The school has a computer lab that is used for CAT. The teacher, 



Ms Walker, has 15-20 years’ experience in teaching Geography in the FET phase. During the 



I-GIS-T framework evaluation, she was on sick leave for two months, leaving the principal, Mr



Wood to teach Geography. After several phone calls, I was able to reach him and discuss the



research. Mr Wood stressed that he was overworked, whereupon I proposed the possibility of



his school acting as a control group, teaching GIS only by means of the textbook. Mr Wood



immediately agreed and did this for the prescribed curriculum time. He mentioned that his



daughter was studying environmental sciences and was using GIS to do environmental impact
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assessments (EIA). However, he was very interested in I-GIS-T as he indicated that the 



teachers only skim through the theoretical parts, being uncertain of how to conduct GIS 



practice in the classroom. I left the attitudinal and knowledge tests with him in sealed 



envelopes, assured him of confidentiality and picked up the tests from his secretary a week 



later after completion of the GIS teaching with the grade 11s. I did not observe GIS lessons in 



this school, as it was going to be a control school. It is therefore not relevant, according to my 



research design, for in-depth investigation. 



7.2 BETWEEN-CASE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 



This section presents between-case analysis and discussion of the I-GIS-T interaction. In 



order to do so, the schools in this multiple-case study have, firstly, been summarised in Table 



7.1. Thereafter, Figure 7.9 captures the various processes during the I-GIS-T intervention 



within each school. This enables between-case analysis regarding processes at play. 



Hereafter, a matrix, which captures findings pertaining to each research question within each 



school, is presented.  



In Table 7.1, the first column supplies a photograph of each school/class environment. The 



second column represents the type of intervention/control administered. Where the I-GIS-T 



application was presented by means of a projector, the acronym IP has been used. Where the 



I-GIS-T application was presented within a computer lab, IC has been used. C represents the



control group.
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Table 7. 1 Site contextualised summary 



School (Pseudonym) Group Grade 11 Geography teacher and class 
Duncan High IC Teacher: Ms Duma, 3rd year of geography teaching, computer literate, proactive, attended two GIS workshops, 



still unsure how to teach GIS, requests teacher’s guide. 
Class: Grade 11 Geography class: multicultural (Afrikaans, English, German, Russian, Korean and Zulu). Class 
consists of both weak and strong academic achievers. 
Facilities: 3 computer rooms available (standard computers), donation of computers from Dell, and projector. 
I-GIS-T: All learners on computers. Only minor problems experienced, sound volume and screen resolution
were adjusted on few computers.



Glenville High IP 
IC 



Teachers: Mr Green (IP) & Mr Ginqi (IC). Mr Green, whiteboard in class, more than 30 learners in class, good 
class discipline. Mr Green prefers interactive whiteboard teaching over computer tutoring; more interactivity with 
whole class. Mr Ginqi, computer literate, not much knowledge of GIS.  
Class: Some learners come from far with taxis every day. Although in urban setting, most learners from 
surrounding rural areas. Majority of learners Zulu speaking, with one Afrikaans learner and three learners using 
English as their mother tongue. 
Facilities: 1 computer room available (old computers), projector and interactive whiteboard. 
I-GIS-T: Few learners on computers. Main problems experienced: sound and screen resolution. Viruses on
computers and lacking soundcards.



Houston High IP Teachers: Mr Hinabar & Ms Hoomla (IP). 
Class: Learners Zulu and Indian. Majority of learners poor, coming from township and shacks close by. Few 
learners are high achievers, majority of class struggle with abstract concepts. 
Facilities: 1 computer room available (old computers) and projector.  
I-GIS-T: Main problems: getting I-GIS-T going, did not follow computer checklist, CAT teacher on sick leave
until day before, sound and screen resolution. Class switched over to Projector. Learners and teachers a bit
disappointed, not working on computers.



Standard Secondary School IC 
C 



Teachers: Mr Sanger & Scirbar. Mr Sanger also teaches IT; computer literate. Mr Scirbar, only blackboard and 
chalk. Only one textbook between teachers. No textbooks for learners.  Have to take notes in class. Regular 
teacher strikes disrupt classes.   
Class: Zulu and Indian learners. School suffers financially, as learners do not pay school fees. Late arrival is a 
problem. 
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School (Pseudonym) Group Grade 11 Geography teacher and class 
Facilities: 1 computer room available (standard computers), projector and whiteboard, sponsored by Telkom. 
Computer tower system. I-GIS-T: main problems: sound and screen resolution. Sometimes delay in program, 
when screen resolution set, because of tower system, which could only handle a specific amount of data per 
moment. 



Valken Hoërskool IC Ms Venter & Ms van Deventer:  Ms Venter: veteran Geography teacher, a lot of experience & Geography 
knowledge, refers to herself as a “technology dinosaur”, sometimes uses transparencies to teach GIS. Ms van 
Deventer studied GIS as part of B.Ed., however unsure how to teach GIS; shows video clips of the program to 
learners, but they get bored.  Thinks I-GIS-T is a good idea. 
Class: Urban school, mostly Afrikaans and English speaking learners, with three Zulu speaking girls. Class ill 
motivated, very active socially, but ill-mannered.  Mostly computer literate, and used to social networking.   
Facilities: 1 computer room available (older computers) and projector for Geography, new computer lab only 
for CAT learners. 
I-GIS-T: Main problems: sound and screen resolution.



Vumeze High IP Ms Vuzi: Requests more GIS workshops and GIS resources.  
Class: Rural school, all learners Zulu speaking, eager to learn and well-disciplined. Geography class more than 
40 learners, only few selected by teacher for I-GIS-T sessions. 
Facilities: 1 computer room available (old computers) and projector.  
I-GIS-T: main problems: sound and screen resolution, soundcards not working, many viruses, login password
problems. Switched over to projector.



Wycliffe High 



Control group 



C Ms Walker & Mr Wood: Ms Walker on sick leave, Mr Wood, principal, very busy with admin and sport, taught 
GIS from the textbook as control group.  
Class: Mostly urban scholars; learners are German, Afrikaans, English and Zulu speaking 
Control group:  GIS learning by means of textbook only. 



(Pseudonyms are used) 



  Outdated computer lab & computer viruses Digital projector group 



 Computer lab group Interactive whiteboard
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Figure 7.9 depicts the I-GIS-T teaching-learning dynamics found within each of the six 



intervention classes. The legend in the right upper corner identifies the resource situation of 



the school as well as TPACK, the teacher and the learner. 



Figure 7. 9 Between case I-GIS-T processes 



The red circles/ellipses represent barriers: language barrier (bl), time barrier (bt), large class 



size barrier (bCs) and TPACK barrier (bTPACK). In the bottom right hand corner various types 



of direction processes are identified: the flow of the direction of knowledge as a black arrow, 



direction of interaction as a blue one, negative impact of barrier as a red one and the reduced 



impact of a barrier as a dotted red arrow. The direction of action/process is indicated by the 



arrow head. The figure is further divided into macro, meso and micro aspects. Micro factors 
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refer to the classroom or learning environment, meso factors to the school and community, 



while the macro system denotes societal conditions that affect teaching, such as development 



of teachers and learners as well as the national curriculum (Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015:189). 



Within the inner circle, IC indicates the computer intervention groups, IP the digital projector 



intervention groups and IP (W) the interactive whiteboard group, which is a variation on the 



digital projector intervention group. As evident in Figure 7.9, the computer labs of Vumeze, 



Houston and Glenville were outdated with a fair number of computer viruses. The option of 



the intervention by means of the digital projector / interactive whiteboard circumvented this 



resource barrier. Also note that three teachers experienced TPACK barriers (Valken, Vumeze 



and Houston), whereas the I-GIS-T intervention supported low TPACK in these schools. As 



the flow of knowledge was from the I-GIS-T application directly to the learner, with which the 



learner interacted directly, a high TPACK was not required. Also note that the barrier of large 



class sizes in two schools (Vumeze and Glenville) could be circumvented by the IP / interactive 



whiteboard option. Time as barrier (bt) for the teacher also had a reduced impact on all the 



teachers who referred to time as a barrier during the pre-intervention interviews. During the I-



GIS-T intervention, I perceived that the teachers found the I-GIS-T application as ready and 



easy to use (plug-and-play), with minimum installation difficulties. However, as the I-GIS-T did 



not offer a multiple language option, the language barrier still had a negative impact on 



learning.  



The video clip in Video 7.1 illustrates the direction of flow of knowledge and interaction during 



the I-GIS-T activities.  



Video 7.1 Video clip showing learner and I-GIS-T application interaction 
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In order to enhance between-case analysis, a conceptually clustered matrix of research 



question findings is drawn (Table 7.2). The source matrix, sustained by quotes from qualitative 



collection tools, is taken up in the addendum (Addendum 7.1). As recorded in Table 7.2, 



textbooks were largely used to teach GIS. Major barriers were: the lack of DBE support, 



teacher GIS knowledge, learner differences and lack of resources (hardware and suitable GIS 



software). The abstract GIS concepts proved difficult to teach to learners with low English 



literacy, especially within large classes.  



The I-GIS-T application was rated to be a viable multimedia tool to teach GIS, by all teachers 



and learners. However, in the case of Houston High, where the learners needed to be shifted 



from a computer group to a projector group, a negative attitude towards the I-GIS-T application 



was experienced.  



All the learners said that they had gained better understanding about GIS concepts and GIS 



uses in real life. Suggestions towards a suitable integration framework are grouped into: 1) 



further I-GIS-T developments 2) PowerPoint developments 3) workbook and teacher guide 



developments and 4) development of the conclusion lesson.  



Regarding the I-GIS-T, the overall complaint was low sound quality and screen resolution 



problems. Learners from Valken Hoërskool, in particular, added a variety of new ideas for 



further developments. The interesting concept of “seed learners” surfaced in Vumeze High, 



where one learner in particular had the desire to transmit her knowledge to her classmates 



who had not been able to attend the I-GIS-T intervention. 
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Table 7. 2 Conceptually clustered matrix of qualitative research findings 



Research 
question 
Duncan 
High 
in-case 
summary 



Usage: 
• Mainly textbook, notes and sometimes tracing paper.
Barriers:
• Curriculum time, marks, thick software manuals, low



computer literacy, complex GIS software
• Teachers feel ill-equipped
• Workshops too technologically advanced
• Lack of suitable software, starting at the basics
• Teachers feel intimidated – learners know computers



better (lack of computer literacy)
• Learners bored
• Lack of time



I-GIS-T viability:
• Rated viable by both



learners and teacher



GIS attitude: 
• Positive GIS



attitude
development



GIS knowledge: 
• Positive GIS



knowledge
attitude
development



Framework suggestions: 
• Short practical exercises on GIS



software
• Assessment opportunities
• Short video clips
• PowerPoint with main points
• Teacher’s guide with basic points
• Multiple language option
• Exploring activities



Glenville 
in-case 
summary 



Usage: Textbook only 
Barriers: 
• No GIS software
• DBE support lacking
• Learners travel far (tired)
• Resources lacking
• Abstract GIS concepts
• Large class sizes
• When work is difficult, learners “switch off”
• Connection between theory and real world



difficulties



I-GIS-T viability:
• Viable according to



learners
• Completely viable



according to teacher



GIS attitude: 
• Learners showed



attitudinal
development



GIS knowledge: 
• Learners showed



knowledge
development



Framework suggestions: 
• Adapt for whiteboard
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• Workbook: more detail &



pictures
• PowerPoint: more pictures of



real life
• I-GIS-T activity not too long



(6min)



Houston 
in-case 
summary 



Usage: Textbook, “chalk and dust” only 
Barriers: 
• No DBE support, no GIS training and no guidelines
• No resources and no GIS software
• Large class sizes
• Mostly under achievers
• Learners not motivated
• Multiple-languages
• Low income area - learners do not have much



experience in software
• Learners not computer literate



I-GIS-T viability:
• Learners and



teachers rate it as
viable if technical
glitches can be
sorted out



GIS attitude: 
Learners wanted to 
work on computer 
(disappointed) 



GIS knowledge: 
Positive knowledge 
development 



Framework suggestions: 
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• Workbook: insert hints



1 2 3ab 4 
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Standard 
Secondary 
in-case 
summary 



Usage: only notes (no textbooks available) 
Barriers: 
• No training
• No DBE support
• GIS software available but teacher does not know



the name
• Low income area
• GIS concepts too abstract to teach with textbook
• Low English literacy



I-GIS-T viability:
• Viable according to



teacher and learners.



GIS attitude: 
• Positive GIS



attitudinal
development.



GIS knowledge: 
• Changed



understanding of
GIS use in real
world.



Framework suggestions: 
• Enhance sound quality.
• Enhance screen resolution.
• Add games.



Workbook: 
• Add more games.
• Add multiple choice & match the



columns in workbook.



Valken 
Hoërskool 
In-case 
summary 



Usage: Textbook only, QGIS crashed the computers 
Barriers:  
• Teacher lacks TPACK
• Older generation computers available – crashed on



QGIS
• GIS software too complex
• No support for software problems



I-GIS-T viability:
• Viable according to



teacher and learners.



GIS attitude: 
• Enhanced



attitude a little bit.



GIS knowledge: 
• Enhanced



understanding of
GIS use.



Framework suggestions: 
• Enhance sound quality.
• Background music distracting.
• Enhance screen resolution.
• Explain why you have to choose



certain buttons.
• Say why test answers are wrong.
• Cheat-proof (no fast forwarding).
• More exercises and tutorials.
PowerPoint:
• More motion.
• Definition in corner.



Vumeze 
In-case 
summary 



Usage: Textbook and simplified notes only 
Barriers:  
• Abstract GIS concepts
• Low English literacy
• No GIS training
• Large class sizes
• No DBE support
• Lack in resources
• No GIS software
• Computers outdated /viruses



I-GIS-T viability:
• Viable according to



learners and teacher.



GIS attitude: 
• Very high positive



development
towards GIS.



GIS knowledge: 
• Understanding



development
towards GIS.



Framework suggestions: 
• I-GIS-T to be added by DBE in



curriculum.
• Seed learners.
• Enhance sound quality.
• Enhance screen resolution.
• More information in workbook
• Add memo in workbook.
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7.3 COMBINED THEMATIC ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 



In order to ensure a systematic, in-depth description and discussion of qualitative findings 



across themes, a visual overview in the form of a pattern network (Figure 7.10) as generated 



by ATLAS.ti7TM is included in this section. This inclusive pattern network represents each of 



the secondary research questions and embodies the integrated data gleaned from various 



data collection methods described in section 4.8.2.  



In section 7.3, I will address each of these research questions by means of data gathered from 



interviews and field notes tabled with supportive narrations. This pattern network represents 



the primary research question and is thereafter illustrated and discussed under each 



secondary research question according to colour coding.   



This section further depicts the various categories (each secondary research question) within 



sub-networks. The labels in each of these networks portray the number of quotations as well 



as the corresponding quantity of links to other labels. Evidence for codes for each of the 



categories, sub-categories and other labels is submitted within tables, whereafter each code 



is discussed. Every label also reflects the number of quotations and links to other labels. For 



example, the GIS teaching: pedagogy [19-5], indicates 19 corresponding quotes and five links 



to other labels. In other words, emerging from the pattern network, categories within the 



network are discussed, flowing into knowledge claims, drawn from the discussion in an attempt 



to address each specific secondary research question.  



This section contains playable sound clips taken from the interviews. These playable 



sound clips are indicated by green play icons.  
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Colour coded index to research questions shown in summative network 
To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 
in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers in this 
study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable 
multimedia tool for GIS practice? 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 
development? 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the development 
of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET-phase Geography classes for the 
purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



What framework can be proposed for the effective integration and utilisation of the 
I-GIS-T in FET phase Geography?



Figure 7. 10 Summative network of each research question



1 



2



3 



4 
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7.3.1 The extent of GIS usage and main GIS teaching barriers 



This section together with section 7.4.1 embodies qualitative findings gleaned from teacher 



interviews (n=10) aiming to answer the first research question:  



To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 



in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers in this 



study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



Aiming to gain in-depth insight with the purpose of best answering this first secondary research 



question, the researcher interviewed 10 teachers, whereafter teachers attending the I-GIS-T 



workshop also completed a questionnaire with open-ended questions. Interviews and journal 



notes provided evidence for each case. Thereafter, a visual overview within a pattern network 



displaying the relationships between the barriers, drawn from all seven schools, is given, on 



the findings with regard to the first research question.   



In order to address the secondary research question with regard to the relationship between 



GIS practice usage and GIS practice barriers, Figure 7.11, the GIS usage associated with 



practice barriers will be employed and discussed by means of a quotation table. 



1 
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Figure 7. 11 Summative network of GIS usage and barriers 



1 
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7.3.1.1 GIS teaching problem: GIS practice usage 



In Figure 7.12, supported by Table 7.3 below, it is clear that although teachers are positive 



towards inclusion of GIS in the curriculum (25 supporting quotations), there is a theory practice 



gap (35 supporting quotations), which indicates a problem in GIS teaching and affirms the 



reason for this study. In fact, none of the ten teachers interviewed made use of GIS practice. 



Figure 7. 12 GIS usage associated with practice barriers 



Table 7.3 presents some verbatim quotations (drawn from transcripts) supporting Figure 7.12. 



Table 7. 3 Typical quotes as evidence of GIS teaching problem 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



GIS 
teaching 
problem 



Mr Scirbar: so we rely on textbooks to impart this knowledge…because [GIS] is 
computer related, you can’t…reduce it to a theory. It’s like teaching IT without a 
computer; you rather not have IT in school. So that is the problem at the moment. 
(P5,45:45) 



Theory 
practice 
gap 



Mr Green: And, as well as to bridge the gap between theory and practical… 
Geography is... something that is practical, everything about it is practical. 
(P2,67:67) 



Curriculum 
opinion 



Mr Green: I think, according to me, it is one of the interesting topics, like for kids, 
because it’s… they are working with more technology, so they are more 
technologically orientated. (P2,22:24) 



Mr Hinabar: I think it  [GIS] is very relevant. (P3,67:67) 



Mr Scirbar: Definitely it is meaningful, in fact, it’s a fantastic thing, but as I said if you 
don't see it, the learner has got to imagine and visualise it all that, and not 
everybody has a good sense of imagination, yes. (P5,112:112) 



Ms Duma: … at the moment I wish that the curriculum could give more time to it, 
because you can cover the content maybe in two or three days, and because of 
that I don’t really feel motivated to do a whole big GIS practical with it, because 
there’s so little time to cover it, and even in the exam you maybe ask five marks 
about it, or ten marks, and that’s all. (P1,23:23) 



 (Pseudonyms were used) 
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• GIS teaching problem



All ten teachers interviewed indicated that they experience a GIS teaching problem and this is 



reflected in the matric exam, where whole classes fail the GIS section. As Ms Vuzi stated, “… 



some of the teachers, I think they do not teach GIS, because if you go for marking at the end 



of the year, you can see when you are marking that these learners were not taught” (P7,77:77). 



Mr Scirbar also confirmed low GIS section results at certain schools, indicating that the section 



was not learned. He added that private schools usually do well in the GIS questions. This 



perception is also confirmed by Mr Henley (pseudonym), Head of Geography Education of 



one of the provinces, who stated: “...we do struggle with GIS like the rest of the country” (P24, 



3:3). 



• Theory practice gap



Not only was a theory practice gap found between academia and the teacher at grassroots 



level, but also within GIS teaching itself. All ten teachers interviewed indicated that they use 



only textbooks/notes to teach GIS.   



• GIS curriculum opinion



Teachers in this study were overwhelmingly positive with regard to GIS in the curriculum. 



However, all referred to GIS practice barrier constraints, which caused them to revert to 



textbook style lecturing. Although people are naturally inclined to have a negative attitude 



towards changes (Rogers, 2003:179), especially when problems are faced, the remaining 



optimism regarding GIS in the curriculum came as a surprise to this researcher. 



7.3.1.2 GIS practice barriers 



In the pursuit of identifying GIS practice barriers, both deductive and inductive coding were 



used. The global barrier comparison study (see §3.4) informed me of key GIS practice barriers. 



In addition, codes were inductively generated on barriers within the South African context. In 



order to ensure logical sequence and discussion, I have divided the main barrier network into 



smaller networks. Within the analysis of part 1, there were four main causes of GIS practice 



barriers: (1) curriculum, associated with (2) lack of DBE support (3) teacher and learner 



differences, associated with (4) the digital divide, which is in turn associated with (5) a lack of 



resources as depicted in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7. 13 GIS practice barriers 



7.3.1.3 Curriculum and DBE support 



When elucidating the causes of the curriculum being a barrier, two themes emerged: (1) 



limited curriculum time for the teaching of GIS and (2) content of the matric exams. These two 



themes regarding the curriculum are presented in Figure 7.14. In addition, 18 references to 



the need for adequate GIS workshops were made by the 10 teachers interviewed.  



Figure 7. 14 Curriculum as a barrier 
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Table 7.4 displays some typical quotations supporting the network in Figure 7.14. 



Table 7. 4 Typical quotes as evidence of “curriculum time” and “exam only theory” 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



Curriculum time 
limited 



Ms Duma: They have maybe got to decide whether they shouldn’t allocate more 
time to GIS education in schools and cut out a few other less relevant topics 
that we have to teach. (P1,106:106)…I don't know which version it is. ArcGIS 
I think. And it’s actually sad that we can’t use it, but if we spend more than 
two or three days on it then we get behind with our other work.  (P1,63:63) 



Exam only 
theory 



Mr Hinabar: And to be totally honest with you, in the final exam there’s no 
application on the computer in GIS in geography theory, so I don't have the 
time to go and teach them fancy things on the computer, when I know at the 
end of the year it’s translating into nothing. (P3,99:99) 



Ms Derricks: But, you know, even in Matric at the moment, the way in which 
they’re tested is theoretical, you know, so there’s no need to go into depth 
at the moment. (P9,43:43) 



DBE support Mr Green: …and we do not get a lot of support from the Education Department 
as it is. (P2,89:89) 



Ms Walters: Nobody’s actually sat down and said to me, this is what you’re 
teaching in GIS…and there’s nothing that comes from the department. 
(P8,33:33) 



Workshop Ms Vuzi: The barriers are we do not have much workshops on GIS. When GIS 
was introduced we did not have a lot of workshops, where we were going 
to be trained on how to use it. So those are barriers that are facing teachers 
at the moment.  (P7,77:77) 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



• Curriculum time constraint and exam content



From these quotes it is clear that because the exam questions focus on GIS theory, teachers 



do not see the need to spend a lot of time in GIS practice preparation, even though they all 



agreed that GIS is very relevant and vital within the curriculum. In addition, time allocated to 



GIS teaching is extremely limited. In fact, some teachers suggested that GIS should be 



incorporated into the curriculum from as early as the senior phase.  



• Lack of DBE support



From the quotations recorded in Table 7.5 it is clear that teachers are in desperate need of 



DBE guidance with regard to GIS teaching. Support from the DBE seems to be a vital element 



concerning effective GIS teaching and making GIS material available, as highlighted by Mr 



Green:   



…the Department needs to… they definitely need to comprehend and get together and 
make a plan to get material out to educators as well as schools, and just so educators 
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can have that confidence level in them bestowed back to them that they can teach it 
properly (P2,166:166).  



It has been found that there is a need from the teacher’s side to receive more support for GIS 



teaching, as stressed by Mr Hinabar:  



So, on the one hand while you have GIS and the application coming through, the 
department hasn’t done their bit of resourcing the schools in terms of computers, and 
making sure that these programs are running. (P3,67:67) 



In addition, many of the older teachers did not undergo formal GIS training and feel ill-



equipped to teach GIS.  



• Workshops



Teachers who did attend GIS workshops found that the workshops were not useful, as 



indicated by Mr Scirbar: “you know, when we attended another workshop, a while ago, which 



we didn't learn much from, I mean, they were basically telling us what we already knew”. On 



the other hand, workshops given by GIS specialists turned out to be, as Ms Derricks described 



it,  



…I always feel ill-equipped … I’ve been on a few courses: the one here at the college, 
and I went on a day course up in Johannesburg once, and the people who presented 
it were extremely well-versed in GIS and I always feel as though I’m being, I’m left 
behind, as though I really don’t grasp it, you know, and they often come with really 
advanced software and show what can be done. But it’s all up there. (P9,59:59). 



Ms Venter described her GIS workshop experience: 



…so, that was the QGIS.  When I was doing the course and I was down there, I was 
going like a Boeing, I was drawing maps, and I thought I was quite a boffin.  But when 
I came back to school, and then I couldn't remember it well, and when I said to them, 
where are the notes, they said, no, no, but, you know, you just play around with the 
program.  But then I play around and I delete something, or something like that…. (P6, 
208:208) 



However, because of the many GIS practice variables, it is no easy matter for the DBE to give 



clear guidance with regard to GIS teaching, as disclosed by Ms Neuwman, the Head of 



Geography in one of the provinces:  



I am struggling to ensure formal training to the educators... the main concern will be 
that most, if not all the Geography teachers, did not receive formal training hence the 
low resulting in this section of the question paper. The older educator also struggle 
with the technology and prefer the maps. The learner however prefer the technology 
with great frustration of the educator as the learner will in some cases know more than 
the educator. Teachers need to be trained and software plays a vital role. (P24,03:05) 
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Ms Neuwman’s statement confirms that GIS teaching is perceived as complex, with an 



assortment of variables hindering and influencing its practice.  



7.3.1.4 The teacher as a barrier 



The teacher, as depicted in Figure 7.15, remains the key element in GIS teaching, especially 



with regard to: (1) GIS knowledge (2) GIS pedagogy (3) technology and (4) time constraints.  



Figure 7. 15 The teacher as a barrier 



To support the network in Figure 7.15 with evidence gleaned from the teacher interviews, 



Table 7.5 lists quotations that are correlated to each sub-category.   
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Table 7. 5 Typical quotes as evidence for the teacher as a barrier in GIS teaching 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



Teacher GIS 
knowledge 



Mr Ginqi: I think they must expose teachers to more GIS.  Right, for example, 
when a teacher doing Geography as a major, he must at least be in a situation 
that in varsity he did work with GIS.  So when he comes to any school, okay, 
he already understands the concept, right. (P2,250:250) 



Mr Scirbar: …there are those few who went to university and studied, they’re 
coming with a GIS background; most of the teachers that I know, and I have 
to speak for myself, I did not do GIS. GIS was not part of my curriculum. I did, 
I was at university in the 70s, although I majored in Geography, but GIS was 
not, and even if you looked at the oldest curriculum it was not. (P5,166:166) 



GIS teaching 
pedagogy 



Ms Venter: I don't quite know how one would do it. (P6,177:177) 



Ms Hinabar: I don't have a computer for Geography, so it’s just chalk and dust, 
and textbooks, and once in a while a PowerPoint presentation, or overhead 
projector and that sort of thing. (P3,21:21) 



Teacher 
technology 
knowledge 



Ms Venter: My problem is I'm a technological dinosaur, so I'm slowing the 
process down… (P6,18:18) 



Ms Derricks: Perhaps I, for example, am maybe the biggest barrier, because I 
didn’t grow up with computers. I can do the basic skills and I always feel left 
behind with whatever’s going on there. And it’s not right, really, because I 
maybe am the barrier to what the children could be doing in school. (P9,75:75) 



Time 
constraints 



Ms Davis:  There’s really not time. With teaching at the moment, one is very busy 
with the administrative part of it all, and all the evidence one needs to show, 
moderation, and there’s really not much time to learn new things. Yes, that is 
what I find is the biggest hindrance for me. (P10,34:34) 



Ms Walters:  Even if I had the perfect set up, and I could teach it, it could be that 
I could slot today, and then the government could say, okay, sorry, we need 
to do this, and then suddenly I end up finding myself doing a whole lot of 
admin work and my lesson will have to take second choice. (P8,202:202) 



Textbook terms 
theoretical & 
abstract 



Mr Scirbar: Textbooks too theoretical; cause more confusion. (P22,108:108) 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



All ten teachers interviewed found themselves ill at ease and ill-equipped in teaching GIS. As 



Ms Duma exclaimed:  “…in the sense that at the moment I don't really want to, [use GIS] 



because I feel it’s a huge mountain, and I feel intimidated, because I don't know enough” 



(P1,250:250). In addition, the teacher also faces time constraints, which impedes working out 



a GIS lesson, getting familiar with GIS software, setting up the computers as well as attending 



GIS workshops.  



• Lack of teacher GIS knowledge (in TPACK)



Teachers pointed out that they do not know GIS well enough, as they never underwent formal 



GIS training at university and also lack GIS training resources, which hinders them from 
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training themselves and from providing training to the learners. Most of these teachers also 



indicated that they lack GIS workshops (which has already been mentioned). 



• Lack of teacher GIS pedagogical knowledge (in TPACK)



Each of the ten teachers uses the textbook/GIS notes to teach GIS. They all, however, indicate 



that GIS concepts are abstract and that many of their learners, especially the second language 



ones, have difficulty in grasping these concepts. Some of the teachers made use of paper GIS 



from time to time, but faced constraints, such as large classes or not having the paper 



resources available. Teachers in this study felt insecure as regards their GIS pedagogical 



knowledge. 



• Lack of teacher technological knowledge (in TPACK)



Only three of the ten teachers interviewed in this study indicated that they have attained 



adequate technological knowledge to sort out their own technology difficulties. The other 



seven teachers indicated that they felt ill at ease in a class where the learners are 



technologically more advanced.  



• Textbooks



As all the schools in this study had textbooks, textbook teaching was used, even though the 



teachers desired the employment of technology. When the researcher investigated textbooks, 



this route posed some barriers. Many of the complex abstract GIS terms in the textbook were 



unfamiliar to second language English learners, as Mr Scirbar remarked:    



…now, if you just ask and say what is data, they won’t know. What is manipulation, 



they won’t know. So how are they going to know what’s data manipulation? We have 



a large number of second language learners. (P22,160:160) 



7.3.1.5 The learner as barrier 



However, in order to attain to the desired goal of GIS practice integration, more issues 



pertaining to the learners need to be addressed. To begin with, classes clearly experienced 



differences, with some classes in rural areas having huge numbers of learners in one class. 



In addition, learner differences emerged from the interviews and questionnaires as indicated 



in Figure 7.16 and included varying learner computer skills, poor GIS teaching in grade 10 and 



varying mother tongue languages.  
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Figure 7. 16 Classes as a barrier 



Some quotations, as evidence to support Figure 7.16, are reported in Table 7.6.  



Table 7. 6 Typical quotes as evidence for classes as barrier 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



Learner 
differences 
as barrier 



Mr Green:  You’ve got to take into consideration the intellectual level of the kids in 
general.  You have your upper, your middle and your lower class of kids, so you 
have to explain everything in such a manner that all of them will understand. 
(P2,89:89) 



Mr Green:  These kids are up… some of them are up three ‘o clock in the morning. 
You know, it’s… they’re here, they’ve put in a full day’s worth of school, they knock 
off for sport in the afternoon at three o’clock; then they sit at the taxi ranks and 
wait until five, maybe 5:30, then they only take a taxi back to where they’ve got to 
go. And the next morning it’s the same thing all over again, so….(P2,262:262) 



Mr Hinabar:  Say three physical science, five pure maths learners, and they will fly in 
this. But the rest of the learners are maths literacy learners, and they battle to 
grasp basic concepts, you know. So, there will be that problem, yes. (P3,133:133) 



Learner 
computer 
skills 



Mr Hinabar:  Learners’ varied computer skills is a major barrier. (P22,195:195) 



Multi-
languages 



Ms Duma:  Some have very poor English. Yes, there’s also Sotho, and I think… I'm 
not sure about Xhosa, because the Xhosa learners usually speak Zulu as well, so 
one doesn’t always realise what their language actually is. (P1,200:200) 



Mr Scirbar:  Now here you’re looking at a language; GIS is a language that we don't 
use every day. It’s not in our everyday use at home. So it is… so that also creates 
a barrier. (P5,162:162) 
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Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 
Ms Vuzi:  The main challenge that we face in our schools is the language. Some of 



our learners do not understand English well. So when we teach, some of them do 
not understand, how are we going to say that when you ask questions, some of 
them cannot answer you because they did not understand what you were saying. 
Or, when you are giving them a test, so you are able to see. That is the main 
problem, yes, the language. (P7,157:157) 



Poor GIS 
grade 10 
teaching 



Ms Duma:  I can only build on what’s been done before, and none of our teachers use 
it as yet. (P9,37:37) 



Mr Scirbar:  What I notice with GIS, because some of them come from other schools 
as well, even our local, they, because we don't have a good foundation built up. 
(P5,116:116) 



Huge 
classes 



Ms Malebogo:  We are only having about 30 computers in our school, while our 
Geography learners, there are more than 145 in grade 11. Grade 10 there are 
more than 200. (P4,31:31) 



Ms Venter:  Some of the schools have got very big classes, and they can't get to 
everybody, so if there was something that was self-explanatory that they clicked, 
and when they got the right answer it went on to the next thing, that would be 
great. (P6,245:245) 



 (Pseudonyms were used) 



• Learner differences as barrier



After 1994, when schools opened their doors to all cultures, learner differences regarding the 



variety of home contexts as well as language differences, came much more to the fore. The 



varying computer skills of learners also posed a major barrier to Mr Hinabar at Houston High. 



Because this school is located close to various shacks situated in a township, the learners are 



mostly very poor, without the opportunity to gain computer skills.  



• Learner computer skills



Because of different socio-economic standards, the digital divide also has an effect on the 



learners’ computer skills. This causes difficulties for the teacher who has to simultaneously 



handle many learners in a large class, within a computer lab. The computer literate child may 



get bored with the lesson and follow other avenues of interest, whereas the learner lacking 



computer skills may experience computer anxiety, thereby obstructing their learning.  



• Multiple languages



Apart from 11 official languages, the GIS “language” is abstract and difficult to understand. In 



fact, most of South Africa’s school children are not even educated in their mother tongue. In 



order to effectively teach GIS to grade 11 learners, the learners need to have a good grade 



10 GIS basis.  
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• Poor grade 10 GIS teaching



However, a good basis of this kind is not always the case, as indicated by Mr Scirbar: 



So that’s what I notice with GIS, because some of them come… and some of them 
come from other schools as well, even our local, they, because we don't have a good 
foundation built up. (P5,116:116) 



• Huge classes



Large classes of 40-60 learners make the teaching of complex GIS concepts a huge 



challenge, which pose a barrier to GIS practice, as Mr Scirbar further explained: 



We were given some software, but as I said because our class sizes are 40, 45, around 
there, so you can't… we don't have 45 computers. So the ideal thing is if we had a 
Geography room then we could put two learners to a computer, and…. (P5,49:49) 



Very large classes not only increase learner-difference variety, but they also place stress on 



school resources, as Mr Scirbar explained.  



7.3.1.6 Resources as a barrier 



Figure 7.17 depicts the digital divide associated with lack of resources, especially computers 



and relevant GIS software. 



Figure 7. 17 Resources as a barrier 



As shown in Figure 7.17, the digital divide is evident between well-equipped and 



resource-lacking public schools. While some schools are supplied with state-of-the-art-



computers, other schools can only offer the teacher a textbook.
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As mentioned before, large class numbers seem to exacerbate the foremost GIS teaching 



barriers. Table 7.7 supports the network in Figure 7.17 with some typical quotation 



evidence found during the teacher interviews.  



Table 7. 7 Typical quotes as evidence for resources as barriers 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



• Digital divide



Resource differences are the main cause of the digital divide amongst schools. Mr Scirbar:  



“…because they [private schools] have got the facility, it’s a better resourced school…here we 



are under-resourced” (P5,174:174). Mr Scirbar explained that: [a]” lot of [their] learners do not 



pay any school fees, due to [being] poor and other circumstances” and therefore the school 



cannot appoint more teachers, resulting in there being more than 50 learners in a class. Apart 



from not having access to hard- and software, learners also lack opportunities to acquaint 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



Digital divide Ms Duma: Some of them haven’t had a lot of exposure to using technology. 
(P1,174:174) 



Mr Hinabar: You’re looking at low income, and middle income, and there’s quite 
a few children that come from the previously disadvantaged townships, so, the 
rural areas. (P3,17:17) 



Resources as 
barrier 



Mr Ginqi:  The resources is a problem, because with limited resources, you tend 
to be able to learn more in the books, other than having other things, like for 
example, if we can have videos, whatever, all other sort of equipment that you 
can use. (P2,71:71) 



• Computers Ms Malebogo:  It’s very difficult, really, because this GIS needs computers, and 
we are only having about 30 computers in our school, while our Geography 
learners, there are more than 145 in grade 11.  Grade 10 there are more than 
200.(P4,31:31)  



o Computer
access as
barrier



Ms Derricks:  Computers aren’t always accessible. They’re used mainly for CAT 
lessons, and a few other lessons, and so it’s booked, and then you don’t 
always know if you’ll get them, because we book on a weekly basis and it 
changes and things like that. (P9,81:81) 



o Computers
old



Mr Hinabar:  Our computers are not equipped for that (P3,17:17). 



Ms Venter:  The software changes so fast, every time I think I'm getting a grip on 
it, then they come out with something new that needs more computer capacity 
that our computers can't handle. (P6,123:123) 



• Relevant
software



Mr Scirbar: Software plays a vital role. (P24,5:5) 



• Software
availability



Ms Vuzi:  Because [the software] it has not yet been given to me, it’s still with the 
other educator who is in another school. Yes, I haven’t received it. (P7,87:89) 



• Complex
software



Ms Duma:  Because I couldn't go back now and use it, even though I’ve done a 
course, I’ve forgotten how to use it. (P1,236:240) 



Ms Derricks:  Lack of software, maybe suitable software, maybe software that 
really takes us right back to the basics. (P9,69:69) 
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themselves with technology, perpetuating computer illiteracy. In addition, a micro-“digital 



divide” was also found within the class, with teachers shying away from technology, while 



many learners desire to go digital, finding textbooks “boring”. These differences are discussed 



in greater detail under teacher and learner sub-categories. 



• Resources as barriers



The lack of resources is a key barrier, limiting the playing field of GIS practice. The lack of 



resources that causes the digital divide is found not only at their homes but also within the 



schools, creating a negative attitude towards GIS learning, as explained by Mr Scirbar:   



They have got first-hand information on GIS. Our ones over here, unfortunately, 
because of circumstances beyond our control, they shy away from the section…. it’s 
creating in the learners a sense of negativity. (P5,124:124)



• Computer resources



As mentioned before, computer labs are often not maintained and therefore not functional. 



Schools that do have computers use these mostly for CAT/IT learners. In large schools, 



conflicts in computer room bookings can occur. However, at some schools, there is no problem 



and the CAT/IT teacher is in fact very happy to assist the Geography teacher and will even 



jumpstart the I-GIS-T application, as in the case of Mr Sanger. The CAT/IT teacher in most 



cases is also well acquainted with which computers do not work and which ones lack sound 



cards. From this study it emerged that working together with the CAT/IT teacher, when setting 



up the I-GIS-T application, is very important for the successful use of the I-GIS-T. As the 



CAT/IT teachers are very familiar with managing the hardware, software as well as the network 



system, they may assist the teachers who are technologically unsure of themselves.  



• Lack of relevant software



Complex GIS software aggravated the low capacity computer problem, as stressed by Ms 



Venter: “We’ve tried QGIS, and things in the past, but then the computers have crashed 



downstairs” (P6,27:27). Complex GIS software also causes difficulties for the teacher in 



mastering the software, as affirmed by Ms Duma (Table 7.7).  



7.3.1.7 Summary of barriers 



Within the investigation of this research question, I found many GIS teaching barriers 



emerging, which in turn exacerbate other barriers. South Africa’s digital divide is alive and 



well, causing a considerable amount of frustration amongst the teachers and learners. 



Although I found all the teachers decidedly interested and excited with regard to GIS practice, 



they are waiting for the Department of Basic Education to provide clear guidance and 
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resources. However, the issue of GIS teaching is a complex matter to deal with and thus the 



Department of Basic Education finds itself in a stalemate situation. Firstly, the digital divide 



causes discrepancies with regards to resources available. Secondly, the differences in teacher 



TPACK and class size add additional challenges. Lastly, providing flexible guidelines in order 



to cater for all FET phase Geography teacher’s individual needs requires thorough planning. 



Within this scenario, academia should give support and direction by designing and evaluating 



workable GIS packages and GIS integration frameworks. 



To conclude section 7.3.1, two assertions are drawn from the discussion regarding the first of 



the secondary research questions:  



To what extent do FET phase schools use the Geographic Information System 



(GIS) in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers 



in this study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



Assertion 1a:  None of the teachers within this study made use of GIS practice 



(software) within their GIS teaching. 



Assertion 1b: Main GIS teaching barriers were: lack of GIS, IT and GIS 



pedagogical knowledge, lack of time, lack of resources, huge class sizes, learner 



differences and lack of departmental support.  



1 
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7.3.2 The viability of I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia tool 



This section attempts to answer the second primary research question: 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice? 



In order to explore the viability of the I-GIS-T, data were gathered from six FET phase 



Geography teachers and six learner focus group interviews. The summative network 



regarding the category for I-GIS-T viability is depicted in Figure 7.18, indicating the dynamics 



within I-GIS-T viability. Thereafter, networks with supportive quotation evidence are displayed 



and discussed. 



Figure 7. 18 Summative network on I-GIS-T viability 



As noted in Figure 7.18, descriptions of the viability of the I-GIS-T application are grouped into 



(1) the evaluation of the I-GIS-T and (2) the intention to use the I-GIS-T (part of the Technology



Acceptance Model (TAM)). Table 7.8 displays the typical quotes as supportive evidence



regarding the I-GIS-T viability.



2
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Table 7. 8 Typical quotes supporting I-GIS-T viability 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher interviews 



I-GIS-T workability/viability evaluation



• + I-GIS-T
workability



• Mr Hinabar: Workable and will enhance GIS skills in learners. (P23,184:184)



• Mr Green: My personal opinion,[on a scale of one to ten], I’ll say 10,
completely viable. (P12,13:15)



• Mr Sanger: I would say it would be a nine or a ten [on a scale of one to ten],
with the assumption that schools have the computer resources. (P14,20:22)



• - I-GIS-T
workability



• Ms Hoomla: We found that it was not compatible; we couldn't get it to
work.(P13,25:25)



I-GIS-T (TAM)
intention to use



• Would you promote this application to other Geography teachers?
Mr Green: Absolutely. (P12,41:41)



I-GIS-T (TAM)
perceived
usefulness



• Ms Duma: You don't need too much time, so it fits in nicely with the
curriculum. (P11,29:29)



• I-GIS-T
usefulness
surmounting
barriers



• Ms Duma: With this [I-GIS-T] they can understand what it's about and they
enjoy working with it, so it creates that atmosphere and… of learning.
(P11,61:61)



• Mr Sanger: It’s an excellent tool that will enable learners to experience the
concepts of GIS first-hand. (P23,4:4)



• I-GIS-T
compared to
textbook



• Ms Duma: Because of the practical they understand more of what the GIS
is about…when you actually do it in practice it makes it much more
interesting. (P1,46:46)



• Mr Green: The way I-GIS-T explains it …the kids have a better
understanding and concept. Textbooks, not naturally have that readily
available… for the kid to understand it clearly, whereas I-GIS-T, in my
opinion, did. (P12,62:62)



I-GIS-T (TAM)
perceived ease
of use



• Ms Venter: I wasn’t confident with the technology, with the software [QGIS
before]... I sat in [QGIS] workshops where I’d actually done it, but when I got
back to the classroom I didn’t have any instructions, and I couldn't remember
how to do it. Whereas this [I-GIS-T], I found when I came back, and before
we were going to start I thought I'm just going to run through it again for
myself and see, I could actually follow it and I felt confident that I can do this,
whereas before, I didn’t. (P16,56:58)



I-GIS-T (TAM)
attitude



Quotes regarding attitude will be described and recorded in section 7.4.3, but as 
attitude is a component of TAM, it is only referred to here. 



I-GIS-T attitude evaluation



• + I-GIS-T
attitude
(teacher)



So, on a scale of one to ten what is your overall idea of the I-GIS-T? 



• Mr Sanger: Ten. I was very impressed. (P14,149:153)



• -I-GIS-T
attitude
(teacher)



• Ms Hoomla: So when we got there it was, like, a bit rushed. The computer
science teacher is kind of loading the programs and we found that it was not
compatible; we couldn't get it to work. (P13,16:16)



• +I-GIS-T
attitude
(learner)



• Ms Duma: And sometimes they have a negative attitude, it’s so easy and
boring. But with this, you show them that actually there is a use for it, and
they get quite excited sometimes. (P1:78:78)
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 (Pseudonyms were used) 



• Positive I-GIS-T workability evaluation



The evaluation of the I-GIS-T application showed that the I-GIS-T was to a large extent 



workable, with 17 positive quotes compared to 4 negative ones (see Figure 7.18). 



Reasons for the positive I-GIS-T evaluation are given in section 7.4.2.1. Overall, the teachers 



evaluated the I-GIS-T application as a viable multimedia tool. Mr Green stated: “My personal 



opinion, I’ll say 10, completely viable” (P12,13:15). Mr Sanger also rated the I-GIS-T to be 9 out 



of 10, but he mentioned, “...with the assumption that schools have the computer resources” 



(P14, 20:22). Mr Green had not attended the I-GIS-T workshop because of sports duties, but 



found the I-GIS-T to be compatible with his interactive whiteboard. He experienced no 



problems other than low sound levels and the need to alter the screen resolution.  



• Negative I-GIS-T workability evaluation



Only at Houston High did the teachers have a different opinion regarding the workability of the 



I-GIS-T application. They had experienced technical difficulties as their CAT teacher had been



on sick leave, and they had not followed the computer guidelines given. Mr Hinabar, who had



attended the I-GIS-T workshop, felt that the I-GIS-T was definitely workable. Ms Hoomla, Mr



Hinabar’s colleague, who due to health reasons, had not attended the workshop, did not make



use of the computer checklist given beforehand. Because of the possibility of this situation



repeating itself, I strongly recommend that either the I-GIS-T teacher workshop should be



attended or the computer checklist guidelines should be followed (which simply involves:



checking of possible learner log-in accounts, sound cards on computers, screen resolution



and sound volume). However, both Mr Hinabar and Ms Hoomla agreed that, should the sound



and screen resolution issue be sorted out, the I-GIS-T would in fact support their GIS teaching.



7.3.2.1 I-GIS-T according to TAM



Teachers are the key decision makers in a vis-à-vis technology adoption. The use of TAM has 



been described as a method of predicting acceptance of a model (see §2.4.2). Within the 



network (see Figure 7.18) TAM consists of (1) perceived usefulness (PU), (2) perceived ease 



of use (PEoU), (3) attitude (A) and (4) behavioural intention to use (BI).  



• -I-GIS-T
attitude
(learner)



• Houston learner focus group: Was too long and boring. There were
not videos or audible clips on the learners’ computers. It was the worst
experience I had on a computer. (P26,61:61)
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• PU



The teacher is a key factor in the acceptance of a technology within the class. In order to 



evaluate the perceived usefulness of the I-GIS-T against GIS practice barriers experienced by 



them, the I-GIS-T application was rated by six teachers during the I-GIS-T workshop. Table 



7.9 summarises the results gathered during this workshop.  



Table 7. 9 I-GIS-T application viability evaluation according to the teachers as measured
against GIS teaching barriers experienced:



Identify the three main barriers that you 
experience regarding the implementation and 
teaching of GIS.  



To what extent are barriers overcome 
through using the I-GIS-T application? 
Very little 
extent 



Little 
extent 



Great 
extent 



Very 
great 
extent 



Main barrier 
Mr Hinabar Lack of learner IT skills 3 
Ms Duma Limited IT skills 4 
Mr Scirbar - 4 
Mr Sanger Lack of resources 2 
Ms Vuzi GIS concepts 4 
Ms Venter Capacity of computers 4 



Second main barrier 
Mr Hinabar Language 4 
Ms Duma Almost no GIS knowledge (software) 4 
Mr Scirbar - 4 
Mr Sanger Abstract concepts 4 
Ms Vuzi Using computers 3 
Ms Venter Using Q GIS 4 



Third main barrier 
Ms Duma No time to study GIS software 4 
Mr Scirbar - 4 
Mr Sanger Learner attitude 4 
Ms Vuzi Where do we use GIS 4 
Ms Venter Different learners at different levels 4 



(Pseudonyms used) 



As noted in Table 7.9, the teachers perceived the I-GIS-T as useful LTSM to circumvent their 



main barriers. Although Mr Scirbar did not note his specific barrier, he did indicate that he 



perceived the I-GIS-T as being useful to a great extent. Mr Hinabar also indicated only two 



main barriers and said that the I-GIS-T could help a lot in circumventing these two barriers.  



When comparing the I-GIS-T with the textbooks, teachers perceived the I-GIS-T as more 



useful. All the teachers mentioned during the interviews that GIS concepts are very abstract 



and added that learners who are not English home language speakers experience difficulties 



when using the textbook/notes. All the teachers rated the I-GIS-T application more usable than 



the textbook in achieving the curriculum outcomes. 
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• Perceived ease of use (PEoU)



Generally, the teachers indicated that the I-GIS-T application is easy to use. Ms Venter 



declared that the I-GIS-T application was easier to use than the QGIS, indicating: “I could 



actually follow it and I felt confident that I can do this, whereas before, I didn’t” (P16,56:58). 



Ms Duma also referred to the complexities of ArcView 3.3, and not having time available to 



master it, although they had the software available at school. She found the I-GIS-T application 



much easier to use, because it did not require working through thick manuals.    



• Attitude (A)



The teachers were positive towards the I-GIS-T application, all except for Ms Hoomla, who 



had not used the I-GIS-T computer setup checklist and ran into difficulties as the computer 



teacher had been on sick leave, as mentioned earlier. The learners were extremely positive 



towards the I-GIS-T and rated it highly, except for one learner from Houston, who was 



disappointed because of technical setup difficulties, as previously quoted. 



• Behavioural intent (BI)



The intention not only to use the I-GIS-T but also to conduct I-GIS-T workshops within their 



clusters, was affirmed by four of the six teachers. However, all the teachers in this study 



indicated that they would promote the I-GIS-T application to other teachers, which served as 



an indication of the workability of the I-GIS-T. 



7.3.2.2 Viability according to the learners 



The viability of the I-GIS-T and its framework was evaluated by means of open-ended 



questions in the I-GIS-T evaluation A and B questionnaire and through focus group interviews. 



Table 7.10 reflects mostly positive feedback with a few negative learner remarks regarding 



the viability of the I-GIS-T application, as captured during their I-GIS-T learning experience. 



Table 7. 10 Summary table of I-GIS-T and framework evaluation gleaned from I-GIS-T 
evaluation A questionnaire. 



Site Positive remarks Negative remarks 



Su
m



m
ar



y 



36 positive 
comments,  



Mostly enhanced GIS 
knowledge and 
attitude towards GIS 
while enhancing 
understanding of the 
use of GIS in everyday 
life. 



17 negative comments with  
1 main problem:  
poor sound quality (12 comments) 
4 secondary problems 
image on monitor cuts off - resolution needed to be adjusted)



(2 comments) 
 pop ups not very directive (1 comment)
 Explain why using certain buttons (2 comments)
 Lesson long (2 comments)
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Upon asking the learners from Houston High to rate the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia tool 



they rated it as follows… 9,8,8,8,8,8,8 and 8 out of a scale from 1 to 10 (P13,243:272). Vumeze 



High’s learners rated the I-GIS-T as 9, 10, 9, 9,10,10,10 and 10 on a scale from 1 to 10 



(P21,27:55). Valken Hoërskool rated the I-GIS-T as 6, 8, 8,7,7,8 and 7 and explained, “Mainly 



what brought it down was you couldn't really hear what they were saying”. These learners 



mostly have had a problem with the sound quality and the narrator’s accent (P20,20:67). All the 



learners, except for one, indicated that they found the I-GIS-T much more interesting and 



preferred it to the textbook. Upon further investigation, it turned out that this specific learner 



was computer illiterate and therefore experienced computer anxiety. In such cases, buddying 



could work (one weak learner with a stronger learner), where two learners could be at one 



computer, sharing headphones. 



7.3.2.3 Viability conclusions and assertions 



The evaluation of the I-GIS-T application indicated that the I-GIS-T was to a large extent 



workable, with 17 positive quotes compared to 4 negative ones within the network of 



interviews. Quotes grouped under TAM support the notion that could predict the acceptance 



of the I-GIS-T as positive. A table summary of learners’ perspectives on the I-GIS-T indicated 



36 positive comments with 17 negative ones, mostly on sound quality and screen resolution. 



Learner interviews showed that the learners rated the viability of the I-GIS-T as high.  



The I-GIS-T application would be to a large extent workable and viable within the class setting, 



if technical glitches such as sound quality, screen resolution and clearer click indications were 



sorted out. However, the attendance of either an I-GIS-T workshop, or a careful follow-through 



of the computer checklist provided, is crucial for the computer groups. The 



projector/ interactive whiteboard method of teaching circumvents other issues such as log 



on passwords, missing sound cards, computer virus problems and old or non-workable 



computers. To conclude section 7.3.2, two assertions are drawn from the discussion 



regarding the second secondary research question: 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?   



Assertion 2a: Teachers rated the I-GIS-T application as a viable multimedia tool for 



GIS practice to a large extent, with the assumptions that: (1) sound volume, and the 



computer resolution can be managed within the application, (2) the I-GIS-T 



installation is manageable and (3) schools have computers available. 



(Recommendations for further development are further explored and discussed in 



section 7.3.5.) 



2
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Assertion 2b: Learners rated the I-GIS-T application to a large extent as a viable 



multimedia tool for GIS practice with the assumption that the sound volume, and the 



computer resolution can be managed within the application. (Recommendations for 



further development are further explored and discussed in section 7.3.5.) 



7.3.3 Attitudinal development of learners towards GIS by means of the I-GIS-T 



This section attempts to answer the second primary research question: 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T application enhance attitudinal development? 



In order to investigate attitudinal GIS development by means of the I-GIS-T, data 



was gathered from 16 teacher interviews and six focus group interviews. As noticed in Figure 



7.19, the learners mainly experienced a positive growth in their attitude towards GIS, which 



was reflected in 26 indications, with only one negative quotation about GIS.  



Figure 7. 19 Attitudes towards GIS 



The positive indications mainly resulted from the use of visual media, as these helped to gain 



a better understanding of GIS and its use in real life. Table 7.11 furnishes some quotes as 



evidence for Figure 7.19 regarding learner GIS attitudinal development.  



3a 
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Table 7. 11 Some quotations regarding attitude towards GIS caused by I-GIS-T 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



+ GIS learner
attitude



• Mr Sanger: I think they understood better by seeing images and the, you
know, visual, and audio cues telling them what to do, and I've never seen
learners this interested in GIS. (P14,22:22)



• Duncan learner focus group: Yes, I also never actually thought much
about GIS, because I didn’t understand it, but now that I understand it, I
think it’s a very good thing. (P25,895:896)



• Vumeze High questionnaire: GIS is very important to our lives and it will
help us. (P26,28:28)



- GIS learner
attitude



• Houston learner focus group: It was the worst experience I had on a
computer. (P26,61:61) [learner wanted to work on the computer and was
disappointed when it was not properly set up, and the digital projector was
used instead]



(Pseudonyms were used) 



• GIS learner attitude



Teachers enjoyed the I-GIS-T activities, as supported by Mr Sanger’s quote in Table 7.11. 



Most of the learners enjoyed these too, as reflected in the exclamation by a learner from 



Valken Hoërskool: “I actually look forward to going to the next lesson because it was really 



interesting,” (P20,475:475) and other supportive quotes in Table 7.11. However, as noted, one 



learner from Houston High blurted out: “…it was the worst experience I had on a computer,“ 



(P26,61:61) as noted in Table 7.11. I found that learners who were well-acquainted with 



computers (well-resourced schools), were more critical towards the I-GIS-T and requested 



more exploratory activities to be added to the application. This finding confirmed the 



conclusion found in the literature that “buttonology” in tutorials and GIS software may be a 



possible drawback to high achievers. On the other hand, learners with insufficient computer 



skills found the I-GIS-T a challenge.  



Assertion 3a: The teachers and learners were to a large extent positively inclined 



towards the I-GIS-T, although the learners and teacher of Houston High stressed the 



importance of fixing the technical glitches such as sound levels and monitor 



resolution. 



3a 
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7.3.4 GIS knowledge development of learners 



This section attempts to answer the second part of the third, secondary research question: 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T application enhance GIS knowledge? 



In an attempt to answer this research question as regards the learner, teacher interviews, 



learner focus group interviews, open-ended questionnaires and observational notes were 



used. Quotes supporting GIS understanding/growth, as well as quotes indicating a lack of 



learning, were coded. A summative network, depicted in Figure 7.20, emerged during the 



analysis.  



Figure 7. 20 GIS-T knowledge development 



As illustrated in figure 7.20, a number of 28 quotes supported GIS understanding, whereas 3 



quotes suggested no learning. Under the positive remarks, some learners indicated that the 



visual displays enhanced their understanding, while others referred to the practical activity as 



being decisive in enhancing their understanding. The redo option also catered for pedagogical 



support. The use of GIS pertaining to everyday life seemed to aid their understanding as well. 



Table 7.12 captures some typical quotes supporting the network in Figure 7.20. 



3b 
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Table 7. 12 Typical quotes supporting I-GIS-T learning 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



I-GIS-T learning evaluation



+GIS
understanding



(knowledge 
development) 



Valken learner focus group: You start to understand how GIS actually comes 
into your day to day life. (P20,79:79) 



Glenville learner focus group: The I-GIS-T explains it a bit more, because you 
actually see everything and where in the book it’s just there, so you have to, 
like, almost teach yourself, where with GIS because you actually see everything 
happening, you understand, well, I understood it a bit better than in the textbook. 
(P18,60:60) 



Valken learner focus group: I did learn a lot, I would say nine, ten. [on a scale 
from one to ten, with ten the most]…I also, because I never knew there’s a lot 
of, like, there’s sub categories underneath GIS, like raster data and spatial data 
and all that stuff, I've never heard of that. (P20,413:415) 



Glenville High learner focus group: Ten, [on a scale from one to 10] because 
the only thing that I knew about GIS was that it’s a geographical information 
system, and that it consists of a vector and a raster data…, so we learned a lot. 
It was very helpful. (P18,258:260) 



- GIS
understanding



Duncan High learner focus group: The tutorial was too fast… and did not 
explain procedures. (P26,56:56) 



• Positive GIS knowledge development



Apart from the quotes listed in Table 7.12, Ms Duma reasoned that, “…because of the practical 



they understand more of what the GIS is about” (P1,46:46). The Glenville learner focus group 



claimed that the I-GIS-T application enhanced their understanding of GIS more than the 



textbook and that, “…it was good, like, I enjoyed the challenge, because you actually, you 



learnt stuff while doing it, and it was fun to just learn new stuff, stuff we didn’t know”. 



(P18,119:119). These findings confirmed results from the Valken learner focus group, which 



rated the extent of learning 9 and 10 on a scale from 1 to 10. Learners also realised the use 



of GIS in their future career, as one learner from Vumeze High stated: “…I even learned that 



in order to become a meteorologist you need GIS.  As I’m going to study meteorology these 



exercises helped me a lot” (P26,30:30), and “…this has shown a clear picture of what GIS is 



and why it is used… It described job opportunities that I didn’t know that they use/need GIS” 
(P26,32:32). 



• No GIS knowledge development



Three quotes indicated that no knowledge development had occurred. These learners found 



the I-GIS-T too fast because they were not computer literate. Another reason was that some 



actions within the I-GIS-T were not explained but merely demonstrated. Learners suggested 
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that they needed to know why they had to follow certain actions. This suggestion has been 



taken up into further I-GIS-T development suggestions. 



Assertion 3b: Both teachers and learners were positive to a large extent that the 



I-GIS-T enhanced conceptual understanding and learning of GIS.



7.3.5 I-GIS-T development and integration framework suggestions 



This section attempts to answer the second secondary research question: 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the development 



of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET phase Geography classes for the 



purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



In order to do so, a summative network (Figure 7.21) has been drawn from quotations gleaned 



from 10 teacher interviews and six focus group interviews. Quotations from interviews were 



mainly grouped into further suggestions for the I-GIS-T development and also for the I-GIS-T 



framework as a whole, as depicted in the I-GIS-T summative framework in Figure 7.10. 



Thereafter, the summative network has been divided into sections for separate discussion.  



3b 



4 
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Figure 7. 21 I-GIS-T framework development



4 
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With regard to the development of the I-GIS-T framework, I divided this theme into two parts: 



(1) the I-GIS-T framework evaluation part and the (2) I-GIS-T framework suggestion part (see



Figure 7.22). Both teacher- and focus group interviews provided evidence towards these



networks, as well as an open-ended question in a teacher I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire C.



Figure 7. 22 I-GIS-T framework evaluation and development 



7.3.5.1 I-GIS-T framework evaluation



As may be seen in Figure 7.22, there was 1 negative quote but 13 positive ones as regards 



the preliminary I-GIS-T framework. Some quotes from the teacher I-GIS-T evaluation 



questionnaire and interviews are shown within Table 7.13, supporting the I-GIS-T framework 



development network (Figure 7.22). 



Table 7. 13 Typical quotes as evidence supporting I-GIS-T framework evaluation and 
development 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher evaluation questionnaire A and 
interviews 



I-GIS-T framework evaluation



- I-GIS-T
framework



Ms Hoomla’s remark about start up difficulties as mentioned before. 



+ I-GIS-T
framework



• Mr Scirbar: It is an excellent tool to promote the understanding and
implementation of GIS in our schools so that it can achieve its desired goals.



• Mr Hinabar: It is the best of the material that I have tried since GIS was first
introduced.



• Ms Walters: Bold initiative into an area where teaching methodology is
lacking.



• Ms Duma: An excellent, in-a-nutshell exposure to the use of GIS and its
potential in the “real world”.                                                             (P22,4:27)
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Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher evaluation questionnaire A and 
interviews 



I-GIS-T
framework
suggestions



Ms Walters: There are lots of things that you can use it for, but you’ve got to go 
to the world of the child, and I think a lot of our textbooks aren’t in the world of the 
child, they’re in the mind of the author, or whatever. And the relevance that they 
have… because the kids don't relate it to where they’re at, it doesn’t apply, and 
then they walk out and they switch off. (P8,65:65) 



Ms Duma:  Maybe one or two introductory videos, just a short clip, and maybe a 
PowerPoint with the main points I need to know. GIS concepts, and the 
importance of GIS, and that would have to create using the CAPS to know what 
to include. …Maybe with revision questions about the PowerPoint, and about the 
content… And examples of how it has been used before in different fields. …Also 
one or two practical activities where they can work with the programme 
themselves, but it must really be basic. (P1,134:134) 



 (Pseudonyms were used) 



As depicted in Table 7.13, the teachers and the learners found the I-GIS-T application 



framework to a large extent acceptable and some even rated the I-GIS-T framework as: “… 



the best of the material that I have tried since GIS was first introduced” (P22,4:27). 



Ms Hoomla, though, experienced difficulties in getting the I-GIS-T going, as previously 



mentioned. She switched over to the use of a digital projector, which in fact did work out well. 



Yet, in order to accommodate those teachers who are not computer literate, data taken from 



various interviews and open-ended questionnaires, do reveal some areas that need to be 



enhanced.  



The findings gathered from the evaluation of the preliminary I-GIS-T framework’s effectiveness 



in circumventing main GIS practice barriers are recorded in Table 7.14. 



Table 7. 14 Teacher evaluation of the I-GIS-T framework against set barriers 



Identify your main GIS teaching barriers 
To what extent does the I-GIS-T framework 
bridge each of these 5 barriers? (1=minimal 
extent,  10= maximal extent) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 



Mr 
Scirbar 



1. Lack of computers x 
2. Lack of GIS software x 
3. Textbooks too theoretical; cause more
confusion



x 



4. GIS was not taught to us at university x 
5. Many advisors of Geography also have
no knowledge of GIS



x 



Mr 
Hinabar 



1. My poor techno skills x 
2. Keeping up to date x 
3. Access to computer (classroom?)* x 
4. Learners’ varied computer skills x 



* This can run on computers that are old and slow which will increase access.



Ms Vuzi 1. IT skill / knowledge x 
2. Old computers x 
3. Limited computers x 
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4. Lack of Department motivation x 



Mr 
Sanger 



1. Lack of resources x 
2. Class sizes x 
3. Lack of training material x 



Ms 
Venter 



1. Technology X 
2. Simplifying concepts x 
3. Explanation by giving more examples x 



Ms 
Duma 



1. Lack of knowledge of GIS x 
2. Lack of knowledge of IT x 
3. Lack of time x 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



As noted in Table 7.14, the preliminary I-GIS-T framework could largely circumvent main GIS 



practice barriers. In addition, the option of using the digital projector could cater for large class 



sizes and also bypass low rates of computer access, which might enhance the lower ratings 



in Table 7.14.  



7.3.5.2 I-GIS-T framework suggestions



As the I-GIS-T framework suggestions consist of various parts, I have sorted the quotations 



under the following headings: (1) I-GIS-T framework component development, (2) I-GIS-T 



teacher guide, (3) I-GIS-T seed teachers and learners and (4) I-GIS-T for the FET phase (see 



figure 7.23). I gathered these quotes from teachers, learner focus group interviews as well as 



from a teacher I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire. 



Figure 7. 23 I-GIS-T framework suggestions 



Evidence for each of the parts as displayed in Figure 7.23, is supported in Table 7.15. As 



indicated in Table 7.16, further below, Mr Green’s concept of standardised software is an 



interesting thought to consider, regarding educational GIS development. 
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Table 7. 15 I-GIS-T framework suggestions



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from teacher evaluation questionnaire A and 
interviews 



I-GIS-T
framework
component
development



This heading binds various components of the I-GIS-T together, where each 
component is discussed in turn. 



I-GIS-T teacher
guide



Ms Duma: The instructional package, I meant a package for myself, because we 
have the tutorial that is… that’s fine for the learners, but I still don't know how 
to…. (P1,244:244) 



Ms Walker:  Beginning, the textbooks used a whole lot of new terms, new 
concepts, which the text book didn’t explain, because it was written for a kid, and 
we had to go and get that extra additional information, and it wasn’t necessarily 
in the teacher’s guide book either, because what they put in the teacher’s guides 
are a joke as well.  I just like to know a lot before I actually…. (P8,171:171) 



I-GIS-T seed
teachers &
learners



Mr Hinabar: The support system must be there, coming from the universities, 
coming from the Department to integrate this thing, then there must be cross-
referencing amongst the Geography teachers in the different schools. So, Yes, 
there must be that type of support structure that’s there for it to become totally 
effective in schools. (P3,147:147) 



Mr Sanger: I would be happy to do that [conduct an I-GIS-T workshop], yes. 
Today I would, I could actually do it here in this centre if they would want to come, 
so if… And I would be more than happy to do that. (P14,145:147) 



Vumeze High learner focus group: I do like sharing information with other 
people, and now that I've gained info I like it, I like to share it with my 
classmates….[54 learners in her class]  (P21,203:209) 



I-GIS-T for FET
phase



Mr Scirbar: If you have got any software, no matter how simple it is, that will 
assist the learners right from grade 10, because GIS is new to schools, and it’s, 
look, there is certain topics have to be done in 10, and it has to build up to 11, 
and then finally to 12. (P5,116:116) 



I-GIS-T rural
schools



Vumeze High school: I feel that GIS should be taught more at rural schools so 
that more rural school learners are exposed to GIS and become more aware 
about it. I also feel that we would have been taught more about using computers 
to analyse GIS. (P26,29:29) 



A discussion of the findings from each of these codes follows: 



• Teacher’s guide



As apparent in the quotes above, there was a suggestion to design an I-GIS-T teacher’s guide, 



giving instructions on how to use the various I-GIS-T components. As Ms Duma 



acknowledged, “…it [I-GIS-T] is fine for the learners, but I still don’t know how to…” 



(P1,244:244). “A teacher’s guide just with a few basic ideas of how one can use it without 



spending your whole December holiday trying to figure out how to use it” (P1,138:138),” …if the 



worksheets and the answers, and teacher’s guidelines are there, then you don't have to feel 



insecure because you’ve got everything there. I think then one would use it in class” 



(P1,144:144), “…if they write GIS guides, or packages then they have to look at the CAPS, 



because the CAPS document tells you how much, or even how much time to spend on every 
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topic”   (P1,100:100). The need for an I-GIS-T teacher’s guide was also experienced by Ms 



Venter, who admitted, “…I'm still an ou tannie, I like my book (P6,227:227)…so, ja, teacher-



friendly support, because that gives you the confidence to say, okay, this is how you’re going 



to do it” P6,307:307). In addition, Ms Vuzi also requested “...notes that I can use which are 



explaining GIS simpler to the learners” (P7,225:225). Ms Walker describes “…what they put in 



the teachers’ guides are a joke as well.  I just like to know a lot before I actually [teach GIS]” 
(P8,171:171)… 



• “Seed” teachers



An interesting development was added to the framework suggestions. It was the idea of “seed” 



teachers and learners that emerged when Mr Hinabar remarked, “There must be cross-



referencing amongst the Geography teachers in the different schools. So, yes, there must be 



that type of support structure that’s there for it to become totally effective in schools” 



(P3,147:147). The thought of cross-referencing among Geography teachers brought the 



interview question to mind (whether teachers would be interested in conducting an I-GIS-T 



workshop in their area), to which three teachers responded that they would indeed be 



interested. Mr Sanger expressed his willingness like this: “I would be happy to do that, yes. 



Today I would, I could actually do it here in this centre if they would want to come, so if… And 



I would be more than happy to do that” (P14,145:147). Ms Venter answered, “…not a problem 



that would, yes” (P16,94:96). Mr Green said that he was thinking of inviting me to run an 



I-GIS-T workshop early the following year, for their cluster, to further assist in implementing



the I-GIS-T, as: “…many schools do have computers available”.



• “Seed” learners



Surprisingly, in the learner focus group of Vumeze High, as has already been mentioned, a 



learner remarked “…I do like sharing information with other people, and now that I've gained 



info I like it, I like to share it with my classmates” (P21,203:209). There were 54 learners in her 



Geography class. The use of seed learners might also be an interesting avenue to follow within 



the I-GIS-T framework, especially for rural schools. 



• Suggestion for whole FET phase rollout



Furthermore, the request to make use of the I-GIS-T for the whole FET phase, starting at 



grade 10, was made by Mr Scirbar “… if you have got any software, no matter how simple it 



is, that will assist the learners right from grade 10, because GIS is new to schools, and it’s, 



look, there is certain topics have to be done in 10, and it has to build up to 11, and then finally 



to 12”. (P5,116:116) which was also echoed by learners from Duncan High. This is what they 



requested: 
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I think the software that… the software …is good for basic knowledge; that’s where I 
think one should start, but then there should be something to carry on, because if 
there’s nothing after that then one’s interest might just end up dying again, and, yes. 
(P25,356:356) 



• Support needed for rural schools



Within this study, rural schools especially requested help with studying GIS. Their need is 



reflected in the matric paper, where learners from rural schools leave out the whole section 



on GIS. I also found the rural school learners more eager and motivated to learn GIS than 



those from urban schools. Therefore, it was not surprising that Ms Walters requested the 



following: “Please do not forget the rural schools” (P22,45:45).  



These were the main I-GIS-T framework suggestions that emerged, through the gleaning of 



interviews and open-ended questions. The following section will deal with the I-GIS-T 



component development.  



7.3.5.3 I-GIS-T framework component development



The I-GIS-T framework component development includes developments in various I-GIS-T 



components, depicted in Figure 7.24.  



Figure 7. 24 I-GIS-T framework component development 



The I-GIS-T framework in Figure 7.24 consists of the following components: (1) I-GIS-T 



development guidelines (2) I-GIS-T PowerPoint development (3) I-GIS-T workbook 



development (4) I-GIS-T application development (5) I-GIS-T whiteboard/projector 



development and (6) I-GIS-T workshop development. These I-GIS-T development guidelines 



were taken from the requests of teachers that emerged during the I-GIS-T workshop and 



teachers’ interviews. Table 7.16 displays some typical quotes as supportive evidence. 
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Table 7. 16 Typical quotes as evidence for I-GIS-T framework suggestions 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



I-GIS-T
development
guidelines



Mr Ginqi: …if they can just have a standardised software that’s saying all the 
school will use this…. (P2,158:158) 



I-GIS-T
PowerPoint
development



Mr Sanger:  I feel it [PowerPoint] spurred their interest. It showed them, you know, 
practical applications of GIS and why we… What and why we are developing GIS, 
and how it is being used in the different, you know, in different institutions, and it 
introduced them to all the key concepts. (P14, 37:137) 



Valken learner focus group:  But I mean with a PowerPoint presentation, you can 
pause and have a look at the definition while you're busy with the PowerPoint. 
That's what I thought. (20,261:261) 



Vumeze learner focus group:  The PowerPoint was good because we get to learn 
the GIS and also to see the pictures, the pictures indicating the problem that some 
other countries face on a daily basis, so for us it was a fun time of learning. 
(P21,71:71) 



I-GIS-T
workbook
development



Ms Duma:  Not that it shouldn't be too in detail, and also the language used 
shouldn't be too, pitched at too a high level. I found that sometimes with these, like, 
I’ve got an ESRI hand… like a guidebook or something, and I can't just copy pages 
from that, because it’s too… for me it’s even difficult to understand. I just have to 
pick out here and there. So it should really be child friendly, and with the main facts, 
and not too detailed information. Colourful maybe. (P1,118:118) 



Houston learner focus group:  ...at the end of every question or maybe on the 
complex questions, they have like a hint and they tell you, a small hint, so you 
have... so it's not the whole answer where it's coming from but you have to think on 
the hint and from the question. …maybe a hint in the book would be good, just a 
small hint because you might go wrong and you're not sure. (P13,227:277) 



I-GIS-T
application
development



Mr Sanger:  It is an excellent tool to promote the understanding and 
implementation of GIS in our schools so that it can achieve its desired goals. (P22) 
Mr Hinnabar:   It is the best of the material that I have tried since GIS was 
first introduced. (P22) 



I-GIS-T
whiteboard/
projector
development



Mr Green:  So in my opinion I would say more of a, like we’ve got the interactive 
boards now, but more of an interactive learning group, if I can put it that way.  Get 
the kids involved in actually knowing how to use quantum GIS, download it, get 
them to understand it, the concept of it.  That will also broaden their spectrum of 
the different uses that is applicable to GIS. (P12 82:82) 



Ms Venter:  I found that it [I-GIS-T application through a projector] works because 
they’re more computer savvy than I am, so they can actually show the others better 
than I can.  And if I get enough of them doing it often enough I actually learn it 
myself.  And it gets them more involved because they’re very inclined to put their 
heads down and go to sleep.  But, if they’re actually coming to show the others, it 
gets them more involved, so that’s a good thing. (P16,83:83) 



I-GIS-T
workshop
development



Mr Scirbar: The I-GIS-T has been the most educational, informative, rewarding, 
interesting and exciting workshop that I have attended. The knowledge I have 
gained will be greatly treasured and valued and I will definitely want to implement 
IT in my teaching of GIS. (P23:194:195) 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



Teachers were very positive towards the I-GIS-T application on the whole, although there are 



still a few technical glitches that need to be attended to. A description of these is provided in 
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the next section. Some of the information comes from the evidence in Table 7.16 while the 



following information was drawn from quotes in the rest of the interviews. 



• Standardised GIS teaching package



Mr Ginqi suggested: “…if they can just have a standardised software that’s saying all the 



schools will use this…” (P2,158:158), it would circumvent current GIS teaching confusion. 



However, such a package will need to be flexible to cater for differences in teacher TPACK, 



resources, home languages and large class sizes.  



• I-GIS-T PowerPoint evaluation



Generally, both teachers and learners evaluated the I-GIS-T PowerPoint as an effective 



learning tool, as indicated in Table 7.17. By means of the PowerPoint lessons, large classes 



can be catered for with visual material. The teacher also has contact with learners, providing 



for flexibility and revision within the lesson. The use of an interactive whiteboard and projector 



could be the method of choice to run the I-GIS-T especially for large classes. Computer 



illiterate learners can be reached through the projector or whiteboard, whereas they might 



experience computer anxiety or run into difficulties using their own skills on a computer.  



• Interactive whiteboard



Mr Green advocated the use of the whiteboard. According to his experience with his class, he 



stressed that: “…you should explain… to them in detail, and showing pictures associated with 



it, because the kids of today, are, you have to… You can't explain to them something new on 



the basis of hoping they will understand” (P12,131:131). 



…for me, the [interactive] whiteboard far outdoes a one on one with a kid on a 
computer. It’s right there, then, and the kids can see what I'm trying to explain, whereas 
out of a textbook, or on a computer it’s always difficult to explain to a kid, listen this is 
what’s going to happen now, you need to look for this, this and this.  On an interactive 
board it’s easier because I can actually allow the kids to stand up, come to the front, 
and participate physically in the test itself, or in the actual lesson. (P12, 126:126) 



Mr Green further described learner interest in the use of an interactive whiteboard: 



…I’ve definitely noted an increase in interest with the kids once we started getting the 
interactive boards installed in the class. They are more adamant now to learn 
something, and they are more focused; more questions are being asked, whereas 
previously, where it was just a normal blackboard, and you, and a piece of chalk, kids 
weren’t that interested because the nice thing about the interactive board is you can 
bring images straight to the classroom without having to print black and white pictures 
of something.  You can give them the actual information there and then, as is, without 
having to go and print a thousand papers. (P12,79:79) 
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In order to adapt the I-GIS-T application for an interactive whiteboard, Mr Green suggested 



the following I-GIS-T developments: 



…on the interactive board you’ve got a split screen image that you can use.  You can 
have the questions based on one side, and you can cover half the board with the 
answers.  Now on a basis like that is if we bring the whole GIS concept into working, 
to have it on the interactive board in the class, you can not only teach the kids about 
it, but you can let them interact with it, understand it so, when it actually comes to the 
test they are not flabbergasted by certain types of questions because not a lot of the 
kids knew what special attributes there are, vector or raster; none of them actually kind 
of knew what it was all about.  (P12, 131:131) 



For Mr Green, the interactive whiteboard option of running the I-GIS-T application, supported 



his GIS pedagogy in that: 



…with the whiteboard you interact with the entire class; on the computer it’s a one on 
one basis between a student and the actual computer.  And not a lot of the children 
here are computer based, literate, if I can put it that way.  They haven’t got the utmost 
savvy to use the computer, and to click this and to click that.  I mean, the site itself is 
very easy, with what I’ve seen, and how to look for this, and how to add this, and kind 
of map it, and add a vector and everything. (P12,119:119) 



• Use of a digital projector



If teachers do not have a whiteboard, then a digital projector can be employed when doing the 



I-GIS-T activities, as in Houston High and Vumeze High. These two schools made use of



various learners to demonstrate the I-GIS-T activity.  Ms Venter, the teacher from Valken



Hoërskool, employed a projector during the conclusion lesson, to run through the difficult parts



of the I-GIS-T exercises. According to the teacher’s observation and my own, the learners



enjoyed the activity, where they had to do the demonstrating, with a running commentary all



the way. Ms Venter stated afterwards (during the teacher interview):



…I found that it works because they’re more computer savvy than I am, so they can 
actually show the others better than I can…  And it gets them more involved because 
they’re very inclined to put their heads down and go to sleep.  But, if they’re actually 
coming to show the others, it gets them more involved, so that’s a good thing. 
(P16,81:83) 



• I-GIS-T workbook evaluation



Regarding the I-GIS-T workbook, especially rural school learners, such as those from Vumeze 



High, requested more GIS information because 



…it’s supposed to be something that is informative, even if you are no longer here at 
school, but if you go through the workbook we can learn some other things and we can 
maybe, like, tell others who didn't get an opportunity to be here studying with us, so for 
me I think the improvement should be in the workbook. (P21,199:199) 
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Ms Duma suggested more information, but 



…not that it shouldn't be too in detail, and also the language used shouldn't be too, 
pitched at too a high level. I found that sometimes with these, like, I’ve got an Esri… 
like a guidebook or something, and I can't just copy pages from that, because it’s too… 
for me it’s even difficult to understand. I just have to pick out here and there. So it 
should really be child friendly, and with the main facts, and not too detailed information. 
Colourful maybe. (P1,118:118) 



One learner suggested: “…more activities with some clues to the answers…” (P13,277:277). 



Learners from Standard Secondary school suggested “…match the columns” (P19,298:298) 



activities. In addition, Ms Duma remarked that:   



…it would be nice if one could have a few questions, and prompts… where they have 
to answer questions, because often with… even with the tutorial that I use with I-GIS-
T, we use it for fun, but I don't assess it, I don't know if they’ve actually understood it, 
there are no questions, and there are no answers. It’s just a fun experience. (P1:181:182) 



In fact, the workbook could fulfil that role in providing further assessment possibilities, which 



Ms Duma evaluated as, “…I think it was quite sufficient” (P11,79:79). Mr Sanger also found the 



workbook efficient in that:  “…it tied in with what they were doing in the program, so it was 



good, because sometimes, you know, when learners write, you know, what they’re doing, it 



enables them to remember better” (P14,95:99). This coincides with findings from the learners 



of Houston High who remarked, “…The workbook was quite interesting because the questions 



it asked, it makes you more aware of …what's in there” (P13,126:126). However, there were 



also learners who would rather work on a computer than fill in the workbook. One learner from 



Standard Secondary exclaimed, “…I didn’t want to work on it….because I wanted to work on 



the computer” (P19,151:155), which agreed with findings from Valken Hoërskool, where three 



other learners said “…I don't like the booklet….because you have to go fill it in…” “That must 



be on the computers also so you can do everything on the computer” “…Yes, you can fill it in 



on the computer, yes”. (P20,491:497)  



• I-GIS-T workshop evaluation



The I-GIS-T workshop was well rated by all the teachers. Mr Scirbar remarked: 



…the I-GIS-T has been the most educational, informative, rewarding, interesting and 
exciting workshop that I have attended. The knowledge I have gained will be greatly 
treasured and valued and I will definitely want to implement IT in my teaching of GIS. 
(P23,194:195) 



There was a lot of teacher interest to conduct I-GIS-T workshops themselves within the 



clusters, but this is further discussed under “seed teachers and learners”. 
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7.3.5.4 I-GIS-T application development



Although the I-GIS-T application received overwhelmingly good feedback, further 



developments are crucial before the application can be released. Some of the improvement 



suggestions in Figure 7.25 include, for example, areas like the quiz, making the application 



cheat proof, inclusion of a research project or exploring exercise, integration of more 



Geography themes, sorting out some technical glitches and enhancing audio and visual quality 



to accommodate digital natives, who are more visually inclined. 



Figure 7. 25 I-GIS-T development network 



The I-GIS-T application development can be divided into two basic categories: (1) I-GIS-T 



add-on suggestions and (2) I-GIS-T technical aspects. Table 7.17 depicts some of the 



evidence from quotations displayed in Figure 7.25.   



Table 7. 17 Typical quotes as evidence for I-GIS-T application development 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



I-GIS-T
application
development



• Duncan learner focus group: The hard part obviously, is updating it
often, but that’s what will keep the interest high, because you don't want to
do a map of something that’s a few years old. It’s more interesting if it’s
recent…. (P25,815:815) 
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Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



I-GIS-T
developmental
guidelines



• Mr Hinabar: It must be very user-friendly…so simple, so that children can
understand it.  (P3,160:160)



I-GIS-T add on suggestions



• I-GIS-T game • Ms Walters:  A lot of them play games, computer games, X-box all that,
and there you have whole worlds generated in that where you use 
Geography concepts, Geography principles, and the relevance of that, 
how GIS will help them layering things up.  Having to know locators, finding 
out if you… a lot of them do online gaming…(P8:62:62) 



• Standard Secondary learner focus group:  Put games there so we can
learn more. (P19,103:103)



• I-GIS-T
exploration



• Valken learner focus group: I think after this whole thing we should, in
my opinion, is get a CD with what we've learnt….Like a program….Yes, or
like a program so we can then carry on with it and not just forget it. Keep
learning it. Yes, because then we won't forget about it. (P20,81:815)



• I-GIS-T
integrated
themes



• Ms Duma:  … integrating GIS with other topics, instead of… because you
maybe only have three days to spend just on GIS, but if you can include it
in every topic that you teach then one could, sort of, fit it in... and then that
way you do it throughout the year. (P1,148:148)



• I-GIS-T
multiple
language



• Ms Duma: …also different languages…and that it’s really slow, because
some of them won’t follow if it’s fast. (P1,96:96)



• I-GIS-T
explanation



• Valken learner focus group:  It doesn’t give a meaning for why they say
[over-talking]…The reason [over-talking]…You want to know why…Give a
reason…and tell you why to do what you must do….That doesn't tell you
why you must do it…You don't know what you're doing. It's just telling you
to type in….Yes, that's the problem, yes. (P20,136:151) 



I-GIS-T technical
aspects



• Ms Venter:  Although we did have some technological problems, this
actually ran on our computers, whereas the ones we’ve had before made
our computers crash. (P16,66:66)



• Mr Hinabar: … technical problem: you need to have, like, a trained person
to be there, somebody who knows about the computer. (P13:98:98)



• I-GIS-T cheat
proof



• Valken learner focus group: There’s one thing that I saw in our class that
happened; they were cheating a bit…. (P20,245:262) 



• I-GIS-T quiz • Valken learner focus group: It just says great. When I was doing it, it just
said great or well done…. (P20,356:366) 



• Screen
resolution



• Mr Sanger: Well, it's just, a lot of programs that use Flash Player are
designed for specific resolution, even web pages … I don't feel it's a flaw
in the design of the program. (P14,89:89)



• I-GIS-T
button help



• Glenville learner focus group: …Those icons on the programme, some
of us don't know all of them …to have them more visible on the
programme, to find it easily. (P18,144:144)



• I-GIS-T sound
quality



• Standard learner focus group:  The volume. The… we couldn't hear the
person that was talking. (P19,78:78)



• Ms Duma: Sometimes we had a problem with the sound. I don't know if it
was our system or the application. (P11,33:33)



• I-GIS-T visual • Glenville learner focus group: It could have, like, pictures; pictures of
real life things, like they could show landscapes of the earth, not just, like,
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Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



animated stuff…I'm sure people want to see visual stuff to know that they 
can actually do that with the IGIS. (P18,178:178) 



(Pseudonyms were used) 



Figure 7.25 includes numerous quotes regarding the I-GIS-T application development. 



Findings regarding further I-GIS-T developmental suggestions are also summarised within 



suggestions for the I-GIS-T integration framework, in answer to the secondary research 



question four.  



• I-GIS-T development guidelines



The I-GIS-T developmental guidelines were gleaned from the teacher interviews, where the 



needs and wants of the teacher were disclosed. On average, teachers like Mr Hinabar 



requested, “…it must be very user friendly…so simple, so that children can understand it” 



(P3,160:160), also because “I'm fairly young, like, average or slightly above average with the 



computer, but many of them are not, you know” (P3,160:160). Various teachers such as Mr 



Scirbar requested, “…some GIS material that pertains to our local area” (P5,180:180), while Ms 



Venter remarked,  “so we’ve tried …QGIS, and things in the past, but then the computers have 



crashed downstairs” (P6,27:27), implying that the I-GIS-T should be workable also on older 



computers. Ms Venter also added that the internet is not always reliable because, “…maybe 



there’s a hick-up with the server, and then I’ve planned my whole lesson around it, and now I 



can't get it” (P6,307:307). Apart from the need for a simple, easy-to-use GIS application, the 



teachers also suggested the following add-ons: 



• Games



Regarding I-GIS-T add-on suggestions, Mr Ginqi and Ms Walters referred to the use of 



games: “…if it can be done in the class situation...for them to be interactive...” (P2,248:248). 



Learners from Standard Secondary also requested the same: “…put games there so we can 



learn more” (P29,203:203). 



• Project or exploratory activities



Concerning the possibility of adding a GIS project, Ms Duma stressed, “…if one does a project 



with GIS, the learners would first have to know how to use it” (P1,156:156). The I-GIS-T 



application’s focus is to teach the learner key GIS software procedures. As the I-GIS-T is 



based on QGIS, the learner could download the QGIS freely and explore further using the real 



software. Especially for faster learners the option of doing “…just a few exercises on the real 



quantum GIS” (P11,71:71) is stimulating, and “…it would be nicer to go more in-depth and 
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experiment a bit more” (P25,73:73), which reflects the strong desire of these learners to explore 



on their own.  



• Integrated themes



Quite a few teachers suggested the use of integrated themes within the I-GIS-T, as Mr Ginqi 



stressed: “…my biggest problem: to bridge that gap between what we do in class and what is 



happening in the real world, and then make sure that they understand the link between the 



two” (P2,69:69). Mr Scirbar also pointed out that “GIS applies to both physical Geography and 



human Geography, so that integration, that interrelationship hasn’t really caught on in all 



schools, and when that happens, that would be the ideal objective, that will be the ideal” 
(P5,228:228).   



• Multiple language option



Because many learners, especially from rural schools, often have a low English literacy rate, 



some learners suggested a multiple-language option within the I-GIS-T software, as an area 



of development before recommending the application to all schools. One learner from Duncan 



High stressed this: “…depending on the language, because it depends what school…” 
(P25,424:424). 



• More explanation of the use of certain features



The learner focus group from Valken Hoërskool requested that during the exercises, the 



narrator should indicate why certain buttons need to be pressed: “…it doesn't tell you why you 



must do it. ..it's just telling you to type in… yes, that's the problem...” (P20,136:151). 



• Technical aspects



Requests for technical aspect developments did differ from school to school. One end of the 



spectrum is Houston High, unable to run the I-GIS-T on the computers, because the CAT 



teacher was on sick leave and Ms Hoomla had forgotten to follow the pre-set guidelines, as 



mentioned earlier. On the other end are Mr Green and Mr Sanger who are technologically 



knowledgeable (TK), and could sort out what they both referred to as “minimal technical hick-



ups”. Technical aspects, such as sound quality and screen resolution, however, were key 



aspects that need further attention. Ideas for extra I-GIS-T technical development include: (1) 



fortifying the I-GIS-T to make it cheat proof, (2) improving the I-GIS-T quiz, (3) screen 



resolution adjustment and, (4) an I-GIS-T help button. 
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• Cheat-proof



Learners from Valken Hoërskool admitted that they were cheating a bit: “…you can drag...at 



the bottom. You take it right to the end and pretend, okay, I’ve listened to everything, to go to 



the next slide...” (P20,245:262). These learners advised that, “…you should be able to pause 



it…but no fast forwarding or sliding…” (P20,245:262). As these learners were all computer 



literate, this suggestion has merit.  



• Quiz



Suggestions pertaining to the quiz were mainly taken from Valken Hoërskool, pointing out that 



the quiz only “…said great or well done…and did not indicate the right answer” (P20,356:356). 



As I was working through the quiz, I noted that the quiz skipped a few questions as well, which 



should also be rectified and further aligned to curriculum requirements. 



• Screen resolution



Mr Sanger stated that the screen resolution needed to be changed in many cases but 



remarked, “…a lot of programs that use Flash Player are designed for specific resolution, even 



web pages. It's not… I don't feel it's a flaw in the design of the program”. Nevertheless, Mr 



Sanger needed to compromise as regards the screen resolution; he disclosed that, 



“…because of a tower system setup, the moment you put the resolution up higher, then you 



find everything starts slowing down” (P14,46:46). Though Mr Sanger could adjust the screen 



resolution, other teachers might not be able to; therefore the suggestion of enabling screen 



resolution adjustment within the I-GIS-T application, seems to be a viable one. In fact, many 



learners complained that their display had been cut off, and in some cases, because of that, 



they could not find the correct button.   



• Help button



Some learners also noted that they sometimes had difficulties in finding the correct button, as 



the indicators did not clearly show precisely where to click:  “Towards the end, the instructions 



that pop up do not pop up unless one has hovered the mouse around and then they come. It’s 



difficult like that.” (P26,58:58) 



• Sound quality



The sound quality was a major issue in all the schools. Ms Duma reflected that sometimes we 



have a problem with sound, “…I don't know if it was our system or the application” (P11,33:33), 



while Mr Green declared that the sound quality was “the only issue, …it was way too soft” 



(P12,45:53). This aspect often emerged in the interviews and amounted to 22 overall 



references to volumes that were too low, coming from all the focus groups. There was a 
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suggestion from Mr Sanger to: “… include volume control, if possible, that would also be good, 



because … I've had the Windows volume control up at max, but it was still very soft. But still 



they managed to work through it”. (P14,93:93) 



• I-GIS-T visual aspect



The visual aspect of the I-GIS-T was found to be important. Learners from all the focus groups 



reacted positively to the graphics, requesting [more] “…pictures of real life things, like they 



could show landscapes of the earth, not just like, animated stuff” (P18,178:182). Moreover, 



Valken Hoërskool learners suggested that the “…audio explanations must come up with text, 



yes, like you can actually read it while he's reading it out to you” (P20,195:195). Findings from 



the interviews also highlighted that the learner of today is visually orientated, with a limited 



attention span. Reasons given by the teachers indicated that the use of Facebook and other 



social media have cultivated a youth who want to see and communicate and who are not 



oriented to focusing and listening in class. The issue of “the new generation” of visual learners 



was brought up in 44 quotations within this investigation. Table 7.18 shows merely one 



example. 



Table 7. 18 An example of typical quotation evidence regarding digital natives 



Codes Quotations (verbatim) gained from… 



o Digital
natives



o Standard Secondary learner focus group: It’s a very good idea...
they don't use textbooks and books; they use iPads, phones, tablet,
computers, laptop…it's more attractive…And it’s fun too. So that, like
each time you want to go and do it over and over, until you do it better.
(P19,350:356)



 (Pseudonym was used) 



• Digital natives



Ms Venter made an interesting observation regarding her class of “digital natives”: 



…they’ve grown up in a visual age, they’d watched TV from being babies, they’d been 
with computers, it’s a visual age.  …they can't imagine, they want the picture.  So, now, 
yes it’s a mission, [to find visual material] but then, when I see the response I think it’s 
worth it. (P6,215:215) 



According to Ms Venter, the type of learner has changed over the last few years. She remarks: 



... they’re all onto Facebook and all these things where you comment immediately. So 
to them, they’re not practiced in wait until the end and then evaluate it. They want to 
make a comment, they make it straight away, and then they lose the thread of what 
they’re actually looking at….  (P16,136:136) 
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The inclination to respond immediately might also be the reason why the learners in her class 



enjoyed the revision of the I-GIS-T by means of the projector, as all their attention was directed 



to where the demonstrating learner needed to click and to advising the demonstrator. This is 



also the kind of interactivity that Mr Green preferred when he remarked: “…like we’ve got the 



interactive boards now, but more of an interactive learning group, if I can put it that way…get 



the kids involved” (P12,82:82). 



7.4 SUMMARY OF ASSERTIONS 



Chapter 7 consists of the data analysis gleaned from 16 teacher interviews (ten pre- and six 



post-intervention), six focus group interviews together with observational field notes and 



photographs in order to answer secondary research questions one to four: 



To what extent do FET-phase schools use the Geographic Information System (GIS) 



in Geography instruction and what main barriers to GIS practice do teachers 



experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?  



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



What suggestions made by teachers and learners can contribute to the development 



of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET phase Geography classes for the 



purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



In summary, assertions drawn from qualitative data with corresponding colour indexed 



secondary research questions are as follows:  



With respect to the first secondary research question, the following two assertions are made: 



Assertion 1a: None of the teachers within this study made use of GIS practice 



(software) within their GIS teaching.  (§7.3.1) 



Assertion 1b: The main GIS teaching barriers were: (1) lack of DBE support, 



(2) teacher: lack of GIS knowledge, IT knowledge and GIS pedagogical



knowledge, very large class sizes, lack of time, learner differences, and (3)



lack of resources (hard and software).  (§7.3.1)



With respect to the second secondary research question, the following two assertions are 



made: 



1 



2



3 
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Assertion 2a: Teachers rated the I-GIS-T application to a high extent, as a 



viable multimedia tool for GIS practice with the assumptions that the sound 



volume and the computer resolution can be managed within the application, 



the I-GIS-T installation is manageable and schools have computers available. 



(Recommendations for further development are explored and discussed in 



section 9.3.4.) (§7.3.2.3) 



Assertion 2b: Learners rated the I-GIS-T application to a large extent as a 



viable multimedia tool for GIS practice with the assumptions that the sound 



volume and the computer resolution could be managed within the application. 



(§7.3.2.3) (Recommendations for further development are explored and



discussed in section 9.3.4.)



As regards the third secondary research question, the following two assertions are made: 



Assertion 3a: The teachers and learners were to a large extent positively 



inclined towards the I-GIS-T, although the learners and teacher of Houston 



High stressed the importance of fixing the technical glitches such as sound 



levels and monitor resolution. (§7.3.3) 



Assertion 3b: Both the teachers and learners were to a large extent positive 



that the I-GIS-T enhanced conceptual understanding and learning of GIS. 



(§7.3.4)
With regard to the fourth secondary research question, the following two assertions regarding 



suggestions towards an I-GIS-T integration framework, are made: 



Assertion 4: Suggestions regarding an I-GIS-T integration framework 



development are included in Table 7.19 and are further discussed in section 



9.3.4. 



Table 7. 19 Summative I-GIS-T framework suggestions 



I-GIS-T framework suggestions
I-GIS-T application



 Sound quality needs to be greatly improved and volume set within the application
 The option of deleting the music, except for a jingle before the next activity
 The option of setting screen resolution, preferably able to be set within the application
 Clearer indication of where to click, just outlining of recommended icon
 Explain why you need to click where you click, some explanations lacking
 Display the correct answers after the quiz, and give a clue if learner gets it wrong
 Ensure a cheat proof application, where learners cannot fast forward through the activities
 Add more visual everyday photos, lessen the number of cartoons, add more video clips and



a game
 Add exploration activities which are integrated with themes in the curriculum
 Add a multi-language component for learners with poor English



2



3a 



3b 
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I-GIS-T framework suggestions
 When working from a flash drive, Panda security ©software could be added on the flash to



minimise virus transmission from school computer to the flash drive



Introduction lesson: PowerPoint 
 Have definitions in a corner
 More motion in the PowerPoint



Whiteboard/projector 
 Sound quality, screen resolution a major problem, add teachers guide



Workbook development 
 More information & examples
 Some clues
 Examples of exam-like questions



Workshop development 
 Sufficient



Teacher’s guide 
 Memo of workbook questions
 Instructional package
 Description and teaching tips for each activity
 Explanation of PowerPoint slides
 Computer setup checklist



Conclusion lesson 
 Add memo, for learners to mark their own work in the workbook



I-GIS-T seed teachers and learners
 Departmental use of seed teachers to manage cluster workshop option
 Provide opportunities for learners to teach peers using I-GIS-T



DoE support 
 Issue teacher guides, GIS resources and support networks for clusters
 Provide workshops



7.5 CONCLUSION 



Chapter 7 consisted of the data analysis gleaned from 16 pre- and post-teacher interviews, 



six focus group interviews together with observational field notes and photographs. A 



summary of four major assertions has been placed in section 7.4. This chapter provided 



in-depth insight regarding the complexities of GIS practice integration within the natural 



context. Thick descriptions gleaned from an array of qualitative methods, from teachers’, 



learners’ and the researcher’s perspectives, provided possibilities for crystallisation of 



various ideas. Chapter 8 presents the quantitative strand which includes the data, 



results, analysis and discussion thereof and inferences drawn, as generated by tests and 



questionnaires from the multiple-case study, which consists of Part 2 of this study. In 



Chapter 9, the findings from this chapter are merged with those from other chapters. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 



8 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: 



INTERVENTION STUDY IN SEVEN SCHOOLS 



8.1 INTRODUCTION 



This chapter presents the quantitative results and inferences drawn from the quantitative 



strand of the multiple-case study (Part 2). This chapter further served to provide triangulation 



and synthesis possibilities, using the qualitative findings in Chapter 7 and results and findings 



from the survey (Chapter 6), as well as the literature on global GIS practice integration and 



barriers (Chapter 3). This quantitative strand was designed to evaluate the I-GIS-T application 



and to determine the development of GIS knowledge and GIS attitude with regards to two 



pedagogical approaches as disclosed within the second and third secondary research 



questions: 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?  



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



With the aim of finding the best answer to the research questions posed, several data analysis 



methods were utilised, whilst allowing for triangulation possibilities by means of the qualitative 



findings of Chapter 7, for the second and third, secondary research questions.  



In order to answer the second research question three questionnaires were administered. The 



I-GIS-T evaluative questionnaire A, evaluates the different components of the I-GIS-T



framework, whereas the I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire B evaluated the I-GIS-T framework



as a whole. Both these questionnaires were completed by grade 11 Geography learners. The



I-GIS-T questionnaire C evaluation was completed by six teachers. In order to answer the third



question, the pre-attitudinal as well as the pre-knowledge tests of the different classes were



compared to contrast the treatment groups, computer group (IC) and projector group (IP) with



the control group (C). Thereafter, analyses of GIS knowledge and GIS attitudinal development



were conducted to determine any differences between the two groups and the control group.
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The following colour coding has been used to index the sections according to corresponding 



research question themes. 



Perceived workability of I-GIS-T 



Attitudinal development  



Knowledge development  



With the aim of answering the quantitative part pertaining to each research question, this 



chapter adheres to the following sequence within the discussion of each research question as 



displayed in Figure 8.1.  



Firstly, descriptive statistics are provided, then underlying constructs/factors are determined, 



and finally, reliability is discussed. This is followed by a discussion on differences in class 



variables. Factor scores are given where applicable.  



8.2  I-GIS-T APPLICATION EVALUATION 



This section displays the quantitative results with regard to the research question 



pertaining to the perceived workability of the I-GIS-T. 



This section addresses the results and discussion of the I-GIS-T application (within its 



framework). Two questionnaires were used for this part of the research. The first questionnaire 



(I-GIS-T evaluation A) focused on each exercise and tutorial within the I-GIS-T application, 



summarised by descriptive statistics, such as means and standard deviations. The second 



Figure 8. 1  Quantitative discussion sequence 
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questionnaire (I-GIS-T evaluation B) had as its focus the overall workability of the I-GIS-T 



application and its framework. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 8.1. Principal 



Component Analysis (PCA) with Oblimin rotation was used to identify the principal 



components within the I-GIS-T evaluation B questionnaire for evaluation and discussion 



purposes. In addition, SEM was used with regard to the TAM (see section 2.4.2) followed by 



an evaluation of a model fit, in order to validate findings with TAM.  



8.2.1 I-GIS-T learner questionnaire: evaluation A 



Table 8.1 depicts descriptive statistics regarding the technical aspects of the I-GIS-T design.  



Table 8. 1 Descriptive statistics of I-GIS-T learner questionnaire: evaluation A, percentage 
distribution 



Section 
evaluation of 
the 
I-GIS-T



Question 
Statement N 



% of responses 



Mean 
Std. 



Devia
tion 



St
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ng
ly
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D
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e 



N
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e 
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r 
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gr
ee



 



A
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ee
 



St
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ng
ly



 
ag
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e 



1 2 3 4 5 



A 
Introduction 



Introduction was 
clear 97 1.0 3.1 15.5 36.1 44.3 4.20 .8855 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



96 0.0 0.0 11.5 50.5 37.1 4.26 .6528 



B 
Tutorial 1 



This tutorial 
explained GIS in a 
clear way. 



96 0.0 6.3 11.5 52.1 30.2 4.06 .8184 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



94 1.1 1.1 13.8 44.7 39.4 4.20 .7976 



C
Exercise 1 



I gained GIS skills 
from this exercise. 96 1.0 5.2 11.5 42.7 39.6 4.15 .8942 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



96 2.1 3.1 11.5 55.2 28.1 4.04 .8450 



D 
Tutorial 2 



This tutorial 
explained GIS in a 
clear way. 



97 2.1 2.1 22.7 45.4 27.8 3.95 .8824 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



97 1.0 0.0 13.4 56.7 28.9 4.12 .7109 



I gained new insight 
in GIS. 92 0.0 1.1 16.3 44.6 38.0 4.20 .7448 



E 
Exercise 2 



 I gained GIS skills 
from this exercise.  95 0.0 3.2 14.7 41.1 41.1 4.20 .8069 
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Section 
evaluation of 
the 
I-GIS-T



Question 
Statement N 



% of responses 



Mean 
Std. 



Devia
tion 



St
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ng
ly
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e 
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gr
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A
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e 



1 2 3 4 5 
The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



95 0.0 3.2 14.7 47.4 34.7 4.13 .7802 



I gained new insight 
in GIS. 94 1.1 3.2 13.8 39.4 42.6 4.19 .8710 



F 
Tutorial 3 



This tutorial 
explained GIS in a 
clear way. 



96 1.0 2.1 22.9 47.9 26.0 3.96 .8197 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



95 0.0 3.2 18.9 50.5 27.4 4.02 .7716 



I have gained new 
GIS insight during 
this tutorial. 



93 0.0 3.2 12.9 50.5 33.3 4.14 .7603 



G 
Exercise 3 



I gained GIS skills 
from this exercise. 95 1.1 3.2 12.6 53.7 29.5 4.07 .8022 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS. 



95 1.1 3.2 14.7 48.4 32.6 4.08 .8336 



H 
Exercise 4 



I gained GIS skills 
from this exercise. 94 1.1 3.2 14.9 48.9 31.9 4.07 .8327 



The graphics 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS.   



93 1.1 2.2 20.4 45.2 31.2 4.03 .8399 



I have gained new 
GIS insight during 
this tutorial. 



93 1.1 1.1 21.5 41.9 34.4 4.08 .8371 



Introductory 
lesson 



The introduction 
was clear. 75 2.1 3.1 11.3 29.9 30.9 4.09 .975 



The questions in the 
quiz were relevant. 75 0.0 2.1 8.2 36.1 30.9 4.24 .750 



The graphics in the 
PowerPoint 
supported my 
gaining an 
understanding of 
GIS.  



74 0.0 2.1 13.4 43.3 17.5 4.00 .721 



Conclusion 
lesson 



Revision of the 
worksheet answers 
were valuable. 



75 2.1 4.1 13.4 32.0 25.8 3.97 .986 



My overall feeling is 
that I have learned 
much from GIS 
during these 
lessons. 



76 2.1 2.1 12.4 28.9 33.0 4.13 .957 



Valid N (list wise) 62 



From the descriptive statistics (Table 8.1), one observes an average mean score higher than 
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four out of a five point Likert scale questionnaire. It is noted that the feedback to the 



introductory and conclusion lessons was received from only 62 learners. As these questions 



were on the back cover of the questionnaire leaflet, it is possible that the other learners were 



possibly not aware of the questions. Although the average mean (4.1) scored well, this data 



indicates the need for further development towards clarity of the tutorials (3.95). This aspect 



was taken up in the discussion within the focus groups and teacher interviews which were 



described, analysed and discussed in Chapter 7. 



8.2.2 I-GIS-T learner questionnaire: evaluation B 



A five point Likert scale attitudinal questionnaire (Table 8.2) was used to evaluate the 



workability of the I-GIS-T framework within this study. This 37 question I-GIS-T evaluation B 



questionnaire adapted from Zerger and others (2002:77), was modified and aligned to test the 



workability of the I-GIS-T application and framework. A number of 149 participants completed 



evaluation questionnaire B. The first eight questions requested background information 



regarding the use of computers and geospatial technology. These eight questions were 



therefore not analysed in this section. 



Table 8. 2 Descriptive statistics of I-GIS-T learner evaluation: questionnaire B —
percentage distribution adapted from Zerger and others (2002:77) 



Ite
m



 



Statement 



St
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D
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A
gr
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St
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ng
ly



 
ag
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M
ea



n 



St
d.



 
D



ev
ia



tio
n 



9 The instructions were clear. 3.4 4.7 12.2 52.7. 27.0 3.95 .943 
10 The I-GIS-T was easy to navigate. 3.4 11.0 24.5 41.1 18.5 3.62 1.02 
11 General layout/design of the I-GIS-T was well 



organized. 
2.0 2.7 16.2 51.4 27.7 4.00 .857 



12 The textual information effectively conveyed 
the concepts and applications of GIS. 



0 5.4 32.7 47.6 14.3 3.71 .778 



13 Graphics and animations were effective in 
illustrating the concepts and applications. 



1.4 4.1 19.6 54.1 20.9 3.89 .826 



14 Interactivity (user control) was useful for 
learning GIS concepts. 



1.4 4.7 14.2 48.0 31.8 4.04 .880 



15 The multiple choice questions with feedback 
was adequate for testing concepts. 



0.7 4.0 14.1 40.3 40.9
. 



4.17 .865 



16 The interactive lessons were easy to navigate. 1.3 6.7 21.5 52.3 18.1 3.79 .864 
17 Time needed to open the lessons was 



acceptable. 
1.4 6.8 23.6 43.9 24.3 3.83 .921 



18 The level of detail in the lesson was adequate. 1.3 6.7 21.5 53.0 17.4 3.79 .859 
19 The narration was clear. 3.4 12.2 20.3 44.6 19.6 3.65 1.04 
20 The I-GIS-T application increased my interest 



towards geography lessons. 
1.3 9.4 20.1 36.9 32.2 3.89 1.01 



21 The I-GIS-T helped me to understand GIS 
better. 



1.3 2.7 12.8 46.3 36.9 4.15 .841 



22 The I-GIS-T application increased my curiosity 
to learn more in the classroom. 



2.0 8.8 19.7 44.2 25.2 3.82 .979 
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A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted on data gained from 149 participants 



on 2911 of the 37 questions from the I-GIS-T evaluation B questionnaire, with Oblique rotation 



(Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization). Rotation was employed to simplify the interpretation of 



the factor analysis. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sample adequacy for the 



analysis, KMO = .919 being highly adequate for factorisation (Cohen et al., 2011:676). Five 



factors were extracted with eigenvalues greater than 1. According to the scree test, the first 



two components, with eigenvalues of 12.095 and 1.902, explaining 48.3% of the total variance, 



were sufficient. (The first three factors yielded a cumulative percentage of 53.44%, which is 



only a slight increase of 5.178%.) The scree plot was ambiguous and showed inflexions that 



would justify retaining either 2 or 5 factors. The researcher retained 2 factors because of the 



convergence of the scree plot and the two distinct groups (refer Table 8.3). Table 8.3 also 



shows the factor loadings after rotation. The items that clustered on factor one suggest that it 



represents learning and attitude, whereas the second factor represents the technical 



evaluation of the I-GIS-T.   



11 Questions 1 to 8 pertained to the participants’ individual background, were answered either yes or  no, and 
were therefore excluded from the analysis of the rating of the I-GIS-T framework. 



23 The I-GIS-T application increased my curiosity 
to learn more about GIS. 



1.4 5.4 20.9 44.6 27.7 3.92 .907 



24 The I-GIS-T application helped me to 
understand how Geography is used in daily 
life. 



0 2.0 16.1 46.3 35.6 4.15 .760 



25 The I-GIS-T application improved my 
computer skills. 



6.1 14.3 27.2 32.0 20.4 3.46 1.15 



26 The I-GIS-T application helped me to improve 
my inquiry skills. 



3.4 11.6 30.6 42.2 12.2 3.48 .968 



27 The I-GIS-T application motivated me to learn 
more about GIS technologies. 



1.3 6.7 24.2 47.0 20.8 3.79 .895 



28 I would like to use the I-GIS-T application at 
home. 



4.0 7.4 20.1 38.3 30.2 3.83 1.07 



29 I like to learn GIS with the I-GIS-T at my own 
pace.  



2.0 5.4 19.6 39.2 33.8 3.97 .969 



30 I feel in control of my learning with I-GIS-T. 2.7 8.2 29.3 41.5 18.4 3.65 .964 
31 I would like to learn more about QGIS 



software, on which the I-GIS-T is based. 
0.7 10.1 18.8 44.3 26.2 3.85 .947 



32 I could direct my own learning by using the I-
GIS-T. 



0.7 8.1 30.2 44.3 16.8 3.68 .871 



33 The I-GIS-T made me aware of job 
opportunities in GIS. 



0.7 7.4 15.4 42.3 34.2 4.02 .926 



34 The I-GIS-T increased my awareness of the 
use of GIS in solving geospatial problems. 



0 3.4 26.2 46.3 24.2 3.91 .796 



35 The I-GIS-T workbook is a sufficient 
companion together with the I-GIS-T. 



2.0 5.4 18.8 57.7 16.1 3.81 .844 



36 The PowerPoint promoted my understanding 
of GIS concepts. 



1.3 4.0 21.5 50.3. 22.8 3.89 .847 



37 I think the I-GIS-T application should be made 
available for all grade 11 Geography learners. 



0 5.4 14.8 27.5 52.3 4.27 .905 
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Table 8. 3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of I-GIS-T learner questionnaire, 
evaluation B 



Pattern Matrix 
Component 
1 2 



q28  The wish to use the I-GIS-T application at home .879 
q27  The motivation to learn more about GIS .799 
q25  Improved computer skills .788 
q26  Improvement of learner inquiry skills .752 
q30  Learner control of learning .751 
q23  The curiosity to learn more about GIS .745 
q31  The desire to learn QGIS .721 
q29  The enjoyment of learning GIS at own pace .682 
q21  The support of understanding of GIS .656 
q20  The enhancement of interest towards Geography lessons .613 
q37  The belief of I-GIS-T application availability to all grade 11 learners .594 
q22  The enhancement of class interest .571 
q36  The increase of understanding of GIS concepts through the PowerPoint .420 .332 
q32  The use of self-directed learning .407 
q35  The sufficiency of the I-GIS-T workbook companion .340 
q18  The adequacy of detail .812 
q11  The layout of the I-GIS-T .768 
q13  The efficacy of graphics and animations .748 
q14  The usefulness of the interactivity .697 
q17  The adequacy of application opening time .686 
q15  The adequacy of the multiple choice questions and feedback .650 
q9    The clarity of the instructions .624 
q19  The narration clarity .602 
q16  The easiness of interactive navigation .591 
q12  The efficacy of textual information .560 
q10  The ease of navigation .502 
q24  The increasing of understanding the use of geography in daily life .454 
q33  The awareness of GIS job opportunities .326 .399 
q34  The usefulness of GIS to solve geospatial problems .360 



Cronbach’s alpha .937 .889 
Mean Inter Item Correlation (MIIC) .483 .385 



Mean (pre- test) 3.8435 3.8830 
Standard deviation (pre-test) .66829 .57505 



The distinct factors, as indicated in Table 8.3 were further analysed. Reliability and internal 



consistency of the instrument was measured by means of Cronbach’s alpha, which was found 



to be .937 for Factor 1 and .889 for Factor 2, where both reflected high values (Field, 



2013:709). 
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Factor one, as given in Table 8.3, showed an overall positive correlation with regard to learning 



(q27, q30, q23, q31, q29, q21, q36, q32), attitude (q27, q23, q31, q29, q20, q37, q22, q33) 



and skills (q25, q26) with regard to the I-GIS-T application. A desire to use the 



I-GIS-T at home, together with the motivation to learn more about GIS, demonstrated the



highest factor loadings. All items in Factor 2 rated positively, with the adequacy of detail and



the layout of the I-GIS-T application having the highest factor loadings. Lower factor loadings



were found relating to ease of interactive navigation, efficacy of textual information and ease



of navigation.



8.2.2.1 Learner questionnaire: evaluation B and the Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM) 



SEM was applied to validate the data against the TAM (discussed in section 2.4.2). As the 



behavioural intent (BI) construct within this model could possibly be an indicator towards the 



final usage of the I-GIS-T application, data were validated against TAM. Questions were coded 



according to TAM constructs depicted in Figure 8.2, where PEoU indicates the perceived ease 



of use, PU the perceived usefulness, A the attitude towards the application and BI indicates 



the intention to use the I-GIS-T application. The q indicates the question number within the 



I-GIS-T TAM path analysis and reliability. A TAM path analysis, indicated in Figure 8.2, was



drawn using Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS) software. Various pathways, indicated in



Figure 8.2, were measured. The reliability of constructs was calculated, which measured the



Cronbach’s alpha values of each of the constructs, PEoU (.806), PU (.880), A (.884) and BI



(.698), indicating high internal consistency.



Figure 8. 2  Path analysis with standardised regression weights added (AMOS output) with 
* indicating p <0.05
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Within Figure 8.2 it is noticed that PEoU is an exogenous variable, whereas PU, A and BI are 



endogenous variables.  



Table 8. 4 Analysis of pathways with standardised regression estimates and p-values 



Pathway Estimate S.E. C.R. P 
PEoU → PU   .945 .134 5.528 <.001 
PEoU → A  -.865 .727 1.479 .139 
PU → A 1.731 .999 2.758 .006 
PU → BI   .021 .375   .099 .921 
A → BI   .889 .259 3.903 <.001 



Figure 8.2 and Table 8.4 illustrate the estimates of standardised regression weights. All 



estimates of the measurement model (items loading on constructs) were statistically 



significant (p<0.001). The estimates of PEoU → PU, PU → A and from A → BI were found to 



be statistically significant, whereas those of PEoU → A and PU → BI, were not statistically 



significant. This indicated that PU represented a total mediator of PEoU → A and that A 



represented a total mediator for the effect PU → BI. 



8.2.2.1.1  Model fit of data in TAM 



In order to evaluate the suitability of TAM during I-GIS-T data analysis, a model fit was 



generated through SPSS® AMOS. Table 8.5 indicates the various model fit values. 



Table 8. 5 Model fit values of results to TAM 



Model Chi-Square P-value CMIN/DF CFI RMSEA 



Default model <.0001 2.371 .789 .096 



A Chi square P-value of < 0.0001 is displayed in Table 8.5, which indicates statistical 



significance and, therefore, might imply being not a good model fit (Schumacker & Lomax, 



2010:85), whereas the model yielded a Minimum Sample Discrepancy divided by Degrees of 



Freedom (CMIN/DF) value of 2.371. Interpretation of the size of (CMIN/DF) value depends to 



a large extent on the viewpoint of the investigator, but in practice, ratios as high as 3.4 or even 



5 still represent a good model fit (Mueller, 1996:83). The baseline comparison with the 



Comparison Fit Index (CFI), within this study, yielded a Comparative Fit Index (CFI) of 0.789 



which was found to be less desirable. Mueller (1996:90), refers to values above 0.9 as 



indicative of a good overall fit for a CFI.  Furthermore, the Root Mean Square Error of 
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Approximation (RMSEA) was found to be 0.096, which was acceptable as stated by Blunch 



(2008) who holds that models with RMSEA values of 0.10 and larger should not be accepted. 



In summary, an acceptable fit to the TAM model was indicated. Pathways of 



PEoU→PU→A→BI indicated a practical significant effect; also that A, which is attitude, seems 



to be important as regards the intention to use the application (BI) and is therefore also 



important in this study, which is addressed in one of the secondary research questions. 



8.2.2.1.2  Descriptive statistical analysis of I-GIS-T application and TAM 



Descriptive statistics such as means and standard deviations, as displayed in Table 8.6, were 



calculated with SPSS® AMOS software.  



Table 8. 6 Descriptive statistics of I-GIS-T with regards to TAM 



N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
PU 149 2.15 5.00 3.8523 .57221 



PEoU 149 1.33 5.00 3.8112 .64588 
BI 149 1.50 5.00 4.0503 .86748 
A 149 1.33 5.00 3.8734 .74796 



Valid N (list-
wise) 149 



Table 8.6 displays a very high Behavioural Intention (BI) mean of 4.0503, which indicates a 



strong tendency to use the I-GIS-T application in the future.  



8.2.3 I-GIS-T teacher questionnaire: evaluation C 



This section discusses the evaluation of the I-GIS-T by teachers. Six completed a 23 question 



4 point Likert scale questionnaire to evaluate the I-GIS-T application according to: ease of 



learning GIS, GIS pedagogy, learner centred learning, importance of GIS and the ease of 



overcoming GIS teaching barriers. Table 8.7 displays the results of the I-GIS-T teacher 



evaluation C questionnaire. 
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Table 8. 7 Results from I-GIS-T teacher questionnaire evaluation C - frequency distribution 



Item 



Question 1 
Answer the following questions regarding the I-GIS-T. 



Number of teachers 
(n=6) 



D
ef



in
ite



ly
 n



ot
 



So
m



et
im



es
 



M
os



tly
 



D
ef



in
ite



ly
 



1.1 



Ea
se



 o
f l



ea
rn



in
g 



G
IS



 The I-GIS-T is plug and play friendly. (Easy to install.) 0 0 1 5 



1.2 It is easy to handle I-GIS-T software. 0 0 1 5 



1.3 The I-GIS-T application features make learning easier. 0 0 1 5 



1.4 The instructions of the I-GIS-T application are easy to follow. 0 0 3 3 



1.5 The I-GIS-T has adequate time allocation for activities. 0 0 2 4 



1.6 



G
IS



 p
ed



ag
og



y 



The I-GIS-T application is relevant regarding curriculum 
requirements. 1 0 0 5 



1.7 The I-GIS-T has sufficient varieties of lesson strategies. 1 0 0 5 



1.8 The I-GIS-T has an infusion of higher order thinking skills. 0 0 0 5 



1.9 The I-GIS-T has suggested enrichment activities. 1 0 1 4 



1.10 



Le
ar



ne
r c



en
tr



ed
 



le
ar



ni
ng



 



The learners should enjoy the I-GIS-T application activities. 0 0 1 5 



1.11 The learners should be interested in the I-GIS-T activities. 0 0 2 4 



1.12 The learners should be able to work on their own. 0 0 3 3 



1.13 The learners should be able to self-pace their learning. 0 0 2 4 



1.14 



Im
po



rt
an



ce
 o



f G
IS



 The I-GIS-T provides tools for experimental learning. 0 0 1 5 



1.15 The I-GIS-T provides tools for constructive learning. 0 0 1 5 



1.16 The I-GIS-T caters for different learning styles. 0 0 2 4 



1.17 The I-GIS-T increase understanding/acquisition of skills. 0 0 1 5 



1.18 The I-GIS-T encourages real life application of geographical skills. 0 0 1 5 



2.1 



W
or



k-
ab



le
 



The I-GIS-T is a workable option regarding GIS teaching and 
learning. 0 1 0 5 



2.2 



Ea
se



 o
f 



ov
er



co
m



in
g 



G
IS



 
te



ac
hi



ng
 b



ar
rie



rs



Is the I-GIS-T application able to overcome your GIS teaching-
learning barriers? 0 0 1 5 
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The I-GIS-T was mostly perceived as user friendly, supporting GIS pedagogy, workable and 



able to circumvent the main GIS teaching barriers. Although the sample size of this 



questionnaire was only six, this quantitative data, when combined with in-depth interviews 



regarding GIS teaching barriers, and the workability of the I-GIS-T, was useful in enhancing 



reliability.    



8.3  EXTENT OF ATTITUDINAL DEVELOPMENT 



This section presents the results of the statistical analysis, used to determine the 



extent of GIS attitudinal development as the result of two I-GIS-T intervention 



methods amongst grade 11 learners. The study consisted of three groups, two interventions 



(completing the I-GIS-T application by means of the computer (IC) and by means of a data 



projector (IP)) and also a control group (C). These three groups could only be selected 



according to availability determined by the class and time management constraints of the 



school.  



Section 8.3.3 contributes the explanation and results of the statistical analysis while section 



8.3.4 furnishes the discussions and conclusions. 



8.3.1 Descriptive statistical analysis of attitudinal tests 



A five point Likert scale attitudinal questionnaire was used within this study.  This 21 question 



instrument was adapted from Huynh (2009:228-230) who focused mainly on computer 



attitude. The questions in this questionnaire, therefore, were adjusted for GIS attitude. Table 



8.8 reports the questions in the pre-test attitudinal questionnaire and the percentage of 



questions answered according to the Likert scale by all 195 students during the pre-test. The 



same questionnaire was used in both the pre- and the post-test. Descriptive statistics, 



describing the sample size, mean (between 2.85 and 3.86) and standard deviation are given 



in Table 8.8. The mean scores reflect that the learners generally revealed a high positive 



attitude towards GIS during the pre-tests. Findings displayed in Table 8.8 measured the mean 



of question 6 (3.86), the highest indicating an enhanced understanding of the world, whereas 



the lowest mean (2.85) was found in question 16, which reflects the ability to draw conclusions 



from GIS data.  



 



3a 
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Table 8. 8   Descriptive statistics of attitudinal pre-test 



Statement on attitude towards GIS 
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M
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de
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n 



Item Question 1 2 3 4 5   



1 I feel GIS is an important part of 
the school curriculum. 4.3 5.7 25.6 49.3 15.2 3.65 .95 



2 GIS thrills me and I like it.  8.6 23.3 29.0 28.6 10.5 3.09 1.13 
3 GIS work is fun. 6.3 18.8 29.0 29.0 16.9 3.31 1.15 



4 I can apply the GIS we learn at 
school. 5.7 16.7 25.2 37.6 14.8 3.39 1.10 



5 The wide application of GIS gives 
me a feeling of accomplishment. 4.8 19.5 31.4 33.8 10.5 3.26 1.04 



6 I like GIS because it helps me 
understand the world around me. 2.4 10.0 18.1 38.1 31.4 3.86 1.05 



7 Looking at GIS data in different 
ways helps me to learn. 2.4 10.5 24.3 46.2 16.7 3.64 .96 



8 Using a GIS map to study data 
helps me to learn. 2.9 15.3 20.1 44.5 17.2 3.58 1.04 



9 GIS is an interesting topic. 7.1 11.4 22.4 37.6 21.4 3.55 1.16 



10 Explaining patterns in GIS data 
helps me to learn. 6.2 13.3 27.5 43.6 9.5 3.37 1.03 



11 
In GIS, explaining why 
phenomena occur helps me to 
learn. 



6.3 19.8 39.6 26.1 8.2 3.10 1.02 



12 I like working on all types of GIS 
problems. 8.1 24.4 28.2 28.2 11.0 3.10 1.144 



13 I can analyse GIS data in many 
different ways. 6.2 30.6 22.5 31.1 9.6 3.07 1.12 



14 I am capable of using GIS to 
display geographic data. 11.5 22.6 23.6 28.8 13.5 3.10 1.23 



15 
I am capable of asking questions 
to help focus my GIS 
investigation skills. 



9.1 17.7 26.3 33.5 13.4 3.24 1.17 



16 I can draw conclusions from GIS 
data. 10.0 31.1 28.2 24.9 5.7 2.85 1.08 



17 I am capable of using a map to 
analyse GIS data. 8.7 20.2 20.7 39.4 11.1 3.24 1.15 



18 
I am capable of asking new 
geographic questions from data 
that I have drawn from GIS. 



9.6 21.6 28.8 31.3 8.7 3.01 1.12 



19 I can study data with the help of 
GIS maps. 6.2 11.9 18.6 43.3 20.0 3.60 1.12 



20 I like GIS because it presents me 
with a challenge. 8.5 15.6 22.3 34.6 19.0 3.40 1.20 



21 



I have a growing appreciation of 
GIS through understanding its 
values, applications and 
processes. 



5.7 16.7 28.1 32.9 16.7 3.38 1.10 



 



The data analysis in this section focused mainly on the measurement of attitudinal 



development that took place during the I-GIS-T activities, between the pre- and post-attitudinal 
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questionnaire. The lowest mean was found in question 16, regarding the ability to draw 



conclusions from GIS data.  



8.3.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and reliability 



A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with oblique rotation (Oblimin with Kaiser 



Normalization) was performed on data gained from 195 participants on 21 items. An Oblimin 



rotation was used to simplify the interpretation of the factor analysis. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 



measure verified the sample adequacy for the analysis, KMO = 0.924, with values greater 



than 0.6 indicating medium sampling adequacy, and values greater than 0.8 indicating a good 



factor structure (Pallant, 2013:199). The value of 0.924, found within this study, is close to 1, 



indicating that patterns of correlation were relatively compact. Factor analysis would therefore, 



yield distinct and reliable factors (Field, 2013:684). The Bartlett’s test of sphericity was also 



highly significant (p<0.001), confirming factor analysis as an appropriate analytical method in 



this study. Kaiser’s criterion was used to extract factors with eigenvalues greater than one.  



The percentage variance explained by the first three components extracted by Kaiser’s 



criterion was found to be 55.3%, which is acceptable. The attitudinal questionnaire was 



therefore, analysed and divided into 3 distinct groups of factors: GIS interest, GIS skills and 



GIS application. These are highlighted in Table 8.9. For each group, a theme was identified, 



according to the questions within that group.  
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Table 8. 9  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and reliability of attitudinal questionnaire 



Question                                        
Component 



                                         
1 



         
2 



        
3 



q 1 pre The perception that GIS is important in the curriculum .804   
q 2 pre The excitement of GIS .776   
q 3 pre The enjoyment of GIS work .736   
q 9 pre The interest in GIS .658   
q12 pre The enjoyment working on all GIS types of problems .654   
q21 pre Appreciation development in GIS .416   
q 5 pre The feeling of accomplishment through GIS applications .334   
q16 pre The capability to draw conclusions using GIS data  .849  
q18 pre The capability to ask new geographic questions from GIS data  .796  
q17 pre The capability of map use in GIS data analysis  .776  
q15 pre The capability of asking questions, during GIS investigation  .733  
q14 pre The capability to use GIS in displaying geographical data  .572  
q13 pre The capability to analyse GIS data in different ways  .489  
q19 pre The capability to study using GIS maps  .443 .431 
q 7 pre The enhancement of learning through employing GIS data in different ways   .786 
q 8 pre The enhancement of learning, using a GIS map   .759 
q10 pre The enhancement of learning through explaining patterns in GIS   .699 
q20 pre The enjoyment of GIS by means of a challenge .370  .464 
q 6 pre The enjoyment of GIS by means of enhancing the understanding of the world .366  .439 
q11 pre The enhancement of learning through explaining why phenomena occur  .411 .417 
q 4 pre The capability to apply GIS learned at school   .385 



Cronbach’s alpha .87 .85 .84 
Mean Inter Item Correlation (MIIC) .46 .46 .47 



Mean (pre- test) 3.34 3.17 3.49 
Standard deviation (pre-test) .809 .840 .757 



 



For each component, a theme was identified, according to the questions within that group. 



Table 8.9 shows the chosen corresponding question numbers representing each theme. 



Factor/theme group 1 indicates interest questions, group 2 indicates questions pertaining to 



GIS skills while group 3 indicates questions focussing on GIS application. Table 8.9 shows 



that the learners mostly did reveal a very high positive attitude towards GIS application and 



interest (means of 3.40 and 3.34 respectively) during the pre-test, although indicating on 



average, that attitude towards GIS skills (mean 3.17) were not so high. The reliability of this 



questionnaire was highly acceptable as illustrated by Cronbach’s alpha of (0.87 for factor 1), 



(0.85 for factor 2) and (0.84 for factor 3) respectively. 
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8.3.3 Analysis of attitude by means of Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM) 



Since the learners were not randomly selected, but selected according to classes, it cannot 



be assumed that observations are independent as assumed with most traditional statistical 



analyses (McCoach, 2010:123). Results from learners in the same school (or SES) could be 



assumed to be dependent and therefore, HLM with the school as primary unit of measurement 



were performed. 



8.3.3.1 Description of group differences before intervention 



The pre-test results of the three groups were analysed to check for between group differences. 



Before the I-GIS-T intervention the pre-attitudinal tests revealed that all three groups were 



similar regarding GIS attitude, with no statistical significant differences regarding GIS attitude 



subgroups, as verified by the p-values of interest (.582), skills (.709) and application (.526) 



(see Table 8.10). The IP group however revealed a practically significantly higher interest and 



application than the C and IC groups.  



Table 8. 10 Comparison of control and intervention groups during pre-test with HLM 



 (* where p<0.05)  Guidelines for interpretation of d:0.2 is small, 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect. 



 



8.3.3.2 Development of attitude after intervention when corrected for pre-test 
differences 



In this section, the post-test results were analysed with HLM after correcting for pre-test 



differences. Table 8.11 displays descriptive statistics and effect sizes for the post-test results 



of the three groups. The adjusted mean of IP (3.92) was larger than both C (3.314) and IC 



(3.53) with regard to attitudinal interest. The post-tests indicated a statistically significant (or 



  Mean  Std. 
Error 



p-value Effect size (d) 
C with  



 
IC with 



Interest Control group 3.181 .361 .582   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.186 .365 .01  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.668 .364 .56 .55 



Skills Control group 3.069 .265 .709   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.187 .273 .13  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.389 .271 .37 .23 



Application Control group 3.393 .283 .526   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.332 .289 .08  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.780 .288 .48 .56 
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borderline) p-value(s). For GIS interest, there is a significant difference (p-value = .028) 



between groups with a large effect size between IP and C (0.97) and a medium effect size 



between IC and IP (0.634). Also for GIS application there is a significant difference (p-value - 



.029) between groups with a large effect size between IP and C (0.95) and medium effect 



sizes between IC with C and IP (0.44 and 0.51 respectively). Finally, for GIS skills there was 



a borderline significant difference (p-value = 0.067) between groups with a large effect size 



between IP and C (0.74) and a medium effect size between IP and IC (0.59). In other words, 



the I-GIS-T application enhanced attitude interest, skills and application of GIS in practice.  



Table 8. 11  Comparison of post-test for control with intervention groups with HLM 
controlling for pre-test scores 



  Adjusted 
Mean  



Std. 
Error 



p-value Effect size 
(d) 
C with 



 
IC with 



Interest Control group 3.314 .106 .028*   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.526 .114 .34  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.92 .112 .97 .63 



Skills Control group 3.238 .122 .067   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.338 .130 .15  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.733 .127 .74 .59 



Application Control group 3.347 .100 .029*   
Intervention 
Computer 



3.611 .108 .44  



Intervention 
Projector 



3.917 .106 .95 .51 



 (* where p<0.05)  Guidelines for interpretation of d: 0.2 is small, 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect. 



8.3.3.3 Paired t-tests within each school  



The paired samples t-tests were performed on the pre and post-tests in the same group. The 



calculations were done with SPSS® version 22 and results are tabulated in Table 8.12. The C 



group (n=75) comprised classes from Standard Secondary class B (n=23), Standard 



Secondary class C (n= 27) and a class from Wycliffe High (n=25). The IC group (n=56) 



consisted of classes from Duncan High (n=17), Standard Secondary High (class A, n=25) and 



Valken Hoërskool (n=14). The IP group (n=64) contained classes from Glenville High (n=31), 



Houston High (n=17) and Vumeze High (n=16). Table 8.12 records the main school groups’ 



results as well as each factor’s results. Four learners from Glenville♦, worked on the computers 



but were analysed with the rest of the 31 learners under the IP group.  
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Table 8. 12  Paired sample attitudinal test statistics of the various groups and classes 



Paired Samples Statistics  
Intervention  
/Control group Mean N 



Std. 
Deviation 



Sig (2 
tailed) 



Effect 
sizes (d) 



In
te



rv
en



tio
n 



I-G
IS



-T
 b



y 
m



ea
ns



 o
f c



om
pu



te
r (



IC
) 



D
un



ca
n 



H
ig



h 
 (D



) 



 Interest pre-test 2.6618 17 .60397 
.005* 0.94 Interest post-test 3.2279 17 .49654 



 GIS skills pre-test 3.0798 17 .78078 
.094 0.37 GIS skills post-test 3.3697 17 .69631 



 GIS application pre-test 3.0588 17 .73584 
.038* 0.51 GIS application post-test 3.4353 17 .67469 



St
an



da
rd



  
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
A)



 



 Interest pre-test 3.9993 25 .49287 
.561 -0.15 Interest post-test 3.9250 25 .52663 



 GIS skills pre-test 3.4581 25 .78983 
.969 0.01 GIS skills post-test 3.4638 25 .67837 



 GIS application pre-test 3.8747 25 .61511 
.870 0.02 



 GIS application post-test 3.8893 25 .51250 



Va
lk



en
 



H
oë



rs
ko



ol
 



(V
) 



 
Interest pre-test 2.8571 14 .67556 



.096 0.52 
Interest post-test 3.2054 14 .59969 



 
GIS skills pre-test 2.9609 14 .89212 



.379 0.24 
GIS skills post-test 3.1735 14 .64664 



 
GIS application pre-test 3.0452 14 .78584 



.320 0.33 
GIS application post-test 3.3024 14 .66775 



In
te



rv
en



tio
n 



I-G
IS



-T
 b



y 
m



ea
ns



 o
f p



ro
je



ct
or



/w
hi



te
bo



ar
d 



(IP
) 



G
le



nv
ille



 H
ig



h 
(G



) 



 
Interest pre-test 3.0081 31 .63651 



.000* 1.31 
Interest post-test 3.8427 31 .51028 



 
GIS skills pre-test 2.6152 31 .73324 



.000* 1.35 
GIS skills post-test 3.6083 31 .49483 



 
GIS application pre-test 3.1559 31 .65819 



.000* 1.14 
GIS application post-test 3.9086 31 .42347 



H
ou



st
en



 H
ig



h 
 



(H
) 



 
Interest pre-test 3.8435 17 .53988 



.943 0.02 
Interest post-test 3.8529 17 .64126 



 
GIS skills pre-test 3.6784 17 .52643 



.628 0.12 
GIS skills post-test 3.7437 17 .44683 



 
GIS application pre-test 3.8627 17 .40258 



.226 -0.29 
GIS application post-test 3.7451 17 .32871 



Vu
m



ez
e 



H
ig



h 
 



(V
u)



 



 
Interest pre-test 4.1719 16 .38514 



.013* 0.97 
Interest post-test 4.5469 16 .37046 



 
GIS skills pre-test 3.9360 16 .51718 



.380 0.30 GIS skills post-test 4.0893 16 .50541 



 
GIS application pre-test 



GIS application post-test 



4.3542 



4.4792 



16 



16 



.34359 



.38909 
.326 0.36 
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 Pseudonyms are used 
(* where p<0.05) Guidelines for interpretation of d: 0.2 is small; 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect. 



Attitudinal development as depicted in Table 8.12 portrays three main types of GIS teaching 



strategies, with C the control group (textbook), IP the intervention with a projector and IC the 



intervention by means of one or two learners per computer. P-values (sig. two-tailed) that are 



<.05 indicate statistical significance, while practical significance is indicated with effect sizes 



(d) (Ellis & Steyn, 2003:52).



The estimated marginal means are displayed in Table 8.12, where C is the control group, IC 



the intervention group with the computer and IP the intervention group with the projector. 



Although the effect size is usually reported as the absolute value of the standardised 



differences I chose to report the sign in this case to indicate the direction of attitude 



development. A negative sign indicates a lower post knowledge score, whereas a positive sign 



indicates an increase in attitude.  



In the C group, comprising class SB (d of -0.10, -0.25 and -0.07), this class reflected a non-



significant decrease in attitude for interest, skills and application, while class S11C reflected 



(d=-0.47) a decrease of medium importance in attitude towards GIS application. The Wycliffe 



High class, however, did show a significant moderate increase in attitude pertaining to interest 



Intervention  
/Control group Mean N 



Std. 
Deviation 



Sig (2 
tailed) 



Effect 
sizes (d) 



C
on



tr
ol



 g
ro



up
 (C



) 



St
an



da
rd



 
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
11



B)
 Interest pre-test 3.1638 23 .81132 



.693 -0.10Interest post-test 3.0815 23 .89077 
GIS skills pre-test 3.0414 23 .90240 



.327 -0.25GIS skills post-test 2.8188 23 .84206 
GIS application pre-test 3.1797 23 .91611 



.789 -0.07GIS application post-test 3.1159 23 .81096 



St
an



da
rd



 
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
11



fC
) Interest pre-test 3.5999 27 .60989 



.940 0.02 Interest post-test 3.6104 27 .81679 
GIS skills pre-test 3.3060 27 .77430 



.508 0.17 GIS skills post-test 3.4365 27 .97371 
GIS application pre-test 3.7444 27 .56569 



.062 -0.47GIS application post-test 3.4802 27 .88782 



W
yc



lif
fe



 H
ig



h 
 (W



C
) 



Interest pre-test 2.6100 25 .72915 
.010* 0.51 Interest post-test 2.9850 25 .80065 



GIS skills pre-test 2.8048 25 .80037 
.002* 0.66 GIS skills post-test 3.3314 25 .69951 



GIS application pre-test 3.0400 25 .61667 
.112 0.36 GIS application post-test 3.2640 25 .71866 
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(d=0.51) and GIS skills (d=0.66). In the IC group, class D exhibited a positive growth in attitude 



pertaining to interest and application (d=1.36). The other two classes however showed no 



significant change in attitude. In group IP, two of the three classes indicated a significant 



positive growth in attitude. In the Glenville High class, the growth was in all three areas (d of 



1.31, 1.35 and 1.14), while in the Vumeze class there was only a growth in attitude pertaining 



to interest (d= 0.97).   



8.3.4 Inferences drawn from attitudinal test results 



In summary, the IP group showed an overall highest effect size with regard to attitude. This 



could be due to the fact that the class, from Standard Secondary (class C) of the IC group, 



experienced just a two hour activity on the computer due to teacher union strikes. Furthermore, 



the teacher of the Vumeze High class informed me that the learners did not take the post-test 



seriously, as they “would not get anything out of it”. Under normal circumstances, these results 



could, therefore, be expected to be higher in the IC group. A further possible explanation could 



be that learners are no longer used to studying on their own and are more relaxed when 



learning together in a group, as in the case of the IP group. In addition, some learners in the 



IC group, because of limited computer skills, experienced anxiety, influencing their attitude 



towards GIS.  



8.4 EXTENT OF KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT 



This section discusses the results of the statistical analysis used to determine the 



extent of GIS knowledge development as a result of two I-GIS-T intervention methods 



amongst grade 11 learners. As mentioned, the study consisted of three groups, two 



interventions completing the I-GIS-T application by means of the computer (IC) and by means 



of a data projector (IP) and also a control group (C). These three groups could only be selected 



according to availability determined by the class and time management constraints of the 



school.  



Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 furnish the explanation and results of the statistical analysis while 



section 8.4.3 contains the drawing of inferences. 



8.4.1 Descriptive statistical analysis of knowledge tests 



Within this section, the pre- and post-knowledge tests are analysed and inferences are drawn. 



The knowledge tests consisted of twenty multiple choice questions with five options per 



3b 
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question to test the learners’ GIS knowledge before and after the interventions. These 



questions were focused on content and conceptual knowledge as stipulated within the CAPS 



curriculum document. The face validity of the questions was verified by a lecturer and editor 



of FET phase Geography textbooks, from North-West University. The sequence of possible 



answers was shuffled for the post-test as compared to the pre-test. The pre-knowledge tests 



were conducted on 215 learners with tabled results. Group C consisted of 90 learners in three 



classes (25, 31 and 34 learners) while group IC comprised 60 learners in three classes (14, 



19 and 27 learners); Group IP contained 65 learners in 3 classes (16, 18 and 31 learners). All 



the groups wrote the same pre- and post-tests.  



Table 8.13 reports the questions in the knowledge test as well as the percentage of questions 



answered wrongly and correctly by all 215 students during the pre-test. These results were 



analysed to determine whether the test questions correctly tested the GIS knowledge of 



learners. 



Table 8. 13  Results from pre-knowledge test 



GIS knowledge pre-test % wrong 
answers 



% right 
answers 



1. What does GIS stand for? 8.8 91.2 
2. What is a pixel? 64.2 35.8 
3. What is resolution? 61.4 38.6 
4. What is spatial resolution? 61.9 38.1 
5. What is spectral resolution? 66.0 34.0 
6. Raster data… (complete) 73.0 27.0 
7. Vector data… (complete) 54.9 45.1 
8. Spatial data… (complete) 52.6 47.4 
9. Attribute data… (complete) 65.1 34.9 
10. A disadvantage of raster data is… 63.3 36.7 
11. What is remote sensing? 46.5 53.5 
12. One advantage of vector data is that… 85.1 14.9 
13. A polygon can resemble… 81.4 18.6 
14. A point within a vector layer can be a … 85.6 14.4 
15. A line can represent… 34.4 65.6 
16. For which of the following can GIS not be used: 85.6 14.4 
17. If heavy rains have been forecasted and you utilise GIS in order to



make decisions, which map layers are the most unlikely to be used?
73.5 26.5 



18. Indicate which of the following will be used as point data: 60.5 39.5 
19. Wild fires are spreading through an area, which map layer(s) would



you not choose in order to make decisions?
56.7 43.3 



20. Which of the following cannot be classified as attribute data? 83.3 16.7 



The Cronbach’s alpha score (0.438) was found to be unacceptable. After investigating the 



items, question 12, 16 and 17 revealed a negative correlation with total scores. Further 



investigation into these questions revealed that they were difficult and not explained within the 



I-GIS-T application. In order to enhance the analysis with questions pertaining to the I-GIS-T,
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these three questions were removed, yielding a new Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.52. This was 



acceptable, although still on the low side (Field, 2013:709).  



8.4.2 Analysis of knowledge by means of Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM) 



The motivation for the use of HLM was advanced within the methodology chapter (see section 



4.8.3).  This section describes the group differences before the intervention, the post-test 



differences after corrections for the pre-test, as well as the paired-t test differences that 



occurred in every class within the different schools. 



8.4.2.1 Description of group differences before intervention 



The pre-test results of the three groups were analysed to check for between group differences. 



Before the I-GIS-T intervention, the pre-knowledge tests revealed that all three groups were 



alike regarding GIS knowledge, with no practical significant differences regarding GIS 



knowledge, as verified by effect sizes (Table 8.14). 



Table 8. 14 GIS knowledge 



Mean % Std. Error p-value Effect size (d) 
C with 



IC with 



Control group 39.7 4.6 



  0.905 Intervention Computer 40.7 4.7 .006 
Intervention Projector 42.6 4.7 .014 0.12 



a. Dependent Variable: Knowledge pre. Guidelines for interpretation of d: 0.2 is small; 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect.



8.4.2.2 Development of knowledge after intervention when corrected for pre-test 
differences 



In this section, the researcher analysed the post-test results after correcting for pre-test 



differences. Table 8.15 records the descriptive statistics and effect sizes for the post-test 



results of the three groups. The mean percentage of IP (66.4) was found to be much larger 



than both C (34.5) and IC (46.1). Comparing the effect size of the IP group, a large effect size 



in comparison with C (d=1.56) and with IC (d=.99) was found. The IC group was also better in 



practice than C, with an effect size of d=.57. 
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Table 8. 15  Comparison of control with intervention groups with post-test with HLM 



Mean % Std. Error p-value Effect size (d) 
C with IC with 



Control group 34.5 .070 



0.049* 
Intervention Computer 46.1 .071 0.57 
Intervention Projector 66.4 .071 1.56 0.99 



a. Dependent Variable: Knowledge post.
b. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: Knowledge pre = .4003.
(* where p<0.05) Guidelines for interpretation of d: 0.3 is small; 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect.



Statistically and practically significant differences between the three groups, regarding post 



knowledge tests, were found.   



The calculations were performed with SPSS® version 22 and results are tabulated in Table 



8.16. The C group (n=90) contained classes SB (n=31), SC (n= 34) and WC (n=25). The IC 



group (n=60) comprised classes D (n=19), SA (n=27) and V (n=14). The IP group (n=65) 



consisted of classes G (n=31), H (n=18) and Vu (n=16). Table 8.16 lists the main school 



groups as well as each factor’s results. As mentioned before, 4 learners from Glenville♦, 



worked on the computers but were analysed with the rest of the 31 learners under the IP 



group.  
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Table 8. 16  Paired samples knowledge tests statistics of the various groups and classes 
(*indicates where p<0.05) 



(Pseudonyms used) 



Paired Samples Statistics 



Intervention (I)  
/Control group (C) 



Mean N 
Std. 



Deviation Sig. (2-tailed) 



Effect 
sizes 



(d) 



In
te



rv
en



tio
n:



 I-
G



IS
-T



 b
y 



m
ea



ns
 o



f t
he



 c
om



pu
te



r (
IC



) 



D
un



ca
n 



H
ig



h 
(D



) Knowledge pre-test .4582 19 .14352 .000* 1.36 Knowledge post-test .6533 19 .19000 
q12 pre-test .105 19 .3153 .010* 1.00 q12 post-test .421 19 .5073 
q16 pre-test .105 19 .3153 .587 0.17 q16 post-test .158 19 .3746 
q17 pre-test .158 19 .3746 .083 -0.42q17 post-test 0.000 19 .0000 



St
an



da
rd



 
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
A)



 



Knowledge pre-test .3464 27 .14066 .720 -0.14Knowledge post-test .3268 27 .21417 
q12 pre-test .296 27 .4653 .256 -0.32q12 post-test .148 27 .3620 
q16 pre-test .185 27 .3958 .490 -0.19q16 post-test .111 27 .3203 
q17 pre-test .259 27 .4466 .212 -0.33q17 post-test .111 27 .3203 



Va
lk



en
 



H
oë



rs
ko



ol
 



(V
) 



Knowledge pre-test .4202 14 .17244 .836 -0.05Knowledge post-test .4118 14 .17722 
q12 pre-test  .071 14 .2673 .336 0.53 q12 post-test .214 14 .4258 
q16 pre-test .143 14 .3631 .336 0.39 q16 post-test .286 14 .4688 
q17 pre-test .214 14 .4258 1.000 0.00 q17 post-test .214 14 .4258 



In
te



rv
en



tio
n:



 I-
G



IS
-T



 b
y 



m
ea



ns
 o



f p
ro



je
ct



or
/w



hi
te



bo
ar



d 
(IP



) 



G
le



nv
ille



 H
ig



h 
(G



♦ ) 



Knowledge pre-test  .3643 31 .14362 .000* 1.86 Knowledge post-test .6319 31 .15561 
q12 pre-test .129 31 .3408 .017* 0.85 q12 post-test .419 31 .5016 
q16 pre-test .065 31 .2497 .161 -0.26q16 post-test 0.000 31 0.0000 
q17 pre-test .387 31 .4951 .536 0.13 q17 post-test .452 31 .5059 



H
ou



st
on



 H
ig



h 
(H



) 



Knowledge pre-test  .5392 18 .14584 .016* 0.58 Knowledge post-test .6242 18 .17489 
q12 pre-test 0.000 18 0.0000 .042* 0.52 q12 post-test .222 18 .4278 
q16 pre-test 0.000 18 0.0000 .020* 0.60 q16 post-test .278 18 .4609 
q17 pre-test .111 18 .3234 1.000 0.00 q17 post-test .111 18 .3234 



Vu
m



ez
e 



H
ig



h 
(V



u)
 Knowledge pre-test  .3787 16 .09598 .000* 4.06 Knowledge post-test .7684 16 .08717 



q12 pre-test 0.000 16 0.0000 .009* 0.75 q12 post-test .375 16 .5000 
q16 pre-test 0.000 16 0.0000 .333 0.25 q16 post-test .063 16 .2500 
q17 pre-test 
q17 post-test  



.188 



.125 
16 
16 



.4031 



.3416 .580 -0.16
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(Pseudonyms were used) 
(* where p<0.05) Guidelines for interpretation of d: 0.2 is small; 0.5 is medium and 0.8 is large effect 



Although the effect size is usually reported as the absolute value of the standardised 



differences, the researcher chose to report the sign in this case to indicate the direction of 



knowledge development. A negative sign indicates a lower post knowledge score, whereas a 



positive sign indicates an increase in knowledge.  



In the C group, class S11B (d=-0.92) and S11C (d=-0.57) reflected a large and medium 



important decrease in knowledge, whereas class WC did not demonstrate a significant change 



in knowledge. In the IC group, class D evidenced a positive growth in knowledge (d=1.36), 



whereas the other two classes indicated no significant change in knowledge. In group IP, a 



positive growth in knowledge with effect sizes was demonstrated for class G (d=1.86), H 



(d=0.58) and Vu (d=4.06). As reflected in Table 8.16, question 12 indicated practical and 



statistical significant growth (according to the effect sizes) in all the schools within the IP group 



and in D within the CI group. Question 16 and 17 further reflected no statistical significant 



growth in effect sizes.  



8.4.3 Inferences drawn from knowledge test results 



In summary, the IP group showed an overall highest mean with regard to knowledge. As 



mentioned before, teacher union strikes caused only a two hour activity for class SA on the 



computer. As previously mentioned, class V were not taking the tests seriously, as they “would 



not get anything out of it”. Under normal circumstances, these results could therefore expect 



C
on



tr
ol



 g
ro



up
 (C



) 



St
an



da
rd



 
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
B)



 



Knowledge pre-test  .3833 31 .12327 .017* -0.92Knowledge post-test .2694 31 .20590 
q12 pre-test 
q12 post-test 



.161 



.032 
31 
31 



.3739 



.1796 .103 -0.35



q16 pre-test 
q16 post-test 



.258 



.161 
31 
31 



.4448 



.3739 .325 -0.22



q17 pre-test 
q17 post-test 



.387 



.161 
31 
31 



.4951 



.3739 .050* -0.46



St
an



da
rd



 
Se



co
nd



ar
y 



(S
C



) 



Knowledge pre-test  .3235 34 .10666 .060 -0.57Knowledge post-test .2630 34 .14785 
q12 pre-test .147 34 .3595 .744 -0.08q12 post-test .118 34 .3270 
q16 pre-test .265 34 .4478 .571 -0.13q16 post-test .206 34 .4104 
q17 pre-test .294 34 .4625 1.000 0.00 q17 post-test .294 34 .4625 



W
yc



lif
fe



 H
ig



h 
(W



C
) 



Knowledge pre-test  .4871 25 .20272 .542 0.08 Knowledge post-test .5035 25 .17572 
q12 pre-test .280 25 .4583 .417 0.26 q12 post-test .400 25 .5000 
q16 pre-test .120 25 .3317 1.000 0.00 q16 post-test .120 25 .3317 
q17 pre-test .200 25 .4082 .714 -0.10q17 post-test .160 25 .3742 
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to be higher in the IC group. Interestingly, all the classes within the IP group displayed a 



statistical and practical significant growth in effect sizes. As mentioned, a possible explanation 



could be that learners are no longer used to studying on their own and are more relaxed when 



learning together in a group, as in the case of the IP group. Moreover, some learners in the IC 



group, because of limited computer skills, experienced anxiety, hindering learning.  



8.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 



Chapter 8 disclosed the data analysis method of this quantitative strand of the multiple-case 



study. Questionnaires as well as pre- and post-tests were used in order to best answer the 



second and third, secondary research questions: 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?  



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



Results obtained from this quantitative strand of the multiple-case study conclude with a 



summary, and with knowledge claims. Research claims stemming from corresponding colour 



indexed secondary research questions are as follows:  



Research claim 2: 



Secondly, the five point I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaires A and B evaluated 



the I-GIS-T application and its framework to a high (scaling 4.1) and 



moderate-high (scaling 3.48) extent as both workable and a viable GIS 



learning teaching tool by the learners. TAM could serve as a prediction 



method within marketing development to indicate actual use.  (§8.2.1 and 



§8.2.2)



Research claim 3a: 



Thirdly, the attitudinal development was also found to be higher within the 



intervention groups, with the IP group yielding a statistically significant effect 



and the IC group a practically significant one.  (§8.3.4) 



Research claim 3b: 



Lastly, a positive knowledge development took place after the I-GIS-T 



intervention, especially within the IP group, which yielded a practically 



2



3 



2



3a 



3b 
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significant effect with regard to IC and C. The IC group showed a practically 



significant larger effect than the C group.  (§8.4.3) 



8.6 CONCLUSION 



This chapter concludes with this study’s quantitative results and their inferences, where the 



central focus was on answering the corresponding secondary research questions, one to 



three. This chapter provides evidence for inferences drawn from knowledge claims. The next 



chapter, Chapter 9, captures meta-inferences drawn from both qualitative and quantitative 



results and their findings, in order to propose an I-GIS-T integration framework for FET phase 



Geography (Chapter 10), supported by these empirical findings. 
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CHAPTER NINE 



9 DRAWING OF INFERENCES AND META-INFERENCES, MIXING, 



MERGING AND SYNTHESIS 



9.1 INTRODUCTION 



This thesis set out to evaluate the I-GIS-T within different school environments, as well as to 



design and to propose an I-GIS-T integration framework against the backdrop of GIS teaching 



barriers in the FET phase. In order to accomplish these aims, a thorough review of literature 



was undertaken (Chapters 2 and 3), which provided a theoretical framework for this study. 



Results generated by the survey (Chapter 6) which was Part 1 of this study, together with 



global GIS usage and integration barriers (Chapter 3), provided a backdrop to develop and 



propose an I-GIS-T integration framework (Chapter 10). The empirical evaluation of the 



I-GIS-T and its preliminary framework (Part 2) within a multiple-mixed case study (Chapters 7



and 8), provided insight into the proposing of an I-GIS-T integration framework. During this



study a pragmatic stance was taken in order to position the study to most effectively answer



the research questions.



This chapter comprises the triangulation and synthesis of inferences drawn from the national 



online teacher survey (Part 1) and the multiple case study (Part 2) into meta-inferences 



answering the first to fourth research question (§9.3.1-9.3.4). This is followed by the mixing 



and merging of quantitative and qualitative inferences and meta-inferences.  



In order to ensure a logical sequence in the drawing of inferences and meta-inferences, Figure 



9.1 is colour indexed according to each corresponding research question. As seen in Figure 



9.1, section 9.2 captures the drawing of inferences from each case study (Part 2 of the study) 



into a multiple-case study summary table. Section 9.3 includes the drawing of inferences from 



the literature, online teacher survey and meta-inferences of the multiple-case study. Section 



9.4 describes further mixing, merging and synthesis of results.  



The rectangles in Figure 9.1 represent quantitative data, while the ellipses represent 



qualitative data and the triangle the literature study. Figure 9.1 maps out the outline of this 



chapter. 



If he ponders this state of affairs, he is likely to conclude: There is much for 
the giant to do with respect to the social studies curriculum... 



Martorella 
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Figure 9. 1   Overview of this chapter (also see Figure 4.4) 



9.2 INFERENCES DRAWN FROM CROSS CASE ANALYSIS 



So as to ensure logical flow in the discussion, this section provides inferences drawn by means 



of a cross case analysis to enable analytical generalisation to classes that have similar 



contexts. In order to summarise findings from the cross case analysis, a matrix of qualitative 



and quantitative research findings is displayed in Table 9.1. Colour coding in Table 9.1 



matches the allocated colour of each secondary research question.  
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Table 9. 1 Matrix summary of research findings from cross case analysis 



Site Data collection method Main findings according to research 
question 



Evidence 
index 



Aim 



Quant QUAL 



Va
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) 



M
s 



Ve
nt



er
 



• Pre-knowledge test
• Pre-attitudinal test
• Post-knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre-teacher



interview
• One-on-one post-teacher



interview 
• Focus group interview
• Learner I-GIS-T A &



I-GIS-T B  evaluation
• Teacher I-GIS-T



evaluation
• Observation & memoing:



Researcher 



1a. Usage: Textbook only, QGIS crashed the computers 
1b. Barriers:  
• Teacher lacks TPACK
• Older generation computers available – crashed on QGIS
• GIS software too complex
• No support for software problems



(Table 7.2) 
(P22) 



Triangulation & C
rystallisation to cross confirm



 findings from
 different sites 



2a. Teachers: Summative results 
2b. Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher: more user friendly than previous QGIS 
2b. Viability according to learner: 



6, 8, 8, 7, 7, 8 and 7 on a scale from 1 to 10 



(Table 7.2) 
(P20,20:67) 



(§8.2.1-
8.2.3).



3a. Attitude tests showed a medium effect 
in attitudinal interest of practical 
significance. 



3a. Attitude teacher: Learners showed paying attention 
3a. Attitude learner: Found mostly interesting 



(Table 7.2) 
(Table 8.12) 



3b. Knowledge tests did not show a 
significant learner GIS knowledge 
development 



3b. Knowledge teacher: indicated that the learners did not take the tests 
seriously. 



3b. Knowledge learner:  rate the 9 and 10 on a scale from 1 to 10 regarding 
the gaining of knowledge 



(Table 7.2) 
(Table 8.16) 



4. Framework suggestions:
• Enhance sound quality
• Background music distracting
• Enhance screen resolution
• Explain why you have to choose certain buttons
• Say why test answers are wrong
• Cheat-proof (no fast forwarding)
• More exercises & tutorials



PowerPoint:
• More motion
• Definition in corner



(Table 7.2) 
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 • Pre- knowledge test



• Pre- attitudinal test
• Post- knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre- teacher



interview



Usage: Textbook, “chalk and dust” only 
Barriers: 
• No DBE support, no GIS training and no guidelines
• No resources and no GIS software
• Large class sizes
• Mostly under achievers
• Learners not motivated



(Table 7.2) 
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• Focus group interview
with 8 learners and two
teachers



• Learner I-GIS-T A &
I-GIS-T B  evaluation



• Teacher I-GIS-T
evaluation



• Observation & memoing:
Ms Hoomla 



• Multiple-languages
• Low income area - learners do not have much experience in software
Learners not computer literate



2a. Teachers: Summative results 
2b. Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher: workable and will enhance GIS skills in 
learner 



2b. Viability according to learner: 
9,8,8,8,8,8,8 and 8 out of a scale from 1 to 10 



(Table 7.2) 
(P13, 



243:272).  



3a. Attitudinal tests showed no significant 
development regarding GIS attitude 



3a. Attitude teacher: Learners wanted to work on computers 
3a. Attitude learner: disappointed not working on computers 



(Table 7.2) 
(Table 8.12) 



3b. Knowledge tests show a significant 
moderate learner GIS knowledge 
development 



3b. Knowledge teacher: learners learned something 
3b. Knowledge learner: have learned something 



(Table 7.2) 
(Table 8.16) 



4    Framework suggestions: 
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• Workbook: insert hints



(Table 7.2) 
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• Pre-knowledge test
• Pre-attitudinal test
• Post-knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre- teacher



interview (x3)
• One-on-one post-teacher



interview
• Focus group interview
• Learner I-GIS-T A &



I-GIS-T B  evaluation
• Teacher I-GIS-T



evaluation
• Observation & memoing:



Researcher



1a. Usage: 
• Mainly textbook, notes and sometimes tracing paper
1b. Barriers:
• Curriculum time, marks, thick software manuals, low computer literacy,



complex GIS software
• Teachers feel ill-equipped
• Workshops too technologically advanced
• Lack of suitable software, starting at the basics
• Teachers feel intimidated – learners know computers better (lack of



computer literacy)
• Learners bored
• Lack of time



(Table 7.2) 



Triangulation & C
rystallisation to cross confirm



 findings from
 



different sites 



2a. Teachers: Summative results 
2b. Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher: 
completely viable, 10 on a scale from 1 to 10 (P11,21:23) 



2b. Viability according to learner: 
9, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 10 on a scale from 1 to 10 



(Table 7.2) 
(P25) 



3a. Attitudinal tests show a significant high 
positive growth in interest and medium 
growth in application of GIS 



3a. Attitude: teacher: a positive attitude towards GIS 
3a. Attitude: learner: Very positive 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.12) 



3b. Knowledge tests show a statistical 
significant high learner GIS knowledge 
development 



3b. Knowledge according to teacher: created atmosphere of learning 
3b. Knowledge according to learner: did not know a lot of the things even 



existed 



 (Table 7.2) 
(Table 8.16) 
(P25,101:10



1) 
4. Framework suggestions:
• Short practical exercises on GIS software
• Assessment opportunities



(Table 7.2) 
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• Short video clips
• PowerPoint with main points
• Teacher’s guide with basic points
• Multiple language option
• Exploring activities



G
le
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e 
H
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) 



M
r G
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• Pre-knowledge test
• Pre-attitudinal test
• Post-knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre- teacher



interview
• One-on-one post-teacher



interview
• Focus group interview



Learner I-GIS-T A &
I-GIS-T B  evaluation



• Teacher I-GIS-T
evaluation



• Observation & memoing:
Researcher 



1a. Usage: Textbook only 
1b. Barriers: 
• No GIS software
• DBE support lacking
• Learners travel far (tired)
• Resources lacking
• Abstract GIS concepts
• Big classes
• When work is difficult, learners “switch off”
• Connection between theory and real world difficulties



(Table 7.2) 



Triangulation & C
rystallisation to cross confirm



 findings from
 different sites 



2a.Teachers: Summative results 
2b.Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher: Ten, on a scale of 1-10; Completely viable 
2b. Viability according to learner:  
10, 8, 9, 8, 9, 10 on a scale from 1 to 10  



(Table 7.2) 
Qual (Table 
6.11) (P18) 



3a. Attitudinal tests show a very high 
attitudinal development in interest, skills 
and application of statistical significance. 



3a.  Attitude teacher: Very positive 
3a.  Attitude learner: Very positive 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.12) 



3b. Knowledge tests show a statistical 
significant high learner GIS knowledge 
development 



3b. Knowledge teacher: learned more 
3b. Knowledge learner: Better understanding 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.16) 



4. Framework suggestions:
• Adapt for whiteboard
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• Workbook: more detail & pictures
• PowerPoint: more pictures of real life things
• I-GIS-T activity not too long (6min)



(Table 7.2) 
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• Pre-knowledge test
• Pre-attitudinal test



1a. Textbook teaching & transparencies only 
1b. GIS software availability, DBE support, Learner differences, Time 
constraint        



(Table 7.2) 



• Post-knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test 3a. Control group: attitudinal tests showed 



a significant development of medium 
effect in interest and skills. 
3b.  Control group: Knowledge tests did 
not show a significant learner GIS 
knowledge development 



Control group  
[GIS teaching conducted by principal] 



Quan (Table 
8.12) 



(Table 8.16) 
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• Pre- knowledge test
• Pre- attitudinal test
• Post- knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre- teacher



interview
• One-on-one post-teacher



interview
• Focus group interview
• Learner I-GIS-T A &



I-GIS-T B  evaluation
• Teacher I-GIS-T



evaluation
• Observation & memoing:



Mr Sanger 



 1a. Usage: only notes (no textbooks available) 
1b. Barriers: 
• No training
• No DBE support
• GIS software available but teacher does not know the name
• Low income area
• GIS concepts too abstract to teach with textbook
• Low English literacy



(Table 7.2) 



Triangulation & C
rystallisation to cross confirm



 findings from
 different sites 



2a.Teachers: Summative results 
2b. Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher:  
I would say it would be a nine or a ten [on a scale of one to ten], with the 
assumption that schools have the computer resources (P14, 20:22) 
2b. Viability/worthwhile according to learner:  
9, 9, 5, 8, 9, 9, 5, 7, 8,7 on a scale from 1 to 10   



(Table 7.2) 
Qual (Table 
6.11) (P19) 



3a. Control group: SB showed a slight 
decrease in GIS attitude, but of no 
statistical significance. 
Control group: SC showed no 
significant change in attitudes 
IC group: SA showed no significant 
change in attitudes 



3a. Attitude teacher: very positive 
3a. Attitude learner:  positive 



[not full 4 hours – only 2 due to teacher strikes] 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.12) 



3b.  Control group: SB showed a 
statistical significant decrease in GIS 
knowledge 
3b.  Control group: SC showed a 
practical significant decrease in GIS 
knowledge 
IC group: SI showed a slight GIS 
knowledge decrease of no statistical 
significance 



3b. Knowledge teacher: learned practically 
3b. Knowledge learner: learned about uses of GIS 



[not full 4 hours – only 2 due to teacher strikes] 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.16) 



4. Framework suggestions:
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• Add games



Workbook:
• Add more games
• Add multiple choice in workbook & match the columns



 (Table 7.2) 
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• Pre-knowledge test
• Pre-attitudinal test
• Post-knowledge test
• Post-attitudinal test
• One-on-one pre- teacher



interview
• One-on-one post-teacher



interview
• Focus group interview
• Learner I-GIS-T A & I-



GIS-T B  evaluation
• Teacher I-GIS-T



evaluation
• Observation & memoing:



Researcher



1a.   Usage: Textbook and simplified notes only 
1b.   Barriers:  
• Abstract GIS concepts
• Low English literacy
• No GIS training
• Large class sizes
• No DBE support
• Lack in resources
• No GIS software
• Computers outdated /virusesTeacher’s notes only



(Table 7.2) 



Triangulation & C
rystallisation to cross confirm



 findings from
 different 



sites 



2a.Teachers: Summative results 
2b. Learners: Summative results 



2a. Viability according to teacher: Viable but requested another workshop 
as teacher is not computer literate 
2b. Viability according to learner: 9, 10, 9, 9,10,10,10 and 10 on a scale 
from 1 to 10  



(Table 7.2) 
(P21,27:55) 



Learners showed a high increase in 
interest in GIS, of statistical significance 



3a. Attitude learner: very positive towards GIS 
[teacher not available] 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.12) 
3b. IP group showed a large increase in 
GIS knowledge of statistical significant 
effect 



3b. Knowledge learner: overall learning 
[teacher not available] 



(Table 7.2) 
Quan (Table 



8.16) 



4. Framework suggestions:
• I-GIS-T to be added by DBE in curriculum
• Seed learners
• Enhance sound quality
• Enhance screen resolution
• More information in workbook
• Add memo in workbook



(Table 7.2) 
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In Table 9.1, the first column shows the school, the second column the data collection method 



used, the third column the main aim of using this specific data collection method, the third 



column, the main qualitative findings, the fourth column the main quantitative findings while 



the fifth column contains an index of the evidence yielded by the findings. The last column 



represents the main aim of the multiple method use namely triangulation and crystallisation.  



Table 9.2 presents a summary drawn of inferences drawn from across the multiple cases. 



Findings captured within this summary are further used within section 9.3 and Table 9.5. 



Conclusions drawn in this table correlates closely with the summative network (Figure 7.10). 



Table 9. 2 Matrix summary of research findings from multiple case study 
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QUANTITATIVE QUALITATIVE 



Triangulation, C
rystallisation and synthesis to cross confirm



 or synthesis findings from
 different sites 



1a Usage: 
• Textbook only, QGIS crashed the computers
• Textbook, “chalk and dust” only
• Mainly textbook, notes and sometimes tracing paper
• Textbook only (x2)
• Textbook teaching & transparencies only
• Only notes (no textbooks available)
• Textbook and simplified notes only
• GIS software available but teacher does not know the



name



1b Barriers: 
SUPPORT 



• No DBE support (x6)
o No support for software problems
o No GIS training and
o No guidelines
o No training
o Workshops too technologically advanced



TEACHER & LEARNER 
Teacher: 



• Teachers feel ill-equipped
• Teacher lacks TPACK
• Teachers feel intimidated – learners more familiar with



computers (lack of computer literacy)
• Lack of time



Learners: 
• Large class sizes
• Mostly underachievers
• Learners not motivated
• Multiple-languages
• Low income area - learners do not have much experience



in software
• Learners not computer literate
• Low English literacy
• No GIS training
• Learners bored
• Learners travel far (tired)
• Big classes
• When work is difficult, learners “switch off”
• Connection between theory and real world difficulties
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• Low English literacy
• Large class sizes
• Learner differences
• Time constraint  & curriculum time
• Low computer literacy



RESOURCES 
• Resources lacking
• Resources lacking
• No resources
• Lack in resources
• Low income area



Hardware: 
• Older generation computers available – crashed on QGIS
• Computers outdated /viruses



Software: 
• GIS software too complex (x2)
• Lack of suitable software, starting at the basics
• No GIS software (x5)
• Curriculum time, marks
• Thick software manuals



GIS concepts abstract 
• GIS concepts too abstract to teach with textbook
• Abstract GIS concepts (x3)



2a.Teachers: 
• Summative results



2b. Learners: 
• Summative results



2a. Viability according to teachers: 
• I-GIS-T viable to a large extent



2b. Viability according to learners: 
• I-GIS-T viable to a large extent



3a. Learner attitudinal 
tests: 
• very high attitudinal



development in
interest, skills and
application of
statistical
significance



3a. Learner attitude according to the teachers: 
• Very positive, except when struggling with computer setup



3a. Learner attitude according to the learners: 
• Very positive, except when encountering technological



difficulties/computer illiterate



3b. Learner knowledge 
tests: 
• show a statistical



significant high
learner GIS
knowledge
development



3b. Knowledge teacher: 
• learned more, create atmosphere of learning



3b. Knowledge learner: 
• better comprehension regarding abstract GIS concepts



and use in everyday life as well as career opportunities



4   Suggestions for I-GIS-T framework: 
I-GIS-T
Sound:



• Enhance sound quality (x5)
• Background music distracting



Screen: 
• Enhance screen resolution (x5)



Explanation: 
• Explain why you have to choose certain buttons
• Say why test answers are wrong



Add on: 
• Exploring activities
• Short practical exercises on GIS software
• Multiple language option
• Cheat-proof (no fast forwarding)
• More exercises & tutorials
• Adapt for whiteboard
• I-GIS-T activity not too long (6min)
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9.3 SYNTHESIS OF ASSERTIONS AND RESEARCH CLAIMS 



This section encapsulates the synthesis of assertions and research claims as well as 



discussions thereof. It provides the merging of inferences pertaining to each research question 



as noted in Figure 4.4. As depicted in Figure 9.1, each of the research questions were 



addressed, after which meta-inferences were drawn, indicated by arrows.  



9.3.1 First secondary research question: GIS usage and barriers 



The aim of this section was to answer the first, secondary research question: 



To what extent do FET phase schools use the Geographic Information System 



(GIS) in Geography instruction and what are the main barriers to GIS practice that 



teachers in this study experience in comparison with barriers found globally? 



Figure 9.2 delineates the merging of the results of secondary research question one. 



Data was gained by means of a literature review (Chapter 3), a national online teacher survey 



(Chapter 6) as well as ten teacher in-depth interviews (Chapter 7). Content analysis, statistical 



analysis and thematic analysis with cross-case analysis was carried out. Themes as regards 



barriers, generated by the teacher interviews, informed the development of questions in the 



teacher survey. The merging of all these inferences produced insight into the teacher’s 



• Add games



POWERPOINT: 
• More motion
• PowerPoint: more pictures of real life things
• PowerPoint with main points
• Definition in corner
• Assessment opportunities
• Short video clips



WORKBOOK: 
• More detail & pictures
• Insert hints
• Add more games
• Add multiple choice in workbook & match the columns
• More information in workbook
• Add memo in workbook



TEACHER GUIDE: 
• Teacher’s guide with basic points



SUPPORT: 
• I-GIS-T to be added by DBE in curriculum
• Seed learners



1 
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perspective on GIS usage and barriers. These findings were used to gain insight into this 



perspective, contextualised in South Africa, as measured against global GIS practice teaching. 



Figure 9. 2 First secondary research questions and merging of results (excerpt from Figure 
4.4) 



A discussion of (1) the literature review (2) national online teacher survey and (3) teacher 



interviews, indicated in Figure 9.2 will now follows.  



9.3.1.1 Literature review 



During the literature review (Chapter 3) the focus remained on GIS adoption within classes 



worldwide, as well as various barriers hindering this adoption. This section will therefore firstly 



draws inferences from this literature study regarding global adoption of GIS in classes and 



then focuses on GIS practice barriers as experienced globally.  



Within the summative table (Table 9.3) clear patterns and trends of GIS adoption and 



integration barriers emerged.  



With regard to GIS adoption, Roger’s diffusion of innovation (§2.4.1) classification has been 



used. As indicated in Table 9.3, I represents the Innovation phase, EA represents the Early 



Adopter phase, EM, the Early Majority and LM the Late Majority. As noticed in Table 9.3, the 



majority of 27 of the 35 countries indicated that they are still in the innovation phase (I). 



Countries still in this phase include both developed countries such as Austria, Canada and 



Japan as well as developing countries such as Ghana, India and Rwanda.  



. 
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Table 9. 3 Summative global GIS integration barriers according to teachers as drawn from literature study in Chapter 3 



COUNTRY USE (1) SUPPORT (2) EDUCATOR (3) RESOURCES
GIS 



curriculum 
GIS adoption Lack of clear 



DoE guidelines 
Bottom up & 



top down 
resistance 



Lack of 
GIS-



TPACK 



Ignorant 
about value 



of GIS 



Time 
constraints 



Computer 
accessibility 



Lack of suitable 
educational GIS 
software & data 



Australia X EA X X X X X 
Austria x I X 
Canada x I x* X X X 
Chile - I x* X 
China X I X X X 
Columbia - I X 
Denmark X I X X 
Estonia - I X X X 
Finland X LM (62%) X X X X 
France X LM (Google Earth) X 
Ghana - I X X X 
Hong Kong - I X X X X 
Hungary x I X 
India X I X X 
Japan X I X X 
Lebanon x I X 
Malaysia - I X 
Malta  - I X X 
Netherlands X LM (50%) X X X 
New Zealand X I X X 
Norway X LM (?) X 
Portugal x I X X 
Rwanda - I X 
Singapore x I X X 
South Africa X I X X X 
South Korea - I X X X 
Spain - I X 
Switzerland - EM (33%) X 
Taiwan X I X X 
Thailand - I X X 
Turkey X EM (18%) X X X X 
Uganda - I X 
United Arab 
Emirates 



- I X X X X 



UK X I X X X 
USA X (22 states) EM (?) X X X X 



TOTAL X:15; x:6 I: 27; EM: 3; LM: 4 1 4 X:20; x:1 5 14 16 20 



X: effect 
x: minimal effect / possibility of effect
?: unsure
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As further noted in Table 9.3, the comparison of 35 countries reveals a lack of teacher GIS 



knowledge/training in GIS (GIS-TPACK) (20 countries) which also mirrored a lack in teacher 



technology (TK) and pedagogy knowledge (PK), lack of suitable educational GIS software and 



data (20 countries), followed by lack of computer accessibility (19 countries), access to 



computers (16 countries) and time constraints to implement and use GIS (14 countries). 



Also observable in Table 9.3 only five countries: Chile, Ghana, New Zealand, Turkey and 



United Arab Emirates, indicate teacher ignorance regarding the importance of GIS, whereas 



South Africa emphasises a lack of guidance and support from the Department of Education. 



This was a finding from the literature review and was confirmed through the empirical findings 



generated by the national teacher survey (Chapter 6) and reconfirmed by the teacher 



interviews (Chapter 7). The teacher’s TPACK as well as resources seem to be key constraints 



hindering global GIS practice integration. However, TPACK questions within the teacher 



survey revealed that within the South African context, these questions need to be reformulated 



into the South African idiom. I-GIS-T TPACK fingerprinting might also be useful in future GIS 



educational research, with regard to Geography teacher training. Time constraints also 



emerged as a global GIS integration constraint, reflected by the empirical evidence of this 



study. A lack of suitable GIS educational material experienced worldwide was also reflected 



in the South African literature as well as in the empirical evidence of this study. According to 



the literature review in Chapter 3, a summative matrix of main barriers experienced globally is 



presented in Table 9.3.  



• Literature finding 1a: According to summative findings in the literature, both



developed and developing countries struggle to implement GIS practice in schools and



are still in the innovation phase, even though GIS has been taken up in the curricula.



This review of global GIS adoption within 35 countries, presented in Table 9.3, was



drawn from Table 3.2.



• Literature finding 1b: According to this summative matrix, three main groups of



barriers emerged: (1) lack of support (2) the teacher (time & TPACK); (3) resources.



This review of key barriers in Table 9.3, where 35 countries were investigated, was



drawn from Table 3.2.



9.3.1.2 National online teacher survey: 1 



According to the survey, 64 (32.5%) of the 197 teachers stated that they adopted GIS software 



(including Google Earth) when teaching GIS, whereas 133 (67.5%) stated that they never 



adopted GIS software when teaching GIS (see §6.11). According to the survey, key GIS 



barriers include: lack of DBE support and training, lack of GIS training workshops, lack of 



technological support, lack of support to integrate GIS practice, variable learner computer 
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skills, the lack of a curriculum aligned GIS software package (a definite need of 86.7%), cost 



of hardware and software, non-accessibility of computers (50%) and lack of usable data (see 



§6.11).



• Teachers mostly make use of textbook GIS teaching, with a large majority (67.5%) of



them stating that they have never made use of GIS software as a teaching strategy.



However, they all agree that GIS practice is beneficial for the learners. (Research claim



1a; §6.11)



• The main barriers constraining GIS practice include: (1) lack of departmental support



(2) lack of knowledge and time (3) lack of knowledge of hardware and curriculum



orientated software. From Table 6.19, by measuring the statistical significance and



effect sizes, it was found that the most important constraints that the non GIS software



adopter group faced with regard to resources were: software being too complex and



the lack of curriculum-aligned GIS software. The cost of GIS software and computers



not being accessible to learners also had a significant effect on the non-adopter group.



According to these findings there is a need for curriculum-aligned GIS software



packages that are not complex. (Research claim 1b; §6.11)



9.3.1.3 Teacher interviews: 2A 



None of the ten teachers interviewed used GIS software in teaching, although two of them 



occasionally use Google Earth. One teacher indicated that QGIS caused their computers to 



crash, whereas another two teachers indicated that ArcView 3.3 was too difficult to implement. 



Major barriers gleaned from the interviews could be grouped in terms of lack of support, 



teacher lack of TPACK-GIS knowledge and lack of resources. 



• None of the teachers within this study made use of GIS practice (software) within their



GIS teaching (Assertion 1a; §7.4 & Table 9.2).



• Main GIS teaching barriers were: (1) lack of DBE support (2) teacher: lack of GIS



knowledge, IT knowledge and GIS pedagogical knowledge, huge class sizes, lack of



time, learner differences and (3) lack of resources (hard and software), (Assertion 1b;



§7.4 & Table 9.2).



9.3.1.4 Mixing and merging of inferences and meta-inference synthesis pertaining 
to the first research question 



Table 9.3 provided a theoretical foundation for a conceptual framework with respect to global 



GIS integration barriers, which also reflects the main barriers found within this study. Within 



the South African context, where the digital divide is profound, a few other factors, such as 
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lack of DBE support, no clear guidelines, lack of workshops, or too complex workshops, 



multiple home languages, large classes and variable computer literacy have been added 



in Figure 9.3. (Assertion 1b; §7.4 & Table 9.2) 



• Curriculum outcomes and support



In the upper left corner of Figure 9.3, “curriculum requirements” appear above “support”. 



Support needs to be balanced against curriculum requirements, which remains the 



responsibility of the DBE. This balance between curriculum requirements and support 



represents a fraction of curriculum requirements over support. The more GIS requirements in 



the curriculum, the more support and guidance must be given to the teacher. In order to 



minimise the DBE support barrier, support and guidance need to be maximised. It has been 



shown in the previous discussion that teachers are highly positive towards the inclusion of GIS 



Figure 9. 3  Multiple layered complexity of GIS practice integration challenges 



The meta, meso and micro environments on the right hand side of Figure 9.3 correspond to 



Figure 7.9 which captured the between-case I-GIS-T processes. Influencing each of these 



environments is the digital divide, which is found to be prominent within South Africa and 



therefore spans over the three horizontal layers shown in Figure 9.3. Between these horizontal 



layers there are interactions, such as a bottom-up resistance between the teacher and the 



DBE and computer anxiety/resistance mostly found among veteran teachers. These 



interactions may also augment GIS integration barriers. Each of the main horizontal layers of 



GIS practice integration challenges, i.e. (1) lack of support, (2) teacher and learner aspects 



and (3) resources are discussed below.  
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in the curriculum; however they require support and guidance regarding GIS integration. 



Within South Africa, the need for DBE support was expressed during the teachers’ online 



survey in the form of GIS workshops. When asked which areas to address, most teachers 



responded with “all areas”. One teacher suggests the need for a helpline. Both the teacher’s 



survey and the interviews confirmed a lack of clear guidelines for the teachers of what is 



expected and how to implement GIS. The GIS workshops are mainly lacking or too advanced. 



There was the overall feeling that guidelines should already be aligned with the curriculum 



requirements and drawn into a national standard of GIS teaching. 



• Teacher, TPACK and learners



The educators in the second layer showed a bottom-up resistance towards the DBE regarding 



lack of support, although the majority of them were positive regarding GIS in the curriculum. 



Two major constraints which the teacher faces are time and low levels of GIS-TPACK. In fact, 



the teacher’s lack of TPACK causes much anxiety and a resistance towards the use of 



computers within the class. TPACK therefore must be accounted for in the development of 



GIS applications. It may therefore be reasoned that a curriculum aligned minimal interactive 



multimedia GIS tutor (indicated in orange), could bridge the lack of TPACK. Such an 



application should also be aligned with the curriculum, and set the pace for a national 



standard. Furthermore this application should have the ability to support: (1) learners with low 



levels of language of instruction literacy; (2) large classes; (3) low computer literacy and (4) 



visual learning. GIS practice barriers that emerged in this study include: time, motivation, 



experience and TPACK. In order to evaluate the GIS teacher’s TPACK, a GIS-TPACK was 



developed to provide a unique GIS-TPACK fingerprinting of the teacher (see Addendum 9.1). 



Whilst supplying training for the teachers with regard to pedagogical, technological and 



content knowledge, the I-GIS-T aims to support the teacher in all these, through tutorials and 



exercises. The teacher only needs to facilitate the I-GIS-T activities and present the 



introduction and conclusion lesson.  



Because of the digital divide, some learners have more exposure to computers and 



technology. Learners with little computer exposure might experience computer anxiety, 



being afraid of not being able to complete GIS sections in practice. The practical nature of the 



I-GIS-T application provides a close simulation of the real QGIS software, while the self-



pacing feature of the I-GIS-T application eases anxiety, facilitating learning. As many



learners do not always receive instruction in their mother tongue, abstract GIS concepts



are difficult to understand. Future recommendations therefore include a multi-language



option for the learner.
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• Resources



Resources represents the third layer of barriers, which affects hardware and software 



availability. Teachers from both the survey and the interviews confirmed that educational GIS 



software which is available is complex; therefore a need exists for a curriculum aligned 



minimally interactive multimedia GIS tutor (indicated in orange in Figure 9.3). A further factor 



to take into account is the rapid technology development in relation to outdated hardware. The 



digital divide stretches over all three of these layers and seems to have a major influence on 



the roll-out of GIS practice in South Africa.  



9.3.2 Second secondary research question: viability of I-GIS-T 



The aim of this section was to answer the second, secondary research question: 



To what extent do teachers and learners perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia 



tool for GIS practice?  



Aiming to answer the second secondary research question, four data collection methods were 



used: (1) six teacher interviews (2) teacher I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire C (3) six learner 



focus groups and (4) learner evaluation A & B questionnaires (see Figure 9.4). Inferences 



drawn from each of these collection methods will be discussed, after which the drawing of 



meta-inferences for the research question answer, from both the learner and teacher 



perspectives, will be presented. 



Figure 9. 4 Second secondary research questions and merging of results (excerpt from 
Figure 4.4) 



2
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9.3.2.1 Teacher interviews: 2K 



During the post-intervention teacher interviews, the six teachers were found to be positive 



towards the I-GIS-T application. The teacher from Glenville High rated the I-GIS-T application 



as completely viable, with a ten out of ten. Mr Sanger rated the application as nine on the 



same scale from one to ten.  



The primary reasons for this high rating were that: (1) the I-GIS-T was found to be useful in 



that teachers do not need a great deal of  time to prepare as the I-GIS-T fits are already aligned 



to the curriculum (2) it was useful in surmounting the main barriers (3) it enables learners to 



acquire first-hand experience and knowledge of GIS (4) it is visual and dynamic in explaining 



abstract GIS concepts (5) teachers who have low TPACK were able to navigate through the 



I-GIS-T activities with ease.



• Teachers rated the I-GIS-T application as a viable multimedia tool for GIS practice. There



were however concomitant assumptions that the sound volume and the computer



resolution can be managed within the application, the I-GIS-T installation is manageable



and that schools have computers or a digital projector available. (Assertion 2a; §7.4)



Suggestions regarding the sound volume and computer resolution are taken up under the 



discussion of the fourth research question. 



9.3.2.2 Teacher I-GIS-T evaluation C: 2I 



Six teachers evaluated the I-GIS-T application according to a 23 question four point Likert 



scale evaluation questionnaire C. The questionnaire, which investigated: (1) the ease of 



learning GIS (2) GIS pedagogy (3) learner centred learning (4) the importance of GIS (5) 



workability and (6) ease of overcoming GIS teaching problems, rated mostly four out of four 



(Table 8.7). Only two questions rated lower, suggesting that the instructions are not always 



easy to follow and that learners might need help. These ratings imply that the I-GIS-T needs 



to provide well defined indications where of where to click, which was taken up in suggestions 



for further development.  



• The I-GIS-T was mostly perceived as user friendly, supporting GIS pedagogy, workable



and able to circumvent the main GIS teaching barriers. (§8.2.3)



9.3.2.3 Learner focus groups: 2J 



Six learner focus groups provided insight regarding the viability of the I-GIS-T application from 



the learner perspectives. Table 9.4 summarises the I-GIS-T viability rating of 46 learners from 



six focus groups, rating 8.5 on a scale of one to 10. 
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Table 9. 4 Focus group I-GIS-T viability rating summary 



School n I-GIS-T viability rating Group scaling 
Duncan High 7 9, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9 and 10 9.4 
Glenville High 6 10, 8, 9, 8, 9 and 10 9.0 
Houston High 8 9,8,8,8,8,8,8 and 8 8.1 
Standard 
Secondary 



10 9, 9, 5, 8, 9, 9, 5, 7, 8 and 7 7.6 



Valken Hoërskool 7 6, 8, 8, 7, 7, 8 and 7 7.3 
Vumeze 8 9, 10, 9, 9,10,10,10 and 10 9.6 



These results together with findings from section 7.4 enable the drawing of the following 



inference: 



• Learners, rated the I-GIS-T application as a viable multimedia tool for GIS practice with



the assumption that the sound volume and the computer resolution could be managed



within the application. (Recommendations for further development are explored and



discussed in section 9.3.4) (Assertion 2b; §7.4)



9.3.2.4 Learner I-GIS-T evaluation A & B: 2F 



Learner I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire A, generated an average mean (4.1) on a five-point 



Likert scale, which is good, with the lowest score of 3.95 out of five with regard to further 



development towards clarity in the tutorials.  



Learner I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaire B generated two distinct factors. “I think the I-GIS-T 



application should be made available for all grade 11 Geography learners”, scored 4.27 on 



the five point Likert scale, which indicated a positive evaluation of the I-GIS-T by the learners. 



The lowest score was found to be 3.48 which was generated by the question, “the I-GIS-T 



application helped me to improve my inquiry skills”. This was indicative that more exploratory 



activities were needed. An acceptable fit to the TAM model was indicated. Pathways of 



PEoU→PU→A→BI indicated a practically significant effect as did the discovery that A 



(attitude) seems to be important as regards the intention to use the application (BI), it is 



therefore also important in this study and is addressed in one of the secondary research 



questions.  



• The five point I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaires A and B evaluated the I-GIS-T application



and its framework to a high extent (scaling 4.1) and moderately-high extent (scaling 3.48)



extent as both a workable and a viable GIS learning teaching tool for the learners. TAM



could serve as a prediction method within marketing development to indicate actual use



(Research claim 2; §8.5).
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9.3.2.5 Mixing and merging of inferences and meta-inference synthesis pertaining 
to second research question 



Upon mixing and merging these inferences, it was found that the results and findings 



triangulated well. From these, the following meta-inference are drawn pertaining to the viability 



of the I-GIS-T application: 



• The I-GIS-T was rated as a highly viable multimedia learning-teaching material by the



teachers, whereas the learners were overall very positive towards the I-GIS-T application



and rated its viability as high. Further development suggestions were in the direction of



more clarity within the application as well as more exploratory activities.



9.3.3 Third secondary research question 



This section attempted to answer the third, secondary research question: 



To what extent does the I-GIS-T enhance GIS attitudinal and knowledge 



development? 



In attempting to answer the third secondary research question, three data collection methods 



were used: (1) attitudinal and knowledge pre and post-tests (2) six learner focus groups and 



(3) six teacher interviews (see Figure 9.5). Inferences drawn from each of these collection



methods will be provided, after which the drawing of meta-inferences for the research question



answer, from both the learner and teacher perspectives, will be presented.



Figure 9. 5 Third secondary research questions and merging of results (excerpt from Figure 
4.4) 



3 
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9.3.3.1 Learner GIS attitude tests: 2CG 



In the IC group, one of the 3 classes exhibited a positive growth in attitude pertaining to 



interest and application. The other two classes, however, gave no indication of significant 



change in attitude. In group IP, two of the three classes indicated a significant positive growth 



in attitude.  



A possible explanation could be that learners are no longer used to studying on their own and 



are more relaxed when learning together in a group, as in the case of the IP group. In addition, 



some learners in the Computer group (IC), because of limited computer skills, experienced 



anxiety, influencing their attitude towards GIS (§8.3.4). 



• GIS attitudinal development was found to be higher within the intervention groups, with the



IP group yielding a statistically significant effect and the IC group a practically significant



one. (Research claim 3a; §8.5)



9.3.3.2 Learner GIS knowledge tests: 2DH 



In the control group (C), two classes demonstrated a decrease in knowledge, whereas the 



third class exhibited no significant change in knowledge. In the IC group, one class displayed 



a positive growth in knowledge whereas the other two classes indicated no significant change 



in knowledge. In group IP, a positive growth in knowledge was found in all three classes. The 



IP group, exhibited the overall highest mean with regard to knowledge development. (§8.4.3) 



• A positive knowledge development took place after the I-GIS-T intervention, especially



within the IP group, which yielded a practically significant effect with regard to the IC and



C groups. The IC group showed a practically significant larger effect than the C group.



(Research claim 3b; §8.5)



9.3.3.3 Learner focus groups and teacher interviews: 2JK 



Learner focus groups, together with teacher interviews, yielded 26 positive GIS attitudinal 



quotations and one negative quotation (Houston High) after the intervention (Figure 7.19). 



• The learners and teachers were to a large extent positively inclined towards the I-GIS-T,



although the learners and teacher of Houston High stressed the importance of fixing the



technical glitches such as sound levels and screen resolution. (Assertion 3a; §7.4)



Learner focus groups together with teacher interviews, recorded a 38 positive indication 



towards growth in GIS understanding, whereas 3 quotes revealed a negative growth in GIS 



understanding (Figure 7.20). 
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• Both the learners and teachers were to a large extent positive that the I-GIS-T enhanced



conceptual understanding and learning of GIS. (Assertion 3b; §7.4)



9.3.3.4 Mixing and merging of inferences and meta-inference synthesis pertaining 
to third research question 



• On average, both teachers and learners were to a large extent positively inclined



towards GIS after the use of the I-GIS-T application. GIS attitudinal development was



substantial in the IP group yielding a statistical effect, whereas the IC group showed a



practical significant effect.



• Both the teachers and learners were to a large extent positive that the I-GIS-T



enhanced conceptual understanding and learning of GIS, whereas the IP group



yielded a statistical effect in the development of knowledge, and the IC group a



practically significant effect.



9.3.4 Fourth secondary research question 



This section aimed to answer the fourth, secondary research question: 



What contributing suggestions made by teachers and learners can assist in 



the development of a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into FET phase 



Geography classes, for the purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice? 



Aiming to answer the fourth research question, meta-inferences were also drawn from the first 



three secondary research questions and presented in section 9.4 (Table 9.5). In addition, 



responses from the teacher survey include: 



• Suggestions from teachers to ease GIS practice integration: (1) workshops/training 



emerged as the strongest need in both adopter and the non-adopter groups, followed 



by (2) educational, curriculum-aligned easy-to-use GIS software, followed by (3) the 



need for hardware/computers, followed by (4) teacher and learner guides, followed by



(5) support and assistance and lastly, (6) the need for available Internet connections.



(Research claim 4; §6.11; Table 6.20) 



The first, second and fourth suggestions are briefly discussed or cross-referenced in sections 



9.3.4.1 to 9.3.4.3. As the third prominent suggestion from the teacher survey refers to the need 



for hardware/computers, this theme has been taken up in the answering of the first secondary 



research question (§9.3.1), which pertains to GIS integration barriers. 



4 
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9.3.4.1 Need for suitable GIS workshops 



Through the national teacher survey and teacher interviews it emerged that, apart from 



the overall lack of GIS workshops, some GIS workshops were not realistic as: (1) they were 



built around complex educational GIS software, and did not address the needs of the 



teachers (2) they did not impart needed knowledge with regards to GIS integration and (3) 



teachers could do the GIS practical during the workshop, but afterwards 



experienced difficulties in implementing it in class (§7.3.1.3). Some teachers found that 



the I-GIS-T workshop addressed their GIS implementation needs more directly. For this 



reason six who participated, regarded it as sufficiently developed. These teachers confirmed 



that the proposed I-GIS-T integration framework to a large extent overcomes their 



main implementation barriers (Table 7.14).  



As the I-GIS-T is an interactive multimedia tutorial, the learning curve was less steep 



than other educational GIS software packages, available in South Africa, with the effect 



that the workshop dealt with implementation procedures and pedagogical methods that the 



teachers felt were useful. Gathered from the teacher workshop evaluation, the I-GIS-T 



workshop could be instrumental in reaching the early adopter groups as “seed teachers”, 



which could in turn also influence the late adopter groups according to Roger’s diffusion 



of innovation model (§2.4.1).



9.3.4.2 Educational, curriculum-aligned easy-to-use GIS software 



The I-GIS-T software has been discussed as an option for an educational, curriculum-aligned 
easy-to-use GIS software, in attempting to answer the secondary question (§9.3.2). 
Suggestions in order to further I-GIS-T application development, such as inclusion of a game, 
exploratory activities, integrated themes, multiple language options, and 
more explanations as gleaned from the teacher interviews (§7.4 & Figure 7.25) are 
displayed in Table 9.5. In addition, I-GIS-T technical developments include making the 
application cheat proof, explaining the correct answers after the quiz, enabling the 
setting of the screen resolution, providing a help button, enhancing sound quality and 
providing more real-life pictures (Figure 7.25). These technical suggestions gleaned from 
§ 7.4 were also added to Table 9.5.



9.3.4.3 Teacher guides and learner workbooks 



Within the I-GIS-T framework, teacher guides and learner workbooks have been developed to 



address the need for guidance to both teacher and learners. More suggestions to enhance 



I-GIS-T application development are displayed in Table 9.5.
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9.3.4.4 Mixing and merging of inferences and meta-inference synthesis pertaining 
to the fourth secondary research question 



The fourth, secondary research question is answered by the merging of findings generated by 



various data gathering methods as indicated in Figure 9.1. Firstly, findings from an open ended 



question within the teacher survey, as well as findings during the multiple case study are 



merged within Table 9.5. Answers to this open ended question within the survey were 



quantified, as seen in column A, of Table 9.5, while Column B of Table 9.5 represents 



qualitative findings drawn from (1) teacher and (2) learner interviews (3) an open ended 



question within the questionnaires and (4) multimedia design principles found lacking during 



the I-GIS-T application’s theoretical evaluation (see Chapter 5). As recorded in column A, 



there was an overall high need among teachers for GIS workshops. This need also emerged 



from qualitative findings from the multiple-case study, whereas feedback from the six teachers 



who attended the preliminary I-GIS-T workshop showed that the I-GIS-T workshop was 



adequate and beneficial. Four of the six teachers who took part in the multiple-case study 



stated that they are interested in conducting I-GIS-T workshops within their clusters, thereby 



becoming “seed teachers”. Furthermore, one learner also expressed the desire to conduct 



I-GIS-T workshops with her fellow class mates. Suitable educational resources were also



expressed as constituting a key need for GIS education.



Besides this, the I-GIS-T in column B depicts, overall, five recommendations for further 



development. Firstly, sound quality needs to be enhanced, visual display (screen resolution) 



must be adapted, clearer guidelines for why one needs to press certain buttons must be 



added, as well as feedback as to why certain answers were wrong. Additions included a cheat 



proof application, where the learner cannot fast forward, skipping some activities, adding of 



exploration activities, a multi-language option and a revisiting of some of the multimedia design 



principles not applied. With regard to the introduction lesson 1, suggestions included 



positioning definitions in the corner of the screen and more animation within the PowerPoint 



presentation. Regarding the use of the whiteboard, sound enhancement as well as screen 



resolution was deemed important. The workbook needed some more information and 



examples, as well as a number of clues and games. The teacher’s guide would have benefited 



from memos on workbook questions, description of teaching tips, PowerPoint notes and 



computer checklist. The conclusion lesson was rated as satisfactory.  



9.4 SUMMARY OF MIXING, MERGING AND SYNTHESIS OF META INFERENCES 



Table 9.5 represents an overall quantitative (left hand column) and qualitative (right hand 



column) finding summary. The middle column represents the concurrent mixing of both 



qualitative and quantitative research claims and assertions, according to each secondary 
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research question. This middle column (Table 9.5) shows either a confirmation of both 



quantitative and qualitative research findings, or a synergism of results which enhanced the 



individual findings of both strains. This merging of results and findings within this concurrent 



mixed method study, was carried out in order to gain a more complete understanding in the 



answering of the secondary research questions, one to four. Where only one part of the 



research question is answered, an “a” or “b” are used. For example, the first research question 



is divided into GIS usage (1a), barriers in this study (1b), and a comparison with global barriers 



that emerged during the literature review (1c). The same division was also applied to other 



secondary research questions. The answering of secondary research question four is further 



discussed in Table 9.5, as the findings from the teacher survey (Chapter 6) are being merged 



with findings during the multiple case study (Chapter 7). 
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Table 9. 5 Meta-inference matrix summary concerning research question answers 



Q QUANTITATIVE INFERENCES 
META-INFERENCES & SYNTHESIS DRAWN FROM  



QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
converging & diverging results = towards a more complete understanding 



QUALITATIVE  INFERENCES & LITERATURE INFERENCES 



Research claim 1a: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.1) 



• Teachers mostly make use of textbook GIS teaching, with a large
majority of 67.5% of teachers stating that they have never made
use of GIS software as a teaching strategy. Teachers, however,
on average do to a great extent agree that GIS practice is
beneficial for the learners. (Research claim 1a; §6.11, §6.5.1)



Triangulation and confirmation of results: (Teacher’s perspectives) 



A great majority of 67.5% of teachers in this study do not make use of GIS software 
(including Google Earth), while none of the teachers in the multiple case study 
uses GIS software. This finding correlates with literature in that the majority of the 
countries, even though they have adopted GIS in their curriculum, are still in the 
innovative phase. 



Research Assertion 1a: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.1) 



• Literature assertions 1a: According to summative findings in
literature both developed and developing countries struggle to 
implement GIS practice in school and are still in the innovation phase, 
even though GIS has been taken up in the curriculums. This review of 
global GIS adoption within 35 countries, presented in Table 9.3, was 
drawn from Table 3.2. (Literature assertion 1a; Table 9.3) 



• Findings from the teacher’s interviews revealed that none of the
teachers within this study made use of GIS practice (software) within
their GIS teaching. (Assertion 1a; §7.4)



Research claim 1b: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.1) 



• Findings from the teachers’ survey, indicates that 79.6% of the
teachers admitted that they are definitely or to some extent
hindered from implementing GIS practice in the class. (§6.7)



• Findings from the survey also indicates that the main barriers
constraining GIS practice include: (1) lack of departmental support
(2) lack of knowledge and time (3) lack of knowledge of hardware
and curriculum orientated software. From Table 6.19, by
measuring the statistical significance and effect sizes, it was found
that the most important constraints which the non GIS software
adopter group faced with regard to resources, were: software
being too complex and the lack of curriculum-aligned GIS
software. The cost of GIS software and computers not being
accessible to learners also had a significant effect on the non-
adopter group. 86.7% of the teachers indicated that there is a need
for curriculum-aligned GIS software packages that are not
complex. (Research claim 1b; §6.11,figure 6.11 )



Synergism of results: (Teachers’ perspectives) 



The literature, teacher survey and teacher interviews, suggest three main 
groups of GIS practice integration barriers: (1) lack of DBE support (lack of GIS 
training workshops, GIS training, lack of sufficient support to integrate GIS 
practice, lack of technological support and training); (2) related to the teacher (lack 
of GIS-TPACK), lack of time and learner issues (large class sizes, learner 
differences, variable computer skill levels) and (3) lack of resources (curriculum 
aligned GIS software package, cost of hardware and software, non-accessibility 
of computers, lack of usable data) and were found to be the most substantial. 



Findings within this study suggest that 79.6% teachers that took part in the survey 
indicated that they are definitely or to some extent hindered from implementing 
GIS practice in the class. South African teacher faces a digital divide (§3.5.2), 
leading to lack of resources especially augmented by huge class sizes in under 
resourced schools. Lack of DBE guidelines, curriculum aligned GIS software 
packages and implementation support suggest the need for workshops which 
were also found to be a prominent need within the teacher survey. During the 
teacher survey, 86.7% of the teachers indicated a need for curriculum aligned GIS 
software packages. 



Research Assertion 1b: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.1) 



• Literature assertions 1b: According to this summative matrix, three
main groups of barriers emerged: (1) lack of support, (2) the teacher 
(time & TPACK) and (3) resources. This review of key barriers in Table 
9.3, where 35 countries were investigated, was drawn from Table 3.2. 
(Literature assertion 1b; Table 9.3; §9.3.1.1) 



• Findings from the teacher interviews suggest that the main GIS
teaching barriers were: (1) lack of DBE support, (2) teacher: lack of
GIS knowledge, IT knowledge and GIS pedagogical knowledge, large
class sizes, lack of time, learner differences, and (3) lack of resources
(hard and software), (Assertion 1b; §7.4 & Table 9.2).



Research claim 2a: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.2) 



• Findings from the teacher I-GIS-T evaluation C suggest that the
I-GIS-T was mostly perceived as user friendly, supporting GIS
pedagogy, workable and able to circumvent the main GIS teaching
barriers. (§8.2.3)



Confirmation of results: (Teachers’ perspectives) 
Teachers rated the I-GIS-T application to a high extent, as a workable and viable 
multimedia tool for GIS practice with the assumption that the sound volume, and 
the computer resolution can be managed within the application, the I-GIS-T 
installation is manageable and schools have computers available. 
(Recommendations for further development are further explored and discussed 
under research question 4.) (TAM could serve as a prediction method within 
marketing development to indicate actual use. The behavioural intent (BI) to use 
the I-GIS-T was found to be high). 



Research Assertion 2a: (Teachers’ perspectives) – (§9.3.2) 



• Findings from the teachers’ interview rated the I-GIS-T application,
to a high extent, as a viable multimedia tool for GIS practice with the 
assumptions that the sound volume and the computer resolution can 
be managed within the application, the I-GIS-T installation is 
manageable and schools have computers available. (Assertion 
2a; §7.4)



Research claim 2b: (Learner’s’ perspectives) – (§9.3.2) 



• The five point I-GIS-T evaluation questionnaires A and B
evaluated the I-GIS-T application and its framework to a high
(scaling 4.1) and moderate-high (scaling 3.48)  extent as both
workable and a viable GIS learning teaching tool by the
learners TAM could serve as a prediction method within
marketing development to indicate actual use. (Research claim 2;
§8.5)



Confirmation of results: (Learners’ perspectives) 



The I-GIS-T was evaluated as both workable and to a large extent as a viable 
multimedia GIS learning teaching tool by learners, with the assumption that the 
sound volume, and the computer resolution can be managed within the 
application. (Recommendations for further development are further explored and 
discussed under secondary research question 4. TAM could serve as a prediction 
method within marketing development to indicate actual use of the I-GIS-T.) 



Research Assertion 2b: (Learners’ perspectives) – (§9.3.2) 



• Learners during the focus group interviews rated the I-GIS-T
application to a large extent as a viable multimedia tool for GIS 
practice with the assumption that the sound volume and the computer 
resolution could be managed within the application. (Assertion 
2b; §7.4).



2a



2b



1a 



1b 
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Q QUANTITATIVE INFERENCES 
META-INFERENCES & SYNTHESIS DRAWN FROM  



QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESULTS 
converging & diverging results = towards a more complete understanding 



QUALITATIVE  INFERENCES & LITERATURE INFERENCES 



Research claim 3a: (Learners’ perspectives) – (§9.3.3) 



• A positive learner GIS attitudinal development was also found to
be higher within the intervention groups, with the IP group
yielding a statistically significant effect and the IC group a
practically significant one. (Research claim 3a; §8.5)



Synergism of results: (Teachers’ perspectives & Learners’ perspectives) 
On the average both teachers and learners were positive inclined towards GIS 
followed by the use of the I-GIS-T application, whereas GIS attitudinal 
development was substantial in the IP group yielding a statistical effect, whereas 
the IC group showed a practical significant effect. 



Research Assertion 3a: (Teachers’ & learners’ perspectives) – (§9.3.3) 



• The learners and teachers were to a large extent positively
inclined towards the I-GIS-T, and indicated that the I-GIS-T
enhanced their attitude towards GIS, although the learners and
teacher of Houston High stressed the importance of attending to the
technical glitches such as sound levels and screen resolution.
(Assertion 3a; §7.4). These were reported under suggestions for
further development.



Research claim 3b: (Learners’ perspectives) – (§9.3.3) 



• A positive learner GIS knowledge development took place after
the I-GIS-T intervention, especially within the IP group, which
yielded a practically significant effect with regards to IC and C
groups. The IC group showed a practically significant larger effect
than the C group. (Research claim 3b; §8.5)



Synergism of results: (Teachers’ perspectives & Learners’ perspectives) 
Both the teachers and learners to a large extent were positive that the I-GIS-T 
enhanced conceptual understanding and the acquisition of GIS, whereas the IP 
group yielded a statistical effect in the development of knowledge, and the IC 
group a practically significant effect. 



Research Assertion 3b: (Teachers’ & learners’ perspectives) – (§9.3.3) 



• Both the learners and teachers were to a large extent positive that the
I-GIS-T enhanced conceptual understanding and learning of GIS.
(Assertion 3b; §7.4)



Research Assertion 4: Suggestions by teachers & learners regarding a GIS integration framework development (Assertion 4; §7.4) 



A) Online teacher survey related to a GIS integration framework drawn from
chapter 6 (Quantified) 



B) I-GIS-T framework evaluation & suggestions drawn from Chapter 7 (Qual)



Open ended question in survey 
Suggestion Non-adopter group 



Frequency (n=133) 
Total 



Support: 
Workshop/Training 



19 49 68 



Support/Assistance 3 6 9 



DBE support 
Workshops requested. Issuing of teacher guides, GIS 
resources and  



 I-GIS-T Workshop development:
Sufficient



Support networks for clusters requested.  
Departmental use of ‘seed teachers’ and ‘seed learners’ 



 I-GIS-T seed teachers and learners to manage cluster workshop
option



Opportunities for ‘seed learners’ to teach peers by means of the I-GIS-T application 
I-GIS-T application (Lesson 2 & 3):



Suggestion Non-adopter group 
Frequency (n=133) 



Total 



Resources: software 
(non-
expensive/curriculum 
aligned/user friendly) 



12 31 43 



Resources: 
hardware/computers 



11 24 35 



Resources:  
Internet connection 



1 4 5 



Resources: 
Learner workbook 
Teacher guides 



1 8 9 



From theory to practice 6 9 15 



 Sound quality, need to be greatly improved and volume set within the application, music can be deleted, except to use as a jingle
before the next activity



 Visual display: Screen resolution, preferably able to be set within the application, clearer indication of where to click, just outlining
of icon recommended. Add more visual everyday photos, lessen cartoons, more video clips /game



 Start with clear guidelines and learn through small steps. For example explain why you need to click where you click, some
explanations lacking



 Feedback: Display the correct answers after the quiz, and give a clue if learner get it wrong
 Additions: Ensure a cheat proof application, where learners cannot fast forward through the activities. Add exploration activities



as well as more activities which is integrated with themes in the curriculum. Add a multi-language component for learners with poor
English. If working from flash drive, panda software could be added on the flash to minimise virus transmission from school
computer to the flash



 Revisit and evaluation of multimedia design principles as briefed in the checklists (Chapter 5)
 Introduction lesson: PowerPoint (Lesson 1)
Have definitions in a corner  
Add short video clips, more motion and real life pictures 
Add assessment opportunities 
 Whiteboard/projector
Sound quality & screen resolution a major problem & add teacher’s guide 
 Learner workbook development
More information & examples also examples of exam like questions, some clue, games and a memo 
 Teacher’s guide
Memo of workbook questions, instructional package with description and teaching tips for each activity and explanation of PowerPoint 
slides as well as computer setup checklist 
 Conclusion lesson (Lesson 4)
Is fine, adding of memo, for learners to mark their own work in the workbook 



3a 



3b 



4 



(Research claim 2; §6.11; Table 6.20) 
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9.5 CONCLUSION 



This chapter describes the drawing of inferences into meta-inferences with the intention of 



answering the research questions. Firstly, a multiple-case study analysis of both quantitative 



and qualitative data was performed. This was undertaken in order not to compromise the in-



depth richness of this study and thereby enable analytical generalisation to cases of similar 



context. Secondly, the research questions one to four were answered by the drawing of 



inferences from various chapters. Meta-inferences were drawn and are displayed in Table 9.5 



which includes the mixing, merging and synthesis of meta-inferences, aiming to answer each 



of the first four secondary research questions. Chapter 10 aims to discuss the development 



and presentation of an I-GIS-T integration framework, in answer to the fifth research question. 
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CHAPTER TEN 



10 CONCLUSION: I-GIS-T INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK 



10.1 INTRODUCTION 



Chapter 10 describes the development of the proposed I-GIS-T integration framework 



displayed in Figure 10.2 with the aim of answering the fifth, secondary research question. 



Inferences and meta-inferences drawn in Chapter 9, together with the TIP model and the 



TPACK model (discussed in Chapter 2), provide the basis for the said framework. Lastly, each 



of the I-GIS-T integration framework components will be elucidated and described. 



10.2 DEVELOPMENT OF I-GIS-T INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK 



What framework can be proposed for the effective integration and utilisation of the 



I-GIS-T in FET phase Geography?



With the purpose of producing an I-GIS-T integration framework, the backdrop of GIS 



integration barriers/constraints, contextualised for South Africa, was firstly investigated in this 



study. It thereby, secondly, addressed a lacuna within South African educational GIS research. 



Thirdly, using the TPACK model (§2.5) a GIS-TPACK fingerprinting framework was developed 



in order to evaluate the needs of the teacher with regards to GIS-technology-pedagogy-



Geographical content knowledge (see Addendum 10.1). A fourth dimension, GIS has been 



added to TPACK (discussed in Chapter 2), in order to describe the skills and knowledge 



needed by teachers to teach GIS. 



The proposed GIS-TPACK captures one of the key barriers, where teachers expressed their 



own feelings of inadequacy in teaching GIS, referring to themselves as such a barrier. The 



GIS-TPACK could be employed in future research to evaluate GIS teacher training 



programmes. A preliminary framework to identify the GIS-TPACK fingerprint (see Addendum 



10.1) is included in the I-GIS-T integration framework. As noted, the I-GIS-T application, 



nestled within its integration framework, to a large extent supports the GIS-TPACK needed 



for GIS teaching. During the I-GIS-T activities, the teacher mostly acts as a facilitator. 



The I-GIS-T application and its integration framework, therefore acts as a bridge towards 



Quantum GIS software, and therefore creates a standardised integration framework for 



GIS FET phase integration.   



5 
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In order to synthesise a suitable I-GIS-T framework, the TIP model (§2.6 and §5.4) has been 



employed. The relative advantage of the I-GIS-T had already been determined (§5.4.1.1), and 



a new I-GIS-T-TPACK drawn up with newly developed questions. Step three includes 



objectives and assessments aligned with the curriculum (§1.3), while integration 



strategies/options have been laid out, depending on resources available, and learners’ 



computer literacy. Step 5 has been captured in a computer checklist to ensure that the 



I-GIS-T application would be workable. In addition, analyses of test results and workbook



answers, together with feedback from teachers and learners, have been taken up in reflection



and reports, which comprise step 7.



Figure 10. 1  IGIS-T integration according to TIP 



These TIP steps (represented by the blue buttons), are indicated in the proposed I-GIS-T 



integration framework in Figure 10.2.  



1 



2 



3 



4 



5



6 



7 
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10.3 I-GIS-T INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK 



The framework presented in Figure 10.2 uses the barrier framework (synthesised through 



literature, survey and interviews) as its backdrop. The three main groups of barriers, within 



Figure 10.2, are represented by horizontal rows: (1) support (2) teachers’ and learners’ (3) 



resources. These three major areas of barriers that emerged were discussed in Chapters 3, 6 



and 7. According to the national online survey, teachers expressed their need for more support 



from the DBE side and have subsequently requested more GIS workshops. The I-GIS-T 



integration framework also supports this request and promote the use of “seed teachers” to 



conduct workshops at their own circuits. According to Roger’s model (§2.4.1), the use of early 



adopters in this capacity enhances the adoption of GIS practice. The utilising of these circuit 



teacher workshops, under the direction of the DBE, equip the teacher with guidelines 



regarding GIS teaching by means of the I-GIS-T, for the FET phase. GIS learning starts with 



an introductory PowerPoint and accompanying notes within the learner workbook and teacher 



guide. Thereafter, five options (A, B, C, D and E) are suggested for the use of the I-GIS-T 



application within its framework. Both class and school contexts would influence the choice of 



option. The I-GIS-T learner workbook and teacher guide (light turquoise button no 2), scaffold 



both teacher and learner through the various I-GIS-T sections and activities (light turquoise 



buttons 3 to 7), thereby guiding the teachers who lack GIS-TPACK. Finally, a memo is 



provided for answers to questions found in the I-GIS-T learner workbook.  
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Figure 10. 2 I-GIS-T integration framework with barriers as backdrop  



                                                                See Figure 10.1 



- Outdated computer lab & computer viruses



- Computer lab available



- Digital projector available



- Interactive whiteboard available



I-GIST application



TIP steps during development 



1 



2 



3 



7 
4 



I-GIS-T framework components



1 



2 



6 



5 



6 



3 



4 



5 



See section 10.3.1 



Figure 10.2 An I-GIS-T Integration Framework 
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10.3.1 Components of I-GIS-T Integration Framework 



This section explains the I-GIS-T integration framework as seen in Figure 10.2, in terms of the 



seven main steps, based on the TIP model.  



10.3.1.1 Workshops 



The I-GIS-T teacher workshop is designed to brief the teachers on GIS curriculum



requirements, running through the four lessons and a question time. The I-GIS-T 



package given out during the workshops contains: (1) Lesson 1’s PowerPoint slide show (2) 



teacher guide (3) learner workbook (4) USB flash stick with the I-GIS-T application. Teachers’ 



suggestions from both the survey and multiple case study propose the use of “seed teachers 



and learners” to attend the I-GIS-T workshops and demonstrate the use of the I-GIS-T within 



cluster workshops. The majority of the teachers in the multiple case study indicated that they 



would be interested in attending I-GIS-T workshops in their areas. These teacher cluster 



groups could also establish an I-GIS-T support group, giving tips and advice to one another. 



10.3.1.2 I-GIS-T learner workbook and teacher guide 



The I-GIS-T learner workbook provides questions during the I-GIS-T activities and



needs to be completed during the I-GIS-T tutorials and exercises. The workbook also 



supplies GIS notes from which the learner can study for the exam. The I-GIS-T teacher guide 



contains notes, a computer checklist with requirements needed to run the I-GIS-T application, 



memos for the learner workbook questions, a rubric for the workbook as well as the answers 



to the learner’s multiple test questions. The workbook and guide provide support to both 



learner and teacher throughout the activities and are also curriculum aligned. The I-GIS-T 



learner workbook and teacher guide can be downloaded cost free from the NWU Geography 



Department website and are also included in the “seed teacher” I-GIS-T USB resource 



package handed out during the I-GIS-T short courses of the NWU. 



10.3.1.3 Resources available 



The flexibility of I-GIS-T allows five options which are determined by the quality and 



quantity of resources available. These are as follows: 



• option A: Digital projector and laptop



• option B: Learner computer ratio 2:1 (sharing of earphones)



• option C: Learner computer ratio 1:1 



1 



2 



3 
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• option D: Home computer



• option E: Home computer & internet



Each option will be described in sections 10.3.1.5. 



10.3.1.4 Lesson 1:   I-GIS-T PowerPoint introduction 



Of the introductory lesson, approximately 30 minutes consists of a PowerPoint 



lesson with screenshots from the I-GIS-T explaining the I-GIS-T dashboard and main



GIS concepts, and includes a quiz. Each slide contains lecturing notes and is 



supported with descriptive notes within the teacher’s guide. 



10.3.1.5 Lesson 2 & 3:   I-GIS-T options  



The flexible use of the I-GIS-T application, with its five options, allows I-GIS-T use in 



a variety of schools with diverse contexts. School resources may vary concerning the



availability of a data projector, an interactive whiteboard, the number of workable and 



virus free computers and internet connections. The teacher is able to match the I-GIS-T 



teaching option according to resources available as well as to the computer literacy level of 



the learners. For example, the buddying method of seating two learners per computer may 



lessen computer anxiety and also split attention, where learners take turns in doing the I-GIS-



T activity and completing the workbook questions. In times of teacher strikes, the learner can 



make use of the I-GIS-T application at home.  It is important to note that these options can 



also be mixed, and tailored according to the class context. The following options are therefore 



possible: 



• Option A



The use of the I-GIS-T application, via digital projector and laptop, is suitable for large classes, 



and schools lacking a computer lab with working computers. Within this option the teacher can 



make use of learners to demonstrate the application in front of the others, whereas the rest of 



the class can advise these learners where to click. Computer speakers are a necessity, to 



ensure that multimedia works at optimum capacity. 



• Option B



Using option B enables buddying, where a high achiever can work together with a low 



achiever, or one lacking computer skills. One learner does the activity, whilst the other 



completes the section in the learner workbook. After each activity, the learners switch roles. 



Earphone “splitters” allows two headphones in one jack. They are able to repeat the activities 



4 
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and also pause if they want to discuss some of these. Together they complete the multiple 



choice questions that form part of the application. 



• Option C



Option C can be chosen for schools which possess a workable computer lab with one learner 



per computer. This option allows the learners to work on their own through all the I-GIS-T 



activities whilst completing questions in the learner workbook. This option also permits the 



learners to redo I-GIS-T activities at their own pace and inclination. During these activities the 



teacher acts as facilitator. 



• Option D



Option D makes it possible for absent learners to complete the activities and workbook at 



home since the I-GIS-T application, together with the learner workbook and introductory 



PowerPoint with presenter’s notes, are mounted on a USB flash stick. 



• Option E



For learners with an internet connection at home, option E can be used during times of teacher 



strikes or during teacher or learner absences. The learner can download the I-GIS-T 



application together with the workbook and introductory PowerPoint, making anytime, 



anywhere learning possible. 



10.3.1.6 Lesson 4:   I-GIS-T conclusion 



The conclusion lesson takes approximately 45 minutes. The teacher is able to choose 



various options according to the needs of the learners and the resources available. 



• Revisions can be carried out on difficult parts of the I-GIS-T application by means of a



digital projector. The learners should take turns to demonstrate the procedures.



• The teacher could also use the PowerPoint from lesson 1 for reinforcement of



concepts. This might be followed by a discussion of the everyday use of GIS to solve



local and global problems.



• Learners can also be divided into groups and illustrate through drawings the most



important GIS concepts they have learned.



• Revision of I-GIS-T learner workbook answers with the learner.



6 
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• Learner assessments include: workbook assessment (continuous assessment) as well



as a 20 minute multiple choice question test at the end of the GIS lessons (summative



assessment).



10.3.1.7 Reflection and reporting 



After the four lessons, the teachers are encouraged to reflect on the lessons and 



make notes in the teacher guide. These notes can be used by them for the following 



year and to report on during the circuit workshop. 



10.4 CONTRIBUTION OF THE STUDY 



This study offers a contribution towards knowledge, methodology and GIS-learning teaching 



support materials. 



10.4.1 Contribution to knowledge 



My contribution to knowledge in this study was aimed at addressing the educational GIS 



research gap in South Africa. In pursuit of this aim, my first requisite was to generate data 



regarding educational GIS practice usage and barriers within South Africa, by means of a 



national teacher survey and insight gained through ten in-depth teacher interviews which also 



confirmed findings from the pilot study. Secondly, I addressed the need for a suitable 



educational GIS application (as confirmed by the teacher survey), by guiding the development 



of various versions of the I-GIS-T application. Thirdly, in answer to the GIS practice barriers 



experienced and those which emerged during the literature study, teacher interviews, and 



confirmed by the national teacher survey, I developed an I-GIS-T integration framework, as a 



means of supporting the teachers and the Department of Basic Education.  



10.4.2 Contribution to methodology 



As there was no blueprint research plan (mixed research typology) available to answer the 



research questions, the tailor-designed research plan added to the practice of mixed methods 



methodology, which is an evolving and continually developing movement. This study added 



knowledge regarding educational mixed research into software and framework development. 



In addition, this research design might have broken fresh ground regarding educational GIS 



research and dialogue within South Africa and other developing countries. 



7 
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10.4.3 Contribution to GIS learning teaching support materials (GIS-LTSM) 



This study contributed towards the development, implementation and evaluation of a GIS 



teaching learning support material (I-GIS-T) and its implementation framework. Within the 



I-GIS-T integration framework, an I-GIS-T PowerPoint, learner workbook and teacher guide



were developed. In addition, an I-GIS-T workshop framework was developed and evaluated.



This study therefore contributes to in-service GIS teacher- and workshop training within South



Africa, specifically with regard to teachers’ needs, such as the use of GIS-TPACK, presented



in Chapters 9 and 10.



10.4.4 Contribution to the body of literature 



In order to make a further contribution, findings from the survey and the proposed I-GIS-T 



framework will be presented to the nine provinces of the DBE, as well as the seven schools 



that formed part of the multiple case study. Findings from this study add to the media debate, 



in that the projector-group demonstrated a greater increase in both GIS knowledge and a 



positive GIS attitude. It could therefore be argued that the teacher’s pedagogical interaction 



with the learner remains an important aspect to consider when developing educational GIS 



applications, especially within the South African context. As mentioned in Chapter 3, South 



African literature on GIS education remains scarce. In order to make a further contribution to 



the body of literature, five articles were produced from this study, some still in review.  



10.5 CONCLUSION 



This concludes the present study which set out to investigate and propose a suitable 



framework for the integration of the I-GIS-T application within FET phase Geography.  



A national online survey amongst FET phase Geography teachers measured the key GIS 



teaching barriers found in order to establish the backdrop to GIS teaching within South Africa, 



which could direct further research and GIS teachers’ training. Results found indicated that 



67.5% of teachers never make use of geospatial technology, whereas 86.7% stated that they 



have a definite need for curriculum orientated GIS teaching materials. These results confirm 



findings gleaned from ten in-depth teacher interviews which reported, overall, very little GIS 



software usage and an urgent need for suitable GIS software and GIS learner teacher support 



material (LTSM). Moreover 45% of the grade 11 Geography classes had more than 40 learners 



per class. The I-GIS-T and its preliminary integration framework were evaluated in seven 



schools (control classes included) and turned out to be a viable option for these FET phase 
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schools teaching GIS. Within large classes, the I-GIS-T application by means of a projector, 



within its integration frameworks, was demonstrated to be an effective teaching option. In 



addition, this research indicates that certain minor technical revisions in I-GIS-T are still 



required, which have been taken up in the suggestions for future development and 



implementation.   



10.6 LIMITATIONS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 



As this study unfolded, limitations became apparent. The national survey, conducted during 



Part 1 of this study, was completed online, which resulted in answers mainly from those 



teachers who were technologically literate. Although postal services could have covered 



responses from a larger spectrum of FET phase Geography teachers, more resources and 



time would have been used, not to mention the influence of postal and teacher strikes, which 



occurred during this time. Furthermore, as availability sampling within the survey was used 



rather than randomisation, generalisability was compromised. The intervention and control 



classes were also not randomly selected, which also compromised generalisability. However, 



findings do show distinct patterns and trends that could be of assistance in future educational 



GIS development and research. Because Part 2 of this study investigated just seven schools 



(control classes included), in one province, generalising can only be extended to schools in 



similar contexts (analytical generalisation). However, thick descriptions of each school within 



the multiple case study provide a means to analytically generalise within the South African 



context to a few hundred schools with similar contexts and resources. Due to the time 



constraints of three months’ fieldwork, teacher union strikes, barricaded roads because of 



community strikes and the busy schedules of the teachers and the schools, especially in 



catching up with lost lesson time, I did not include a second cycle of I-GIS-T and framework 



evaluation within this study. Indeed, it was found that the qualitative findings of the multiple-



case study (Part 2) were already saturated within the first cycle, with a few minor changes as 



suggestions for further development. 



10.7 IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES 



Despite the findings pointing to the viability of the I-GIS-T application and the workability of the 



I-GIS-T framework, this study revealed that I-GIS-T application enhancements, such as sound



quality and screen resolution, are of major importance to ease GIS practice integration.



Furthermore, the I-GIS-T application development mostly made use of the cognitive and



behaviouristic design principles (Chapter 2), whereas constructivist principles could be infused



into the application, through possible hypertext links (Chapter 2). A further testing of GIS
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knowledge and GIS attitude after a period of time could also be informative regarding the long 



term effect on memory and attitude, which might well add value to the multimedia debate. 



Furthermore, more research is needed to evaluate the use of the proposed GIS-TPACK 



fingerprinting to identify the teachers’ needs that should be addressed during teacher GIS 



workshops and possible student teacher GIS training. 



10.8 REFLECTION ON THE RESEARCH STUDY 



Because GIS education globally and within South Africa is encountering manifold GIS 



barriers/constraints underlying an issue of considerable uncertainty amongst teachers and 



curriculum developers as well as the Department of Basic Education (DBE), a study of this 



nature should need no further justification. There is currently an overwhelming need among 



FET phase Geography teachers who are largely positive towards GIS, for GIS practice 



integration guidelines, a suitable but flexible curriculum aligned GIS application and more GIS 



LTSM.  



Moreover, as the international community becomes more preoccupied with issues such as 



climate change, sustainable development natural disasters and combating terrorism, GIS has 



globally risen to prominence on the educational and political agendas. A GIS literate workforce 



is urgently needed. From my experience in undertaking this study I would contend that, with 



regard to the current state of education in South Africa, the digital divide and technological 



progress, GIS is not only a matter of choice, but also the only choice in matters which matter. 
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School Positive I-GIS-T framework evaluation Negative I-GIS-T framework evaluation (taken up in 
suggestions) 



Duncan 
High 



 Informative. 
 The exercises were fun, but sometimes complicated. 
 Very helpful. 
 Nice. 
 I think I-GIS-T is fantastic, although I didn’t like GIS, but I think 



listening to this and seeing how it works kind of changed my mind 
about GIS. 



 Very good. 
 I-GIS-T is a good programme because narration explains easily. 
 An awesome programme to use when considering all aspects that 



affect our lives. 
 Overall impression is excellent tutorial, easy and understandable. 



 It was a bit too fast. 
 The tutorial was too fast and did not explain procedures. 
 The sound system is too soft. 
 Towards the end, the instructions that pop up do not 



pop up unless one has hovered the mouse around and 
then they come up. It’s difficult like that. 



Glenville 
High 



 



 It helps us to understand and see what is truly happening and 
what GIS is all about and also enables us to experience and use 
GIS data while explaining the work. 



 This is a great tutorial and I wish it was also available on phones, to 
have it on your phone. I learned a lot of new things and understood 
it well by using the graphics. I wish you can visit our school maybe 
three times a term to learn new information. 



 The GIS-T helped me a lot in terms of understanding better. It is 
well constructed and easily understandable. I thank the programme. 



 I understand GIS now more than I did before. 
 It has been a very great exercise in terms of describing the GIS 



concept in detail therefore I can proudly say I learned a lot. Great 
exercise! 



 GIS is an interesting section and it seems to be enjoyable because I 
have improved my knowledge and understanding using I-GIS-T. 



 I enjoyed every practice. 
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Houston 
High 



 I really enjoyed this GIS programme. It really helped me to see 
things in real life. It was such a good learning programme. 
Hopefully we will get another chance to do this GIS programme. 
Thank you.  



 Thank you very much for this programme. But we did not get 
enough time to finish all our exercises. But then thanks a lot!! All the 
best!! 



 It has been interesting. It has kept me engrossed and wanting to 
know what comes next. 



 Lesson was a bit too large. 
 Was too long and boring. There were no videos or 



audible clips on the learners’ computers. It was the worst 
experience I had on a computer. 



Valken 
Hoërskool 



  Very soft volume. 
 Need to be more clear talking. Get an English person to 



help. 
 Need to explain why, when going into tables and having 



to type in certain numbers, don’t understand what that is 
used for, i.e. classification mode. 



 That man speaking is boring. Volume must at least have a 
volume control and it was too soft. 



 Sound needs to be improved on the software. There is no 
volume control therefore making it extremely hard to hear. 
In some cases it is hard to understand the male’s voice 
talking in the tutorial. 



 No volume control. Don’t understand the male’s voice. 
Doesn’t help the exercises, only the tutorials help. I didn’t 
learn anything. 



 Change the music and get someone else to narrate. 



Vumeze 
High 



 I think that I-GIS-T is a very interesting exercise. I really gained a 
lot of knowledge on understanding GIS. I enjoyed all the exercises 
and they were all explained clearly to me in a way that made me 
want to know more about all the things happening in the world 
around me. The I-GIS-T also made me want to apply for a job under 
GIS. I think that GIS should be taught clearly in all schools because 
it’s very important to know about the world we live in. So that people 
can stop harming the environment and learn to keep it clean. 



 It is a great honour to be given an opportunity like this to learn GIS 
in a fun and easily understandable way. In my school we don’t have 
many facilities that can help us to see what we are learning. But 
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now that I have learned more I wish to share my overall experience 
with my classmates because they do not understand GIS. 



 I-GIS-T taught me a lot and it also made me realise that it is not 
always the case that one should physically be there in order to take 
information since there is remote sensing. It makes the job easy for 
those involved in weather forecasting to predict the weather through 
the layers of information, using vector data layers. The fact that it 
makes the world a better place by trying by all means to resolve the 
issue of natural disasters made me want to learn more. It has taught 
me more than I can imagine I would have. I love I-GIS-T. 



 I-GIS-T is a very good programme and I learned a lot from this 
programme. I enjoyed spending my time studying I-GIS-T. I learned 
so many skills in I-GIS-T and it increased my interest in GIS. I think 
it’s a good idea to teach our school GIS and it’s going to help so 
many learners in our school. GIS is very important to our lives and it 
will help us. 



 I feel that GIS should be taught more at rural schools so that more 
rural school learners are exposed to GIS and become more aware 
about it. I also feel that we would have been taught more about 
using computers to analyse I GIS. 



 GIS is an interesting topic and it is helping us to understand more 
about GIS and we also gained skill from its exercise. The web site 
on the internet is good. I even learned that in order to become a 
meteorologist you need GIS so as I’m going to study meteorology 
these exercises helped me a lot. 



 I-GIS-T is good because it helps us to understand GIS clearly. It 
also encourages us to like GIS and learn more about GIS. 



 This has shown a clear picture of what GIS is and why it is used. 
Described job opportunities where I didn’t know that they use/need 
GIS. Practicals were awesome, so was the teacher. It has 
developed a lot of skills and I would like this to be done by every 
Geography learner to experience GIS. This gained my interest. 
Thank you! 



 It is a very interesting topic, maybe if it could be introduced to every 
school, South Africa would be a great country where people are 
educated about the geographic problems, not just South Africa but 
they will know what is happening around the world and what is 
causing it to happen. It would be best if it was added to the 
curriculum so that every school will know about I-GIS-T. 
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 I-GIS-T will be good for us learners because it gives us a clearer 
picture about GIS and helps us to understand more about what is 
happening around the world and it helps us to learn much about 
GIS. I think it will be really useful in our school. 



 Only thing I can say about I-GIS-T is that I understand it and I have 
more concentration on the GIS!! 



 It is a good lesson and it needs to be practised by all learners within 
the school and it gives knowledge about our world and we are able 
to predict the weather. 



 I’m very excited to know that GIS is involved in town planning which 
is a career I’m very interested in and the knowledge and information 
I’ve gained from this system. 



 I really appreciate to be taught GIS. It improved our level of 
understanding it. I wish that our school could have more 
opportunities of having access to the computer. The teacher was 
great and I will like another session some other time. 



Standard 
Secondary 
School 



 It’s very understandable and I enjoyed it. 
 The I-GIS-T is very much enjoyable, and I gained a lot of skills on 



it. It really changed my understanding of things happening around. It 
is a great exercise to do. 



 It was very nice learning GIS. GIS is very interesting and cool. 



 I can’t hear well because the sound is too soft and there 
are areas where the pictures get cut and I don’t read 
everything (I skip to the next page).  



 But I suggest that it should improve more on the sound 
because it is too soft and the introduction is not quite 
clear. 



 The sounds were unclear (bad). 
 Images were not clear but not all. 



Summary  36 positive comments, with 2 schools only positive comments 
(14 & 7). 



 17 negative comments (7 only negative comments 
from one school). 



 1 main problem:  
o Sound quality (12 comments). 



 4 secondary problems: 
o Monitor cuts off (resolution needed to be 



adjusted) (2 comments). 
o Pop ups not very directive (1 comment) 
o Explain why (2 comments). 
o Lesson long (1 comment). 



 













   
   



A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within  



FET phase Geography  
  



Post I-GIS-T Semi-structured Teacher interview   



  



   



Reading of monologue   



Good morning/afternoon.  I’d like firstly to thank you for being involved today.     



Before we get to the topic, I would like to ensure you that this study is not to assess you or our 
school. This study is purely to test the workability of the I-GIS-T application within the FET phase.     



There are no right or wrong answers. You will not be penalised in any way regarding the answers 
that you give. Your absolutely honest answer is therefore crucial.  I will not judge you for the things 
that you say. Your confidentiality is certain.  Standard courtesy, however, is required.     



I am recording this session so that I can transcribe it later.  I will also take notes.  I will then 
combine your conversations and the notes with those from other groups who are involved in my 
study. At no time will you be identified, either while I analyse the data, or publish the results.  This 
is voluntary. If at any time you wish to stop participating, you may do so freely.     



So, what is this about?   



GIS has lately been included in the curriculum. As you (your class) have done the GIS activity 
using the I-GIS-T, I would like you to talk on how you experienced this application. Can we start?   



1. To what extent, on a scale of 1-10, do you think the I-GIS-T could be a viable multimedia 
tool for GIS practice? (with 1 not viable at all and 10 fully viable)  



2. What problems, if any, did you have with the I-GIS-T?  



3. What positive side is there to the I-GIS-T?  



4. In what way did you teach GIS before?  (Application?)  



5. How does the I-GIS-T compare to previous applications?  



6. Did the I-GIS-T application surmount barriers you as teacher experience in GIS teaching? 
Explain.  



7. Would you promote this application to other geography teachers as well?    



8. What suggestions can you make to enhance the I-GIS-T?  



9. What suggestions can you make to enhance a framework for integrating the I-GIS-T into 
FET phase geography classes for the purpose of enhancing GIS instructional practice?  
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A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within 



FET phase Geography 
 



I-GIS-T evaluation C (Teacher) 



 



Dear Geography teacher,   2014 



Your participation in this research is voluntary of course.  Your confidentiality is assured 



throughout this study and in any publication that might follow this questionnaire. Please 



understand that the use of this data will be used for academic studies and results may be 



published in journal articles or conference presentations. Through completing the following 



questionnaire, you have agreed to the above. 



This questionnaire will take approximately 12 minutes to complete.   



Thank you for your interest and participation in this study. I genuinely appreciate your time. 



Instructions: 



1. Answer each question by circling the appropriate number in the shaded box or by 



writing your opinion in the (shaded) space provided. 



Example: 



 



2. Please answer all the questions except when indicated differently by question. 



3. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions.   



 



Thank you for your support!  



Item 



 



Answer the following questions  



N
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r 
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5.1  I like to hike in the mountains 1 2 3 4 
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Item 



Question 1 



Answer the following questions regarding the I-GIS-T. 
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1.1 
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The I-GIS-T is plug and play friendly. (Easy to install) 1 2 3 4 



1.2 It is easy to handle I-GIS-T software 1 2 3 4 



1.3 The I-GIS-T application features make learning easier. 1 2 3 4 



1.4 
The instructions of the I-GIS-T application are easy to 



follow. 
1 2 3 4 



1.5 The I-GIS-T has adequate time allocation for activities. 1 2 3 4 



1.6 



G
IS



 P
e
d



a
g



o
g



y
 



The I-GIS-T application is relevant regarding curriculum 



requirements. 
1 2 3 4 



1.7 The I-GIS-T has sufficient varieties of lesson strategies. 1 2 3 4 



1.8 
The I-GIS-T has an infusion of higher order thinking 



skills. 
1 2 3 4 



1.9 The I-GIS-T has suggested enrichment activities. 1 2 3 4 



1.10 



L
e
a
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e
r 



c
e
n



tr
e
d



 



le
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g



 



The learners should enjoy the I-GIS-T application 



activities. 
1 2 3 4 



1.11 
The learners should be interested in the I-GIS-T 



activities. 
1 2 3 4 



1.12 The learners should be able to work on their own. 1 2 3 4 



1.13  The learners should be able to self-pace their learning 1 2 3 4 



1.14 



Im
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n



c
e
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f 
G
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The I-GIS-T provides tools for experimental learning 1 2 3 4 



1.15 The I-GIS-T provides tools for constructive learning 1 2 3 4 



1.16 The I-GIS-T caters for different learning styles 1 2 3 4 



1.17 The I-GIS-T increase understanding/acquisition of skills 1 2 3 4 



1.18 
The I-GIS-T encourages real life application of 



geographical skills 
1 2 3 4 
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2.3.4  Any additional comments, suggestions or thoughts regarding the I-GIS-T? 



 



 



 



 



 



Thank you for your time! 



Item 



Question 2:  Answer the following questions regarding      
I-GIS-T and barriers to GIS learning. 
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2.1  



The I-GIS-T is a workable option regarding GIS 
teaching and learning 



1 2 3 4 



2.2 
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Is the I-GIS-T application able to overcome your GIS 
teaching-learning barriers? 



1 2 3 4 



2.3 



Identify the three main barriers that you experience 
regarding the implementation and teaching of GIS & 
measure to what extent these barriers are overcome 
should you use the I-GIS-T 



To what extent barriers are 
overcame through using the        



I-GIS-T application 



Very 
little 



extent 



Little 
extent 



Great 
extent 



Very 
great 
extent 



2.3.1 1. Biggest barrier:______________________ 1 2 3 4 



2.3.2 2. Second biggest barrier: _______________ 1 2 3 4 



2.3.3 3.  Third biggest barrier: _________________ 1 2 3 4 





















    
   



A Framework for Interactive-GIS-Tutor integration within 



FET phase Geography 



   



Post I-GIS-T Semi-structured focus group interview    



   



Reading of monologue    



Good morning/afternoon.  I’d like firstly to thank you for being involved today.      



Before we get to the topic, I would like to ensure you that this study is not to assess you or our school. This 
study is purely to test the workability of the I-GIS-T application within the FET phase.      



There are no right or wrong answers. You will not be penalized in any way regarding the answers that you 
give. Your absolutely honest answer is therefore crucial.  I will not judge you for the things that you say.  Your 
confidentiality is certain. Standard courtesy, however, is required. I am recording this session so that I can 
transcribe it later. I will also take notes. I will then combine your conversations and the notes with those from 
other groups who are involved in my study. At no time will you be identified, either while I analyse the data, 
or publish the results. This is voluntary. If at any time you wish to stop participating, you may do so freely.     
So, what is this about? GIS has lately been included in the curriculum. As you (your class) have done the 
GIS activity using the I-GIS-T, as well as viewed the PowerPoint, I would like you to talk on how you 
experienced this application and the lesson activities. Can we start?    



   



1. Complete the following phrase:  I think the I-GIS-T is….   



2. Have you used GIS software before?   



3. What GIS technologies did you use?   



4. How do the I-GIS-T compare with other GIS learning methods?   



5. Complete the following:  My biggest challenge when doing the I-GIS-T   activities was…   



6. Complete the following:  When working with the I-GIS-T, I liked ….   



7. Did you feel in charge of your own GIS learning experience while doing the I-GIS-T activity?   



8. Do you feel you have learned more about GIS through the I-GIS-T activity?   



9. To what degree do you think the I-GIS-T activity was worthwhile?   



10. How did you feel while working with the I-GIS-T?   



11. To what extent do you perceive the I-GIS-T as a viable multimedia tool for GIS practice?   



12. What future recommendations do you have regarding I-GIS-T activities in class?   



13. What recommendations can you make regarding the IGIST workbook?   



14. What did you think of the IGIST introduction lesson?   



15. What did you think about the IGIST conclusion lesson?   



16. Are there any other recommendations you would like to make?   



17. To what degree would you like to use the I-GIS-T at home as well?   
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